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Abstract
The present study concentrates on the lifestyles and experiences of British-born 
young Tamils, and explores various components of their identities. Not many 
sociological studies have been conducted on the Tamil community in Britain. The 
study approaches its subject area through combining detailed ethnographic and 
interview research on young British Tamils with a consideration of wider arguments 
relating to ethnicity, migration, diaspora and youth.
The findings are organised in terms of the four key themes of traditional culture, 
friendship, media, and politics, each one combined with relevant conceptual and 
empirical theorisations. Diasporic theories help to understand broader trends relating 
to various aspects of identity and these contribute towards the development of 
theories on minority youth inter-culture and new ethnicities.
Specifically, the study focuses on British-born young Tamils based in London, aged 
between 16-29.  The ethnography focuses on their cohesiveness as a group, their 
relationship with parents and traditional Tamil culture and with other elements of 
British society, including White British youth culture and ethnic minority youth 
cultures. This qualitative study deploys research techniques together with interviews 
and ethnographic observations to examine current understanding of cultural 
identities, ethnicity and community.
The analysis highlights the complex and dynamic nature of the identities of the 
young respondents and their experiences of being British-Tamils. The notion of 
hybridisation starts to figure quite strongly with the development of intercultural forms 
of mixed identities relating to the maintenance of traditional culture, friendship 
patterns and media interests. Interestingly however, young Tamils’ political 
engagement with recent political events has developed a greater awareness of their 
Tamil identity and politicised youth ethnicity than before. The implications may be 
observed in terms of a greater impact upon their future cultural orientations -  an 
increase in Tamil media usage, more interest in their mother tongue and the 
development of connections with the transnational Tamil community.
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Glossary
Arangetram is a graduation performance based upon the part of traditional format of Sri 
Lankan Tamil dancers, musicians and singers. Often attended over one hundred people, this 
is an official showcase of an individual’s or group’s expertise in the Sri Lankan or South 
Indian Tamil arts.
Baila music or Popisai Songs is known among both Sinhalese and Tamils. The term refers 
to a form of dance music popular on the island of Sri Lanka. It originated in the colonial 
period from the mixed communities consisting of Portuguese, African and Sinhalese people). 
It was later combined with European instruments and Eastern and Western rhythms, 
especially rhythms found in Spain and Northern European folk music. This pop style music is 
well known as Popisai Songs among Tamils in Sri Lanka.
Bharatanatyam is one of the major classical dance styles of India. This form of dance was 
derived from South India. It gives us the expression of Hindu religious themes and 
devotions. This dance was formerly played by the female temple dancers and it has come to 
stage for public performance after 1930.
Carnatic is a system of classical music that is connected with the South part of Indian sub­
continent. This classical music is very much popular among Sri Lankan Tamils and the 
diaspora Tamils
Chithanam or dowry is a common custom in many Asian countries. Chithanam is the wife’s 
inherited property from her parents. South Asian pattern tells us about women receive cash, 
jewels and household items as dowry. In Jaffna (Sri Lanka) two patterns of transmission of 
property identified. Women get land, jewels and household items at the time of marriage 
when women and men get land from the parents at the time of parents’ demise.
Endogamy is an Anthropological term that refers to marriage within one's own tribe or group 
as required by custom or law
Ghatam is an object that makes sounds when struck with another implement, or shaken, 
rubbed and scraped.
Hinduism is a religion that consists of complex of beliefs, values, and customs comprising 
the dominant religion of most people in India, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, and Nepal. It is 
characterized by the worship of many gods, including Brahma as Supreme Being, a caste 
system, and belief in reincarnation.
XII
Jubba is a plain long full sleeved dress worn by Kerala men. It is not a dress for daily use. 
On special occasions and events men wear Jubba with Mundu or with Jeans. Jubba is 
identified as a South Asian ankle-length garment, usually with long sleeves similar to a robe.
Kurta -Traditional clothes that are worn by most South Asian men and women. There are 
different kinds that consist of traditionally loose-fitting pyjama tight fitting churidas and loose- 
fitting salwars. These cultural clothes are used both for casual wear and as formal dress.
Maveerar Naal (Heroes Day) is held in remembrance of those who gave their lives in the 
Tamil struggle. Every year on 27*^  of November Tamil diaspora celebrate these memories of 
the Tamil soldiers. On this special day, they carry red roses and Gloriosa Lilies 
(“Kaarthikaippoo”: see appendix VII, photo 73) and they light traditional lamps.
Miruthangam is a drumming instrument from South Indian Tamil origin. It is mostly used for 
the Carnatic concerts, and it is popular in countries such as, India, Sri Lanka, Singapore, 
Malaysia etc.
‘Pongu Thamir refers to the Tamil Upsurge that occurred in Jaffna (Northern Province in Sri 
Lanka) in 2001. The very first celebration was held at Jaffna and initiated by the Tamil youth 
based in the University of Jaffna 17^  ^ January, 2001. Then this movement spread out to 
other Tamil districts in Sri Lanka. This students’ political movement has gradually stretched 
to Tamil diaspora across the world since 2008. Since then, it has taken many political forms. 
Three political aspirations for Sri Lankan Tamils emerged: the right of self-determination, a 
traditional homeland and Tamil as a distinct nationality.
Punjabi dress is North-lndian style traditional clothing which is for women and is the 
national dress of Punjabi women whether the woman is a Hindu, Muslim, or Sikh. It consists 
of a salwar topped by a kameez.
Saree is the cultural clothing for women from the Indian sub-continent. This traditional dress 
consists of additional sets of clothes such as sari blouse (choli), petticoat and a long piece of 
unstitched cloth that is wrapped around the body in different styles. The styles may vary from 
culture to culture. Tamil women in Sri Lanka wear different styles to Sinhalese women.
Sathya Sai Baba cult is a spiritual figure in Southern India. He is characterised by his 
devotees as an avatar or Godman. He is also popular among UK Tamil diaspora Hindus. 
Most of the temples in UK respect the cult by keeping a particular place for meditation and 
bhajans (devotional singing).
XIII
Tamil Thai! or Thalikodl consists of necklace with pendant. This varies in terms of religion 
among Tamil diaspora. For example, Hindu women wear an image of Hindu God while 
Christian women have on a symbol of a dove/Cross/Bible). Many Thalis presently are made 
out of gold. The importance is given to it during a marriage ceremony when a boy ties the 
Thali around a girl's neck. It characterises a symbol of union. She now takes responsibility to 
maintain respect for his ethnic, cultural and family honour.
Tamil Eelam’ is not yet recognised as an official state, but it appears to be in existence as 
an aspirational state in most Tamil speaking areas in Sri Lanka. The general aspiration of 
many Tamils is to create an independent state in the North and East of Sri Lanka. It is 
believed that this traditional name originated from the ancient Tamil name of Sri Lanka.
Tamil pilgrimage -  there are a number of different Tamil pilgrimages among UK Tamil 
diaspora. Skanda Vale is a multi-faith ashram in South Wales - Murugan temple is popular 
among Tamil Hindus for annual pilgrimage in South Wales. Another popular Tamil 
pilgrimage is annual pilgrimage to the National Roman Catholic Shrine of Our Lady of 
Walsingham which is popular for both Christian and Hindu Tamils. This annual event is 
organized by the Tamil Chaplaincy who are committed to serving the Tamil speaking 
community in the United Kingdom.
The Indian bamboo flute is an eight-holed instrument. It is mainly played for supporting 
carnartic music. Compared with Western flutes, Indian flutes look simple and they are made 
up of bamboo and are keyless.
The Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam are known as LTTE or Tamil Tigers. This was a 
separatist military organisation based in the North and East parts of Sri Lanka. Originally 
was formed by Vellupillai Prabaharan in May 1976 in favour of Tamil nationalism to develop 
an independent state called Tamil Eelam’ in the North-East for Sri Lankan Tamils. A number 
of different Tamil militant groups emerged from Tamil regions in Sri Lanka in the mid 1970s. 
LTTE became a very popular liberation group in 1980s. Other Tamil militants groups were 
gradually wiped out by the LTTE. In many Western countries LTTE was banned. But, during 
the final war in 2009 LTTE was defeated by the Sri Lankan government forces. Tamils who 
still support their ideology are called Pro-LTTE (see Chapter 8).
The Transnational Government of Tamil Eelam (TGTE) was formed on 17‘^  May 2010 to 
establish an independent state which is known as Tamil Eelam’. This new political formation 
includes various types of members from the Tamil diaspora and it focuses on Tamils’ 
political aspirations of nationhood, homeland and right of self-determination. The TGTE 
consists of twelve national TGTE branches across other diasporas.
XIV
Traditional Tamil (cooked) food consists of rice and curry, rotti, putu, dosai, parupu, kool 
etc. Many varieties of South Indian food are closely related to Tamil traditional food, but 
some North Indian foods such as chapati or rotti/puri are consumed by Tamil diaspora.
Vaddukoddai Resolution is a political fundamental principle which was proclaimed by all 
Tamil Political parties in 1976. This was supported by the Tamils in Sri Lanka during 1977 
general election in Sri Lanka. This resolution was accepted at the First national convention 
of the Tamil United Liberation Front (TULF) held at Vaddukoddai on May 14, 1976 led by 
Chairman S.J.V. Chelvanayakam.
Vellalar is a dominant caste in Sri Lanka, and their traditional occupation is based upon 
landholders and farmers. However the caste is slightly different from that of the Brahmin 
caste who are temple priests considered the highest rank in Southern India. Vellalar are also 
found amongst the Tamil diaspora around the world. Although they were originally 
associated with farming, today they are found in all walks of life.
Viratham refers to a period of fasting in Hindu culture. Viratham can be followed to a day or 
6 days or to 21 days, which depends on the kind of Viratham, for example ‘Kandha Shashti 
Viratham’ followed for 6 days. During the fast Hindus abstain from eating anything other than 
milk or fruit.
Total word-count -  97,448
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CHAPTER ONE 
Introduction: Rationale of this study - An overview
1.1 Background
This study concentrates on the broader identities and ethnicities of British-born Sri 
Lankan Tamil youth in the UK. British Tamil youth in the UK is a relatively under­
researched diasporic group and therefore the present study explores a detailed set 
of understandings of British Tamils’ lifestyles and experiences. This study will 
provide an important case study to explore broader trends relating to diasporic 
identities and make a contribution to studies of race and ethnicity, especially in 
relation to urban youth and identity. The current case study focuses on the broader 
issues of migratory patterns, cultural identity, diasporic media, and youth ethnicity. 
Global media and elements of popular culture including music, social networking 
media, sports, and clubbing have had a great impact upon young Tamils. Beyond 
such identities and lifestyles of Tamil youth, the argument distinctively traces the 
connections of diasporic Tamils’ to the global society.
A brief summary of the social and historical position of Tamil migrants and their 
offspring provides an understanding of the broader picture of the Sri Lankan Tamil 
diaspora in a UK context. The majority of the diasporic Tamil community in Britain 
has been affected by 30 years of Sri Lankan ethnic conflict, resulting in three phases 
of Tamil migration to Britain^ Most British young Tamils with family roots in Sri Lanka 
have directly or indirectly been affected by the ethnic tensions which have occurred 
in Sri Lanka. This conflict situation is presently continuing in the form of post-conflict 
after the government troop’s defeat over LTTE. The most recent sets of social and 
political events such as Tamil Genocide (Channel 4 News, 15 June 2011) and 
human rights issues may have created a strong political awareness among Tamil 
diasporas, and British young Tamils, concerning the Tamils in Sri Lanka.
 ^ Daniel &  Thangarajah's (1995:240) th ree  phases o f m igration — professionals, students and refugees is re levant in th e  
context o f this study (see Chapter 2).
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Many Tamil parents originated from Sri Lanka and the point of Tamil migration and 
its patterns in the UK have a significant connection with the current study. 
Interestingly, different phases of Tamil migration to the UK are associated with three 
distinct groups -  professionals, students and asylum seekers (Daniel and Thangaraj 
1995:240) which will be discussed at greater length in the next chapter. Early 
migrants (professional and students) from the higher caste or class family roots in Sri 
Lanka came to the UK after the Island's independence up to the late 1970s and their 
offspring in the UK grew up in middle class backgrounds. Later Tamil migrants 
(refugees or asylum seekers) entered either legally or illegally to Britain, mainly due 
to the ethnic conflict from the early 1980s; many Tamil parents in this group hail from 
mixed lower or class backgrounds. Such socio-historical backgrounds of the Tamil 
diaspora provide an understanding of broader aspects of diasporic Tamil identity, 
youth ethnicity and community.
To understand young lives and different experiences of British Tamils, broader 
theorisations of diaspora offer the opportunity to discern various components of 
identity in the context of British young Tamils and to understand different 
experiences and wider connections with the Tamil community and relationships with 
other ethnicities, particularly the connection to mainstream British society. The 
growth of theories in this context develop a clear distinction, focusing theories on 
diaspora with the broader issues of shared consciousness, identity and 
communication within diaspora groups. For instance, Georgiou’s (2005a:483) 
conceptual development in relation to diasporic minority media culture with the three 
part model (e.g. transnational, national and local elements of diasporic media: see 
Chapter 7 for more details) helps in understanding the extent to which minority 
media facilitate inter-or intra-ethnic communications and identities which can be 
directly relevant to understanding shifting cultural identities within the fluidity and 
community of Tamil youth.
Other broader diasporic and inter-cultural theories derived from Hall (1989/1990) to 
Back (1996) and Gidley (2007) concentrate the co-existence of diasporic identity and
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complexities of cultural hybridity, fluidity of identity and youth ethnicity within locality, 
particularly through the production of various ethnic media cultures. These theories 
can be extended into the lives of Tamil youth and develop a complex and hybrid 
interplay of various inter-cultural elements (urban hybrid music, dress, language, 
food, social media networks, and friendships) and cultural identities which constitute 
a dynamic experience for British Tamil youth in urban locales. Diasporic theories on 
South Asian minorities involve television usage, gang culture and the hybrid style 
musical cultural expression of British Asian youth (Gillespie1995; Alexander 2000; 
Huq 2003). These connect broader identities of Tamil youth with young Punjabi and 
Bengali youth in the UK, and develop any gaps in terms of theoretical developments 
which the current study may seek to define by contributing new, empirically driven 
conceptual developments, generating grounded categories towards Tamil youth's 
‘politicised youth ethnicities' and various components of identity (see: Chapter 3 and 
8 for more details).
1.2 Aims of the study
This study aims to carry out a detailed exploration of various components of the 
identity and lifestyle of British-born young Tamils in the context of UK. This includes:
• Assessing the relationship between young British Tamils and the cultural 
practices of their parents
• Assessing relationships, communication and similarities among young British 
Tamils as well as internal differences of identity and experience
• Assessing the relationship between diasporic young Tamils and the 
transnational Tamil community
• Assessing the relationship between young British Tamils and non-Tamil White 
and ethnic minority elements of British society and the global media culture.
• Assessing the ways in which components from a variety of sources or peer 
groups blend with one another in the development of new forms of British 
‘Tamilness'
• Assessing the significance of Tamil politics and the situation of Tamils in Sri 
Lanka to the identity and practices of young British Tamils.
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The thesis address these aims in relation to the specific themes of traditional culture, 
friendship patterns, media and popular culture and political engagements. These 
significant core themes are connected to relevant sub-thematical issues of internal 
differences and external overlaps of young British Tamils, e.g. relationship with 
parent culture (culture of Tamil parents)^, internal differences among British young 
Tamils, and relationships or differences with non-Tamil youth. The main themes with 
the conceptual development issues are combined with theorisations of diaspora that 
are explored throughout this study. These issues are highlighted in the following 
section.
1.3 Research Problem
The thesis argument develops the complexities of broader identities and ethnicities 
of British young Tamils. It is interesting, particularly, to examine the social, cultural 
and political changes in the Tamil identity of young Tamils in the wider context of 
Britain. As part of the process of adapting to a new socio-cultural and political space, 
British Tamil youth meet challenges in relation to broader Tamil identity and youth 
ethnicity. There seems to be interplay between shared Tamil values and traditional 
practices (culture) of the diasporic Tamil community in Britain. Traditional Tamil 
cultural aspects have had an impact on young Tamils and, importantly, have affected 
Tamil youth’s identities and ethnicities. However, various elements of popular 
mainstream Western culture and lifestyles, particularly White British culture and 
other inter-ethnic elements, significantly influence them. This study examines 
broader identities of Tamil youth that could be connected to various components of 
cultural hybridity, fluidity and creolised cultural elements (see: Chapter 7 ‘Hybrid- 
Tamil music cultural expression’).
British young Tamils in the UK are educated in an environment which is entirely 
different from that of their Tamil (immigrant) parents; they have been exposed to 
socialisation in different contexts, at home, at college or university or perhaps in the
 ^The parent culture refers to  th e  culture o f Sri Lankan Tamil parents living in Britain. The m ajority o f th em  m igrated from  
Sri Lanka (see: Daniel and Thangarajah 1995). A fe w  entered Britain from  Malaysia, Nigeria etc.
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workplace. This study seeks to investigate the way the Tamil diaspora gives 
importance to various Tamil traditional practices. Many Tamil parents maintain their 
diasporic Tamil identity and community through various forms of traditional cultural 
practices such as the Tamil language, traditional food, cultural dress, religious 
practices, and Tamil customs, e.g. arranged marriage practice including inter-caste 
marriage, the caste system, and dowry custom. Internal differences of the Tamil 
diaspora including education, regionalism, political involvements and other cultural 
orientations are considered important elements in terms of the current study.
In terms of caste, Pfaffenberger (1982) claims that, in terms of the social formation of 
the Sri Lankan Tamil regions, ‘Vellalars’  ^ are considered a high caste of Tamil 
agricultural landlords in the Tamil-dominated Northern-Eastern areas, and this 
traditional custom seems to have influenced British young Tamils with family roots in 
Sri Lanka. One example from the Tamil diasporic media suggests that although 
young Tamils are socialised with the Sri Lankan Tamil culture and tradition, they 
meet challenges in terms of their cultural identity: “Jaffna Tamils will tolerate their 
youngsters dating white girls and boys but are not ready to accept a Tamil from a 
different caste” (Poongothai 2007). This highlights how traditional customs are 
maintained by Tamil migrant parents on the one hand and the extent to which young 
Tamils are expected by their Tamil parents to comply with the cultural practices on 
the other.
Another typical example from a Tamil website highlights the issue in respect of 
choice of marriage partners, “the most successful marriages are the ones performed 
with parents’ blessings. Those who marry without parents’ acceptance are never 
satisfied enough in life, they search for many other unnecessary things” (Oru Paper, 
7 May 2008). This suggests the importance of the system of arranged marriage 
among the Tamil diaspora in Britain and the extent to which young Tamils may adopt 
these traditional elements. Even though various elements of traditional Tamil culture 
and practices are maintained by many Tamil parents and grandparents, the notion of
 ^See m ore details on 'Vellalars' caste in the glossary (page xv).
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hybridisation seems to be starting to figure quite strongly among British Tamil youth 
who adopt different forms of inter-cultural expression and experience from different 
social and cultural contexts in the UK (see Chapter 5).
Religion in the Tamil diaspora is overwhelmingly Hindu or Christian and the majority 
of Tamils are Hindu. In terms of religion, young Tamil Londoners may be considered 
as Hindu or Christian youth. Education is regarded as an internal difference among 
Tamil youth, who characterise themselves as more educated or less educated. 
Regionalism is also considered an internal difference among the Tamil diaspora 
such as Jaffna, Eastern and Colombo Tamils which indicates a sense of regionalism 
and these differences may influence British young Tamils (see: Chapter 6 Tamil 
gang culture').
Friendship among Tamil youth develops into various patterns. Social and cultural 
Tamil organisations such as Tamil schools, Hindu Temples and youth sports clubs 
can facilitate intra-Tamil friendship patterns and peer group associations within the 
Tamil diaspora. Different levels of Tamil organisations such as local (Tamil school), 
national (parents’ Old School Associations), and transnational (Global Tamil Forum) 
also help to facilitate inter-friendship patterns through inter-cultural forms with other 
ethnicities and ethnic minorities (see: Chapter 6 ‘Non-Tamil Sri Lankan friendships 
via cricket’).
Popular music influences young Tamil Londoners. The ‘TamilBoyez’ is a music band 
based in London and creating a new style and diversity in Tamil music. By taking 
popular songs by artists like Blaze G, Seaun Ksteel, Taal Cutta, Jay Neo, Tamil 
youth develop a new version of song structure and singing method in Tamil. The 
motivation for the new hybrid style of Tamil youth music may be to introduce the 
Tamil diaspora to the music world. This new style of music plays a vital role in 
bridging Tamil youth society and Tamil values.
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The level of political involvement is another internal difference among young Tamil 
Londoners. A few politically active Tamil organisations in the UK, for instance British 
Tamils Forum (BTF) and Tamil Youth Organisation (TYO)'^, are involved in political 
advocacy in support of Tamils in their homeland. A section of Tamil youth expresses 
their political aspirations of the homeland and such political awareness is captured 
by the local media and social networking sites. Politically active Tamil youth develop 
political themes through media to attract the attention of transnational communities 
across the world.
1.4 Research Questions
The research problems of the current study reflect its main themes of traditional 
culture, friendship patterns, media, popular culture and political engagement, with 
conceptual issues concerning the internal differences and external overlaps of Tamil 
youth. This includes young Tamils’ relationship with their Tamil parents and older 
Tamils in Britain. Therefore, this study seeks to answer a number of questions, as 
follows:
(1). what is the relationship between Tamil youth and traditional Tamil culture?
To what extent do Tamil youth understand their traditional Tamil culture? How do 
they feel about various elements of Tamil traditional practices? How does the culture 
of Tamil parents influence their children? How does being a young Tamil Londoner 
affect everyday relationships with friends, colleagues and family? Do Tamil youth 
have to reject their roots and 'sell out' to get on in life? What shapes young Tamils’ 
broader identities and ethnicities?
(2). what internal differences make up young Tamil identity?
(2.1) How important is it still to marry a person of the same caste, religion or race? 
Why are young people not allowed to marry a different caste? Are they allowed to
^ M o re  details are discussed in th e  C h ap te rs  (Tamil youth's political engagem ent).
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date White young people or non-Tamil youth? What are the experiences and 
understandings of Tamil youth in relation to inter-caste marriage and dating?
(2.2) what part does religion play in British young Tamils' lives? Do they have the 
sense of spiritualism that their parents had? Or is it still there but in a less traditional 
form? What are the similar and different characteristics between Hindu youth and 
Christian youth?
(2.3) To what extent are young Tamils involved in Tamil politics? What political 
events or activities have shaped their identity? How aware are Tamil youth of the 
political situation in Sri Lanka? In what ways does the political situation form a part of 
their Tamil identity and youth ethnicity?
(2.4) How has being a young Tamil Londoner influenced their education and career? 
Does being a young Tamil Londoner help or hinder in education or the workplace? 
What are their career aspirations and how do they differ from those of their parents?
(3). in what ways do young Tamil Londoners comprehend popular cultural elements?
Which language do young Tamil Londoners prefer to speak? To what extent does 
new fashion change their lifestyles? How do local media perceive or present Tamil 
youth’s aspirations, grievances, and ideas? To what extent does social media 
networking influence young Tamil attitudes and lifestyles? What influences young 
Tamil Londoners’ musical tastes? Is it the music they have grown up listening to at 
home or the music around them in other parts of their lives? What are the 
experiences and understandings of Tamil youth in relation to popular cultural 
elements?
(4). what are the relationships or differences between young Tamil Londoners and 
non-Tamil youth culture or broader global society?
What aspects of non-Tamil youth culture mostly influence young Tamil Londoners’ 
lives? What is the relationships between British Tamil youth and non-Tamil youth in 
Britain?
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1.5 Organisation of the thesis
This thesis begins with an overview of the rationale of the study, including its aims, 
the research problem and research questions and develops a brief summary of the 
socio-historical position of Tamil migrants and their offspring. Chapter Two sets the 
context of the background of the Sri Lankan Tamil ethnic minority, concentrating on 
colonial legacy, causes of the ethnic struggle, Tamil migration and settlements in the 
UK. Chapter Three considers the theoretical and conceptual framework and provides 
a detailed account of theoretical issues of identity and youth ethnicity. It develops a 
clear distinction between theories which focus on shared consciousness, identity, 
communication within the diasporic group and theories which concentrate on the co­
existence of diasporic identity and broader cultural hybridity and youth ethnicity 
within locality. Chapter Four deals with the chosen methods of interview and 
ethnographic observation and discusses the representativeness of the achieved 
sample and its possible bias.
The findings are organised in terms of the four key themes of traditional culture, 
friendship, media and politics, each one combined with relevant conceptual and 
empirical theorisations. Chapter Five is the starting point for reflecting on the findings 
of the research. This chapter is mainly concerned with the relationship of Tamil 
parents with their children in terms of various elements of traditional Tamil culture. 
This chapter aims to provide a detailed picture of the identity and ethnicity of British 
Tamil youth. The idea of hybridisation and various components of identities begin to 
figure quite strongly in this section. Chapter Six focuses on various patterns of 
friendship both within the diasporic Tamil community and with non-Tamils. Chapter 
Seven provides a detailed account of global and diasporic media cultures, and 
develops patterns of inter-and intra-ethnic communication facilitated by media. 
Chapter Eight is concerned with Tamil youth’s engagement with Tamil politics and 
develops a youth typology in terms of focusing ‘politicised Tamil youth ethnicity’.
The thesis concludes with Chapter Nine and brings together the main issues raised 
throughout the thesis which argue the broader identities and experiences of Tamil
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youth. The key issues focus on internal differentiation, relationships between parents 
and young Tamil people, differences between Tamil youth and non-Tamil youth, and 
the differences and tendencies found towards cultural hybridity and the fluid nature 
of Tamil identity and change. This study examines an essential aspect of the much 
neglected phenomenon of engagement with transnational Tamil politics which it is 
hoped it will be of immense use to the Sri Lankan Tamil community. The research 
explores aspirations, grievances, ideas, experiences, attitudes, and values of the 
young Tamil Londoners. The chapter ends with suggestions for further research.
1.6 Summary
The current study focuses on the wider diasporic identities of young British Tamils in 
London and demonstrates the ways in which these identities are constructed in a 
combination of local cultures and transnational diasporic cultural experience. This 
youth study explores the internal differences and external overlaps of British young 
Tamils, compared with non-Tamil youth in Britain, and considers the broader 
ethnography of young Tamils in selected Tamil settlements in South and South West 
London. The thesis develops around the presentation of an extensive qualitative 
study and 50 in-depth interviews and ethnographic observations. The interviews 
mainly focus on how young Tamils negotiate their identities and experiences of being 
British young Tamils. The overall findings of the interviews highlight the fact that the 
majority of Tamil youth, through lifestyles and experiences, express their broader 
hybridised British-Tamil identity. Interestingly, Tamil youth continue to adopt with 
various patterns of hybridisations and through creolised identities; for example, many 
adopt Caribbean-African inter-cultural expressions and identity with respect to hip- 
hop style urban music. In a similar way, young Tamils’ hybridised identity patterns 
may change in respect of the context of White British and South Asian identity.
As far as the academic contribution is concerned, this diasporic Tamil youth study 
concentrates on broader sociological themes and perspectives focusing on minority 
youth inter-cultural elements, diasporic minority media culture, Tamil migration, 
diaspora, cultural identity and Asian youth culture in the UK. These issues can be
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integrated and synthesised into a new paradigm relating to the current study. The 
study traces the recent emergence of “politicised Tamil youth ethnicity” and explores 
the development of Tamil youth's social and political typologies and broader 
identities and this seeks to consider a hybridised style youth inter-culture among 
British young Tamils. These findings hope to formulate innovative characteristics and 
categories of the diasporic Tamil youth, and to contribute to South Asian youth 
studies or other ethnic minority studies in Britain. This may be an output for future 
researchers on diasporic studies and may contribute to diasporic nationalism and the 
transnational Tamil community both in the homeland and across Tamil diaspora.
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CHAPTER TWO 
Setting the Context
Background of the Sri Lankan Tamil ethnic minority: Colonial legacy, conflict, 
Tamil migration and settlements in the UK
2.1 Introduction
This thesis is concerned with the Sri Lankan Tamil ethnic minority in the UK. The 
purpose of this chapter is to provide an understanding of the overall background of 
this study. It examines the environment of the Tamil population in the UK as an 
ethnic minority of Sri Lanka and the ways in which this group originated from the 
North-Eastern part of the island, and explores the factors which have prompted 
Tamils to disperse across Western countries, particularly the UK. This overall 
contextual background provides an understanding of various social, cultural and 
political aspects that set a backdrop for the lives of young Tamils in the UK.
The chapter considers various elements and the overall setting of the thesis in these 
ways. First, the extent to which various colonial rules such as Portuguese, Dutch and 
British in Sri Lanka have had an impact on the history of the country, and how the 
influence of post-colonial aspects in respect of the English language, religion, 
education, politics and cultural aspects is connected to the Sri Lankan Tamil 
community in the UK. Second, the demography and ethnic composition of the Sri 
Lankan population illustrating historical division and conflict in respect of ethnicity, 
religion, language and region which can be directly connected to patterns of Tamil 
migration are explored. Third, the root causes of the Sri Lankan ethnic struggle and 
migration in general are considered. This includes the significant characteristics of 
the migration flows from Sri Lanka, such as political migration, and continues with an 
emphasis on the history of Sri Lankan Tamil migration and settlement to foreign 
countries, and to Britain in particular. Moreover, Sri Lankan Tamil migratory models 
and patterns of settlement to destinations such as Canada, Norway, Switzerland, 
and Britain provide a comparative understanding of the patterns of Tamil migrants
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living abroad. In the final section, this contextual background is connected with the 
specific interest of the thesis, British-born Tamils, by exploring the distribution of the 
population born in Sri Lanka living in Greater London boroughs and particularly, the 
settlements of the Sri Lankan Tamil community of such boroughs.
The overall background develops an understanding of various elements in relation to 
Tamils' ethnic roots, cultural identity, ethnicity and colonial legacies that primarily 
connect to Tamil youth in the UK. This broad context is relevant to the study's 
primary interest in the identities of British-born Tamil youth.
2.2 Colonial history of Sri Lanka
Sri Lanka was under three different periods of colonial rule; the Portuguese era 
(1505-1658), the Dutch era (1658-1796), and the British rule (1796-1948) have had 
a huge impact upon Sri Lankan society (Thambynayagam 2009). In terms of the 
outcome, these colonial legacies had an impact at various levels including the 
development of social institutions, the transformation of religious practices, the 
evolution of language, and the establishment of educational systems. In general, 
these colonial legacies are relevant in understanding various components of the 
identities of Tamil youth and ethnicity in the context of the UK.
Following the colonial rule of the Portuguese and the Dutch, the British rule (1796- 
1948) was significant compared with their predecessors in many aspects, including 
social, economic and political which were developed during the British legacy. The 
arrival of the British led to the ending of Dutch rule in Ceylon during the last decade 
of the eighteenth century (De Silva 1998; Wilson 2000; Thambynayagam 2009). The 
British took complete control of the remaining provinces from the Dutch from 1796 
onwards. Interestingly, the British colonial legacy is relevant because its influences 
remain deep in Sri Lankan communities in many ways, such as English education, 
politics, infrastructural developments and the establishment of social and cultural 
institutions. This legacy continues to have an influence on the Sri Lankan Tamil
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ethnie minority in the UK and is directly connected to the identities of young Tamils in 
the UK.
The English language has become a highly important element of identity among Sri 
Lankans. For example, the introduction of English was of great benefit to many 
middle class Tamils from Northern Sri Lanka. This language connection continued 
when these middle class/higher caste Tamils migrated to the UK either as 
professionals or as students, and has had a huge impact on their young 
descendents in the UK. Many schools and universities in Sri Lanka were established 
by the British and this connection provided professionals and students from the 
upper and middle classes with opportunities to enter higher education in the UK 
(Daniel & Thangaraj 1995). There were many aspects that led to development in 
terms of infrastructure and agriculture. However, the British rule generated 
differences and divisions among the different groups (Ghosh 2003); importantly, the 
political tension between the ethnic groups came to the surface when the country 
gained independence in 1948.
2.3 Demography and ethnic diversity
In order to understand Tamil diasporic identity and specifically that of British-born 
Tamils, it is crucial to discuss the broader context of the migration of this ethnic 
group. Demographic data on the home and diasporic community in the host country 
provides the context for this present study. Sri Lanka was formerly known as 
Ceylon\ This is the name by which the island became known to the outside world 
following Portuguese mercantile penetration in the early 16^  ^century. The new name, 
Sri Lanka, was given by the Republican Constitution on 22 May 1972. Map 1 shows 
details of the ethnic distribution in all districts of Sri Lanka, and provides an 
understanding of the population distribution of the Island. Most of Sri Lanka’s Tamils 
reside in the Northern and Eastern provinces which are located in the dry zone. The 
South West provinces, or wet zone, of Sri Lanka are dominated by the country’s 
other major ethnic group, the Sinhalese.
 ^ Ceylon is th e  nam e by which th e  island came to  be known to  the  outside w orld  a fte r Portuguese m ercantile p enetra tion
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in th e  early 16^ "^  century. The new  nam e was given by the  Republican constitution on 22 may, 1972.
Map 1 Sri Lanka-Populatlon Distribution
Source: Department of Census and Statistics, Census of Population and Housing, 
Sri Lanka, 1981: Preliminary Release No.1
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Table 1 Ethnie diversity in Sri Lanka by group, religion, language and region
Group (Percent of 
total population)
Religion (percent of 
group)
Language* 
Percent of group 
literate In 
language
Region (percent 
of group resident 
In region)
Singhalese 74.0
Buddhist 91.9 Sinhaia 89.0 North­
east
2.5
Christian 7.9 English 10.4 Rest of 
the
country
97.5
Other 0.2 Tamil 1.7
Northern- 
eastern Tami
13
Hindu 80.6 Sinhaia 12.0 North­
east
71.9
Christian 16.5 English 16.7 Colombo 9.0
other 2.8 Tamil 86.6 Other 19.1
Muslim 7.1 Islam 98.7 Sinhaia 25.9 North­
east
35.0
other 1.3 English 12.9 Rest of 
the
country
65.0
Tamil 72.3
Indian
Tamils
5.5 Hindu 1.3 Sinhaia 6.9 Estate
Areas*
9.1
Christian 8.1 English 5.5 58.3
Other 2.6 Tamil 67.0 Other 32.6
Source: Figures based on data from the 1981 Census of Population and Housing Sri
Lanka: Preliminary Release No.1
The population in Sri Lanka is differentiated across ethnic, religious, linguistic, caste 
and regional groupings. According to the last obtainable island-wide Census in 
1981^, the majority Sinhalese made up around 74% of the population, while North- 
Eastern Tamils (13 %), Muslims (7.1%), and up-country Tamils (6%) (see Table 1) 
were the most significant other groups (Census of Population and Housing, 1981). 
Less than 1% of the country’s population are seen as Malays, Burghers and others. 
In terms of political aspects, the above ethnic divisions form the basis of the ongoing 
political conflict in Sri Lanka. Table 1 highlights some of the similarities within, and 
diversity between, groups. The ethnic diversity in Sri Lanka is demonstrated by 
group, religion, language, and region.
This study mostly relies on 1981 Census data. Due to  th e  ethnic turm oil in 1991, the Census has not been carried ou t 
Island w ide. The 2001  Census proceeded, but North-East has been excluded due to  w ar-torn  areas. The 20 11  Census is 
currently taking place in the  post-conflict Sri Lanka.
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In order to understand the ethnic roots of the Tamil community it is important to 
discuss briefly the historical roots of the major ethnic groups, including Sinhalese 
and Tamils, in Sri Lanka. These major ethnic groups created Sri Lanka centuries 
ago. The ancestors of the Sinhalese came to this island from North Indian ethnic 
roots several thousand years ago. However, the first Tamils entered the island from 
the Dravidian people of South India (Johnson 1991:46). The issue concerning who 
arrived first on the island seems still to be controversial among Sri Lankan scholars. 
While referring to the ethnic difference, the elements of these ethnic groups of the Sri 
Lankan population rely on historical origin, different languages and different religions. 
Obeyesekere (1984:40) argues that an Indo-European language (Sinhaia) is spoken 
by the Sinhalese population and the Tamil language (Dravidian) is spoken by the 
Tamil population. In terms of religion, the majority of Sinhalese are Buddhist (91.9%), 
while the majority of Tamils are Hindu (80.6%), with 71.9% of Tamils being 
concentrated in the North-East. Among the Muslim or Sri Lankan Moors, the majority 
is Tamil speaking (72.3%); of these, 35% live in the North-East and 65% are 
concentrated in the remainder of the country. Indian Tamils with origins as plantation 
workers comprise 5.5% of the population. There are Christian minorities among 
Sinhalese and Tamil and among these ethnic groups there is an educated elite, 
fluent in English (Johnson 1991:46). The Tamil composition of the Sri Lankan 
Population is 18.5%, including North-Eastern and Indian Tamils.
Map 2 illustrates the distinction between the wet zone and the dry zone. These two 
areas have been a central cause of the Sri Lankan ethnic conflict. After 
independence, the government concentrated on the policy of the Sinhaia 
colonization in the dry zone, which resulted in moving landless Sinhalese peasants 
from the wet zone, and providing them with work in the dry zone (Peebles 1990:37). 
These government-sponsored Sinhaia peasants colonized the Tamil populated 
areas of North-Central and North-Eastern dry zone which were considered by Tamils 
to be their inherited Tamil homelands (Kearney 1985:904) and this is often regarded 
as one of the root causes of the present ethnic trouble in Sri Lanka.
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Map 2 Sri Lankan Administrative Districts at the Census of 1981
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‘Sri Lankan Tamils’, as they are referred to in official literature, comprise 13% of the 
population of Sri Lanka and reside in, or originate from, the island's North-East. The 
Jaffna Peninsula, which is located at the northern tip of Sri Lanka, is one of the most 
unified and ethnically conscious areas of Tamil culture. Sri Lankan Tamils also 
represent a greater part of the population in districts on the East coast (see map 1) 
and half of all Sri Lankan Tamils reside in the Northern districts, where 42% of the 
Tamil community is concentrated in Jaffna district. However, more than a quarter of 
the ethnic group of the Sri Lankan Tamils (512,000) live in districts outside those of 
the North and East. Around 9% of Sri Lankan Tamils reside in the Colombo district 
on the South West coast which is the metropolitan centre of the nation.
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However, those who live in up-country estate areas in the South are seen as 'Indian 
Tamils'^ (6% of the whole population in Sri Lanka) and the differences between the 
Sri Lankan Tamils and Indian Tamils are important in the context of this research. On 
one hand, the ancestors of Sri Lankan Tamils came to this island many centuries 
ago while on the other, Indian Tamils were brought by the British in the nineteenth 
century for tea plantation in the central highlands (Kearnery 1985:899). Kearney 
observes that even though Sri Lankan Tamils and Indian Tamils spoke the same 
language and shared the same ancestry they were nevertheless regarded as distinct 
ethnic groups in the Census 1981. In this context, it is estimated that in terms of 
social and economic status, Indian Tamils seem to be lower than Sri Lankan Tamils.
The present study specifically concentrates on the diaspora of the Sri Lankan Tamil 
group and, specifically, young British-born Sri Lankan Tamils in London. It is Sri 
Lankan Tamils who have been affected by the ongoing ethnic conflict with the 
Sinhalese population and this can be directly connected to their patterns of migration 
to foreign countries. The rationale of selecting this community is appropriate in this 
scenario, and highlights the fact that the Tamil migrants’ younger generation, as an 
ethnic group in the UK, afforded the best access to the researcher.
Another important minority among the Sri Lankan population is the Muslim 
population, sometimes referred to as Sri Lankan Moors. The name Muslim does not 
relate to an ethnic aspect but is considered as a religious title. In this sense one can 
talk of a Tamil Muslim, a Sinhaia Muslim, and a Malay Muslim in Sri Lanka. Even 
though the majority of Muslims in Sri Lanka speak the Tamil language, they are 
regarded as a separate and distinct minority (Ali 1997:253). Importantly, such 
demographic, geographic, and diversified ethnic profiles holistically develop an 
awareness of the overall background and, particularly for a non-Tamil reader, 
provides an understanding of the Sri Lankan Tamil community and its identity.
 ^ 'Indian Tamils' are som etim es referred to  as 'up-country Tamils' o r Estate Tamils.
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2.4 Sri Lankan ethnie struggle and political migration: Root causes
The history of Sri Lankan ethnic conflict and causes of Tamil migration are important 
for understanding the diasporic identities of contemporary Tamil youth in Britain. It is 
crucial to discuss why Tamil parents, many of them first generation living in the UK, 
have settled in Britain following the independence of Sri Lanka. Importantly, there 
were significant political occurrences between majority and minority communities 
during the post-independence of Sri Lanka. The following sections consider the 
ethnic conflict in Sri Lanka and the causes of migration, and go on to discuss political 
migration in detail. Sri Lankan Tamils seemed to have been more affected than 
other ethnic groups by the ethnic conflict in Sri Lanka, and subsequently Tamil 
migration mostly took place to Western countries (see map 3).
2.4.1 Ethnic conflict and language
In terms of politics of language, the introduction of the Sinhaia Only Act in 1956 
imposed by the majority Sinhaia government created a growing bitterness between 
the Sinhalese and Tamil communities (DeVotta 2009:1025), resulting in escalating 
riots in 1958 between the two communities. The language policy imposed by the 
government has mainly gave priority to the Sinhaia majority. Such policies 
encouraged Sinhalese Buddhist hegemony along with Buddhist super-ordination and 
Tamil subordination. For example, Tamil civil servants had to learn the Sinhaia 
language to gain promotion and were also compelled to communicate in the Sinhaia 
language with the Sinhaia civil servants who were stationed in Tamil areas.
The enforcement of the Sinhaia Only Act (1956) stimulated Sri Lankan Tamils to 
oppose the Sinhaia government and this caused ill-feeling among the Sri Lankan 
Tamils (Gunasinghe 1987:67). Cheran (2000:119) comments, “the class dimension 
of the Sinhaia Only Act must not be forgotten [...] the battle of the languages was in 
reality a battle for government jobs” . He further argues that all Tamil-speaking 
minorities were disturbed by this Sinhaia Only Act, which resulted in Tamils being
^  Sinhaia Only Act (1956) m ade th e  Sinhaia language the  official language in th e  Sri Lankan state. This resulted in rem oving  
the Tam il language as one o f the state authorized languages.
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barred from public sector employment in Sri Lanka. Hyndman (2003:253) claims that 
the majority of Sinhaia youth was depressed by the unemployment issue in Sri 
Lanka and united by their national identity to put pressure on the government. In this 
political context, many Tamil professionals relocated abroad.
2.4.2 Ethnic conflict and education
The extent to which Tamil students in Sri Lanka have been affected by the 
government’s standardisation policy in the university admission system is essential 
to the discussion. Tamils were affected adversely by the educational policies 
introduced by the government of Sri Lanka. Tambiah (1986:80) provides the 
following comment “the current standardisation policy that regulates admission to the 
universities and how the weight given to population size in revenue districts (55% of 
the admissions) and to revenue districts deemed educationally underprivileged 
(15%) puts Tamil candidates at a grave disadvantage” . This higher educational 
policy is perceived by Tamils as an inequitable policy enforced by the Sri Lankan 
government. Tamil students, for instance, are expected to get higher scores than 
Sinhalese students from rural backgrounds for university entrance. This quota 
system enabled many rural Sinhalese students to enter university more easily than 
the Tamil students and by the early 1970s, many competent Tamil youth in Sri Lanka 
were barred from university education and government service. The continuity of 
such discrimination against civil service candidates has resulted in the closing of 
government jobs to many Tamil youth. In this context, many Tamil students became 
aware that student migration was a viable route for them to proceed to Western 
countries, and Britain became an important destination for many Tamil students to 
pursue higher education. Under these conditions, therefore, Britain was an important 
destination for many students (Sriskandarajah 2002: 289) and this group of migrants 
is sometimes referred to as a ‘brain drain’.
Scholars do not agree on all matters in relation to Sri Lankan migration. 
Sriskandarajah (2002:288) found the two basic streams of migration from Sri Lanka 
were labour and political migration seen in two periods: pre-1983 migration; and
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post-1983 political migration. However, these two phenomena do not completely 
encapsulate the facts in terms of the pattern of Sri Lankan migration.
2.4.3 Ethnic politics and post-1983 political migration
Two important political elements are relevant in the broader context of migratory 
patterns: youth; and ethnicity and identities. Many Tamil militant groups emerged in 
the Tamil regions. Among them LTTE (Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam)^ became a 
very popular militant group in 1976. Ethnic tension gradually established as a result 
of conflicting elements between Sinhalese Buddhist Nationalism and the emergence 
of Tamil insurgency led by LTTE in particular (Wilson 2000). The enforcement of the 
Prevention of Terrorism Act (PTA) introduced by the majority Sinhaia government, 
enabled security forces to arrest those who were suspected of being involved in anti­
government activities. This resulted in escalating human rights violation against 
many innocent Tamils, and thus Tamil militant groups became exposed to more 
extremists as a result of these violations.
Another political event in the history of Sri Lankan ethnic conflict was the July 1983 
ethnic riots between Sinhalese and Tamils. Many Tamils were killed and their 
businesses and homes were robbed and destroyed. Tens of thousands of Sri 
Lankan Tamils were internally displaced to their Tamil areas from the capital 
(Tambiah 1986). This resulted in the migration of many Tamils seeking political 
asylum, either legally or illegally, in India and Western countries. As previously 
mentioned, since Independence most Tamil migration has occurred due to the 
political situation in Sri Lanka. Various phases of Tamil migration (e.g. professionals, 
students and refugees) established the formation of Tamil diaspora and since then 
the development of diaspora transnationalism has led to the quest for a separate 
state. The LTTE was finally defeated in 2009 by the government of Sri Lanka 
(DeVotta 2009).
 ^ LTTE is referred to  as 'Liberation Tigers o f Tam il Eelam' (see glossary xiv, fo r m ore detail). It seems to  th e  do m inan t Tam il 
m ilitant group. By 1986 th e  LTTE becam e hegem onic in becoming the  only Tam il m ilitant group by system atically rem oving  
all o ther Tamil m ilitant groups (Cheran 2000:151).
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The intensification of the ethnic unrest between Sri Lankan Tamils and the Sinhalese 
majority in Sri Lanka especially after the 1983 communal riots, resulted in escalating 
patterns of emigration among the Sri Lankan population. For instance, the total net 
migration from Sri Lanka is estimated to have been between 1.5 and 2 million over 
the last twenty years (Steen 1993:25). The Department of Census and Statistics of 
Sri Lanka (2008) estimates that the net migration number was 30,565 in 2006 
compared with 35,722 in 2007. The increase in departures in 2007 was caused by 
the escalation of the ethnic conflict in Sri Lanka. This slight increase resulted from 
the collapse of the peace agreement between the Sri Lankan government and the 
Tamil militant group (LTTE) with the third party mediation of the Norwegian 
government. In addition, it is estimated that approximately 300,000 Tamils stayed 
permanently in North America (mainly Canada) and Europe (Cheran 2000; Van Hear 
2002). It is also perceived that nearly one million Tamils, Muslims and Sinhalese 
were internally displaced (Amal Raj 1997; Van Hear 2002).
Post-1983, political migration is normally considered as being the outcome of the 
anti-Tamil riots of July 1983, resulting in numerous consequences for Sri Lankan 
Tamils in terms of migration. First, the Tamils who had already migrated overseas for 
educational or other reasons were unwilling to return to their homeland and many 
students who were living in foreign universities decided to claim political asylum. 
Second, many professional and middle class Tamils with skills left Sri Lanka as a 
result of apparent barriers to the development of their careers. Thirdly, anti-Tamil 
riots resulted in extensive refugee flows from Sri Lanka to India and other foreign 
countries (Sriskandarajah 2002:290). Hence, it is now evident that, since 1983, Tamil 
migration from Sri Lanka has comprised the making permanent of originally 
temporary forms of migrants travelling on family reunion programmes, migrants 
travelling for economic reasons, or political refugees. These Tamils, together with 
those who migrated prior to 1983, collectively make up the Sri Lankan Tamil 
diaspora.
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2.5 Global Sri Lankan Tamil Migration: History and Tamil Diaspora
The historical context of the present study leads to an understanding of the 
phenomenon of Sri Lankan Tamil migration. Sri Lanka has a long history of 
migration. Before colonial rule in Sri Lanka, these migration patterns were associated 
with religious organizations and affiliations, trade, warfare, and the import of persons 
for marriage, labour and military purposes. These movements occurred not only in 
India but also in other regions such as, Burma, Thailand and the Middle East (De 
Silva 1981; Ludowyk 1962; Tambiah 1986; Indrapala 2005; Daniel 1993; Eelens & 
Speckmann 1990).
Sri Lankan Tamils made use of the opportunities such as English education, and the 
economy provided by the British R a f. In Jaffna, Tamils who were mainly educated 
‘Vellalar’  ^ were engaged in many government posts and educated Tamils were 
preferred by the British rulers. This pattern of preference seems to be appropriate in 
this situation as Hyndman (2003:253) argues “before 1956, Tamils were 
proportionately over-represented in the civil service because of their high 
achievement of English-language proficiency” and resulted in disappointment for the 
majority Sinhalese who felt that the minority Tamils tended to be at an advantage. In 
this context, hardworking, skilful, and English educated people were required by the 
British for jobs such as clerks in public administration in their colonized lands. The 
first movement of migration started with Tamils moving to countries like, Malaysia 
(then Malaya), Singapore and the Madras Presidency in India (Samathilingam 2007).
The Sri Lankan ethnic conflict discussed at length in the above sections generated 
both internal displacement and international migration of the Sri Lankan Tamils. 
Such displacements and migration are considered as political migration post-1983. 
For example 60,000 people were killed and 800,000 Sri Lankans were internally
 ^ British Raj refers to  th e  fo rm er British colonial rule o f the  Indian subcontinent and Ceylon,
 ^ 'VellalaK caste is th e  highest in rank in Tam il caste system in Sri Lanka. Pfaffenberger (1982) argues th a t th e  religious 
foundation of Sudra dom ination takes a crucial role in Tam il culture in Sri Lanka (see glossary xv).
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displaced by this ethnic issue; millions of people migrated as political refugees to 
foreign countries. Interestingly, Sri Lankan political migrants seem to be one of the 
largest groups of asylum seekers (UNHCR 2004; Brun 2005; Velamati 2009). In 
respect of internationally displaced Sri Lankan Tamils (political migration) the 
UNHCR (2001a; 2001b) report estimates that there is a total of 817,000 
internationally displaced Sri Lankan Tamils across the world. Canada, for example, 
hosts the highest number (400,000) of Tamils living as refugees. Europe has 
collectively the second highest number (200,000) of all resident Sri Lankan Tamils, 
India is next (67,000); the US (40,000); Australia (30,000) and other countries
(80,000). Comparing the UNHCR estimation with map 3, it is observed that the 
number of migrated Tamils in respective host countries has generally increased.
Map 3 Global Sri Lankan migration between 1983 and 1991
Source: The map is reproduced from McDowell (1996:5)
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Map 3 shows the global Sri Lankan migration between 1983 and 1991 in which India 
was the important receiving country. It also shows the route of Tamil migration to 
other foreign countries, mainly considering the asylum seekers. Interestingly, 
however, most of the Tamil migration seemed to concentrate on Canada and West 
European counties such as Britain, Germany, Switzerland, France and so on. Sri 
Lankan Tamils migrated to Tamil Nadu mainly because of the low cost of travel and 
such migration was supported by some Indian politicians and the South Indian 
Tamils. In the early 1980s, for example, Tamil militants obtained support and 
economic assistance from the Indian government. Regardless of the changing 
political approach by the Indian government concerning Sri Lanka’s Tamil migrants, 
the arrival of Tamil refugees to India continued. Since the LTTE was banned from 
India, this political scenario caused Tamil refugees to flee to Western Europe and 
Canada where the LTTE was already established. They could then develop their 
social and political activities in the respective host countries (McDowell 1996:5). The 
countries receiving most Sri Lankan migrants were Canada, Britain, Switzerland, and 
Germany (Paus 2005; McDowell 1996).
The UK Census does not have a single category for Tamils, but focuses typically on 
Sri Lankans represented by Sinhalese, Tamils and Muslims. As this study focuses 
on the diasporic Sri Lankan Tamil community in Britain it is appropriate to know the 
size of the Tamil population living in UK and there are a few reliable sources of 
demographic data. One source of data comes from the BBC which estimates a 
nearly 100,000-strong Sri Lankan Tamil Community living in London (Majumdar 
2007; BBC, 8 August 2004). One Tamil local newspaper, namely ‘Puthinam’ (2008) 
in London, suggests that there are 150,000 Sri Lankan Tamils presently living in the 
UK. Whilst not from academic sources, such information provides a broad idea of the 
size of this ethnic minority in the UK, particularly in the case of local Tamil 
newsagents because of their knowledge of sales distribution figures within the Tamil 
diasporic community (Puthinam, 16 July 2008:3). Another source. The Socialist 
Worker online, suggests that there seem to have been 300,000 Sri Lankan Tamils in 
Britain (Olende 2009). However, this source of information gives a wider 
understanding of the Tamil diaspora across the foreign countries. The following 
section examines the existing relevant literature on Sri Lankan Tamil migratory
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models and gives a wider perspective of the comparative understanding of the Tamil 
diaspora across the world.
2.5.1 Sri Lankan Tamil migratory models
The earlier discussion considers Sri Lanka migration flows which specifically focus 
on political migrations, particularly post-1983 political migration, and primarily 
concentrates on the Sri Lankan Tamils who seem to have been affected by ethnic 
conflict and war. In order to understand the broader issues of Tamil diasporic roots 
and identity of British young Tamils overseas, it is crucial to explore various Sri 
Lankan migratory patterns to Canada, Norway and Switzerland and phases of Tamil 
migration to Britain.
The pattern of Tamil migration to Canada is relevant in the context of this present 
study. Tamil migration to Canada originated in the 1960s and the early Tamil 
migrants, who were small in number, entered Canada through Tamil Nadu and Sri 
Lanka. English educated professionals who migrated to Canada in the 1960s 
belonged to wealthy caste and class backgrounds in Sri Lanka. The number of Tamil 
migrants rose slowly because of the changing policy in the Canadian immigration 
system in 1967; prior to 1967, Canadian immigration policy was mostly favourable to 
White immigrants. However, a new immigration policy was introduced by the 
Canadian government from 1967, operating a points system. This allowed foreign 
immigrants to be considered in terms of their educational achievements, skills and 
ability (Ravindran 1999; Aruliah 1994:10).
Cheran (2000:189) focuses on the Tamil diaspora in Toronto. He considers that the 
number of Sri Lankan Tamil migrants arriving in Canada after 1983 rapidly increased 
because of the ethnic turmoil in Sri Lanka, which is referred to as post-1983 
migration. This resulted in an increase in the Tamil population in Canada influencing 
their social, cultural and political demeanour. Comparing Canada with other Western 
countries in terms of existing policy for immigrants or refugees, Canada has an
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official policy of multiculturalism, which allows the migrant groups to reinforce their 
cultural identities within a multi-cultural Canadian society.
Fuglerud (2001:197) identified three main categories of Tamil migrants to Norway, 
two of which were similar to the present study. Tamils’ early migration to Norway 
occurred (In the mid-1960s) under the development scheme of Norwegian NGO in 
the Northern Province in Sri Lanka, which enabled some of the local workers to 
emigrate to Norway to find better jobs in fisheries. Younger relatives (students) were 
sponsored by the migrant workers who had already been in Norway via the 
Folkehoyskole private schools, where student visas were attainable. The second 
category of migrants were early refugees who left Sri Lanka between 1980 and 1986 
to go to Norway and these early refugees were actively involved with LTTE in Sri 
Lanka. The third category of migrants to Norway were asylum-seekers after 1986, 
the majority of whom were Sri Lankan Tamils. This provides a broad identity of the 
Norwegian diasporic Tamils compared with the British Tamil migratory patterns.
McDowell (1996:227) considers the Tamil asylum diaspora in Switzerland which 
appears to be relevant to this present study. McDowell (1996:227) categorized the 
Tamils into two groups. The smaller group of Tamil immigrants entered Switzerland 
at the inception of the ethnic struggle in Sri Lanka between 1983 and 1989. These 
Tamil migrants have been absorbed into the economy, and seem to be independent 
in all aspects of social, cultural, and political activities and well established in the 
host country. However, a second larger group of Tamil asylum seekers reached 
Switzerland after 1989, and were less able to integrate into the economy, often 
failing to obtain residence permits. This caused them to live in fear of being sent 
back to Sri Lanka. McDowell further provides a number of reasons why Switzerland 
became a major Tamil asylum diaspora, one of which was the reputation of the 
extensive history of Tamil migration. There were no Tamils in Switzerland before 
1983, other than Tamil students in Europe, and these students were a great support 
to the new Tamil immigrants arriving in Switzerland after the 1983 riots in Sri Lanka. 
The chain migration began with the eldest son in the family. Once he was employed 
in the host country, money would be sent to Sri Lanka to benefit the family. Then, the 
migrants’ transnational networks developed. As a result, these networks extended to 
relatives and friends (Goel 2001).
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Daniel & Thangaraj (1995) also considered three phases of Tamil immigration to 
Britain, two of which were similar. The three identified phases of Tamil Immigration to 
Britain took place under different circumstances. In the first phase, the first 
generation of Sri Lankan migrants appeared to be a mixture of Sinhalese, Tamils, 
and Burghers, women and men who arrived in Britain after the independence of Sri 
Lanka from British colonial power. Most of the immigrant first-generation belonged to 
upper or upper-middle-class backgrounds, and many of them had been educated in 
the elite high schools of Sri Lanka. They arrived in the UK to gain professional 
degrees, for example in law, medicine, and engineering. This training gained them 
real exposure to working with academics and the civil service which would be an 
asset back in Sri Lanka. However, as discussed in terms of the language policy, of 
English being replaced by Sinhaia as the sole official language of Sri Lanka in 1956, 
many of the Tamil immigrants in the UK made a decision to extend their stay, and 
practise their professions here instead of returning to Sri Lanka (Daniel & Thangaraj 
1995:240).
As Daniel & Thangaraj (1995) observed, the second phase of Tamil migration to 
Britain was characterised by students who would be primarily from a middle class 
background. Despite the fact that the schools and universities opened up for 
everyone in 1960s and 1970s in Sri Lanka, the Tamil students faced a challenging 
situation in terms of competing with the proportion of Sinhalese who comprise the 
majority in Sri Lanka, as discussed in an earlier section (see: ‘standardisation 
policy’).
While comparing the similarities and the differences among the professionals and 
students, Daniel and Thangaraj (1995) observe that there were hindrances among 
the first generation o f . migrants (professional) and second phase of migrants 
(students) in the host country, although some similar aspects were observed. For 
example, in terms of educational career, both migrant groups tended to follow a 
‘polytechnic’ education. These early Tamil migrants paved the way for the second 
phase of migrants by giving them advice, guidance, contacts, and suggestions on 
ways to benefit from living in the host country. This helped students to improve their
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career opportunities in their host country and presumably attain middle class jobs in 
the UK (Ibid 1995:242).
Interestingly however, second phase migrants (mostly students) were still fairly 
middle class, poorer than the first generation of Tamil migrants (professionals), 
which made adapting to life within their host county more challenging. Increases in 
tuition fees forced these migrants to find jobs such as night security guards or petrol 
station attendants to support their studies. Daniel and Thangaraj (1995) observed 
that the two groups of Tamil migrants from Sri Lanka (professionals and students) 
were socialised under different circumstances based on educational exposure, family 
background (caste) and the political situation. In Sri Lanka, professionals who 
belonged to a high class family background were able to study with Sinhalese 
classmates in the English medium. However, students were only able to study in the 
Tamil medium of education which was a great disadvantage as a result of the 
language act of 1956 (Ibid 1995:242).
According to Daniel and Thangaraj (1995), the third phase of Tamil emigration to 
Britain was based primarily on refugees or asylum seekers. This was the result of the 
government of Sri Lanka imposing the Prevention of Terrorism Act (PTA) in 1979 
that led to the 1983 anti-Tamil riots and to the death and displacement of thousands 
of Tamils. These issues have already been discussed in the previous section (see: 
‘ethnic politics'). Tamil youth were mostly affected by the Prevention of Terrorism Act 
and, as a consequence, many Tamil youth fled to foreign countries such as Britain 
as students. When the rules were tightened by the restrictive policies of the Sri 
Lankan government, the students who had travelled previously because of various 
discriminations then decided to claim political asylum. It was crucial that asylum 
seekers were not all students. Many Tamils entered either legally or illegally to the 
UK and claimed asylum mainly because of 1983 anti-Tamil riots and then the trouble 
between LTTE and Indian peace-keeping forces (IPKF) in the 1990s. It is important 
to mention that most of the phase three Tamil immigrants are likely to be 
represented by lower caste and class backgrounds (Ibid 1995:243).
In terms of Tamil immigration to Britain and Norway respectively, Daniel and 
Thangaraj’s (1995), as well as Fuglerud’s (2001:198) categorizations of the Tamil
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migrants are relevant in these circumstances. The comparison shows both 
similarities and differences regarding the phenomena of Tamil migration which could 
be applicable to the present study. While taking into consideration the differences of 
the studies, Fuglerud’s (2001:198) categorization of the Tamil migrants to Norway 
did not represent the professionals as Daniel & Thangaraj (1995) did in the first 
phase of migrants. In respect of the similarities, Daniel and Thangaraj’s (1995) 
Phase II migrants are very similar to Fuglerud’s (2001:198) first category migrants 
(students) in terms of social and economic background, who were from a wider 
spectrum of caste and class. Another difference observed is that in both Britain and 
Norway, there are some distinctive internal conflicts within the Tamil diasporic 
communities. The reality of the situation in Britain, for example, was that the early 
migrants who were considered professionals (phase I migrants), felt unease at 
seeing Tamils as refugees with a poor command of English. As a result, caste 
prejudice and discrimination occurred among the Tamil migrants to Britain. However, 
in Norway the reverse appears to have happened. The Tamil organizations based on 
LTTE appeared to be stronger among the Norwegian Tamil community. The first 
category of Tamil migrant workers (early Tamil settlers), had already gained an 
established connection with the host society, and the later arrivals disapproved of 
them (Fuglerud 2001:198). This current study will seek to investigate in greater depth 
these differences as they relate to British-born Tamils and specifically to young 
people.
In terms of the Tamil migration patterns, it is crucial to compare Britain with other 
Tamil destination countries. Due to the escalation of the violent conflict in Sri Lanka, 
especially the ethnic riots in 1983, many Tamil refugees or asylum seekers fled to 
Western countries and these patterns of Tamil migration are similar among all the 
studies (Daniel & Thangaraj 1995; McDowell 1996; Cheran 2000; Fuglerud 2001).
2.6 Sri Lankan population of Great Britain: Migration and Settlement
The Sri Lankan population and movement to Britain are relevant to this present 
study. This section examines those born in Sri Lanka and now living in London 
(boroughs) and provides a broader idea of the target population of the study. 
Moreover, the distribution of the Sri Lankan-born population living in London
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boroughs helped the researcher to choose the appropriate geographical locations for 
this research. Consideration is given to acknowledge that the relevant obtainable 
data in the following maps and tables, including Census, for this study indicates that 
Sri Lankans (including Sinhalese, Tamils and other ethnic groups: see Table 1) in 
general, are not simply Sri Lankan Tamils. It is sensible to assume that Sri Lankan 
Tamils are as likely to be similarly dispersed as other Sri Lankan ethnic groups in 
London. As this study concentrates on British-born young Tamils as a target group, 
an understanding of the dispersal of the Sri Lankan population in Britain allowed the 
researcher to obtain access to data relevant for this study.
Table 2 Regional Distribution of those born in Sri Lanka, 1971-1991
1971 1981 1991
Region
Bom In
Sri Lanka total
Bom in
Sri Lanka
%of
total
Bom in 
Sri Lanka
%of
total
Sou^ h Easi 12,430 72.9 19329. 76.0 32,435 823
(ûfmhtch
Grmier London} 8,470 497^ 14,024 53.8 25,818 655
Southwest 5:2 1388 4% 1706 3.1
West Midlands 550 3.2 822 3:1 932 Z4
East Midlands 470 2B 732 23 763 1:9
East Anglia 395 23 569 2J2 676 17
Northwest 700 4.1 878 3.4 951 2.4
Yoi^kshWand
Htiniberside 460 27 689 26 772 2Ü
North 305 13 381 1J$ 410 ID
Wales 205 13 404 15 1.4
Scotland 645 33 699 2.7 686 1.7
Tbtal 17/WO 100 26,091 100 39,387 100
Source: Population Censuses, England and Wales, Scotland, 1971, Great Britain 
1981/91
Table 2 shows that the majority of Sri Lankans (38,145) are dispersed within 
England. Referring to this data, which is regionally based (area of residence), it is 
clear that the majority of Sri Lankans (32,435) are concentrated in South-East 
England. Of those 25,818 live in Greater London. Therefore, it is appropriate to
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choose the geographical area of London as the research location. It is important to 
acknowledge that the study mostly relies on 1991 Census® data (HMSO 1993).
2.6.1 Distribution of Sri Lankan population living in London
Sri Lanka has one of the 20 largest migrant populations in London and is ranked 
eighth in terms of numbers. Table 3 gives details of individual migrant populations in 
London.
Table 3 Londoners by country of birth, estimates for individual migrant 
populations. Greater London, 2006
APS estimate 
for London
95%
confidence Relative C l 
interval (C l as % of 
(approximate) estimate
Sample size 
estimate based 
on
A ll residents 7,352,(mO ±134,000 ±2 29,020
UK-born 5,031,000 ±110,000 ±2 20,127
Born outside UK 2,320.000 ±75,000 ±3 8,893
20 atians: 1,459,000 ±59,000 ±4 5,561
India 204,000 ±22,000 ±11 750
Bangladesh __________ 133,000 ____M ^ p o ^ _____ ............. ....541
Irish Republic 122,000 ±17,000 ±14 501
Jamaica _____  ^,000. ±15,000 ±17 319
Nigeria 82,000 ______________ ±17 322
Poland 76,000 ±14,000 ±18 272
Kenya 68,000 ±13,000 ±19 232
Sri Lanka 67,000 ±13,000 ±19 240
South Afiica 66,000 ±13,000 ±19 233
Ghana 62,000 ±12,000 ±20 226
Former USSR etc ___________^ 6 1 ^ ±12,000 ±20 219
Somalia 59,000 ±12,000 ±20 229
USA 51,000 ±11,000 ±22 220
Pakistan 49,000 ±11,000 ±22 186
France 49,000 ±11,000 ±22 191
Australia 47^000 ±11,000 ±23 179
Other Africa 46,000 ....... ±11,000 ±23 181
Turkey 45,000 ±10,000 .. ±23 181
Germany 43,000 ±10,000........ ±24 .............. ....174
Italy 41,000 ±10,000 ±24 165
Source: DMAG: Annual Population Survey (APS), 2006
Initial level o f details are available in 2001 Census, but would not provide files o f sufficient use fo r research.
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According to Table 3, based on the Annual Population Survey (2006), the number of 
residents in London is estimated at 7,352,000. The majority (5,031,000) are UK-born 
residents. It is assessed that the number of residents born outside the UK is 
2,320,000. APS also identified the 20 largest migrant populations which numbered 
1,459,000 in London. According to the APS survey (2006), London’s largest migrant 
populations are from: India, (200,000), Bangladesh (133,000) and Ireland (122,000), 
followed by Jamaica (87,000), Nigeria (82,000), Poland (76,000) and Sri Lanka
(67,000). These ten migrant groups comprise 42% of London’s migrant population. 
The following table demonstrates how the migrant populations by country of birth are 
concentrated in both inner and outer London (DMAG 2008).
Table 4 Census tables showing country of birth and numbers in England and
London (Inner and Outer)
Country of birth Number in 
England
Number in 
London
Number in
inner
London
Number 
in outer 
London
Somalia 42,548 33,831 16,037 17,794
Sri Lanka 66,330 49,932 10,492 39,440
Former Yugoslavia 45,997 25,237 12,800 12,437
Iraq 29,927 17,294 6,627 10,665
Iran 40,187 20,398 8,065 12,333
Totals for above 
countries
224,989 146,692 54,021 92,669
Population totals 42,968,596 5,231,701 1,834,957 3,396,744
Source. DMAG, Mapping Diversity in London, 2003; 2001 Census results pp 48-72
According to the 2001 Census results, 66,330 Sri Lankans live in England, 49,932 of 
whom live in Greater London and 39,440 in Outer London. Of the total, 10,492 reside 
in Inner London. In addition, as Table 4 illustrates Sri Lankans are more likely to live 
in Outer London than in Inner London. In this situation, it was appropriate to select 
Outer London boroughs as geographical locations for this present study (see: 
Chapter 4 for more details). However, it is important to acknowledge that the 
population born in Sri Lanka and living in London represents Sinhalese, Tamils and 
Muslims. These data are for Sri Lankans in general, not Tamils; therefore, it is 
sensible to assume that Tamils are likely to be similarly dispersed.
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2.6.2 Geographical locations of Sri Lankans (British Tamils) in Greater London
The demographic and statistical studies of the ‘London Research Centre’ identified 
the geographical locations of the population born in Sri Lanka as shown in map 4. 
They are concentrated particularly in Wembley and Perivale, East Ham and Upton 
Park, Southhall and Tooting and Colliers Wood (Storkey, Maguire and Lewis 
1997:30). These data relate to 1991 and show that 137,464, the number born in Sri 
Lanka, were more likely to live in Wembley and Perivale than in other locations.
As discussed in the tables above, the majority of Sri Lankan born people (49,932 out 
of 66,426) in England live in Greater London. Table 4 indicates that the majority of 
those born in Greater London are more likely to live in Outer London (39,440) than in 
Inner London (10,492). Therefore, it was rational that most of the field studies for this 
research would be carried out in Outer London boroughs.
Map 4 Population born in Sri Lanka living in wards in London, 1991
Wsmbicy and . /
Perivale "  - Ham and 
; Upton Park
Southall
Tooting and 
Co&CK Wood
Number bom in Sri Lanka
137 to 464 (28)
68 to 136 (70)
31 to 67 (145) 
0 to 30 (SIS)
Source; Census Local Base Statistics, London Research Centre, 1991.
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Map 5 London Boroughs
M ap of the London Boroughs
a #
Barnet
Harrow S i l l iS l l l l l l iB i i lH
i l l f t
WÊÊÊÊÊIÊÊÊML
A # # # # # #
..y—---
i M B j i
i L . : '  .
CamdeA %  Hagkn^\. 
% Barking & f  Dagenham/
Havering ■ \..
%Lambeth j
, , ' Tower Newham ’-i ..c'J
A 0 & 0 @ ls f
ILewisharn;
m:g:
1 Hammersmith & Fulham '“
2 Kensington & Chelsea
3 City of Westminster
4 City of London
i... Sutton | | | ' i t | ^ d o n | | | | |
Bromley
LLLJ tWM Lertdcn bofoughs 
:;i;.i:.;:..i Out^ f London ifewou^ hs
Source: http://www.statistics.gov.uk/geography/downloads/london_boro.pdf
The above map 5 depicts that Greater London is divided into Inner London 
boroughs, and Outer London boroughs. As indicated by numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4, 
Hammersmith and Fulham, Kensington and Chelsea, the City of Westminster and 
the City of London are important boroughs of Greater London. Sri Lankans are not 
concentrated in Inner London boroughs, but are mostly distributed in Outer London 
boroughs.
The Greater London Authority of Data Management and Analysis Group (DMAG) 
distinguished the geographical locations of the population born in Sri Lanka living in 
London boroughs as shown in the following Table 5 and the above map 5.
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Table 5 Population born in Sri Lanka living in London boroughs in 2001
City o f London O
Barking and Dagenham 304
Barnet 1 6 8 1
Bexiey 414
Brent S 999
Bromley 710
Camden 348
Croydon 3138
Ealing 4240;
Enfield 1488
Greenwich 8 1 7
Hackney 150
Ham m ersm ith and Fulham . 206
Haringey 629i
Harrow 5239!
Havering 176
Hillingdon 1552
Hounslow 1446
Islington 241
Kensington and Chelsea 306
Kingston upon Thames 1920
Lambeth 457
Lewisham 2156
Merton 3874
Newham  3591
Redbridge 3194
Richmond upon Thames 324!
Southwark 372:
Sutton 1163
Tower Hamlets 102;
W altham  Forest 1661
Wandsworth 1539
W estm inster ' , 387,
Source: 2001 Census Commissioned Table, Data Management and Analysis Group, 
GLA, 2006/2008.
According to Table 5 it can be seen that the highest proportions of the Sri Lankan 
population is concentrated in Brent (5999), Harrow (5239) and Ealing (4240). The 
second highest number of Sri Lankans is dispersed in the boroughs of Merton 
(3874), Newham (3591), and Croydon (3238), with the third highest distribution 
scattered in London Outer boroughs namely Lewisham (2156), Kingston upon 
Thames (1920), Branet (1681), Waltham Forest (1661), Hillingdon (1552), 
Wandsworth (1539), Enfield(1488), Hounslow (1446) and Sutton (1661). The Sri 
Lankan population is represented by lower numbers in the remaining London 
boroughs. These data relate to the 2001 Commissioned Census managed by 
Greater London Authority of Data Management and Analysis Group (GLA-DMAG).
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2.6.3 Areas of high concentration of Sri Lanka-born people in London 
boroughs
Siddhisena and White (1999:522/23) identified significant areas of Sri Lankan born 
residents in London: North-West London; North London; South-East London; and 
South-West London. North-West London consists of boroughs such as Brent and 
Ealing and the pattern of Sri Lankan settlement parallels Indian settlement in the 
same zone. For example, Northcote ward in Ealing has a high proportion of non- 
Whites -  90.2% of the population is non-White, the highest proportion of non-Whites 
living anywhere in Britain. This figure includes 3% of Sri Lankan born people. As far 
as the concentration of Sri Lankan born people living in East London is concerned, 
local concentrations of Indians are closely related to Sri Lankan born people in the 
London Borough of Newham.
The second area of concentration of the Sri Lankan-born people includes North 
London and South-East London. The Black Caribbean population is important in this 
area, and there are significant settlements of Vietnamese refugees. The 
concentration of Sri Lankan born people is similar to other ethnic origins. Another 
important area of Sri Lankan born populations is the area of South-West London, 
incorporating Kingston, Raynes Park and Wimbledon. These locations are mostly 
occupied by high status immigrants or ethnic minorities, e.g. the Japanese (White 
1998). Further, these locations are likely to be middle-class residential areas where 
house prices and renting costs are high. These locations generally are seen to have 
good communication links with the centre of London (Siddhisena and White 
1999:523).
There have been discussions about Siddhisena and White’s (1999:522/23) 
arguments in terms of identifying the high concentration of the Sri Lankan-born 
people in London boroughs; for instance South London boroughs are neglected in 
their classification of the locations, and there are a number of Sri Lanka-born people 
living in Croydon (3238) (see Table 5). Further, there is lack of information regarding
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Siddhisena and White’s (1999:523) claims concerning British-born Sri Lankan 
(Tamils). This highlights the necessity to focus on this group in the context of this 
study.
2.6.4 Specific areas in South and South West London for research
This study concentrates on the relevant areas in South and South West London. The 
rationale for selecting these research locations is discussed in detail in the 
methodology chapter (see Chapter 4). Considering the diasporic identity of British- 
born young Tamils, more attention is paid to the relevant boroughs in South and 
South West London, including Merton, Croydon, Kingston-upon-Thames, 
Wandsworth, and Sutton (see Table 5) and specific areas are considered for this 
study in the relevant boroughs. These include Mitcham and Collierswood, 
Wimbledon, Croydon, Tooting and Earlsfield, New Malden, Tolworth and Sutton. It is 
crucial that the researcher had already been to these chosen areas to gain access to 
the diasporic Tamil community and to network with key informants in order to 
indentify the relevant young Tamil Londoners for the current research. The essential 
entry points for this study were identified with religious organisations, both Hindu 
temples and Tamil parishes (Christian), youth sports clubs (football, cricket and 
netball), Tamil schools, Tamil information centres, Tamil cultural centres and Tamil 
community centres.
2.7 Conclusion
In conclusion, the background to this study gives a better understanding of the 
homeland (Sri Lanka) focusing on geographic information, demographic 
characteristics, and the ethnic diversity of Sri Lanka. It is significant in this context to 
understand the ethnic roots and identity of the Sri Lankan Tamil community. 
However, the ethnic conflict in Sri Lanka resulted in Sri Lankans, and especially the 
Tamil community, migrating to Western countries. There are a number of models of 
Tamil migration which acquaint the reader with the historical roots of the Tamils and 
the changing patterns of the identity of the Tamil community across the world. In this
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context, the exploration of the settlements of Sri Lankan born people is significant for 
the study of young Tamil Londoners.
It is relevant to reflect on how setting the context of this study connects to the rest of 
the chapters in this thesis. First, the impact of colonial rule and the British 
governance in particular remain deeply ingrained in many aspects on diaspora Sri 
Lankan Tamils as well as their younger generation. These include the dominance of 
the English language, the importance of school and university education, Christian 
religious practices and influences of everyday Western lifestyles (e.g. food, dress, 
music, nightlife etc.). Second, Sri Lankan Tamils’ origin and their ethnic roots that 
derive from the traditional homeland develop an awareness of reinforcing Tamil 
youth’s parental culture, including religious practice, customs and traditional aspects. 
Third, the background to the root cause of the ethnic struggle in Sri Lanka that 
created different phases of Tamil migration to UK relates to various elements of 
Tamil youth’s political involvement, and internal differences (e.g. middle/working 
class, children of early/later migrants). Finally, although most of the data in relation to 
the population born in Sri Lanka living in London represent Sinhalese, Tamils and 
Muslims in the UK, this helps to make inferences as to how Tamil settlements in 
London are dispersed. Therefore, this study focuses on South and South West 
London, where there is a considerable Tamil population.
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CHAPTER THREE 
Theoretical Background 
Diaspora, cultural identity, minority youth culture and ethnicity
3.1 Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to give an overview of the conceptual and theoretical 
background of this study and to bring together the knowledge obtained from studies 
of migration, diaspora, identity, youth culture and ethnicity. The conceptual 
developments of diasporic nationalism, transnationalism and identity provide various 
diasporic models, frameworks and classifications. The chapter also examines 
patterns of migration and social networks, including the model of chain migration and 
the South Asian diaspora in particular. The diasporic media perspective focuses on 
how modern media are used by minorities transnationally, nationally and locally. 
Drawing from classical and contemporary studies concerning changing diasporic 
identity, important conceptual arguments are considered relating to cultural hybridity, 
the fluid nature of identity, intergenerational relations, diasporic identities and youth 
ethnicity. Relevant studies focus on diasporic communities in America and Europe 
and provide a comparative perspective concerning younger generations, youth multi­
culture, creolised identities and transnational networks among the migrant 
communities. The chapter develops relevant empirical insights and an understanding 
of specific current issues specifically focusing on popular media culture, youth inter­
culture, and South Asian culture.
The first section focuses on the development and origins of the concept of diaspora 
and transnationalism and considers the extent to which such concepts have been 
developed by various studies that relate to the present study. Such previous theories 
offer the opportunity to understand the broader identities and youth ethnicity of Tamil 
youth. The chapter then critically examines different studies focusing on ethnic 
minority youth in the UK and elsewhere. It specifically analyses Asian and South 
Asian youth culture including various levels of conceptual arguments of media
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culture, musical cultural expression, television usage, customs and traditional 
practices, Asian gangs, and middle class youth culture. However, none of the 
previous studies has covered issues relating to Tamil youth’s engagement in politics 
and youth ethnicity by neglecting working class youth. It is these gaps that the 
present study aims to fill. The final section considers contemporary conceptual 
developments and the current theoretical trends in relation to youth culture and 
‘politicised youth ethnicity’.
The following section considers how the etymology of diaspora (concept) defines 
appropriate examples including the concepts of transnationalism, transnational 
community and identity. These conceptual frameworks develop an empirical 
understanding and shed light on the practical and pragmatic way of extending these 
insights into the current study.
3.2 The concept of Diaspora: Definition and origin
The term diaspora has been around for some time, but its regular use in social 
science is more recent. The origin of the term diaspora is Greek. Originally the word 
diaspeirein refers to the ‘dispersal or scattering of seeds’. The New Webster’s 
Dictionary and Thesaurus of English language shows a classic example of: “the 
dispersed Jews after the Babylonian Captivity; their dispersion’’ (Webster’s New 
World College Dictionary 2002). This diaspora was the result of the conquest of 
Israeli communities by Palestine, and thus Jewish people were carried into 
internment in Babylon. A further dispersal occurred after the fall of the Temple in 
Jerusalem (in 70 A.D) followed by the dispersal of many Jews to Mediterranean 
countries (Abercrombie, Hill, & Turner 2006:108). Thucydides was a well known 
early user of this term (Sheffer 2006:9) and Walker Connor’s working definition 
(1986:16) seems relevant in this context as “the segment of people living outside 
their homeland” . This can be applied to any diasporic community but it helps 
particularly in understanding the identity of the Tamil diaspora. However, it fails to 
express why people exist outside their homeland and the nature of their identities 
and communities.
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The term diaspora is also used with symbolic meaning for expatriates, expellees, 
refugees, alien residents, immigrants, displaced communities, overseas community, 
ethnic minorities, and guest-workers (Tololyan 1991:4) and is also used to describe 
the experience of movement or displacement. This experience has developed the 
socio-cultural and political formations of the diasporic community (Cheran 2000). 
Recent studies on diaspora from various perspectives are popularly seen among 
social sciences such as anthropology, sociology, human geography, and 
international migration (Lie 2001; Cheran 2007). The following discussion 
concentrates on various types of diaspora and how this concept has been developed 
into different perspectives.
3.3 Core elements of ‘diaspora’ as a concept
In terms of diaspora discourse there are a number of studies which shed light on this 
perspective. Brubaker (2005:5) identified three underlying elements that provide an 
understanding of the establishment of the usage for the concept: dispersion; 
homeland orientation; and boundary-maintenance. First, dispersion focuses on the 
way a segment of a particular ethnic group or community scatters overseas because 
of factors such as political crises, war, and natural disaster. Second, homeland 
orientation involves the extent to which the dispersed community can develop an 
awareness of making connections in terms of politics, economics, socio-culture and 
religion to the country of origin. Third, boundary-maintenance concentrates the 
extent to which diasporic minority communities preserve the distinctions between 
themselves and other ethnicities through practising their traditional culture and 
maintaining their identity and ethnicity (e.g. religion, language and other traditional 
practices). A typical example is the development of Saturday schools among the 
Tamil community in the UK which facilitates children to learn their mother language 
and other cultural arts (see: Chapter 6 for more details). Further discussion is 
needed on the extent to which and in what form boundaries are maintained by the 
younger generations. The idea of the preservation of identity tends to be quite 
opposite to contemporary cultural perspectives: hybridity; fluidity of identity; and 
créolisation which are discussed in the following sections (Hall 1989; Gilroy 1993; 
Back 1996; Gidley 2007).
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other scholars from various disciplines have used the term diaspora to express a 
different meaning of the concept. Steven Vertovec (1997:278/91), for instance, 
published an article entitled ‘different meanings of diaspora’ which provides three 
distinct characteristics of the concept: a social form; a type of consciousness; and a 
mode of cultural production. Vetovec’s categories are useful in that they have been 
combined with other diasporic perspectives, for example Brubaker’s (2005:5) three 
underlying elements (dispersion, homeland orientation, and boundary-maintenance), 
to develop an understanding of various elements of Tamil diaspora as political, a 
shared consciousness and the continuation of cultural and traditional elements. The 
present discussion concentrates on the core elements of diaspora as a concept that 
connects to significant elements of traditional culture, friendships and social 
networks, media and politics, and develops arguments of different components of 
identities and ethnicities of Tamil youth. New theoretical developments such as 
“Tamil youth ethnicities” develop a contribution to knowledge and have emerged 
from the grounded analysis of the current data in understanding the broader Sri 
Lankan Tamil diaspora.
3.3.1 Political factors: Traumatic dispersal and long-distance nationalism
The first element highlights the fact that the existence of a diaspora is an indicative 
movement of people over regions over a period of time. Diaspora is a domain that 
would occur in the context of the dispersal of a population from its original homeland 
to other parts of the world. In some countries such as Sri Lanka, Somalia, and 
Turkey, the majority of people entered their respective destinations either legally or 
illegally under compulsive or traumatic circumstances. This occurred as a result of 
war, ethnic genocide, and natural disasters (Cohen 1997:179). Sri Lankan Tamils, 
for example, left their traditional homeland as a result of the ethnic conflict between 
the Sinhalese-Tamils -  particularly ethnic violence of June 1958 followed by 1967, 
1972, 1977 and the ethnic riots of July 1983 and eventually in May 2009 the final war 
between Sri Lankan troops and the LTTE (Tambiah 1986; DeVotta 2009). The root 
causes of Sri Lankan ethnic conflict have been discussed at greater length in 
Chapter 2.
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The recent expansion of the term, diaspora, ‘long-distance nationalism’, developed 
by Anderson (1998) has become relevant to this study. The development of this new 
term highlights the fact that diasporic communities such as, Albanians, Hindu 
Indians, Irish, Kurds, Palestinians, and Sri Lankan Tamils in particular continue to 
retain involvement with their homeland politics and connections with ultra-nationalist 
movements (Brubaker 2005:2). Some scholars have applied this term, ‘long-distance 
nationalism’ or ‘diasporic nationalism’ to Tamil diasporic communities in Norway, 
Denmark and Switzerland (Fuglerud 1999; McDowell 1996; Sriskandarajah 2004). 
Most of the studies concentrate on Tamil immigrants or Tamil parents, while the 
present study extends the concept by exploring British-Tamil diasporic nationalism 
with particular focus on young British-born Tamils (see: Chapter 8 for more details).
The term, ‘diaspora’ has been used by some scholars to express the political 
dimension of contemporary diasporas which is very similar to the notion of ‘long­
distance nationalism’ (Shain 1998; Sherman 1998; Sheffer 1986). Wahlbeck 
(2002:226) further extends this element as the ‘diaspora of politics’ which develops 
an awareness of the political component of the existing diasporas. He has further 
identified an element of political activity among many refugee groups (e.g. Kurdish, 
Vietnamese) and specifically refers to the case of the Tamil refugees in Norway, 
Switzerland and Denmark (Fuglerud 1999; McDowell 1996; Steen 1993). 
Tharmalingam’s (2011) recent conceptual development on ‘homeland orientation of 
war-torn diasporas’ is also relevant in this context. It expands on the ways in which 
politically-active Tamil parents in the UK have influenced their children, and 
concentrates on how young British Tamils may have become aware of Tamil politics 
and of different levels of political engagement.
In Cohen’s (1997) study one of the characteristics of global diasporas focuses on 
traumatic dispersal and is perfectly consistent with Safran’s model which is more 
relevant to this study of the Tamil diaspora. According to Cohen (1997:180) 
traumatic circumstances due to ethnic unrest led to forced political migration. This 
applies to the Sri Lankan Tamil migration to Britain post-1983 (Daniel & Thangarajah 
1995; Sriskandarajah 2004; Cheran, 2003). This includes a number of Tamil asylum
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seekers who, after the 1983 ethnic riots, entered their respective destinations either 
legally or illegally under compulsive or traumatic circumstances; a considerable 
number of Tamils entered Britain in this manner. Interestingly, few sociological 
studies have investigated the formation of a Sri Lankan Tamil diaspora in Europe 
since the 1980s. The present study addresses this absence, focusing on the Tamil 
diaspora in Britain and more specifically the identities and ethnicities of young British 
Tamils.
3.3.2 Diasporic (shared) consciousness and awareness of homeland
The second element considers the orientation towards the imagined homeland 
(Brubaker 2005:5), previously established by Safran (1991:83). Brubaker’s 
conceptual developments relating to orientations towards homeland connect to 
Safran’s four criteria: (a) preserving the collective memory and nostalgia about the 
traditional homeland; (b) a desire to return to the ancestral homeland as the true and 
ideal home; (c) a profound commitment to keep working together towards 
maintenance of their motherland; and (d) continuity of shared diasporic 
consciousness. Some scholars place an emphasis on the homeland orientation 
(Clifford 1994; Anthias 1998). Clifford (1994) commented on Safran’s criteria as a 
‘centred’ model and further criticised the descriptive typological tool that involves 
overlapping aspects. They view the desire for returning home as a crucial element of 
diasporic experience, while others (Boyarin & Boyarin 1993) criticise the fact that 
continuity of social and cultural connections to homeland gives the impression of not 
all diasporic people desiring to return to their homelands. The Armenian experience 
is a typical example of the way a dual-relationship creates feelings of longing for a 
lost homeland and aspirations to integrate into the host country (Pattie 1997).
Vertovec (1997:281) develops the meaning of the concept of diaspora as social 
consciousness consisting of various elements that include experiences, a state of 
mind and a sense of identity. Diasporic consciousness is considered as an 
awareness which creates diasporic identities within existing transnational 
communities. This element, ‘diasporic consciousness’ reflects on the idea of the
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nature of contradiction. Vertovec (1997:281) illustrates this term as having a dual or 
paradoxical nature. For example, considering ‘Hindu culture or diaspora’ allows an 
understanding of the way historical inheritance is positively incorporated into 
identification. In contrast, transnational ‘Islam’ or ‘political forces’ generate a negative 
impression that results in the exclusion of the Muslim diaspora from the host society. 
The activities of LTTE’s Tamil liberation group illustrate this dual nature. While 
Western society has viewed LTTE as a terrorist organisation because of their 
involvement in various issues such as the violation of human rights (International 
Crisis Group 2010), a section of the Tamil diaspora considered them as liberators 
because of their awareness concerning Tamil militancy’s engagement with their 
motherland. This thesis partly explores the influencing elements and the extent to 
which young British Tamils are engaged in Sri Lankan politics.
A number of scholars have contributed to the discussions relating to the concept of 
diasporic consciousness (Brah 1996; Clifford 1994; Gilroy 1993; Hall 1990). Gilroy 
(1993) extends the notion of ‘double consciousness’ originally derived from Du Bois’s 
(1989) scholarly work. The extension of this concept can be applied to issues of 
identity such as, ‘Black-British’ or ‘African-American’. The expansion of a Black 
Atlantic diasporic culture reflects on the spread of Black cultures across the Atlantic 
through slavery which has developed into a hybridised form of cultural identity (Gilroy 
1993). This Black diasporic experience could be relevant in understanding some 
similar aspects connected to the Tamil diaspora. First, the concept of ‘double 
consciousness’ gives an understanding of British young Tamils’ fluid nature of 
identity and cultural hybridity. In respect of DuBois’s (1989) argument, the notion of 
double consciousness reflects upon shifting identities of African-Americans -  “a self­
conception as an American and as a person of African descent” . Second, 
comparable to the Black diasporic experience relating to slavery, the 
contextualisation of the Sri Lankan ethnic struggle has resulted in generating Tamils’ 
political migration, or perhaps forced migration, to Western countries (Van Hear 
1998; Cheran, 2003). Lastly, the extent to which Black trans-cultural elements 
including Afro-Ca rib bean hip-hop music style, peer relationships, new ethnicities, 
minority youth inter-cultural aspects and political discourse have influenced British 
Tamil youth (see: Chapters 6 and 7 for more details).
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This perspective is mainly seen in cultural studies that include various elements of 
syncretism, hybridity and new ethnicities reflecting on migrant origin. Anthias 
(1998:565) argues that diaspora consciousness is considered a post-modern 
perspective which demonstrates a prerequisite rather than representing a diasporic 
community. She explains that “such approaches suggest that the bonds of ethnic 
ties and the fixity of boundaries have been replaced by shifting and fluid identities” 
(Anthias 1998:566). It is interesting to note that double consciousness and fluidity of 
identity are relatively similar ideas in terms of developing broader arguments of 
complexities of culture and ethnic identity. The following discussion investigates how 
diaspora operates in relation to the maintenance of cultural production and traditional 
elements.
3.3.3 Continuation of cultural and traditional elements
The third element concentrates on the diasporic aspect of ‘boundary-maintenance’. 
Originally coined by Armstrong (1976:394), it is a relevant feature of diaspora, and of 
the current study. This element highlights the fact that boundaries can be preserved 
by resistance to assimilation (Armstrong 1976; Smith 1986). However, recent 
theoretical developments which focus on co-existence of diasporic identity, 
emphasise the idea of hybridised identities, fluidity of identity, and créolisation which 
are different from aspects of the preservation of identity and boundary-maintenance. 
The erosion of boundaries may occur through a blending of diverse cultures and 
inter-cultural strands, and may lead to the emergence of inter-generational 
differences. Migrant parents, for instance, desire to maintain boundaries in contrast 
to their descendents (see: Chapter 5 for more details). It is relevant to reflect as to 
what extent and in what form boundaries are maintained by the younger generation 
(Brubaker 2005:6). The extension of these diasporic issues continues in my study 
which will explore these conceptual development issues relating to aspects of 
internal differentiation, relationships between parents and young Tamils, differences 
between Tamil youth and non-Tamil youth, and complexities of cultural identity and 
change. Criticism of the discussion of the core elements of diaspora indicates that 
those aspects are not exclusive and have occasional overlap. The next section
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examines how various scholars use this term differently and the extent to which this 
concept can be fitted into the present study.
The study further considers how the emergence of various cultural productions of 
Tamil diaspora -  for example, uses of media and interests (Tamil specialist/non- 
Tamil), development of friendships and social networks, religious practices and 
customs (Hindu religious customs) -  may have led to the transformation by 
developing complexities of hybridised culture, fluid identity and youth ethnicity which 
are significantly relevant for the theoretical developments in this study. Vertovec 
(1997) develops the argument by connecting broader elements of diasporic identity 
with globalisation, including global cultural objects such as global media and 
communication, which facilitate both inter-and intra-ethnic communications and 
develop the transformation of creolised diasporic identities. Diaspora is considered 
as relating to the production and reproduction of transnational social and cultural 
phenomena (Appadurai 1991 ; Wahlbeck 2002; Glick Schiller et al. 1992).
Hall’s (1990:235) work in relation to the question of cultural identity, difference and 
the notion of “ new ethnicities” is significantly relevant in understanding complexities 
of cultural identities. Interestingly, Tyler (2011) sees the difference between 
complexities of inter-cultural developments and class division. She moves beyond 
Hall ‘the notion of ‘new ethnicities’ and develops the term, ‘old classities’ -  the way 
people reflect their sense of feeling and their connections in terms of understanding 
identities of multi-ethnicities. Hall’s idea of diasporic identity connects the issues of 
difference and hybridity and he has taken up issues of culture, community, and 
identity in important ways. He criticizes the predominance of essentialist 
perspectives relating to ethnicity, which viewed concepts as fixed, discrete, and 
easily represented entities, as was once the case. Current theoretical developments 
review wider concepts of culture, community, and ethnicity as constantly being 
produced and complex forms of identity which are continually renegotiated and 
reproduced.
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Hall’s (1990) cultural perspectives are distinctive and concentrate on various levels 
of arguments on diasporic identities. He develops the concept of diasporic identity 
that constructs continuously and regenerates through transformation and 
differentiation (Hall 1990:235). Such hybrid cultural production can be observed 
among ethnic minority youth, who undergo the process of socialisation through 
various cultural experiences and lifestyles. The use of global media and technologies 
develops connections within and outside the diasporic community (Appadurai and 
Breckenridge 1989) and such global media and communication may have the 
potential to develop interpersonal networks and to reformulate diasporic identities 
and ethnicities at more complex levels. Anthropologists relating to diasporic aspects 
concentrate on the issues of cultural production and reproduction concerning the 
elements of family, kinship, and caste explored in South Asian studies. A study of 
young Punjabi Londoners, for example, concentrates on the transformation of 
diasporic identity through media including transnational television and film. Gillespie 
(1995) describes how such media offer the conventional values of the South Asian 
parents’ culture and support global cultural flows among young British Asians.
Anthias (1998) suggests that consideration is given to both gender and 
intersectionality by the idea of diaspora. She states, “ it may be possible to see 
ethnicity, gender and class as crosscutting and mutually reinforcing systems of 
domination and subordination, particularly in terms of processes and relations of 
hiérarchisation, unequal resource allocation and inferiorisation” (ibid 1998:574). The 
concept of diaspora facilitates the understanding of social relationships, which 
globally includes politics, the economy and culture and concentrates on ethnic 
bonds, cultural translations, and negotiations. According to Anthias (1998) critiques 
can be discussed at three levels regarding the concept of diaspora and the ways in 
which it is conceptualised within the conventional theory. Firstly, there can be 
weaknesses concerning a lack of concentration on the issues of gender, class and 
generation and other inter-and intra-group divisions. Secondly, the discussion of 
diaspora does not comment on ethnic relationships yet this remains important and 
can be adapted to understand broader issues of identity and youth ethnicity. Finally, 
there has been little attention to trans-ethnic solidarities.
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According to, Anthias (1998), and Vertovec (1997) the concept of diaspora partly 
addresses existing discourses and issues. Therefore, considering the definition of 
diaspora concerning intersectionality, importance must be given to intra-ethnic 
division and social boundaries. In this context, the notion of transnationalism has 
become viewed by scholars (Vertovec 2009; Leonard 2009) as a broader concept 
than diaspora although both concepts can overlap to some extent. According to 
Vertovec (2009) transnationalism involves transcending national boundaries and 
developing wider connections to nations, nationalities and institutions around the 
world. Although the diasporic perspective is more often used in this study than 
transnationalism, the latter is also relevant for understanding young British Tamils’ 
complexities of cultural identity and ethnicity. However, the term diaspora is more 
specifically valuable in relation to understanding various components of identities, 
lifestyles and experiences of Tamil youth within the context of the Tamil community 
in the UK. A future comparison between Tamil youth in Canada and the UK from a 
transnational perspective could be more useful than diasporic concepts (see: 
Chapter 9 for more details).
The main critique in this section highlights that Vertovec’s (1997) three meanings of 
diaspora have overlapped. This typology, as Wahlbeck (2002) and Anthias (1998) 
have suggested, can incorporate additional dimensions such as politics, class, caste, 
gender, migratory patterns, religion etc. The current study goes beyond these 
typologies and considers various elements relating to diaspora to fill the gap by 
concentrating more on Tamilness’ -  ‘youth ethnicities’ (Antony 2006).
3.4 Development of the term-Diaspora
Scholars have developed different types and models of diaspora depending on their 
own research interests. Various models of diaspora are considered such as Cohen’s 
(1997) ‘victim diaspora’ (Jewish), Armstrong’s (1976) ‘mobilized diaspora’ (Greek 
and Armenian), ‘trading diaspora’ (Chinese, Indian, Lebanese etc). Further 
expansion of the term diaspora as applied to labour migrants (Filipino, Italian, 
Korean, Polish and many other migrant populations etc.) develops an awareness of
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how labour migrants preserve socio-cultural bonds with their homeland. Various 
processes that relate to contemporary diasporas such as globalisation, labour 
mobility and the deregulation of labour markets cause dispersal of the human 
population around the globe (e.g. African Sikhs and Muslims diasporas) and these 
diasporic communities have generated a greater cultural hybridity, developing 
multiculturalism and cultural change among many modern societies (Abercrombie, 
Hill, & Turner 2006:108).
Different scholars have cited a number of other diasporas including, global religious 
diasporas (e.g. Hindu, Sikh, Buddhist Catholic etc.), ethno-cultural diasporas (e.g. 
Brazilian, Cambodian, English, Egyptian etc.), and many other categories (e.g. 
liberal, conservative, fundamentalist, terrorist diasporas). Also, usage of the term 
‘diaspora’ in the academic literature identifies diasporicity (condition), diasporization 
(process), disporology (a field of inquiry), diasporist (stance); diasporic (attribute) 
which can proliferate as diasporic consciousness, diasporic nationalism, diasporic 
networks and diasporic culture. (Brubaker 2005:4)\
Anthias (1998) has critically examined the debate concerning the concept of 
diaspora. After considering the three meanings of diaspora presented by Vertovec 
(1997), Anthias (1998:571) further develops the concept of diaspora as a field of 
intersectionality involved with various influential elements including class, gender, 
trans-ethnic alliances and power relations. This intersectionality of diaspora may 
provide this current study with opportunities to connect various factors including, 
caste or class (e.g. middle and working), migratory patterns (e.g. children of early 
and later migrants), internal differences (e.g. less or more educated Tamils) and 
external overlaps with young non-Tamils in the UK. The following discussion focuses 
on the relationships between the terms diaspora and transnationalism.
 ^The current study mostly uses the term s - diaspora, diasporic, diasporic nationalism , diasporic culture fo llow ed by m edia, 
networks, long-distance nationalism, w ar-torn  diasporas and gang culture.
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3.5 Transnationalism: Broader term
The term ‘transnationalism’ is defined by the Concise Oxford English Dictionary 
(2008) as: “extending or operating across national boundaries” . Vertovec (2009:312) 
defines the concept of transnationalism as “the existence of communication and 
interactions of many kinds linking people and institutions across the borders of 
nation-states and, indeed, around the world” . Such definitions clearly indicate that 
‘transnationalism’ has become a wider concept than diaspora. However, the term 
diaspora is viewed in a slightly wider perspective by some scholars (Sheffer 1986; 
Safran 1991) as the global dispersal of a people or an ethnic group who are 
therefore labelled as collectively self-identified ethnic groups. This section seeks to 
investigate whether these concepts, diaspora and transnationalism, are alternatives 
of the same thing or are different. There is discussion as to whether transnationalism 
is the broader term and diaspora is simply one example. First, in terms of meanings, 
these concepts are coupled with similar perspectives and notions. For instance. Lie 
(2001:356) uses the term ‘diasporic nationalism’ to suggest connections with 
homelands in terms of various engagements with socio-political and cultural 
designations. Second, compared with diaspora, transnationalism is the wider 
perspective because it deals with migrants’ interests in transnational connections 
and economic, socio-cultural and political aspects. Third, it generates an extension 
of concepts such as, long-distance nationalism, trans-cultural, trans-local, trans­
migrants, and transnational government which connect to the present study. For 
instance, the very recent formation of the transnational government of Tamil 
diaspora is a typical example which indicates how the broader term transnationalism 
develops an understanding of British Tamil youth’s engagement with transnational 
political activities, and creates long-distance networks through Tamil politics (see: 
Chapter 8 for further details).
In order to understand this concept it is interesting to look at various scholars’ 
interpretations. Some scholars (for instance Portes et al. 1999) from diverse 
disciplines use the term, transnationalism to describe various elements relating to 
migrants, while others develop this concept to connect migration beyond national 
boundaries and to expand various forms of multiple ties and interactions with nations 
and nationalities. They argue that this concept interconnects various influential
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factors including current long-distance, cross-border activities, transmigration and 
economic transactions. The recent escalation of migration has caused a new 
formation of global diasporas. Even though the people simply settled down in host 
countries, connections to the homeland are maintained (Kelly 2003). The analysis of 
the concept of transnationalism has been made by several anthropologists such as 
Linda Basch (1994), Cristina Blanc-Szanton (1994) and Nina Gilck-Schiller 
(1992/1994), and these contributions develop the discourse of transnationalism and 
international migration (Kivisto 2001; Wahlbeck 2002). The definition of 
transnationalism by Basch et al. (1994) is as follows:
We define transnationalism as the process by which immigrants forge and 
sustain multi-stranded social relations that link together their societies of origin 
and settlement. We call these processes transnationalism to emphasize that 
many immigrants today build social fields that cross geographic, cultural, and 
political borders (Basch et al. 1994:7)
It is important to discuss how the term transnationalism is distinct from the notion of 
diaspora and how it overlaps. The term diaspora deals with various elements such 
as social and cultural, orientated locally within the diasporic space. For example, the 
service of Tamil schools for younger generations considers how the Tamil culture is 
maintained within a particular diasporic space. Broadly, the term transnationalism 
develops multiple components that comprise socio-cultural, economic and political 
connections (Kelly 2003). Transnationalism is considered as an emerging pattern of 
social, political and economic relationships among migrants and this can be 
extended over a number of communities (Van Hear 1998). However, recent 
discourses develop the significance of the concept transnationalism as reversal. The 
use of transnationalism as an articulated concept has significant importance 
amongst many researchers (Guarnizo et al. 1998, Portes 1999, Portes et al. 1999, 
Vertovec, 1999). Globalisation is closely connected with transnationalism and 
interrelates individuals and social groups across particular geo-political borders 
(Giulianotti 2007:62). In this context, the traditional values might be challenged 
(Wahlbeck 2002). Transnational social relations and networks develop through 
globalisation and this process creates transnational social spaces (Pries 1997).
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The existing theories of transnationalism focus on boundaries, streams of people, 
goods, substances and messages across them. In this context, Werbner (2004:896) 
observes transnationalism as a form of communication: “ In the global village daily 
contact by telephone and email, low-cost flights, mobile phones, video conferences 
and faxes, all make instant communication an experienced reality for millions of 
transmigrants who are exposed to demands from the homeland, either in happy or 
distressing circumstances while living in the host country” (Werbner 2004). People 
who are excluded from the new technologies can be accessed through transnational 
connections such as the flow of goods and money (Thieme and Muller-Boker 2004).
Some researchers identify a difference between diasporic communities and 
transnational communities whereas others consider them as the same idea. 
According to Vertovec (1999), dispersed former diasporas are now seen as present- 
day transnational communities, supported by community organization, mobility and 
communication. The relationship between the terms is important in this context. 
Transnationalism is a broader term referring to the homeland and particular 
diasporas dispersed in other countries. More wide-ranging connections can be seen 
between diasporas and the homeland in terms of political engagement, avenue of 
capital and reconstruction of homeland or locality and so on. But the term diaspora is 
considered an example of a minority community with common characteristics.
3.5.1 Transnational community and connections
The term ‘transnational community’ is connected with the concept of 
‘transnationalism’. Portes develops the characteristics of the transnational 
communities as “dense networks across space and by an increasing number of 
people who lead dual lives. Members are at least bilingual, move easily between 
different cultures, frequently maintain homes in two countries, and pursue economic, 
political and cultural interest that require a simultaneous presence in both” 
(Portes, 1998b: 16). Such migrants establish connections through various levels of 
economic, political and social initiatives (Portes et al., 1999, 217/18)
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Vertovec (2001) identified the socio-cultural and political impacts which have 
resulted in transnational connections. ‘Transnational’ can be kept aside in order to 
establish socio-cultural, political, and economic activities. This includes migrants, 
their families and collective groups. Firstly, the migrants transfer money in a flow of 
remittances to their places of origin and this financial capital transfer (money 
exchange) from diasporas is the most direct and fastest growing form of engagement 
with the homeland. This includes migrants transmitting currency to their home 
country for families and communities. On one hand, support from the migrants 
benefits their families, and on the other, it helps to develop education, gender 
relations, professional skills and community development. The local labour market 
may be weakened by these remittances, resulting in the emergence of hierarchies 
and the establishment of a new pattern of economic dependency. Secondly, socio­
cultural impacts are considered as a way of keeping connections between migrant 
communities and their home countries. There are exchanges and associations 
including the use of Tamil media, marriage links, religious activities, mass 
communications and product utilization. Finally, political impacts are seen in many 
forms concerning citizenship and homeland politics (Vertovec 2001). Social-cultural 
and political impacts are considered relevant in the context of this study. For 
example, the Tamil diaspora still maintains arranged traditional marriage practices 
(e.g. exporting brides) that have led to transnational connections with their 
homeland. Elements such as, caste, religion, and education are involved in these 
arranged marriage practices (see: Chapter 5 for more details).
Vertovec (1999) comments that transnationalism is an over-used concept, operating 
as an all-embracing perspective from specific diasporic communities to all migrants, 
including every ethnic diaspora, travellers and tourists. (Vertovec 1999, 2001) and 
that transnationalism does not offer a new theoretical perspective, but rather 
develops some earlier approaches. Vertovec (1999) further observes “differences 
and similarities with prior theories of migration and immigrant experience should be 
elucidated so that we can realise whether theoretical advances are really being 
achieved, or whether we are merely pouring old wine into new bottles” . The current 
study concentrates on the concepts of diaspora, transnationalism, and transnational 
community. The Tamil diaspora in Britain is a minority with connections to other
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diasporic Tamils dispersed into other countries. The Tamil transnational community 
strengthens its relationships through networks with the homeland. In order to explore 
the transformation of the diasporic Tamil identity and to examine the roots of the 
Tamil diaspora it is essential to apply these concepts to develop a paradigm for the 
current study of young Tamils.
3.5.2 Transnational networks and chain migration
Both classical and contemporary studies of transnational networks are associated 
with the theories of transnational migration, chain migration and social networks. 
According to Bourdieu (1985:248,1977) social capital is: “the aggregate of the actual 
or potential resources which are linked to possession of a durable network of more 
or less institutionalized relationships of mutual acquaintance and recognition” . This 
develops an understanding of the value of social relations and generates 
connections within and between social networks. The implications of social capital 
have led to the development of supply chain relations and in this context, the 
conventional chain migration model provides a crucial understanding of the Tamil 
diaspora and the transnational networks of young British Tamils.
An ethnographic study conducted by Palmer (1981/1980/1970:251 ) clearly showed 
the patterns of Italian migration to London. Palmer applied a model of chain 
migration first used by Price (1969 cited in Palmer 1970:251), who developed a 
pattern of integration of the migrants in Australasia. Palmer intends this chain 
migration model to apply to the Italian case in London. This model included five 
stages which he described in sequence: Firstly, the migrants leave the home 
country, and find a prospective host country to stay in. Secondly, the pioneers 
encourage family and other relatives from the homeland to come to the newly-found 
host country. It is said that single men may arrive and marry women of the host 
country, to obtain a permanent status in that county. Thirdly, expatriates find 
adequate developments in employment and business, and desire to remain in the 
host country permanently. Family members in the home country including wives, 
children, and fiancées are sponsored, and necessary belongings (land and assets)
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are obtained. At the same time they establish communities, and charitable 
organizations, which help them to integrate with the community and consolidate their 
own ethnic identity. In these circumstances, the diasporic community recognises the 
importance of the development of culture, religion, schools and their own cultural 
aspects in the host country.
Crucially, in the fourth stage. Price (1969 cited in Palmer 1970:251) suggests that 
the second-generation is brought up in a different way. He also found that the career 
aspirations of the second-generation are unlike those of the migrant first-generation, 
who recognise that the migrants’ businesses and trades are not flourishing. With the 
intention of developing their businesses it is important for the first generation 
migrants to hire labourers within their kinship group from the home country. Finally, 
as Price argues in the fifth stage (ibid 1970:251), the third-generation is capable of 
becoming well established in terms of economic prosperity despite integration 
appearing to be impossible. It is observed that where the migrants have become 
distinctive geographically, the institutions are highly established, and most of the 
third-generation settle in marriage within their ethnic group to keep their identity 
alive. This final stage is relevant to the distinction between younger generations and 
is of great importance to the current study. These descendents of the first generation 
are the primary focus of this study, which concentrates on wider issues of Tamil 
youth’s diasporic identity, ethnicity, and various cultural aspects.
Migrant networks are considered to have a range of interpersonal bonds with 
migrants, former migrants and non-migrants of the homeland. Social capital is 
established through network links, for instance as people are trying to obtain foreign 
employment. While some migrants attain the desired status, the outlay and the 
danger of migratory movement can decrease through the expansion of networks. 
This causes the migration flow to escalate and further migratory movement leads to 
additional expansion of the networks (Massey et al., 1993). Social networks play a 
vital role in achieving jobs and accommodation for migrants, and provide 
psychological support (Vertovec 2001). Kinship bonds are considered a major
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foundation of individual migration networks and give guidance to families and 
households in terms of migration (Boyd 1998).
Faist (1999) argues that resources can be activated through interpersonal bonds -  
social contacts, information, authority, mutual obligation and solidarity. These 
resources are considered types of social capital (Bourdieu 1985). Bourdieu argues 
that social networks do not exist in nature but are created via group relations 
associated with institutionalised and investment policies. These group relations 
provide further assistance which is seen as a reliable resource for networks. Taking 
into consideration the emergence of globalisation, the networks of the ‘information 
age’ provide a complex form of relationships. In this context, transnational networks 
are established by means of transportation and communication through 
technological revolution (Guarnizo and Smith 1998) and are relevant here for the 
discussion on the role of diasporic media culture in the expansion of transnational 
social networks and to assist in understanding the complexities of the cultural identity 
and youth ethnicity of British young Tamils.
3.6 Diasporic media culture and perspectives
This section considers the extent to which diasporic media facilitate infra- or inter­
ethnic communications and complexities of identity among the minority ethnic 
communities, generating transnational and trans-cultural experiences of different 
ethnicities (see: Chapter 7 for more details). Various levels of diasporic media from 
the homeland and other diasporic countries, -  newspapers, websites, specialist 
satellite television, video, films etc -  help to facilitate ethnic and diasporic 
communications and to develop their sense of belonging to their distant homeland, 
maintaining their distinctiveness and ethnic identity with intra-ethnic homogeneity. 
This diasporic minority media also, to some extent, creates a connection through 
inter-ethnic communications. For example the London local Tamil Guardian 
(published in English) or some specific Facebook student groups (‘Students Against 
Genocide of Tamils’) may also facilitate non-Tamils and other ethnicities to connect 
through inter-ethnic communications (see: Chapter 8 for more details).
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It would be interesting to analyse the ways in which diasporic minority youth are 
influenced by various levels of media culture including local, national and 
transnational. The notion of diaspora offers the opportunity for a comprehensive 
understanding of migrant groups by concentrating on migration, post-migration, 
people’s multiple senses of belonging and loyalties beyond national boundaries. 
Gillespie (1995:6) explains: “the term diaspora is useful as an intermediate concept 
between the local and the global that nevertheless transcends the national 
perspectives [...]’’. According to Gillespie (1995) the concept of diaspora involves 
connections with ethnicity that can sometimes disperse from a centre of 
concentration through developing intra-ethic communications whether real or 
imagined among the dispersed community. Such diasporic specialist media culture 
facilitates establishing a sense of belonging in terms of identity and community. 
However, media in general (mainstream Western or other ethnic minority or Asian 
media) rather than the diasporic specialist media, can significantly facilitate and have 
a greater impact upon young people’s identities and ethnicities. Issues relating to 
media consumption are dealt with at length in Chapter 7.
Diasporic media culture in the Western world, particularly in Europe, is considered as 
a socio-cultural phenomenon. The emergence of a number of diasporic minority 
media cultures increasingly influences Western societies and transnational 
communities to facilitate negotiating the elements of intra-cultural and inter-ethnic 
communications which can generate complexities of diasporic identity and cultural 
hybridity. These media deal with affirming the identity of the diasporic group. At 
present a number of minority media is being developed in Europe, including satellite 
dishes, various televisions programmes, Internet cafes and different language 
broadcasts. In terms of complexity and cultural singularity, diasporic minority media 
cultures develop to identify with the discourses concerning the differences, 
similarities, and shared aspects in the European cultural space between minorities 
and majorities. The development of such co-existing and hybridised ethnic 
intercultural aspects creates a mainstream socio-cultural condition while diasporic 
minority media cultures can represent an alternative to mainstream cultural space. 
This results in the feeling of belonging to the host society and proliferating these 
media cultures beyond the national boundaries. Georgiou’s (2005a:482) argument
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seems relevant to this current study concerning the analytical conceptions which 
might be applied:
Diasporic media that expand across and beyond Europe, connecting and also 
acting autonomously in local, national and transnational cultural spaces and 
populations, become a key area for thinking of recognition of particularity on 
the one hand, and of respect for universalistic values of democracy and 
communication across Europe on the other. Universalism and particularlism 
become central analytical concepts for understanding diasporic media 
cultures beyond binaries and oppositions [...] (Ibid: 482)
Georgiou (2005a:483) develops a paradigm for understanding the diasporic minority 
media culture in a Western context and establishes the concepts of particularity 
(difference) and universality (homogeneity) emphasising the two-way process 
discussed in Chapter 7. Interestingly, cultural continuity of the diaspora could be 
addressed through both particularity and universality. For example, the Sri Lankan 
Tamil diaspora in Britain shares a commonality with the Sri Lankan Tamil diaspora in 
France. Sri Lankan Tamils in Canada have common interests and tastes that 
connect to their ethnicity. Another example is relevant in this context. Satellite Tamil 
television (Tamil Television Network (TTN) or Deepam TV) are seen across Europe 
which applies a common and shared identity through diasporic media contributing to 
the particularity of transnational scale. Further, the notion of inter-sectionality 
(gender, religion class or caste and intergenerational aspects) can be influential in 
determining the degree of media interest or habits involving diasporic minority media 
cultures in local, national and transnational spaces. For example, British Tamil 
youth’s diasporic media interest and cultural tastes may vary from their parents’ 
media usage (see Chapter 7).
3.6.1 Three part model -  An appraisal of diasporic media culture
Georgiou’s (2005a:483) three part model provides an understanding of overall 
diasporic media culture and this model fits with the current study. Georgiou 
examines three case studies of diasporic media cultures in order to understand the 
challenges concerning the boundary of both European universalism and of diasporic
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particularism as follows: (1) “transnational: the other satellite television -  the 
example of AI Jazeera, (2) national: constructing multiple communities in mediated 
spaces -  the example of the British Ethiopian website New Vision^, (3) local: 
interpreting the mainstream -  the example of London Greek Radio” (Ibid 483). An 
extension of these case studies can provide an awareness of Tamil diasporic media 
cultures.
Minority satellite television services provide an understanding of the transnationalism 
of diasporic experience. Transnational mediascapes disseminate imagery and texts, 
resulting in diasporic communities utilizing diasporic media across the globe. The 
dispersed population can receive information concerning their homeland and 
transnational Tamil communities more generally, including input on music, weather 
and comedies. New satellite television channels are known to be important regarding 
identity and unity. For example, Tamil Television Network, based in France, Britain 
and Switzerland, provides satellite television services across Europe, offering 
simultaneous sharing of common images and narratives across boundaries. Internet 
culture has increasingly become a means of combining and strengthening collective 
identities. Some minority groups such as Kurds and Palestinians have developed 
websites as an active way of establishing a transnational voice. In the same way the 
Tamil diaspora has established Tamil related transnational websites such as 
TamilNet (www.tamilnet.com) and Tamilnation (www.tamilnation.org) in the last few 
years. These are frequently updated and allow social, cultural and political 
discourses to be shared by transnational audiences. They presently concentrate 
more on political aspects to share their political aspirations through transnational 
voices to the international community (see Chapter 8).
Georgiou (2005:483) observes that ‘New Vision’ is seen as an Ethiopian initiative on 
the web and deals with national elements. This distinctive website provides an 
Independent Refugee News and Information service focusing on the Ethiopian 
diasporic community in Britain, just as the Tamil diasporic community in Britain has
^'New Vision (w w w .new vision.org) is an Ethiopian initiative w ebsite. This is very characteristic as challenge boundaries and  
to  the  separation of media betw een m ainstream  and m inority' (Georgiou 2005a:483).
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access to Sri Lankan national newspapers such as Eelanadu and VerakeswarP, 
imported to the UK from Sri Lanka, and available through Tamil grocery shops in 
London. In respect of Georgiou’s (2005a:483) typology, they are considered national 
Tamil media because their primary location and audience is Sri Lanka.
Georgiou (2005a:483) states that migrant groups sometimes have low skills in the 
mainstream language and that their native language helps them to feel more 
confident. In this context, many local minority media publish and broadcast relevant 
information and culture in minority languages. For instance, London Greek Radio 
broadcasts a programme on social benefits presented in the Greek language to 
supply information about available state benefits. This can also be applied in the Sri 
Lankan Tamil diasporic context in Britain as there are a number of radio, and TV 
stations and Tamil newspapers at the local level in London. London local Tamil 
Radio (www.firstaudio.net)"^ has a programme on legal advice on British immigration 
policy conducted by Tamil solicitors and presented for Tamil migrants in Britain (in 
the Tamil language). This programme also encourages listeners to contact the 
presenter in order to seek answers to their own questions. These programmes 
enforce the feeling that they are participating in the broader society while maintaining 
their diasporic particularity.
Georgiou’s (2005b) three part model is quite significant in terms of understanding 
Tamil youth’s cultural identities and ethnicities. However, this seems not to have 
been considered a complete model. Although the three part model facilitates an 
understanding of minorities’ media culture systematically, each part can overlap 
when extending the model to a particular diasporic minority community in terms of 
institutions, youth clubs, and minority student societies. For example, a typical UK 
based Tamil sports club (TSSA-see more details in Chapter 6) represents elements 
both transnational and local for young Tamils because it develops connections 
across other Tamil diaspora and the homeland. There is a need to develop a
 ^This paper can be accessible through online (see: h ttp ://w w w .v irakesari.lk ).
^  'London First Audio' is a live London Tamil local Radio based in London fo r diasporic Tam il com m unity  (see: 
h ttp ://w w w .firs tau d io .n e t/in d ex .h tm .
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continuum of the hybridised cultural model in order to understand broader elements 
of minority youth's inter-cultural experiences, complexities of fluid identities and 
cultural hybridity. This current diasporic youth research will seek a more relevant 
typology of diasporic media usage of transnational youth.
3.7 Changing Identities: Cultural hybridity, identity and generational relations
This section analyses broader perspectives of cultural identity questions in general 
and considers specifically issues of diasporic identity, cultural hybridity and 
transcultural issues in the case of South Asian diaspora. The identity formation is 
normally recognised by the study of migration that provides a wider perspective of 
these issues. Si Ivey and Lawson (1999:125) argue that “migrant identities are also 
constructed through the process of mobility itself in ways that incorporate and blend 
experiences of multiple places simultaneously” . Migrants develop new historical 
settings with the change of place. Re-negotiable historic memory could exist among 
the migrants. While migrants are pressurized in one situation through multiethnicity 
and multiculturalism, they form new types of hybrid identities in other situations. In 
this context, Baumann (1999) explains that collective identities are seen as 
discursive social constructs. This means the diasporic communities are capable of, 
and are concurrently inclined to, adopt various identity discourses.
3.7.1 Diasporic hybridity and identity: Rethinking South Asian diaspora
The South Asian diaspora has increasingly become important in the global context. It 
is smaller in size compared with African and Chinese diasporas, but, is now 
considered the most broadly scattered transnational community. This situation has 
come about through various elements -  education, the labour movement, natural 
disasters and asylum seeking (Cohen 1997, McDowell 1996, Rai & Reeves 
2009:3/4). The development of the South Asian diaspora has been related to various 
aspects of global economic, social and political factors. Many scholarly works 
relating to South Asian culture are interdisciplinary (e.g. Anthropology, Sociology, 
Cultural studies. Human Geography etc.). A common perspective has been 
considered among these for understanding the political, socio-cultural and economic
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development of minority communities in the ‘hostland’, which has resulted in 
continuing connections between the transnational community and the homeland. 
This applies to complex transnational identities that have developed into an 
engagement with traditional and cultural values of the homeland. These connections, 
with exchanges of culture and tradition, have created generational differences and 
cultural hybridity (Hall 1990; Rai & Reeves 2009). To understand issues of cultural 
hybridity and identity relating to young British South Asians, this section updates 
relevant studies, new perspectives and current criticisms.
Gillespie’s (1995) study focuses on identity and youth culture among British young 
Asians, more specifically young Punjabi Londoners (aged 14-18 in Southall). 
Interestingly, British Asian youth culture reveals an emergence of new forms of 
cultural expression in terms of developing various forms of hybridised ‘bhangra’ style 
music, and the creation of hybridised young musicians -  ‘Apache Indian’ for 
example, and hybrid culture (intercultural forms, adopting British lifestyles) which 
have coalesced into mainstream Western and other ethnic minority cultural aspects 
(Afro-Caribbean). Gillespie examines the way modern communication systems 
(blockbuster Bombay movies, video letters, home videos of weddings and coming-of- 
age celebrations, Hindu devotional soaps) provide the opportunity to circulate 
information on the Khalistan - ‘Land of the Pure’ to facilitate young people’s sense of 
diasporic consciousness through a web of connections both locally and 
transnationally. Such trans-cultural media experiences between the homeland (India) 
and people in the diaspora, can strengthen cultural identity and ethnicity (Gillespie 
1995:87). The consumption of transnational media and the significant influence of 
Western mainstream television -  Holywood and British films, soap operas, and the 
degree of acceptance of Western culture and lifestyles have had a huge impact on 
young Punjabis which has led to the transformation of cultural identity and change 
(1995:76). Gillespie explores how young lives continue to be transformed in the fluid 
nature of identity through cross-cultural exchanges and various interactions.
Huq (2006) moves further than Gillespie and specifically develops the notion of a 
hybridised music style of broader Asian youth culture by representing British Asian
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youth’s musical cultural expression from bhangra to Asian underground music. Twin 
hybrid music expression has started to figure strongly in developing Indian 
instrumentation and style into other inter-cultural forms of ethnic music such as Afro- 
Caribbean hip-hop style and White English music. This hybrid intercultural musical 
expression can be fitted into Tamil-hybrid musical experiences (see Chapter 7).
Gillespie’s (1995) study is regarded as relevant to this present study in a number of 
ways. She develops a migration pattern of Southall Punjabi Indians (Ballard & 
Ballard 1977) and reports on how the British-Sikh community maintain their own 
cultural and traditional aspects relating to caste and religious orientation and restrict 
the lifestyles of young Punjabi Londoners. She discusses the extent to which young 
Punjabis meet challenges in terms of expressing their aspiration to change their 
conventional cultural practices, such as dating, marriage and the caste system. 
However, there should be a family izzat which the young people are meant to follow 
in order to respect their family faithfulness (devotion). It is important for young 
Punjabi Londoners to gain different trans-cultural experiences in the respective 
cultures (Sikh culture, host culture). When young Punjabi Londoners attempt to 
follow dating customs practised in the UK, eventually they feel resistant to their 
parents’ culture. Gillespie further demonstrates how diasporic media is shared with 
the values of ‘traditional’ South Asian culture among older South Asians in Britain. 
This has resulted in a diversity of the multi-ethnic cultures of South Asian and other 
cultural streams that affects young British Asians.
Hutnyk (1996) critically assesses Gillespie’s study which is important in the context, 
as follows: First, she considers the conservative formulation of changing patterns of 
culture and identity among the youth of Southall, and focuses on the broader issues 
of television usage, ethnicity, and cultural change. Hutnyk’s comments highlight the 
fact that Gillespie’s study has neglected current insights of popular cultural 
perspectives. For example, very little attention has been given to trans-cultural 
experiences from hybrid cultural forms of expression. Other issues such as hybrid 
music expression transnational diasporic identities, and youth ethnicity and political 
culture (Halil 990; Gilroy 1987/1993; Huq 2006) are identified as gaps in the study of
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the youth of Southall. Punjabi youth culture was not compared with non-Punjabi 
youth culture, particularly British youth culture. The study of young British Tamils 
incorporates an extension of these current trends of contemporary theoretical 
perspectives. Second, considering issues of racism and political engagement, she 
has discussed racism and Southall youth's political involvement as non-event 
activities. Hutnyk indicates that Punjabi youth’s political involvement was a 
necessary factor to take into consideration. Political activities (left wing) and 
ethnicities of South Asian minorities have largely been ignored by ethnographers in 
the UK (Hutnyk 2005). This present study deals with the current trends of young 
Tamils’ political engagement in various political activities (e.g. political rallies/ 
demonstrations) of the Tamil diaspora and the political culture of young people (e.g. 
categories of high/low political activities).
Watson’s(1977) argument on the identity crisis for young people in terms of living 
‘between two cultures’ describes how the younger generation in Britain is trapped by 
the contextualisation of two different cultures. On the one hand, traditionally based 
parental culture exists, and is seen as an outdated perspective, while on the other 
the host culture is seen to be flexible and free. Moving beyond Watson’s (1977) 
argument, Brah’s (1996) current trends on ‘cartographies of diaspora’ gives us an 
understanding of the meaning of difference and diversity focusing on the wider 
perspectives of racism, ethnicity and nationalism. She discusses the notion of 
intersections, including race, gender, class, sexuality, and generation. Brah develops 
ideas of ‘interculturalism’ (e.g. intercultural marriage or intercultural exchanges - 
music) that contribute to the conceptual issues of diasporic space and identity and 
argues how identity and difference are shaped and reshaped. It is also crucial to 
understand how she interprets the term diaspora as the dispersion of people from 
their homeland and the ways in which these communities cross border from various 
places (1996:181), describing the notion of location in a broader understanding. This 
idea of location develops through everyday politics of power. Similar to Gilroy (2004) 
and Sen (1999), Brah (1996/2007) develops the notion of identity formation and also 
creates construction of various forms of difference such as Western, Islam, Black, 
White, developed, developing etc. Identity or difference cannot be fixed and these 
concepts continuously develop and redevelop in relation to the historical contexts.
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There are various aspects of identity formation; for example you are a Tamil or you 
are Hindu or you are a Sri Lankan. However, Brah disagrees that people may have 
multiple identities or that such identities can be substituted via a limited single 
identity or limited multiple identities. This identity involves a process but is not a fixed 
category. Considering Brah’s conceptual development issues, for instance identity 
formation, and intercultural elements can be extended to the current study in 
understanding the identities of young Tamils. The notion of ‘difference’ could offer 
the opportunity to understand the internal differences of young British Tamils (e.g. 
caste or class, gender, and political involvement). External overlaps between young 
Tamils and young non-Tamils may relate to the idea of inter-cultural elements, food, 
marriage, dress and so on.
Alexander’s ‘Asian Gang’ (2000) develops an understanding of the negative aspect 
of youth culture that may similarly apply to young South Asians in the UK. This study 
is comparable to Whyte’s study^ and mainly focuses on Bengali youth gangs living in 
Britain who are younger men not involved in criminal activities as are some Sri 
Lankan gang members. However, a previous study (Antony 2004) indicates that a 
section of Sri Lanka-born young people, aged 16-25, as later migrants to Britain in 
the 1990s, are involved in violent gang culture mainly in London, and this is seen by 
them as a status symbol. These minority teenagers often have no real economic 
stability and therefore they rebel and seek comfort in gangs. Alexander’s study 
provides this project with an understanding of the idea of internal differentiation and 
division of Asian youth gangs (heterogeneous groups,) which causes internal 
conflicts or violence. She highlights the fact that in the cultural conflict between 
young Muslims and Western cultural values, ‘Asian Gang’ is considered a new ‘folk 
devil’ (Alexander 2000: xiii), which has alarmed people in the UK. Alexander 
considers current trends relating to issues of culture, identity and difference and 
extends the concept of difference (heterogeneous) into understanding the divisions, 
including Muslim and non-Muslim, among the Asian community in Britain. First, I 
criticise this grouping as it may lead to labelling young Muslims as Tamil Muslims,
 ^ W illiam  Foote W hyte 's  (1955) study is based on 'S treet Corner Society'. This was referred  to  be a typical fo rm  o f overt 
role in an open setting, which has been used by W hyte  w ho began w ith Italian neighbourhood o f a large eastern city near 
Boston which is called 'Cornerville' (W hyte, 1955:105).
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Pakistanis and Bengalis, producing a sense of negative feelings in the UK. Then, I 
review this classification which can stigmatise all Muslims as religious 
fundamentalists or violent and threatening. However, Alexander’s research provides 
this study with an understanding of developing categories such as young Tamil and 
young non-Tamil youth culture in the UK.
The next section examines broader issues of intergenerational relations through both 
previous and contemporary studies. This perspective, with the various minority 
groups, offers the study the opportunity to compare and contrast with Tamil diasporic 
generational experiences.
3.8 Intergenerational relations: Youth, parents or grandparents
This section draws out similarities and differences between other minorities’ 
diasporic experiences and the Tamil diaspora. Second and third-generation Polish 
expatriates in Britain (Patterson 1977:229) obtained higher education results in the 
UK and these educated youth felt superior to the older exiled generation. The young 
people were opposed to the older diasporic organisations in Britain which to them 
appeared to be inadequate, boring, and inappropriate, and outdated in the modern 
world. Subsequently, conflict emerged between the older and the younger adults. 
This is an important point and a question for the current study. Patterson further 
explores how the young Polish developed transnational and trans-cultural networks 
with other expatriates. For instance, educated Polish youth formed student groups 
who disseminated specialised bulletins to facilitate their connection with the 
homeland, thus reinforcing their cultural identity by establishing contacts with family 
and friends. They participated in various activities -  being involved with a Polish 
parish, accessing literature and local newspapers -  which developed an awareness 
of their identity and ethnicity in the host country. This highlights the fact that Polish 
youth rejected ‘adult’ diasporic networks, but did not want to reject their orientation to 
the homeland and therefore created their own networks. Comparing diasporic 
cultural experiences with Polish youth, Tamil youth do not completely reject their 
parents’ transnational networks; some participate in various social, cultural and
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political activities (e.g. Tamil sports clubs, Hindu organisations, Tamil schools etc.) 
and maintain a connection in terms of Tamil political culture, tradition and religious 
practices.
The concept of ‘grandparent socialisation’ is consistent in both the Chinese and 
Tamil diaspora in the UK. Chinese parents sometimes prefer young British-Chinese 
to be brought up under the guidance of their grandmothers, and to be educated in 
San Tin, which has various consequences for behaviour. They are socialised with 
discipline, and an easy-going manner under the ‘grandparent socialisation’. 
However, a later study revealed that Chinese migrants abandoned the grandparent 
socialisation in favour of socialising their young people in Britain. Chan (1995:10) 
argues ‘Chinese youngsters who learn Western European concepts of freedom, 
democracy, individualism and, self-determination in schools and from their peers 
acquire attitudes that call into question their parents’ notions of propriety’ (Chan, 
cited in Wong-Sirhan 2006:36). Parker and Song (2001) examined broader identities 
and experiences of young Chinese and the way media (use of internet) facilitates 
young British-born Chinese, exhibiting their collective identity and self-expression, 
which has led to involvement in social and political activities. The broader identities 
and ethnicities of young Chinese and their lives motivated via social media fits into 
the present study.
Parent-youth relations vary from one diasporic community to another. Consideration 
is also given in the current study to the relationship between parents and young 
people among immigrant families. Many studies of diaspora groups concentrate on 
various intergenerational issues relating to peer relations, social behaviour, dating 
and spouse selection patterns, educational and career choices, and maintenance of 
cultural identity (Wong 1999; Wade and Brannigan 1998 cited in Tyyska 2005:2). 
Some research illustrates that the usual pattern of intergenerational position (role) 
and control could be disordered. The children may be required by their parents to 
help with official matters such as dealing with schools, hospitals and social services 
in the host country (Arrunda 1993 cited in Tyyska 2005:2). This shows that the 
immigrant parents seem to have a lack of knowledge of English. Gender differences 
are significant among some of the immigrant communities. For instance, adolescent
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girls have a more limited choice of movement and less control in decision-making 
compared with boys (brothers). Tyyska's (2005) study explores broader issues of 
intergenerational differences (e.g. education) and gender differences in parental 
control. My study is compatible in many aspects, excepting Tamil parents' language 
issues. The current study considers two types of Tamil parents, early and later 
migrants. The former come from middle class backgrounds and the latter are derived 
from asylum seekers. This second type of UK Tamil parent matches with Tamil 
parents in Canada.
Kandasamy’s (1995:17) finding in terms of the Tamil community in the City of York in 
Canada is important in this context. He found that the younger generation is more 
likely to be different from their first generation parents and grandparents. These 
youngsters are prepared to follow Western culture which may be distinct from Tamil 
traditional practices. In contrast, Tamil parents in Canada generally anticipate that 
their young people will engage in following their Tamil traditional practices. For 
instance, parents are likely to be rigid regarding the marriage of their children, who 
are required to be positive in terms of arranged marriages. According to Tamil 
traditional practice, young people are not permitted to date until marriage. Kendall 
(1989:6) argues that dating may have been the root cause of tensions between 
parents and Tamil Canadian youth. This Westernised practice is mostly rejected by 
Tamil parents, with particularly strict regulations often placed on girls. Young people 
may desire to follow Western dating practices when they become teenagers but 
most of this will be carried out without the parents’ knowledge. In Canada, young 
people are given freedom, opportunities, and more choices, which seems to develop 
identities which incorporate selective elements of parental and Canadian cultures. 
This identity formation fits with Hall’s (1990) notion of ‘hybrid diasporic identity’, and 
with Gilroy’s (1993) ‘double consciousness’. For example, young Canadian Tamils 
develops patterns of diasporic hybrid identities that comprise a combination of the 
Tamil parental culture and the Canadian culture. A similar pattern may be observed 
among the young British-Tamils.
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Table 6 Language Shift across age groups (in percentages)
a. Toronto 
Generation N
Langoage o f dom inan t p ro fic iency
Tam il English Both
G’parents 55 41.8%  9.1% 49.1%
Parents 91 68.1 1.1 30.8
Children - 64 : 20 .6  41 .3 38 .0
b. London
Language o f dom inan t p ro fic iency
G eneration N T am il English B oth
Gparents 67 47.8 7 .4 4 4 .8
Parents 51 66.7  1.9 31 .4
Children 101 13.9 43 .6 4 2 .5
c. Lancaster, C a lifo rn ia
Language o f dom inan t p ro fic iency
G eneration N T am il English B oth
G'parents 3 0 0 100
Parents 27 37.1 22.2 4 0 .7
C hildren 22 0 95.5 4 .5
Source: Table reproduced from Canagarajah (2008:150)
Canagarajah’s (2008) study is relevant in terms of understanding the change in 
language dominancy across age groups among the diasporic Tamil community. 
According to this study, three destinations were selected -  Toronto, London and 
Lancaster (California) -  to explore the ways in which Sri Lankan Tamil communities 
maintain their language in the respective diasporic communities. Table 6 (above) 
depicts language change and influence on Tamil generations in the diasporic 
communities. Children in London maintain a balance of proficiency in Tamil and 
English (42.5%). Comparing this with other countries, proficiency is likely to be less 
equal. In terms of English proficiency among children, it can be seen that Tamil 
children in London (43.6%) seem to be more proficient in English. Compared with 
parents and grandparents in the respective countries, children seem to be most 
proficient in English, but least proficient in Tamil (see Table 6)
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Another study focuses on ‘adolescent-parent relationship in the Toronto Iranian 
community’ (Tyyska 2003). This study developed a complicated pattern with regard 
to gendered intergenerational relationships. Tyyska applies a model of 
‘intergenerational solidarity’ which was originally generated by Bengtson et al. 
(1976/1986, cited in Tyyska 2005). In this framework, Tyyska’s examination of 
adolescent-parent relationships within the Iranian community in Toronto provides an 
understanding of various components of familial relations relating to conflict and 
solidarity. Initially, interviews were conducted with Iranian-Canadians aged 16 years 
in traditional and non-traditional families with the purpose of exploring a range of 
parent-teen relationships. On one hand, a hierarchical system is likely to be 
observed in the traditional family relationships regarding gender and age. The teens 
seem to be less involved in family matters such as family communication and 
decision making processes. On the other hand, in terms of gender relations, there 
was less hierarchy within the non-traditional family. The participation of teens in 
family matters is likely to result in increased family involvement and resulting 
reciprocal relationships with the first generation (parents). Furthermore, young 
people expect that their parents should generally adopt a flexible and honest 
approach in terms of managing them, which indicates a change in the process of 
intergenerational family relationships. This effectively results in avoiding 
intergenerational conflict and ‘youth problems’ within the community. The Toronto- 
Iranian community study is supportive to this present study. When young people felt 
that their parents showed a readiness to accept change, this led to an improvement 
in family dynamics.
The final section of this chapter will look at various theoretical perspectives of youth 
intercultural elements and consider broader identities and ethnicities of minority 
youth, and the ethnicity that connects to diasporic nationalism, transnational politics 
and the political engagement of British young Tamils.
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3.9 Youth culture: Minority youth ethnicity and transnational politics
Scholars have developed interpretations in terms of understanding the concept of 
youth culture. This applies to various youth cultural theorists who have generated 
different models of youth culture. Clarke et al. (1976:10) describes the term youth 
culture as referring to the cultural aspects of youth. Frith (1985:310) illustrates youth 
culture as “the particular pattern of beliefs, values, symbols and activities that a 
group of young people are seen to share” .
Youth cultures take different forms among ethnic minority youth, where they may be 
influenced by the mainstream youth culture. Ethnic influence concentrates on the 
diasporic identity of the young people. This section explores relevant theoretical and 
conceptual developments in terms of youth culture, concentrating on minority youth 
ethnicity that provides an understanding of the relevant issues of how young people 
are politicised, how aware they are of the political situation in the homeland and the 
ways in which this situation develops as part of their ethnic identity.
A political activist youth culture may be relevant to the current study. Whilst not from 
academic sources, relevant London Tamil media (local papers and Tamil websites)® 
suggest that a section of young Tamil political activists may be a potent force in 
political advocacy in support of the Tamils in Sri Lanka. They express their political 
message through political debates to capture the attention of local media. Anderson 
(1992) argues that diasporic organisations and media facilitate minority communities 
in creating a sense of ethnic consciousness to maintain the minority’s ethnic feelings. 
Tamil youth employ organised public relations efforts to attract the attention of the 
local media, law enforcement authorities and British politicians. A recent British 
Tamils’ photo exhibition was staged to develop the Tamil ethnic influence on Tamil 
identity among young British Tamils. The fluid nature of identity is a significant 
aspect to connect Tamil youth’s experiences and identities which are continuously 
renegotiated in different contexts. A young person may be a political activist even
^The details o f the relevant Tam il m edia are discussed in th e  previous sections o f th e  Chapters 7& 8.
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while his or her media interest is in hybrid global-Tamil music in the UK. The next 
section considers current conceptual developments in detail.
3.9.1 Current trends on youth theoretical perspectives
This section concentrates on current trends in the conceptual and theoretical 
developments of youth theories. The main focus on the current theoretical issues is 
based upon the conceptual development of ‘new ethnicities', connecting with various 
theoretical issues including youth interculturalism, urban multicultural aspects, 
neighbourhood nationalism, creolized youth identities and transcultural aspects. 
Importantly, the limitations of previous cultural studies have overtaken Stuart Hall’s 
(1989/1990) contemporary theoretical work on ‘new ethnicities’. This has led to an 
improvement in the theoretical imbalances and conceptual development of racial 
difference and ethnic diversity.
The notion of ‘new ethnicities’ originally derived from the scholarly work in the 
context of film studies (Hall 1989). His theoretical insights -  difference, diversity and 
hybrid identity -  have become important among Black political activists in the UK, 
and practically this Black minority political group moved into the position of these 
perspectives in the context of complex cultural combination. Beyond this 
development, British scholars have extended the concept of new ethnicities in youth 
and cultural studies (Back 1996; Cohen 1997; Rampton 1999). Importantly, Hall 
(1992) highlights that this concept connects to post-modernism and globalisation and 
that these connections are involved in various factors such as cultural contact, 
appropriation, blending and complex multiple identities which can be identified in any 
number of societies.
Various cultural studies’ scholars in the US and Britain, concentrate on the cultural 
practices of youth, but consider other locations globally in terms of youth’s cultural 
innovations (Bucholtz 2002:539). It is relevant to consider two studies in the context 
of this study. Firstly, Back’s (1996) innovative study of new ethnicities is based on
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South London boroughs considering the connection between youth, music, ethnic 
identity and place. He observes the ways in which the notion of identity generates 
perplexity through patterns of migration and with social and economic movement. 
This has resulted in socio-cultural relationships among White, Black, and Asian 
youth. Back has developed a concept of ‘neighbourhood nationalism’ which 
represents the issues of race and nation both locally and nationally. He offers us a 
detailed account of South Asian dance music which defines a new hybridised cultural 
identity, and the extent to which the mixture of cross-cultural elements such as West 
Indian, South Asian and British cultural aspects are generated. For example, 
reflecting on the music of Apache Indian, Back (1996) highlights that the 
bhangramuffin music style is combined with both Indian bhangra and Jamaican 
ragamuffin and considers the ways in which young people from multiethnic 
backgrounds and localities socialise and exchange cultural aspects to develop new 
types of local identity. This explores the extent to which such new identities generate 
hybridised musical and cultural expression. This element of new identities and 
ethnicities is relevant in the current study to understand how young Tamils from an 
urban multicultural context share their cultural aspects (e.g. music) and redevelop 
new forms of cultural expression through a hybrid form of music by young Tamil 
artists (e.g. MIA).
Similar to Back’s contribution to minority youth culture. Gidley’s (2007:150) South 
London study considers the notion of ‘youth inter-culture’, and the extent to which 
this youth phenomenon develops new ethnicities among second and third generation 
minority youth. Various studies in this field concentrate on the elements of hybridised 
mainstream and parent culture and Gidley explores the ways in which ‘youth 
multiculture’ develops as a combination of localised youth from ethnic and cultural 
backgrounds. This provides an opportunity to blend local multicultural practices with 
global styles. Gidley (2007) further argues that ethnic difference becomes crucial but 
such difference leads to the emergence of a new form of intercultural discourse and 
creolized identity. The current study considers this new form of theoretical insight 
and incorporates these theoretical developments, considering how urban 
multiculturalism has had an impact on young Tamils, and the extent to which the 
customs, celebrations, clothes and foods of different cultures have influenced young
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Tamils’ cultural lives, and how intercultural elements have developed creolised 
identities among British young Tamils. For example, the current study examines how 
young Tamils’ religious beliefs (Hindu) may become different in essence by losing 
their original nature.
Some limitations have been identified in these sections. It is apparent that there is a 
lack of empirical research concerning Tamil diaspora in Britain and elsewhere. Even 
though there are limited sources of information and research findings, the American 
and British studies offer a number of empirical findings on the theoretical and 
conceptual backgrounds and provide a practical outlook for the development of the 
current study of Tamil diaspora and identity and young British Tamils.
3.10 Conclusion
The diasporic identity of younger Tamil generations is the main focus of this study. 
The relationship between them and their Tamil parents is considered important in 
this respect. Young people develop identities that incorporate the best elements of 
both cultures. They form a youth culture based upon internal differences in the Tamil 
diaspora, with external overlaps to British youth culture. The use of the minority 
media culture offers socio-cultural and political space for young people to share their 
aspirations and to shape their identity. While these media are likely to be sharing 
diversity, they affirm the identity of the Tamil diaspora itself. Diasporic ethnicity may 
influence young Tamil’s identity and various elements of Tamil youth culture, 
including politically active.or less politically-active youth, traditionally orientated and 
hybridised Tamil youth, may be characterised. Through ethnography, this case study 
of young British Tamils seeks to explore such characteristics and typologies in 
understanding the conceptual developments of the study.
The empirical literature has provided this study with various relevant theoretical 
insights including conceptual development issues, youth models, and an extension 
of the concepts and criticisms which can be applied to the study in a number of
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ways. First, discussion of the broader conceptual issues such as diasporic 
transnationalism, youth culture, identity and ethnicity develop an awareness of the 
contextualisation of the current study with the new theoretical insights. Second, 
constructive criticism of different studies allows the current study to fill the gap and 
this may lead to the theoretical development and relevant contribution to the 
knowledge in relation to minority diasporic studies. Third, reviewing current 
theoretical trends in terms of cultural hybridity, creolised identities and new 
ethnicities allows these new trends (e.g. hybrid global-Tamil music) to be extended 
into the study. For example, the concept of ‘neighbourhood nationalism’ helps to 
reformulate how friendship patterns establish in localities or inner cities. Fourth, 
considering the scarcity of similar studies (Daniel 1998 et al.; Cowely 2008) the 
current study can examine new hybridised types of UK Tamil migrants (e.g. early 
and later migrants) neglected by previous scholars to understand young Tamils’ 
cultural identity and ethnicity.
Finally this study redevelops new conceptual advances; for example, “politicised 
youth ethnicity” is given more relevance in the present study
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CHAPTER FOUR 
Methodology 
Reflections on design, strategy and challenges
4.1. Introduction
The previous chapter explored the contextual understandings of this study, 
positioning the study within the existing literature, and generating relevant 
conceptual extensions from previous studies. This study considers the broader 
issues of diasporic youth culture, cultural identity and youth ethnicity among young 
British Tamils. This methodology chapter will concentrate on various components of 
identity of Tamil youth and seek to discern wider patterns of youth culture and 
ethnicity among British young Tamils. This broad ethnography of Tamil youth aims to 
explore various elements of youth intercultural aspects and lifestyles with a particular 
focus on their cohesiveness as a group, their relationships with parents and with 
other elements of British society, notably British youth culture.
Tamil youth meet challenges relating to their traditional Tamil culture by maintaining 
a diasporic identity, although British cultural lifestyles seem to have a great impact 
on young Tamils’ everyday life. They may face challenging cultural experiences of 
both Tamil traditional practices (Tamil culture) and mainstream British culture, 
leading to the development of cultural hybridity, fluidity of identity and other patterns 
of youth ethnicities. Therefore, this qualitative interview research particularly dealt 
with major issues in terms of traditional Tamil culture, media interest, friendship 
patterns and engagement with Tamil politics.
This chapter discusses the qualitative methodology which was employed in order to 
achieve the aims and objectives of the study. The rationale for adopting this research 
approach was to gain an in-depth understanding of the practices, values, and 
identities of young Tamils. Appropriate areas in which to carry out research were
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identified in South London boroughs. Suitable gatekeepers were contacted in order 
to provide access to relevant respondents among young Tamil Londoners, and to 
identify appropriate social and cultural settings among the Tamil settlements in South 
and South West London. Having outlined these aspects of the broad approach, the 
chapter goes on to consider some of the specific methods used in the study, 
including the snowball sampling technique, chosen to develop research networks 
with gatekeepers as well as respondents. The qualitative study also adopted 
important techniques including interviews and ethnographic observation. The chapter 
ends by examining ethical considerations and some of the key challenges and 
limitations of this research.
4.2 Choice of research design and methodological strategy
The overall project offers a detailed exploration of the identities of Tamil youth 
focusing particularly upon key elements of relationships with parents and on 
relationships among and between young Tamils and non-Tamil youth. Although non- 
Tamil youth were not directly considered in the design of this current study, the 
extent to which Tamil youth are influenced by (or react to) different aspects of British 
youth culture will be examined. This includes the degree of contact they develop with 
non-Tamil youth and the extent to which they generate friendships or relationships 
with them.
In terms of methods which are relevant in this context Mason (2002:25) suggests 
that when researchers develop the formulation of research questions 
epistemologically, the particular study may already be positioned into certain tracks. 
The creation of such a research design offers researchers the opportunity to develop 
relevant methods to enable the field study to be carried out and to generate data to 
answer the research question (Ibid: 25). In considering the aims of the current study, 
already discussed in the previous section, (see Chapter 1), relevant qualitative 
strategies were employed to examine broader identities and ethnicities of Tamil 
youth through research questions which connected to the research problems of the 
study. Scholars like Silverman (2001:32) and Bryman (2001:434) highlight the fact
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that qualitative researchers seek to gain a deeper understanding of social 
phenomena than that which can be derived from quantitative data. I considered the 
choice of a qualitative ethnographic approach with the aim of generating in-depth 
data to facilitate a deeper understanding of people’s behaviour with respect to 
norms, values, and the culture of a particular community. Such techniques offer the 
possibility to generate a rich contextual understanding of the identities of Tamil youth 
and to explore continuities and connections with their parent culture and with British 
youth culture. The next section will look at the areas of research, focusing on 
relevant research sites in South London.
4.3 Areas to carry out research
I have discussed in Chapter 2 the demographic and geographical distribution of Sri 
Lankan-born people in Greater London. This section focuses on the rationale 
through which particular South London boroughs were selected for the study. The 
main areas in London where Sri Lankan-born people reside are Wembley, Perivale, 
East Ham, Upton Park, Southhall and Tooting and Colliers Wood^ (see map 4). For 
the purpose of the study, I identified relevant boroughs in South and South West 
London (see Table 5 and Chapter 2). According to the 2001 Census Commissioned 
table, the Sri Lankan population in Merton numbers 3874, the majority of whom are 
concentrated in Mitcham and ColliersWood. The Sri Lankan population in Croydon 
numbers 1920. There are 1539 Sri Lankans living in Wandsworth, but the majority of 
the Sri Lankan population is concentrated in Tooting and Earlsfield. Sutton is the 
second least ethnically diverse borough in London (ONS 2005, Census 2001).
However, there are difficulties in getting the exact number of Sri Lankan-born Tamils 
living in each geographical area, because the category ‘Sri Lankan’ includes 
Sinhalese, Tamils and Muslims. The issue focusing on the size of the Sri Lankan- 
born Tamil population living in Britain has already been discussed (see Chapter 2). It 
was therefore necessary to rely on more informal sources of information, including
 ^ The maps and tables w ere already displayed in th e  Chapter 2. The high concentration o f the areas (boroughs) w h ere  Sri 
Lankan-born people live such as Brent, N ew ham , Ealing, and H arrow  have already been discussed in dem ography (see 
fu rther details in th e  Chapter 2).
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local diasporic Tamil media, including the British Tamil information directory^, 
newspapers and relevant Tamil websites in order to identify areas with a high Tamil 
concentration, while the existence of Sri Lankan Tamil grocers, off-license owners 
and mini-supermarkets in an area was used as an indication of fairly high 
concentrations of Sri Lankan Tamils. This is particularly the case in parts of South 
and South West London; high levels of Sri Lankan Tamil grocers are located in areas 
such as Mitcham, Colliers Wood, Tooting, Croydon, New Malden, and Tolworth. This 
selection was also based partly on the researcher’s own informal ‘insider’ 
knowledge. The following section examines the possible key entry points to identity 
young Tamil Londoners in South and South West London concentrating on four 
specific boroughs -  Kingston, Merton, Sutton and Croydon.
4.3.1 Rationale for choosing key entry points/ research sites
The research locations selected were identified primarily on the basis of the 
significant number of Sri Lankan Tamils thought to reside in these areas. An 
additional factor, however, was the practicality of access to research sites. I have 
lived for more than four years in Sutton,® located in South London, which provided 
the opportunity to network with the Tamil community and reach the relevant key 
research sites, saving money and time.
A relatively diverse of sample was identified in terms of religion (Hindu/Christian), 
class (middle/working), and gender (male/female) among the Tamil community. 
Using knowledge developed through being a member of the community I have been 
able to identify and connect to a variety of Tamil gatekeeper institutions, including 
religious organisations (Hindu temples and Tamil parishes), socio-cultural 
organisations (Tamil cultural centres), educational organisations (Tamil school and 
student societies), sports clubs (football, cricket and netball) and political 
organisations (TYO and BTF). Connections through these diverse organisations
 ^ Murasam  (2009) British Tam il in form ation directory, London: Gatpaham  Capital Ltd, p: 233-272  (w w w .m urasam .com ).
 ^ I used to  live in Sutton (from  2007 to  2011). Now, I m oved to  W orthing, W est part of Sussex fo r fam ily  reason. 
Occasionally w e visit to  London fo r various purposes, including attending Tam il Mass, Hindu Tem ples, purchasing Sri 
Lankan Tam il groceries and having Tam il cuisines in Croydon/Sutton.
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enabled the development of greater awareness and familiarity with the Tamil 
community (see: ‘insider/outsider’ debate in the later section).
In terms of Tamil sports clubs, Mitcham, a popular Tamil football club identified by 
the name ‘South London Blues’ was selected as a key entry point for this study. I 
developed contacts initially with the team leader who then became a gatekeeper and 
this led to an early pilot interview (see: ‘gatekeepers’). Later, I established 
connections with other Tamil sports clubs, including football and netball. For 
example, networks were extended to include ‘Surrey United’ football club based in 
Croydon and ‘Surrey Girls’, a netball club based in Tolworth (see Chapter 6).
Other specific research sites were approached, including Earlsfield St. Gregory’s 
Tamil parish, the youth prayer centre in Motspur Park and Croydon St. Mary’s Tamil 
parish where the Christian community is engaged with the Catholic Tamil parish. 
Young Tamil Christians are the target group in these research sites and, as I am part 
of the Christian Tamil community, this religious network provided me with an 
opportunity to identify Christian youth groups.
Further feasible research locations in geographical areas such as Tooting and 
Wimbledon were determined. One specific research site was identified with the 
Hindu temple in Tooting(‘Arulmihu Muththumari Amman Temple’) where the Tamil 
Hindu community participates in religious and community activities (see: 
‘gatekeepers’). Tamil Hindu youth was the target group for this area. Another entry 
point for research was the Hindu temple in Wimbledon where the Hindu youth group 
is engaged in ‘Sathya Sai Youth’ activities and other social and cultural activities 
(e.g. Tamil language and performing arts) associated with the Hindu temple. Again, 
young Tamil Hindus were the target group in this location.
I also identified other suitable locations, e.g. in Kingston and Croydon. Entry points 
here included the Tamil Information Centre (TIC) and Tamil Saturday schools. These
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Schools operate at weekends and concentrate on educating young people in the 
Tamil language, Tamil traditional music, dance (Bharathanatyam), and learning 
traditional musical instruments. British-born Tamil youth from middle and working 
class backgrounds were the target group for this study and I established good 
connections with the respective Tamil Institutions, which provided gatekeepers for 
the study (see: ‘gatekeepers’ section). Young Tamils from areas such as New 
Malden, Tolworth, Kingston and Surbiton (see appendix IV) are attached to the Tamil 
Information centre (TIC) through community development and Human Rights 
projects focused on both the UK and the traditional homeland. Tamil youth from 
professional family backgrounds (UK universities, private or grammar schools) were 
the target group for research in these locations.
Ensuring a diverse sample has been an important consideration. Therefore, in the 
relevant research sites the focus was on two diasporic Tamil organisations, including 
the British Tamils Forum (BTF)"  ^ and the Tamil Youth Organisation (TYO)^. These 
diasporic Tamil forums were possible entry points to identify politically active Tamil 
youth in South London. I established further networks with two student societies in 
London Universities (Kingston and Queen Mary’s Tamil societies). Young student 
members of these forums and societies are actively involved in organising political 
demonstrations and political debates with the aim of expressing their aspirations 
concerning the present Sri Lankan conflict. A mixture of age, gender balance, 
religion, social status (caste/class) and educational backgrounds, these Tamil youth 
were the target group of this study. In the next section, the sampling strategies focus 
on the ways in which the respondents were selected.
British Tamiis Forum (BTF) is an um brella organisation by bringing to gether individuals and Tam il com m unity
organisations to  highlight th e  hum anitarian crisis and human rights violations (see: w w w .tam iIs fo ru m .com ).
 ^ TYO unites th e  Tam il youth across the UK and it helps to  prom ote language, history, culture and id en tity  (see: 
w w w .tyouk.o rg).
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4.3.2 Sampling: Strategies and diversity of Tamil youth
This section considers the specific strategies adopted and steps undertaken to 
ensure the sample included a wide range of Tamil youth. Further discussion in this 
section focuses on the representativeness of the achieved sample and implications 
of possible bias towards middle Tamil youth. As Fink (1995:23) points out, there are 
different types of non-probability samplings, namely convenience sampling, network 
or snowball sampling and quota sampling. This study considers the non-probability 
sampling strategy as a convenient technique. Fink further comments that snowball 
sampling “ relies on previously identified members of a group to identify other 
members of the population. As newly identified members name others, the sample 
snowballs” (1995:19). Lee (1993) also sees snowball sampling as a solution to the 
sampling problems of small minorities or rare groups. Therefore, I chose snowball 
sampling as a suitable approach of this study. The sample was developed initially via 
the variety of gatekeeper organisations outlined above and subsequently through 
individual respondents who introduced me to their friends. Beyond the adult 
gatekeepers at an early stage, these individual informants became gatekeepers later 
in the study.
Bryman (2001:98) argues that snowball sampling is seen as a type of convenience 
sample in some characteristics. I applied this strategy to the current study by 
approaching different people from various levels of Tamil organisations -  religious, 
cultural, social and political, including adult and young members of such 
organisations. These members of the Tamil community then generated networks 
with other respondents. Such respectable and sociable people later became 
gatekeepers and introduced me to a number of young respondents for further 
interviews, who in turn suggested further suitable young informants. Thus, it was 
expected that network sampling would develop the way in which the research 
sample would grow.
Initially the study revolved around the Tamil chaplaincy, the Chairman of the Tamil 
Information Centre and the Hindu temple president. These individuals helped to
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identify suitable young respondents, and their support to the present study is 
discussed in a later section (see: ‘gaining access’).Those identified introduced their 
friends and families in order to establish further networks. I identified young people 
from Hindu family backgrounds via the temple president and parental consent was 
obtained to conduct interview research among these young Hindu Tamils.
4.3.2.1 Selection of age and diversity
In the Sri Lankan context, youths are generally defined as individuals in the age 
range 15 to 29 years. The country’s ‘Poverty and the Youth Survey’ defined youth 
as a period between 15 and 29 years of age (Ibarguen 2005:19), while the National 
Youth Survey in Sri Lanka more specifically defined youth as ‘unmarried men and 
women between the ages of 15 and 29 years’ (Hettige and Mayer 2002:14). The 
British major longitudinal study (2001) defines youth slightly differently from the Sri 
Lankan studies, which considers early adolescents and continues to around the age 
of 30 (Smith et al. 2001). This study focuses on young Tamil Londoners between the 
ages of over 16 and 29 years. There are several reasons for this. A reasonable 
number of British young Tamils in this age group are students in schools and 
universities or are working graduates and are actively involved in terms of media 
usage, making friendships, cultural activities and Tamil politics. It also explores 
certain sensitive aspects which are considered as restrictions for minors in Britain® 
and focuses on issues of friendships, alcoholic beverages, smoking habits, dating 
practices, nights-out, memberships of clubs and political involvement. The 
researcher is allowed to explore these questions with the young Tamils in the above 
specific age range (16 to 29 years). There may be risk attached to studying British- 
born young Tamils under the age of 16 in Britain; parental consent is required and 
consideration must be given to the young people’s capacity, maturity and 
understanding. On occasion, this is best achieved with support from parents or 
guardians. Thus, I drew up the study design considering the feasibility to negotiate 
diasporic identities and ethnicities and to explore Tamil youth culture in the UK.
 ^ Considering th e  com m on law in Britain th a t smoking is prohibited under 16 years.
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I selected British-born young Tamils from a range of backgrounds. Their ages varied 
depending on their parents' migratory patterns (early/later migrants) and 
generational differences (second/third). Four cross-sectional groups were discerned, 
school students, college/university students, UK graduates and employed, and less- 
educated youngsters and I recruited 20 respondents from UK universities, 18 from 
various types of UK schools, 10 from different professions and 4 less-educated 
young people (see appendix IV).
4.3.2.2 Gender balance
Gender issues are considered important in the current study and I took steps to 
ensure that the sample was balanced in terms of gender. For instance, when 
including youth sports clubs, consideration was given to both male and female youth 
sports clubs -  ‘South London Blues' represents male football clubs while ‘Surrey 
girls’ netball club identified sporting girls. A table summarising all the interviewees for 
the project is presented in appendix IV. Male respondents were 24 in number, while 
female respondents numbered 26.
4.3.2.3 Religious difference and sample recruitment
Another consideration was the number of respondents recruited from traditional 
conformist institutions among the Tamil community, including both Hindu and 
Christian religious organisations. Inevitably, the majority of young respondents were 
from Hindu backgrounds while the minority came from Christian families in the Tamil 
diaspora, broadly reflecting the Hindu/Christian split within the broader Tamil 
community. These religious differences had significance in the process of the sample 
selection. For example, many respondents were recruited from conventional Tamil 
socio-cultural institutions, such as Tamil Schools, religious institutions and youth 
sports clubs via the gatekeepers. This Tamil Hindu concentration influenced the 
recruitment of the respondents among the young Tamils (see Chapter 5).
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4.3 2.4 Social status: Class and caste
In terms of selecting the diversity of samples, I considered the elements of class and 
caste during the recruitment of Tamil youth and children of both early and later 
migrants were incorporated (see Chapter 2 and 6). Most of the earlier migrants 
derive from middle class family backgrounds while the children of later migrants are 
from a mixture of working and middle class backgrounds (see: Tamil migratory 
patterns. Chapter 2). There were slightly more middle than working class youth in 
this study, although I acknowledge that it is sometimes hard to determine the 
accuracy of Tamil parents' social status. For example, a number of refugees (later 
migrants) are concerned about their children’s education in the UK and many have 
established themselves in businesses such as off-licences shops and grocery stores 
in and around the UK (Dissanayake 2008) and inevitably, the sample seemed to 
have a middle class bias. A considerable number of educated young Tamils are 
studying Medicine, Law and Business Studies at university, while others are 
attending colleges or schools. For example, I selected Tamil institutions such as the 
Tamil Information Centre, female youth clubs and community centres are in affluent 
areas in South and South West London (Kingston, Wimbledon and South Croydon), 
highlighting that many young Tamils from professional backgrounds are more likely 
to locate to these affluent areas. I also recruited young working class respondents or 
poorer Tamil youth from deprived areas such as Mitcham and West Croydon ‘South 
London Blues’ is a typical example of how working class Tamil youth were accessed, 
I also recruited a mix of both middle and working class Tamil youth from various 
sections of the Tamil community. For example, politically active young Tamils were 
selected from the British Tamils Forum and the Tamil Youth Organisation. 
Traditionally orientated young Tamils, such as those involved in traditional music and 
dance, were selected from various Tamil Schools in Croydon, New Malden and 
Sutton. The next section concentrates on how I gained access via gatekeepers to 
establish networks among the Tamil community to identify young respondents.
4.3.2.S Representativeness of achieved sample and possible bias
In terms of gender there was fairly a balanced recruitment of both male and female 
respondents. Considering the class issue, I acknowledge that middle class
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respondents are slightly over-represented in the sample. This was due to 
unavoidable circumstances such as gatekeepers’ influence in some situations and a 
possible bias towards people deemed suitable by gatekeepers from professional 
backgrounds (e.g. TIC chairman in Kingston). However, by identifying certain other 
Tamil organisations such as youth sports clubs, Hindu temples and political 
organisations, a significant number of working class respondents were recruited to 
the study. I tried to maximise the diversity of the sample and avoid the possibility of 
bias. For example, lists of respondents were provided by some key gatekeepers and 
the final selection was heavily relied upon my own decisions. In some situations, 
there were difficulties in judging the class backgrounds. For example, parents’ 
seemed to come from middle class backgrounds and their children were doing 
working class jobs or vice versa.
In terms of generalising from my data (British-born young Tamils) to the Tamil youth 
population of the UK’, I am confident that my representative sample can be 
generalised to Tamil youth in the UK for following reasons. First, I selected a 
reasonable number of samples (50) from the diasporic community for formal 
interview with the target group of British-born Tamils. On many occasions during my 
ethnographic observations at religious festivals, sports meets, political rallies, and 
the recent parliament protests (see: appendix VII and VIII), I had informal 
conversations and observations with a cross-section of Tamil youth (young Tamil 
immigrants, EU-born youngsters, various international Tamil students from Sri 
Lanka, Canada, and EU etc.). There were similarities and differences in terms of 
lifestyles and experiences in the various components of Tamil youths’ identities, and 
suggest that it would be interesting to conduct a comparative study of these youth 
groups -  for instance between Canadian and British Tamil youth.
Exceptionally, a few British-born Tamils seemed to be involved with Tamil gang 
members (I interviewed two ex-gang members as respondents). These gang 
members appear to come from Sri Lankan Tamil migrant youth (Antony 2004; BBC, 
26 February 2007: see Chapter 6). The Metropolitan Deputy Assistant Commissioner 
Steve House said, “many of the gang members are illegal immigrants” (BBC, 8
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August 2004). Micro level doctoral level studies on Tamil gang culture may be a 
worthwhile future research project.
I also acknowledge that there is a slight bias in terms of sample recruitment and 
diversity within the British-born young Tamils chosen for the study; more 
respondents were school and university students compared with less-educated 
young Tamils. The former were an active group in terms of their socio-cultural and 
political interests, in their teens and early twenties. Also, most of my research sites 
were schools, student societies, sports clubs and community centres in which this 
group of young people were active.
4.4 Gaining access and the role of gatekeepers
This section concentrates on how I gained access to the fieldwork site, and 
examines how various types of gatekeepers and my relationship with them, played a 
key role in the process of gaining access. The gatekeepers acted as guides, building 
up great enthusiasm for the research and distinguishing appropriate socio-cultural 
settings, events, and networks. I established a wide range of contacts with 
gatekeepers (see appendix IV) who mostly belonged to the London Tamil community 
and were attached to Tamil organizations, youth clubs and community centres. The 
next section will look at how gatekeepers facilitated the research process in terms of 
relationships, access and networks. However, it was important to be aware of the 
possibility that they could exert influence on fieldwork and to outline how access 
would be gained and negotiated through them, the restrictions which may be 
encountered and how such issues would be overcome.
4.4.1 Facilitation or hindrance?
This section highlights some examples of the gatekeepers and the ways in which 
they smoothed the progress of reaching social, cultural and political events, networks 
and relevant respondents. Whyte’s (1955:292) study is a typical form of overt study
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in an open setting and is regarded as a distinctive example of a positive 
development of the role of the gatekeeper. ‘Doc’ was seen as one of Whyte’s 
gatekeepers and what he said to Whyte is relevant to this current study in this 
context: “you tell me what you want to see, and we’ll arrange it. When you want 
some information. I’ll ask for it, and you listen. When you want to find out their 
philosophy of life, l‘ll start an argument and get it for you. If there’s something else 
you want to get. I’ll stage an act for you” . This example provides an understanding of 
the role gatekeepers play in supporting the researcher with the fieldwork. In the 
current study there was a mixture of adult and young gatekeepers, and, in contrast to 
Doc who was a participant in the culture being studied, mostly concentrates on adult 
gatekeepers who are not participants. However, some of the young gatekeepers did 
become respondents in the study.
The Tamil chaplaincy and volunteers involved with various religious activities of the 
Tamil parish (e.g. youth prayer service, Sunday Mass, Tamil pilgrimage) were 
potential gatekeepers to pinpoint Tamil Christian youth. I identified relevant Tamil 
parishes for research sites such as Earlsfield, Motspur Park, and Croydon (see: ‘key 
entry points’) and a Tamil priest introduced the Christian Tamil families. This led to 
the development of networks, interaction and association with the Christian Tamil 
community in several ways. First, I was invited by the Tamil chaplaincy to participate 
in the youth prayer service located in Motspur Park (14th August, 2008). Second, a 
connection was made with some families via the Tamil chaplaincy, including with one 
female volunteer who is an active member of the community, and the organiser of 
youth meetings in Motspur Park. Subsequently, she introduced three young people 
who were interviewed at the same locale because I judged that they were relevant to 
the present study (see appendix IV). Similarly, I secured access to other Tamil 
parishes (St. Mary’s and St. Gregory’s), although here, the interviews were 
conducted in the respondents’ houses (see appendix IV). Even though contact with 
the young people was made directly, with initial details via the gatekeepers, it was 
sometimes necessary to rely upon support from the gatekeepers as some of the 
respondents were unaware of the terms of the study, which delayed the formal
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interviews. Therefore, I took the responsibility to inform these respondents and 
rearrange the interviews.
The chairman of the Tamil Information Centre (TIC) was another gatekeeper in this 
study. During a meeting with the chairman (10th September, 2008) I informed him 
fully of the details of the study, including the information sheet with consent form and 
supervisors' letter (see: appendix I, II and III). He expressed his interest and agreed 
to support the project and details of the young Tamils were collected with the 
consent of their parents. The chairman encouraged me to make direct contact the 
respondents to arrange the interviews and in terms of additional support, I was 
allocated a separate room at the TIC for the interviews. Four interviews were 
conducted at TIC, and the remainder in the respondents’ houses. Although the 
chairman had provided a list of young Tamils, I carefully selected the relevant 
respondents carefully by direct contact with both the young people and their Tamil 
parents. This developed an awareness of the respondents’ social and cultural 
backgrounds, inevitably, with a slight bias towards middle class youth deemed 
suitable by the TIC chairman (see: ‘sample bias’).
Hammersley and Atkinson’s (2007:148) suggestion seems appropriate in this 
context: “even where the ethnographer is able to decide where the interview will take 
place, finding a suitable locale is not always easy” . Bryman (2001:298) argues, “ key 
informants can clearly be of great help to the ethnographer and frequently provide a 
support that helps with the stress of fieldwork [...] the researcher is seeing social 
reality the eyes of the gatekeeper” . On reflection, I received full support and 
assistance in terms of others taking on some of my responsibilities and arranging 
suitable venues for the interviews. Opportunities via the gatekeepers allowed me to 
establish links with other Tamil organisations. For example, the principal of the 
Croydon Tamil School (Sivakumaran) was a crucial facilitator connecting other Tamil 
organisations, including South London Tamil schools (e.g. New Malden, Sutton) to 
the present study.
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The Hindu temple president (Muthumari Amman) was another gatekeeper and he 
extended my connection with this Temple in many ways. First, I attended the Hindu 
festival (25th August, 2008) and I met the temple president during the festival. He 
invited me to a meeting (23rd September, 2008) at the Hindu Temple when I 
convinced him of my research enthusiasm and provided a full explanation of the 
study. The president advised me that approval was needed from the temple council 
and later this approval was given. The president then connected me with some 
Hindu Tamil families during a cultural programme at the temple (10th November, 
2008) and I was given consent by each parent, in the presence the president, for 
their children to be interviewed (see appendix IV). Beneficially, I was able to conduct 
the interviews at the temple and these occasions allowed me to identify the 
similarities and differences between the aspirations of Tamil Christian youth and 
Tamil Hindu youth.
I first met the player manger of the ‘South London Blues' in June 2008 and engaged 
in a positive relationship with him. He subsequently provided great support during 
the study. I conducted the observation and interacted with the team players, most of 
whom seemed to come from deprived areas, during the summer of 2009, making 
some direct observation of important events. Informal conversations with the young 
spectators provided access to different respondents from those recruited via 
religious institutions.
While most of the relationships with gatekeepers proceeded smoothly, there were 
one or two frustrating experiences. I had built up a positive relationship with the 
coordinator of a Tamil community centre in South Croydon and a promising meeting 
was held on 8th of July, 2008, at which I was introduced to some young people. The 
coordinator had seemed to be supportive of the study at an early stage, but 
subsequently he paid no further attention to me or the study. However, networks 
were developed with another community centre in South Croydon which was very 
useful in recruiting professionally orientated young Tamils. In a general sense, 
gatekeepers played a positive role and were very flexible in terms of the selection of
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respondents. Most of them respected my relevance to, and interest in, the final 
selection of the sample.
4.4.2 Interview locations and approach
An important consideration which emerged in relation to the carrying out the 
interviews was the actual location of the interview. I was comfortable when the 
interviews were conducted in the Tamil community and religious organisations (see 
appendix IV) because respondents seemed at ease and talked about their lives 
openly and in detail. However, a number of the early interviews were conducted in 
the respondents’ family homes and some of these interviews were observed by the 
parents of the interviewees. This resulted in both the researcher and the interviewee 
feeling uncomfortable and embarrassed as the respondents were reluctant to 
provide detailed answers to some questions including those concerning friendships, 
nights out and personal relationships. After discussion with gatekeepers, ten 
respondents were interviewed for a second time in various public places (parks, 
restaurants, and cafe) and sometimes by email in order to cover topics which were 
awkward to discuss in the presence of parents. I updated my contact (see: appendix 
V, 16th June, 2011) with some of my respondents through Facebook in respect of 
their reactions to the recent Channel 4 documentary on ‘Sri Lanka's Killing Fields' 
(Snow 2011). Additionally, in the case of interviews that had to be conducted in the 
respondents’ parental homes, my approach was adapted to communicate with the 
parents, providing a polite introduction with the aim of allowing them to realise the 
confidentiality of the young people's information before conducting interviews.
4.5 Methods used
The previous section examines how I selected the gatekeepers, and how they 
helped in identifying the appropriate respondents for the study. This section 
concentrates on the methods used to examine the identities of the young Tamils, 
mainly unstructured interviews and ethnographic observation (overt study), including 
photographic and video explorations. With reference to informal interviewing, the 
current research partially relies on an interpretative approach. This involved the
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researcher looking at the broader identities of young Tamils including Tamil youth 
culture as subjectively experienced rather than examining from the outside. 
Unstructured interviews were considered a relevant method to explore the issues 
and to experience the young Tamils’ identities, aspirations and grievances.
4.5.1 Unstructured interviews: Interview guide and pilot interview
Interviews provide us with an understanding of in-depth information in terms of social 
phenomena. According to Lofland and Lofland (1995) unstructured interviews are 
considered as a ‘guided conversation’. The creation of good rapport with the 
respondents should lead to the generation of rich data with relevance to the issues 
being explored, and many prominent research projects have relied on interview data. 
Arksey and Knight (1999) suggest that deep insights can be derived from this 
method. Fielding and Thomas (2008) highlight that the unstructured interview is 
generally used as a flexible technique. Reflecting on previous studies, the 
unstructured interview method was adopted in this study and the study started with 
unstructured interviews to generate in-depth data on young Tamil Londoners. Open- 
ended questions provided an understanding of the respondents’ utterances to guide 
the flow of the conversations, which encouraged the respondents to talk more fully 
about their experiences (in terms of their diasporic identities their relationships with 
Tamil parents and with non-Tamil youth) and in their own frames of reference. This 
interview process allowed me to discuss the experiences of the young Tamils and to 
identify their characteristics. In order to conduct the interviews, an interview guide 
was drawn up in accordance with the key research questions (see appendix VI). The 
framework of the interview guide provided a number of open-ended questions, the 
majority of which were not intended to be used in any particular order and were 
simply a memory prompt during the course of the interview. Lofland and Lofland 
(1995:78) suggests, “the interview guide is considerably less formal or structured 
than the questionnaire or interview schedule used in survey research or opinion 
polling, but the care with which it is created is no less crucial. Its production requires 
serious thought” .
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A pilot interview was conducted with the player manager of ‘South London 
Blues’(see appendix IV) in order to gather basic information about the social setting 
and this helped me to develop an awareness of further areas of relevance to the 
study. Revisions were made to the interview guide throughout the course of the 
study to reflect developments in the researcher’s understanding of the circumstances 
under examination. This process offered me the opportunity to incorporate further 
relevant ideas by rearranging the guide to achieve successful data collection. It also 
enabled me to develop the confidence to prepare myself for further interviews with 
British-born Tamil youth.
In terms of interview structures, Arksey and Knight (1999:7) describe the wealth of 
qualitative data derived from unstructured interviews. Deep insights in relation to 
people’s understanding of the social world are given through these findings. 
However, an important factor is that time is required to show the validity of the data 
which have been generated. Fielding and Thomas (2008:247) describe a model 
example of Lofland’s and Lofland’s (1995) unstructured interview which is 
considered as a guided conversation that creates the fundamental nature of the 
research interview. In this context, the nature of the current study concentrates 
mostly on face-to-face (or one-to-one) administered interviews. Another important 
aspect is the duration of time of each interview, which depended on the respondents’ 
nature, circumstances and the place the particular interview was undertaken. Most 
interviews took more than one hour and were recorded with a digital microphone. 
However, there were a few exceptions. Some respondents were less enthusiastic 
and forthcoming than others and one interviewee, a young girl, was particularly shy 
and reluctant to answer questions in any depth. I finally realised that she was 
reluctant to talk about social and cultural life because of her parents’ presence in the 
house. Later she answered most of the questions which I missed in an exchange of 
emails.
I used fairly simple questions to provide direction to the interviews. For example, 
questions on aspects of popular culture such as language, new fashion, food, media, 
television programmes, social networking, music, films and traditional performing
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arts etc, helped to develop a good rapport with respondents to encourage them to 
cooperate and to provide useful information. However, I avoided being too direct 
when asking sensitive questions in relation to things like caste, boyfriend or girlfriend 
relationships and dating. Some respondents seemed uncomfortable about such 
questions, and their reactions seemed to be related to various elements of their 
traditional Tamil cultural orientations. In one case, the researcher was requested 
during the interview process by the interviewee not to disclose the personal 
relationship with a boyfriend to her parents.
The ethnographic observation is also adopted as an important method that 
concentrates on relevant techniques focuses on an overt ethnography. The next 
section explores this issue in greater detail.
4.5.2 Ethnographic observation
I was familiar with some of Tamil organisations before the research began as I am 
part of this community and I gradually expanded networks with a number of other 
Tamil organisations^. Having established the networks with the South and South 
West London Tamil community, I became familiar with the members of the 
community, and established networks and friendships with the young people. This 
allowed me to disclose my status of being a Tamil researcher as an overseas 
student from the Northern part of Sri Lanka to the Tamil community and I actively 
participated in various social, cultural and political events®. I had already had some 
contact with elements of the Tamil community through a Tamil gang study (2004), 
conducted as part of an MSc course to explore excluded and marginalised sections 
of the diasporic Tamil community in South East England. This previous experience 
had partly developed an awareness of the Tamil community in Britain and had 
established positive relationships with the diasporic Tamil community which have 
been further developed in the present study.
 ^See th e previous discussion such as research sites and gaining access.
 ^ I participated in Tam il pilgrimage, Hindu festivals, cultural program m es, Tam il political dem onstrations and som e youth  
sport events (see photos in the appendix VII and V III).
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The rationale for selecting an overt role in this current research was to allow me to 
become involved in the social setting without any restraint. This atmosphere allowed 
me to understand the social and cultural settings of the Tamil community in London 
and to gain opportunities to explore Tamil cultural practices (Tamil festivals, cultural 
aspects of caste, marriage, Tamil performing arts etc.) that primarily relate to this 
study. Such an overt role is considered a practical and pragmatic way of 
experiencing the feasibility of the research process and it enabled me to exit from the 
setting to write field notes whenever I liked. Gold’s (1958:36) classification with 
respect to the ethnographer’s role as ‘participant-as-observer’ is relevant in the 
context of this study, as I was involved in regular interaction with people and joined 
in their daily lives. Hence, overt study was regarded as a useful technique for 
developing connections with young Tamils. Such an overt observation fits in with 
ethical conventions of informed consent.
While considering the ‘insider accounts’, Lofland and Lofland (1995) explain that the 
socio-cultural understanding of the settings can be interpreted through watching, 
listening, asking questions, originating hypotheses and making mistakes. These 
result in creating a framework of the settings, including the members of the 
community and participants in particular. Gordon West (Lofland cited in West 
1980:39) describes the insider accounts with the experience of direct observation as, 
“the bulk of participant observation data is probably gathered through informal 
interviews and supplemented by observation” . Hammersley and Atkinson (2007) 
suggest that distinct advantages are gained by combining the two techniques of 
participant observation and interviews, and can result in influencing how respondents 
provide information during the process of interviews.
I carried out a constructive ethnographic study of overt observations in various 
social, cultural and political settings as a result of my cultural proximity. These 
included ‘Pongu Thamil’ (2008), a Tamil pilgrimage to Walsingham (2008/9), a Hindu 
festival (2008), a Tamil traditional dance (2008), a Tamil school (2009) and political 
demonstrations (2009/2010). I conducted an observation at an event known as
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‘Pongu Thamil’® organised by the British Tamils Forum. The Metropolitan Police 
estimate was that between 20,000 and 30,000 people both Tamil and non-Tamil, 
attended this Pongu Thamil (Tamil Upsurge) rally in London at Roehamton Vale 
sports ground. This event included traditional Nathaswaram music and dancing 
performed by the local Tamil youth to Pongu Thamil songs (see: appendix VII, 
photos 30 and 40: further details in Chapter 8). I was able to interact with many 
Tamils and to identify past friends at this political event. In terms of political interest, 
a number of Tamils were keen to talk about Tamil politics, while some appeared 
reluctant to do so. Jotted notes were taken because it was difficult to write full field 
notes during the massive crowded political demonstration, and I managed to take 
photographs of political addresses, the cultural programme, etc.
I participated in a Tamil pilgrimage to the ‘National Shrine of Our Lady of 
Walsingham’ ®^. It was estimated around 20,000 Tamils, Hindu and Christian, 
attended (see: appendix VII and VIII, video clip 8 and photos 15-21). This religious 
event at Walsingham provided an opportunity to meet families, friends and young 
Tamils (see: ‘gaining access’) which resulted in my becoming familiar to the Tamil 
community and allowed me to move freely and to make conversations with some of 
the young people participating in the religious activities. They respected me and I 
experienced a friendly environment. As an ‘insider’, the intimacy of the cultural 
setting established further networks with the Tamil community, and established 
networks with Tamil volunteers^ \  who later became gatekeepers.
I was accompanied by a relative to observe a Hindu festival (see: ‘gaining access’), 
and estimated that around 4,000 Tamils attended the event organised by this 
Amman Temple^^. This religious festival was an open Tamil Hindu cultural setting, at 
which a number of activities took place, including religious discourse, music; dance
 ^ I participated Tamil Upsurge rally on 12*^ o f July 2008 in London at th e  Roeham ton Vale sports ground.
I attended th e  Tamil pilgrimage on 13th o f July 2008.
I m et a lady in th e  Tam il pilgrimage, 2008, who often organises youth meetings and prayers in th e  youth prayer service
On this occasion, the main deity o f th e  tem ple , M ari Am m an, was carried on a chariot through th e  streets. The chario t is
centre in M otspur Park.
i 
frequently  paused. This was so th a t offerings can be m ade to  th e  goddess.
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and drama (see: appendix VII, photos 7-14). I explored these events through direct 
observations, informal conversation and photographic exploration, which allowed me 
to interact with mostly South London Tamil Hindus. I felt both outsider and insider 
experiences as I originate from a Christian Tamil background (see: ‘insider/outsider 
debate’).
I was invited by the organiser to a Tamil cultural event, Tamil traditional dance called 
‘Bharathanatya Arangetram’’’® staged by a young Tamil girl. The performance 
involved a series of dances along with traditional music and at the end of each dance 
a speech was delivered by the Tamil girl dancer. About 300 Tamils attended this 
event which was in a closed setting, enabling me to identify a traditionally orientated 
community. I used the occasion to meet the dancer’s parents and explained to them 
the focus of my study and its relation to the event. They expressed their willingness 
for their daughter to be interviewed. I also identified a group of young Tamils who 
were friends of the dancer and developed good relationships with them. They 
introduced me to their Tamil parents and through this interaction I was able to 
understand the family background and to learn the relevant stories related to Tamil 
migration. In some exceptional situations the parents observed my interviews with 
their young people.
4.5.3 Debating‘insider’ an d ‘outsider’ status
Contemporary ethnographic research which focuses on young people often requires 
the researcher to be in close proximity to the socio-cultural phenomena being 
studied. In this case, however, my proximity to respondents connected more to my 
Tamil ethnicity than to my age, which was older than that of respondents. Insider 
research can often be fraught with difficulties and the notion of a reflexive approach 
is important in developing the practical and pragmatic understanding of the 
complexities of ethnographic research on young people (Hodkinson 2005:132). The 
following discussion develops an understanding of the reflections concerning the
This trad itional event occurred on 14th o f June, 2008 which was held in the  th ea tre  called 'Secom be' in Sutton.
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experiences including the ‘insider’ and ‘outsider’ status of the ethnographer among 
the London Tamil community.
‘Insider research’ is considered an important process in ethnographic research. 
‘Insider status’ describes the degree of initial intimacy or closeness between the 
ethnographer and the researched. The insider experience provides an understanding 
of the practicalities of the ethnographic context, and develops a frame for a value of 
the ethnographic analysis (Hodkinson 2005). While researching young British 
Tamils, I initially developed an ethnographic overt role as ‘participant-as-observer’ 
(Gold 1958), but this position is not entirely considered as ‘participant’, and I 
therefore focused on the development of ‘insider research’ which was more useful in 
this respect although, interestingly, I felt an ‘outsider’ in some situations. Gillespie 
(1995: 67/73) describes how she developed the insider status with respondents in 
the process of establishing ethnographic relationships. She had examined the 
cultural identity with the changing patterns of young Punjabis. She also gained 
experience of living in the research area and subsequently was given insider status 
including local teacher, ethnographer, and friend. However, Gillespie (1995) 
describes that she was not always an insider. The respondents placed her into 
different roles at different times, and gori (‘white woman’) was clearly a way of 
“othering” her from the Punjabi young Londoners. Gillespie’s ethnicity was different 
to that of her respondents, even though she lived in the area.
Comparing my experiences with Gillespie’s is rather relevant in this situation. The 
target group was drawn from young British-born Tamils. Most of the respondents 
have a similar skin colour (Dravidian) as mine and a few were fluent in the spoken 
Tamil language in the same accent as me. The majority can understand the spoken 
word but have limited skills in writing and reading Tamil. But, mostly, their English 
accent is very similar to young White British Londoners. My accent is quite different. 
This difference, in terms of the respondents’ ‘English accent’ with faster expressions 
in speaking in some situations made me an outsider and affected the natural flow of 
conversation, which I was later able to address from the recording. In terms of skin
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colour I felt an insider while; considering cultural identity, in terms of language, I was 
a mixture of insider and outsider. With respect to ethnic status I am a Sri Lankan- 
born Tamil rather than a British-born Tamil. The age of the respondents ranged from 
16 to 29, while I am aged over 30 and married. I felt this age difference developed a 
slight gap and impacted upon the respondents’ openness to some extent in relation 
to the issues of boy/girlfriend relationships, drinking, nights-out etc.
Although the majority Tamil community is Tamil Hindu, I come from a Christian 
family background. All this meant that while in some respects my research 
experience was that of an insider, in other respects I felt an outsider. My roles shifted 
between fellow Tamil, foreigner, overseas Tamil student, Tamil youth researcher, 
friend, volunteer, convenor, later migrant and South Londoner. For example, I 
experienced being an ‘outsider’ when observing the Tamil Hindu festival in South 
London because of the various religious practices and activities such as the prayer 
etiquette to Hindu Gods and Goddesses, males’ being bare-bodied in the temple, 
various religious offerings both in the temple and during festivals (breaking coconuts 
in the streets when the procession is taking place, the Hindu sermon consisting of 
Hindu philosophical perspectives (Hinduism), and the way ‘Hindu Pooja’ was recited 
in the Sanskrit language by the priests (see: appendix VII, photos 8,11,12 and 14).
It is interesting to understand the way I encountered different cultural experiences 
while attending different religious (Hindu and Christian) events and other cultural 
activities. Since I was present at this location, I was provided with the possibility of 
becoming more familiar with Tamil communities in South West London. For example, 
as I attached to the Tamil parishes, the connections developed an awareness of the 
Christian Tamil community, and resulted in them providing support for the study. 
When attending the Tamil pilgrimage, for instance, I was more familiar with the 
Christian community than with Tamil Hindus, thus experiencing an insider and 
outsider role. However, when observing the Hindu festival I felt unfamiliar in some 
situations with respect to the Hindu Tamil community, because of the Hindu religious 
atmosphere (see above), and because few people were friends. However, I needed
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to develop friendships and networks with the unknown Tamils, and thus experienced 
being an outsider rather than an insider. I was aware of this bias in terms of religion, 
so I maximised such complexities in future research involvement and activities with 
the Hindu community.
Considering my position further in relation to this research experience I was looked 
on as a newcomer (later migrant) among Tamils perhaps among the majority Hindu 
community, although some of them knew that I came from Sri Lanka as an 
international student. For the most part, during the Hindu religious ceremonies with 
respect to traditional Hindu cultural activities or Hinduism, I experienced being an 
outsider, more specifically being a Christian Tamil. This seemed to affect the 
strength of data in contrast to my role as an insider in a fairly mixed religious setting, 
including the Tamil pilgrimage, Tamil political protests and youth sports activities, 
which provided more richness than the outsider role.
Another example highlights the fact that most of my respondents belonged to cross- 
sections of Tamil youth (school/university/undergraduate/less educated), and their 
interest in career development focused upon mostly Technical, Medical and 
Business which is different to my career interest and this was another outsider 
occurrence experienced during this research process. I was aware of such career 
differences between my position and the respondents’ career aspirations and took 
particular measures to deal with my position to achieve maximum advantage from 
the middle class bias. For example, I contacted each respondent before the 
interviews to find out their family background and social status which helped me to 
prepare for the complexities of Tamil youth’s identities. The majority of respondents 
were interested in answering most of my questions because my field of sociological 
interest and its uniqueness -  British-born Tamils -  was different from their field of 
interest. Therefore, my position and distinctiveness influenced them and resulted in a 
rich collection of data.
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I experienced ‘insider/outsider’ issues and challenges when conducting overt 
observation at the political demonstrations. For example, in the course of informal 
conversations concerning the current research with the Tamil community (friends, 
young people and unknown Tamil people), most showed a willingness to discuss 
Tamil politics and Tamil liberation movements (LTTE). I felt that I was regarded by 
these respondents as an insider in this situation. However, some were reluctant to 
talk about Tamil politics and the role of LTTE, and I realised that this might be a 
reflection of internal divisions in the Tamil community with respect to Tamil politics 
(pro/anti-LTTE or Government supporters). Polsky's (1971 cited in Fielding 
2008:273) argument seems relevant in this context as “most organisations contain 
factions and when people know research is taking place they will be keen to discover 
whether the researcher is affiliated to one or other faction. It is recommended to 
maintain neutrality relative to internal divisions” . First, they could have realised which 
Tamil political division I might fit into and second, they may have thought that my 
name is not a Tamil name "^ .^ In this circumstance, I felt an ‘outsider’ within the Tamil 
community. This name issue was relevant in the distinction between seeing people 
face-to-face and communicating by email or letters. For example, as I developed a 
network with a young gatekeeper of UKTSU through email he initially thought I was 
from a non-Tamil ethnic background. When I met him in the parliament Tamil protest 
in 2009 he opened up, talking about Tamil politics and connecting me to politically 
active youngsters who fitted into this study. Therefore, I prefer to meet my informants 
and gatekeepers in face-to-face conversations to allow for such complexities of 
identity. These measures helped me to build trust though developing networks 
among the gatekeepers.
It is relevant in this context to focus a little more on the implications of my position 
and the extent to which this affected the research process or its outcome. During the 
final war in 2009 I participated in a number of Tamil protests. I felt an insider for the 
most part and developed a wide range of networks, even friendships and 
connections with many Tamil youth through Facebook with Tamil than previously 
and gained proximity to the Tamil Hindu community. I did not feel any bias problems
Sri Lankan Tam il names are originally lengthy in words. For exam ple 'Balasubram aniam '.
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caused by my position in relation to complexities of identity (Christian, later migrant, 
Tamil student, age, status, caste) during such political participation in the Tamil 
community. Such positive perceptions of my position offered the opportunity to gain 
a richness of data compared with my outsider position during the Hindu festival, 
when the opposite was the case. At some points I was conscious of whether or not 
the concept of insider and outsider is sufficiently nuanced to allow for such 
complexities of identity (see Chapter 8).
4.6 Ethical considerations: Informed consent, privacy and avoiding harm
Important ethical considerations are particular to this area of research. Since I played 
an overt role as ‘participant-as-observer’, my identity was known within the Tamil 
community. All the research activities of this current study were conducted in 
accordance with the ethical practice of the British Sociological Association (BSA) and 
with the ethical procedures of the University of Surrey’'®. Ethical practice of the BSA 
suggests, “as far as possible participation in sociological research should be based 
on the freely given informed consent of those studied. This implies a responsibility to 
the sociologist to explain in appropriate details, and in terms meaningful to 
participants, what the research is about, who is undertaking and financing it, why it is 
being undertaken, and how it is to be disseminated and used” (BSA 2002/2004:3). 
Hammersley and Atkinson (2007:264) highlight the fact that research respondents 
should be fully informed by the investigator, the researcher notifying the entire 
research process to the respondents in detailed description. This study concentrated 
on the issue of informed consent.
According to the ethical procedures, I drew up a relevant information sheet and 
consent form (see appendix I and II) to explain the study to the diasporic Tamil 
community in a comprehensive and accurate way and my supervisors provided a 
detailed letter describing the study (see appendix III). The information provided, 
therefore, gave details of the nature of the study, the age group, research locations.
Handbook 2010-11 , M Phil/PhD  Program m e, D epartm ent o f Sociology, University o f Surrey.
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research ethics, and supervisors’ details and confirmed the legitimacy of the study to 
my respondents. The aims and objectives of the study were outlined on the 
information sheet, providing the respondents with facts about the usefulness of the 
study and their contribution to it. The documents provided the transparency and 
security for the respondents to understand the terms of the study. The gatekeepers 
demonstrated resourcefulness and initiative in developing connections between me 
and the respondents and the research was fully explained in advance to the 
interviewees. The research documents provided the transparency and ample 
knowledge for the respondents to understand the terms of the current study.
Bulmer’s (1982:250) comments are crucial in this context, “the rights of subjects 
override the rights of science. Human personality should not be sacrificed in the 
name of science [...] anonymity and confidentiality is necessary but not sufficient 
safeguard for the subjects of research. Identification of individuals may still be 
possible, and such safeguards do nothing to protect a group from publication of 
information about them” . According to the ethical practice of the British Sociological 
Association, “the anonymity and privacy of those who participate in the research 
process should be respected. The personal information concerning research 
participants should be kept confidential. In some cases it may be necessary to 
decide whether it is proper or appropriate even to record certain kinds of sensitive 
information” (BSA 2002:3). In reflecting this, issues of anonymity and confidentiality 
were seriously considerations in this study. In accordance with the University of 
Surrey’s Code of Practice and Ethical Procedure^® consent forms were signed in 
order to confirm the permission of each interviewee. In the process of interview, 
which should be no longer than an hour-and-a-half in duration, the conversation was 
taped - the data to be erased once the thesis has been accepted. Instructions were 
given by the researcher to the respondents prior to each interview. They were 
advised that recording could be stopped at any time during the interview process if 
they were uncomfortable about answering any questions which they considered to 
be of a sensitive nature. Some scholars argue that such arrangements leave the 
power to control the interview with the respondents. Crucially, consent must be
University o f Surrey (Septem ber 2005,3"^^ edition)Understanding th e  real w orld , Code o f Practice fo r Research 
D egrees(p .l3)
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provided by the respondents for the researcher to use their details in the study 
(Hammersley and Atkinson 2007:268). Any names mentioned were replaced by 
pseudonyms when the tape was transcribed. If the interviewee wished to alter any 
details, such as place names, this was respected and if, for personal reasons, an 
interviewee wished to withdraw from the study at any point, the data was not used. 
(University of Surrey ethical procedures, 2005).
Another ethical consideration is the relationship between the participants and the 
researcher. This study concentrated on the ethical issues preventing harm to both 
the participants and the researcher in the process of the field study. This included 
preventing harm to the participants physically, socially and psychologically (BSA 
2002; Bulmer 2008; Hammersley and Atkinson 2007). One example given to 
evaluate the sensitive aspect in terms of “caste” based questions is by-passed in 
this study. However, these questions may be asked indirectly by inquiring about their 
parents’ location in the homeland (the village name or the Hindu temple they belong 
to). I faced similar issues when piloting the interviews, where one respondent was 
reluctant to answer such questions. If the respondent belongs to the lower-lower 
caste or lower-middle caste, this exploration might psychologically harm the 
participant’s personality. In order to prevent the risk of physical harm, the section of 
extreme delinquent Tamil youth found in street gangs and violently-orientated Tamil 
gangs was excluded from this study, except for one or two respondents who were 
ex-gang members. On reflection, however, it was for reasons of the researcher’s 
safety that this section of extreme delinquent Tamil youth was excluded. But, their 
influence may be inevitable in a certain section of young British Tamils (see Chapter 
6).
Avoiding the exploitation of the participants, including key informants and volunteers, 
was considered an important ethical consideration in this context. I convinced the 
research participants to give something back for the betterment of the community, 
including services and future community development programmes. Four examples 
are given in the present context. First, I was supported by the TIG (Tamil Information 
Centre) and was involved in working with the TIC’s community development projects.
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Second, I initiated volunteer teaching in the Tamil language to the Tamil school 
(Croydon) which I could become involved with for future generations. Third, I helped 
the Tamil School (Sivakumaran 2009) during sports meets (see: appendix VII, 
photos 23-29). Finally, at a gatekeeper's (BTF member) request I participated in the 
election campaign of Sutton Borough Liberal Democrats keeping residents informed 
on a regular basis through Focus and individual letters (see: appendix XI, Liberal 
Democrats’ letter).
4.7 Limitations and challenges
This study faced limitations and challenges in some aspects of the research. Most of 
the statistical data on the Sri Lankan ethnic minority in Britain are not specified with 
ethnic diversity, that is whether they are Sinhalese or Tamil, in the current UK 
Census (ONS 2005, Census 2001). It is a challenge to understand the total Sri 
Lanka-born Tamils living in Britain and this makes it impractical to get the total 
number of British-born young Tamils. However, I managed to gain access to a wide 
range of very valuable Tamil informants, showing the value of this study.
It was not an easy task to get participants -  gatekeepers or respondents -  to be 
involved in this study. This endeavour needed enthusiasm and commitment, time 
and money to study this particular diasporic community. I have dealt with all sorts of 
Tamils from various social and cultural backgrounds including caste, class and 
religious backgrounds. There were disappointments at times but I kept persevering 
with patience and tolerance. Perhaps I was initially misunderstood by some Tamil 
organisations, but ultimately they supported this study.
British Tamils are presently worried about various issues of the post-conflict 
situation, the devastation of the Tamil homeland and human rights violations and 
some seemed reluctant to respond to this research. However, I am part of the Tamil 
community and am aware that catastrophic circumstances (tsunami, war and recent 
flood) in the homeland have had a huge impact on the process of this research. Most
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of the families among the Tamil diaspora have lost family members and relatives. 
Importantly, many lost family members during the final war between LTTE and the 
Government of Sri Lanka in 2009, which took place towards the end of my fieldwork. 
The Tamil diaspora is distressed by the Tamil genocide^^, and young British Tamils 
have become more politically engaged and are concerned about the remaining 
ethnic community in Sri Lanka (see Chapter 8). Undertaking research in this situation 
was a great challenge and perhaps more time is needed to reflect on these issues.
It is also crucial to discuss how I was received as a Tamil researcher among young 
British Tamils. For the most part, the study seemed to be really appreciated by them. 
As far as my experiences were concerned in terms of conducting interviews with 
British young Tamils, I was invited to carry out interviews by many in their homes; 
which showed their enthusiasm to respond my interviews. I learned that young 
Tamils might be nervous discussing certain issues in front of their parents and so I 
rearranged some interviews with them at a different location. Many parents 
appreciated this study and talked about issues with respect to Tamil culture, tradition 
and politics. I enjoyed a most friendly environment at many Tamil houses and their 
enthusiasm highlighted the fact that they were approachable, community spirited and 
dedicated.
4.8 Conclusion
In conclusion, the aims and objectives of the current study were met with a relevant 
research design and qualitative research strategies were adopted for the study’s 
design. The research problems concentrated on relevant important research 
questions. A broader ethnography of young Tamils aimed to explore various aspects 
of their identities and lifestyles, but with a particular focus on their cohesiveness as a 
group, their relationships with migrant parents and with other elements of British 
society, notably British youth culture. Ethnography may assist in developing an 
understanding of the UK Tamil community through exploring diasporic identities and
Very recent docum entary presented by Jon Snow, (14 June 2011b) on Channel 4 'W ith  disturbing and distressing 
descriptions and film  o f executions, atrocities and th e  shelling o f civilians'.
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Tamil youth culture. The process of this study began with unstructured interviews to 
instigate involvement with the respondents to help to identify appropriate 
ethnographic social settings for the study. Gaining access expanded via the 
gatekeepers, both adult and young, who actively played a crucial role in this project. 
Adult gatekeepers appeared to be well-known people and had a good name with 
respect to social or religious activities among the Tamil community. Snowball 
sampling techniques enabled the relevant respondents to be reached. Ethical 
procedures were in accordance with both professional code of ethics and 
departmental ethical procedures. However, limitations are inevitable for this study.
Concerning the ‘insider’ and ‘outsider’ debate, I mostly experienced being an ‘insider’ 
of the Tamil community, although in some situations felt an ‘outsider’ of the 
community. This research examines diasporic Tamil identities, including Tamil youth 
culture, as subjectively experienced rather than observing from the outside. The 
selection of the sample relied on a diversity of young Tamils in terms of location, 
gender, caste or class, educational background, religion and the social status of the 
family, but with a sample bias towards middle class youth. The recruitment of the 
respondents was based on both fairly traditional conformist institutions and politically 
radicalised youth organisations. The study considers the diversity of the recruitment 
of young Tamils from politically active Tamil youth organisation, British Tamil forums, 
youth clubs and Tamil cultural associations.
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CHAPTER FIVE 
Traditional Tamil Culture and young Tamils’ Identity
5.1 Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the influences of various elements of 
traditional culture on young Tamils. It will aim to explore the relationship of young 
Tamils with their parental culture, including traditional practices and internal 
differences within the Tamil diaspora. This chapter is an important part of the thesis 
because it considers the relationships and differences between parents and their 
offspring. The analysis consists of three issues that are crucial in this context. First, 
the discussion focuses on the extent to which Tamil parent culture may impact upon 
young Tamils’ cultural identity and ethnicity. Second, it is significant to investigate the 
ways in which young Tamils’ various forms of identity emerge from different social 
and cultural circumstances. Third, it considers how young Tamils develop a 
hybridised cultural identity through intercultural experiences that may help them to 
adopt a continuum of mixing and matching the best of diverse cultures.
This analysis sheds light on the broader issues of internal differences and external 
influences of UK young Tamils, e.g. traditional practices that include the Tamil 
language, traditional food, cultural dress, religious beliefs, caste and marriage 
practices, dowry custom and aspirations on education. There may be a tendency 
towards continuity as well as a changing pattern of Tamil culture among younger 
generations.
Parental culture may have an effect on younger generations who were born and 
raised in the UK. A variety of internal differences exist among the UK Tamil diaspora, 
and these are influential for younger generations in determining their cultural identity 
with ethnicity through maintaining traditional Tamil values. British young Tamils may 
have to adopt these traditional practices since they are brought up by Tamil parents 
whose backgrounds will have an effect on their children, while extended family
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socialisations and upbringing may encourage young children to practise traditional 
Tamil culture.
Intercultural elements significantly influence young people who may show a 
preference for popular international languages, non-Tamil foods, music styles, 
modern dress and dating practices. Young Tamils for instance, may have traditional 
food at home but when out with families or friends may prefer to experience non- 
Tamil cuisines. In general, young Tamils may not have a fixed cultural identity and, 
beyond their parental culture and traditional Tamil identity, young British Tamils can 
develop hybridised forms of diverse cultural identities embracing popular mainstream 
Western, South Asian, South Indian and other ethnic minorities.
5.2 Influence of Tamil parental culture
Most young people in this study maintain some kind of Tamil identity through Tamil 
parental culture and a small minority follow Tamil traditions similar to their 
conventionally-orientated parents. This analysis explores various Tamil traditional 
elements with internal differences that are vital for Tamil parents bringing up their 
children and which may determine the make-up of young Tamils’ identity compared 
with their parental culture. This discussion considers the extent to which young 
Tamils adopt their parental culture and how they are influenced by different 
traditional practices, religious beliefs and customs. The section investigates three 
relevant issues in developing such elements in terms of understanding and 
experiencing parental culture. First, I consider different traditional practices and how 
various factors make an impact on young Tamils’ motivations towards Tamil parental 
culture. Then I explore intra-relationships between youth and parental culture and 
how it also affects young Tamils’ lifestyles. Finally, I examine to what extent young 
respondents perceive their identity and how other intercultural elements have had an 
impact upon constructing diverse forms of identity.
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5.2.1 Language preference: Tamil language
This section concentrates on how far British young Tamils have become proficient in 
the Tamil language and how various elements, including extended family 
environment/socialisation, the presence of grandparents, Tamil Schools, Tamil 
specialist media and transnational connections with other Tamil families can 
determine young Tamils’ proficiency in the Tamil language. A number of Tamil 
families in this study encouraged their children to become fluent in the Tamil 
language. These family environments offered the opportunity to practise different 
components of Tamil language skills -  speaking, writing, reading and listening. 
Conventional Tamil parents and grandparents are very keen to help their 
descendants to develop Tamil language proficiency to maintain their traditional 
heritage and cultural identity. Suresh and Murugathas describe their language 
experiences and the way parents motivate their children to maintain Tamil culture 
from one generation to next:
I’ve always, like, at home, spoken Tamil with our parents which is a really 
good thing, because it really strengthens the culture. I know children who are 
my age now who can’t speak the language and they’re quite gutted [...] but I 
can write and read and speak in Tamil, same with my older brother. I’m 
definitely willing to carry that on to my children and make sure my children’s 
children have that because there shouldn’t be a loss in the culture. (Suresh, 
Male, 19)
At home we speak Tamil. I can fluently talk in Tamil. As I said, I was born here 
and, I think it depends on the parents how they raise you and how they teach 
you things, I can talk and read very well. But, there are some people of my 
age they can’t talk Tamil at all. (Murugathas, Male, 24)
A significant number of Tamil parents and grandparents from a mixture of early and 
later migrants continue to maintain certain traditional Tamil beliefs and customs 
within the diasporic community. Those who follow their parents’ traditional aspects in 
terms of religious beliefs, customs and practice without question are considered as 
‘traditional-orientated young people’. Some children from a mixture of social and 
economic backgrounds follow in their parents’ footsteps while disagreeing with some 
of the Tamil traditions. A number of my respondents’ parents who spoke Tamil most
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of the time socialise their younger children to become acquainted with their mother 
tongue and a very small proportion of young Tamils speak fluent Tamil 
predominantly with their parents and siblings. However, in terms of other skills in the 
Tamil language such as reading and writing, the majority seem to have limited 
proficiency although some young Tamils are fairly fluent in the Tamil language, 
similar to Suresh and Murugathas (see above quotes) in this study.
Among those who were particularly proficient in Tamil, the presence of grandparents 
in Tamil families seemed to have played a role in providing more practical 
opportunities to learn language skills through everyday interaction. Different roles 
played included carer, teacher, and story teller. According to Watson’s (1977:201) 
argument (see Chapter 3) Chinese parents prefer their younger generation to be 
brought up under the guidance of their grandparents’ socialisation in their homeland. 
In a similar way this concept could be extended in developing young Tamils’ 
language socialisation in the Tamil diasporic context. Generally there tends to be two 
different types of grandparent socialization: first, some parents send their children to 
Sri Lanka to stay with grandparents for periods of up to three or four years; and 
second, many grandparents live permanently in UK, while others come to UK as 
visitors to see their descendants. The former takes place less frequently, while the 
latter has a significant effect on the Tamil diaspora. Ragulan and Suresh illustrate 
their early socialisation under their grandparents:
My parents are from Jaffna. So when I was born, my mum sent me back to 
her mum and dad so I lived with them. So I lived there for four years while she 
was working here and then she gave birth to my brother, it was difficult to look 
after both of us so, she kept my brother and then sent me. I’ve learnt Tamil 
language and apparently I could speak. I still keep all the photos. They looked 
after me well. Even now I remember the way they taught me language, yeah 
Tamil songs and stories. (Ragulan, Male, 25)
It’s more the family situations and background because the Tamil school we 
went to, like, once every Saturday that was in Tooting where we used to live. 
But in terms of family background my grandfather used to live here, like, when 
I was very young so he taught me how to write Tamil alphabets and, you 
know, taught me how to read [...] took me to the temples. (Suresh, Male, 19)
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So what role do grandparents play and why they are particularly significant with 
respect to language? Grandparents are concerned about language socialisation 
because it is a powerful medium to help understand Tamil traditions and culture. 
Various levels of involvement such as traditional storytelling, singing songs, teaching 
the language and showing traditional places, connect young children with Tamil 
culture in respect of passing on Tamil values from one generation to another. There 
were also a few cases in this study where children were brought up by their 
grandparents in the homeland. However, this type of grandparent socialisation may 
not be considered by many current Tamil parents as a result of the barriers and 
dangers created by the ongoing Sri Lankan political instability. Grandparents in a 
number of situations in this study stay with their descendants either permanently or 
temporarily, providing opportunities for the younger generation to understand the 
roots of their Tamil culture. They learn traditional practices and an understanding of 
the way Tamil extended family values and customs are preserved among the Tamil 
community.
Interestingly the connections between maintaining traditional Tamil culture and 
developing intra-Tamil friendships are significant in this context. It is important to look 
at the ways in which, for instance, local Tamil Saturday schools and Hindu temples 
(see Chapter 6) encourage facilitating intra-Tamil friendships within the British Tamil 
diaspora as well as wider Tamil community. These environments offer the 
opportunity to learn the Tamil language and support young Tamils to make 
friendships and develop intra-networks mainly within the Tamil community. Such 
developments through networks have encouraged respect towards elements of their 
parents’ culture.
Tamil specialist media, discussed at greater length in Chapter 7, particularly helped 
young people from a mixture of socio-cultural backgrounds, but a section among 
them used such media more frequently than others to help in learning the Tamil 
language. For these young people, the Tamil specialist media, particularly South 
Indian movies watched either at home or at London Tamil cinemas, offered the
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opportunity to learn their culture and language. Bala explains his learning 
environment through Tamil specialist media and intra-friendships:
When we’re watching Tamil movies we speak in Tamil with our parents, and 
also even sometimes with my friends, we’ll sometimes just talk in Tamil and 
joke around in Tamil sometimes within our Tamil community friends but at the 
same time, we can all just go and watch a Tamil film at the cinema yeah 
(Bala, Male, 18)
This is a useful reflection in connecting the two issues. First, some traditional Tamil 
parents in this study encouraged their young children to watch Tamil movies with 
them, and this helped the young people to improve their Tamil language skills such 
as listening, picking up new vocabulary, expressions, something which can help 
build confidence to communicate in the Tamil language with parents and the 
diasporic community. Second, Tamil friendships influenced some young Tamils to 
practise the Tamil language through various patterns of interactions and activities, 
for instance going to a Tamil cinema in London. Eventually, such language 
socialisation through Tamil media, together with other influential elements such as 
family intimacy and peer relationships, develops in young Tamils an awareness and 
understanding of their parents’ culture and their Tamil inheritance.
Transnational connections, through visiting family relatives in other diasporic foreign 
countries during school holidays and vacations, is a popular emerging aspect among 
the UK Tamil diaspora. Many young Tamils in this study desired to go on holiday to 
Europe, the USA, and Canada. These transnational links give the chance to network 
with other Tamil diaspora, particularly young people, learning and sharing the Tamil 
culture and language. Manokaran expresses his cultural experiences, learning 
language skills through transnational connections:
I’d say my Tamil improved over the past few years, because we’ve been 
abroad and speaking to my relatives over in France. I can’t speak French or 
German, so I learnt it a bit, but like I’d speak to them in Tamil, so I’d pick it up 
a bit more and more. And so some of my family friends and relatives even.
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actually came from Sri Lanka, as well; so it was kind of a bit of a mix. I’ve 
learned a lot more Tamil in the past few years. (Manokaran, Male, 22)
Although these young people mostly use various host country languages, Tamil 
sometimes acts as a mother language that integrates them with a common identity 
across the Tamil diaspora, and these opportunities to exchange various cultural 
experiences creates an understanding of the importance of their mother tongue. The 
way the mother tongue is used by young Tamils is closely related to the nature of 
socialisation and upbringing by their Tamil parents and grandparents. Beyond these 
specific language socialisations, broader transnational extended family connections 
also play a particularly important role in supporting young Tamils’ language 
socialisations. Family holidays across the Tamil diaspora offer young people, a 
greater opportunity to develop an understanding of the reciprocal environment in 
respect of learning the Tamil language than other transnational activities and this 
new transnational atmosphere encourages the ability to practise the Tamil language 
with greater enthusiasm through the support of family and friends.
Crucially, however, the data indicate that although many young Tamils can 
understand the spoken Tamil language, the majority may struggle to speak it at an 
effective level and, particularly, are unable to read and write in their parents’ 
language. Ravirajah has the desire to learn Tamil language even though he does not 
have the ability to write or read Tamil. He expresses his Tamil identity:
I can’t write in Tamil and I wouldn’t be able to communicate with the correct 
grammar but I can understand. Let’s put it that way. So, I have a very strong 
interest to change that circumstance. I would like to start learning now and try 
and take a proactive stance in doing that. However, there are odd occasions 
when I will speak some Tamil. It is not frequent and my Tamil-speaking is 
quite I would objectively say it’s poor and very junior. (Ravirajah, Male, 25)
With respect to the current data, a small minority of Tamil youth speak the Tamil 
language regularly while the majority expressed their limited proficiency in the Tamil 
language. Importantly, focusing on factors such as regular attendance at Tamil
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schools and temples, association with Tamil peer relationships and usage of Tamil 
specialist media, made a huge impact on the minority in developing their level of 
skills in the Tamil language. In this context, the question of the role that Tamil 
Schools play in London should be raised, and this would be an interesting subject for 
future research. Consistent with Ganagarajah’s (2008:150) argument (see Chapter 
3), Tamil children in London are more likely to be proficient in the English language 
than in Tamil, compared with their parents and grandparents, and these findings 
tend to fit with the current study.
5.2.2 Traditional food and young Tamils
Traditional food is an important cultural element among many Tamil diasporic 
families across the UK and in other countries. Food can be an important symbol of 
Tamil identity, and different varieties of traditional Tamil cooked food^ appear to be 
regular dishes for many diasporic families. In addition, there are several Sri Lankan 
and South Indian restaurants which the Tamil diaspora in London can visit, although 
the level of going to such restaurants will differ between parents and children. Many 
respondents reported that they have attended a variety of restaurants either with 
their friends or families. There are also Tamil grocery shops in and around London 
that supply Sri Lankan imported goods and provisions for many Tamil families, as 
well as for other ethnic backgrounds. Interestingly, two different food habits, 
vegetarian and non-vegetarian, may be observed among British young Tamils. A 
Tamil girl, who loves eating traditional food with her parents, describes her cultural 
experiences with her hybridised cultural identity:
My mum’s food has always been key in my life and I make food as well. Me 
and my sister really good at making, like, rotti, but I stick with my rice and 
curry. My parents always go to, like, Chinese, and Indian and Sri Lankan 
restaurants and mostly with their friends emm [...] sometimes we join them [...] 
but when we go out with our friends, we always go to, like, TGI Friday’s; 
Nando’s, Misou and Italian type. When I’m in the university with my friends I 
prefer traditional English stuff. (Angela, Female, 21)
 ^See th e  details on 'trad itional Tam il food ' in the glossary (page, xv).
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Many young Tamils, like Angela, enjoy eating traditional cooked food at their Tamil 
parental homes, although this can be slightly different in the case of those who have 
left the parental home (see: Mayuran’s case below), and there is likely to be more 
continuity of their Sri Lankan Tamil identity in terms of traditional food practices than 
in the Tamil language. Many respondents mentioned that while going out to eat with 
family or friends they mostly preferred to eat different cuisines to enable them to 
experience various kinds of food around London, such as American, Chinese, 
Portuguese, Indian and Oriental. This reflects that despite their traditional food 
practices, many Tamil youth become accustomed to an inter-cultural style of food 
outside their Tamil homes, and indicates a merging of multiethnic identity in 
international/global food practices in the urbanised context. Interestingly, the case is 
slightly different for many parents’ food habits which is orientated towards Asian 
types of cuisine when they are out with their own friends; a common Asian identity 
emerges from such food orientations. Most respondents perceived that they prefer 
popular mainstream Western types of food at school, university and other everyday 
places, drawing attention to the emergence of a hybridised cultural identity with the 
combination of Tamil traditional and inter-cultural food styles.
Religious aspects may have an impact upon young Tamils’ food preferences. Even 
though many respondents in this study have a Hindu religious background, a section 
is fond of eating vegetarian food, while others prefer non-vegetarian food. Lokeni 
and Ragulan have different food habits:
Well, mainly rice and curry emm dhal or puttur things like that. When we eat 
out, it’s good to experience other kind of cuisines, so if we go to a restaurant, 
an Indian restaurant’s food is slightly different to the food that we eat at home. 
Me and my parents are vegetarian because my parents are very religious 
people. (Lokeni, Female, 23)
I mean, at home, like all Sri Lankan Tamil food, we eat rice and curry every 
day. My mum makes rice and mutton, sometimes, very occasionally, we’ll 
have a bit of puttu, or, dosa um, yeah, I mean it’s always rice and curry, with 
dhal yeah parupu, um and salad. (Ragulan, Male, 25)
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Some temple-orientated Tamil parents influence their children with respect to Tamil 
customs through food practices. This influence can persuade the young people to 
follow in the footsteps of their religious parents towards practising vegetarianism, 
thus developing an awareness of their traditional Hindu identity. Another fact is that 
there are some traditional foods, for example, rice and curry with highly hot spices 
that are common to many South Asians. ‘Dhal curry’ is an example of a typical 
traditional vegetarian food among many South Asians and this food choice was 
popular with many youngsters in this study, reflecting a common South Asian 
regional identity.
Beyond their preferences for traditional Tamil food, in a number of cases in this study 
Tamil youth enjoyed mixing and matching both Tamil traditional cooked food and 
non-Tamil food, including Western fast food. These food habits can be separated 
more specifically, such as Tamil food in some situations and non-Tamil food in other 
contexts -  going out with school and university friends, living in university 
accommodation, or living together with non-Tamils. British traditional food and 
American fast food shops were popular with a number of school and university 
students in this study when going out with their peers from multiethnic backgrounds. 
The global impact of popular American and mainstream Western cultural identity can 
be seen in these fast food habits. Mayuran and Anita who have had mixed food 
experiences, express how different parts of the identity fit together:
My Indian girlfriend, so, she likes Indian food [...] they cook slightly different to 
Sri Lankan’s, or they eat a lot of chapati or tandoori rotti. So I eat a lot of 
Indian food. But I love my mum’s rice and curry. (Mayuran, Male, 25)
My mum makes like a fish curry and my dad makes kool. Usually, when I’m 
with my family, I go to Indian restaurants. Like there’s a lot in Tooting, and we 
also go to Chinese cuisine [...] when I’m with my school friends, like Tamil 
friends Indians, mixed British-African and some local whites female friends 
yeah I usually go to fast food shops like Burger King or McDonalds. (Anita, 
Female, 18)
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External influences, for example, non-Tamil friendships with those of from Asian, 
African and White ethnic backgrounds, seem to have encouraged many youngsters 
to become familiar with non-Tamil food outside the family home. Issues relating to a 
simplified opposition in respect of young Tamils’ food habits may be considered 
between life inside and outside the family home. Many young people are significantly 
influenced by their parents’ traditional cooked food at home, and a considerable 
number of Tamil parents love their traditional food in that sense, while non-Tamil 
food from a multiethnic cuisine style has an impact on young Tamils’ food choices 
outside.
5.2.3 Traditional dress/culturai clothes and Tamil youth
Cultural clothes are considered a traditional symbol for the Tamil diaspora in general, 
and a small proportion of young Tamils from conventional family backgrounds tend 
to be interested in wearing them. Such cultural interest highlights the fact that 
wearing traditional clothing in a Western context has led to the maintenance of 
traditional Tamil culture and identity. Different modes of traditional dress are worn by 
girls and boys. Girls wear traditional dress that consists of saree, suridar, salwar 
kameez and Punjabi, while boys wear cultural clothes that include Kurta Payjama, 
jubba, vesti and traditional shenA/anis. This traditional clothing is well connected with 
South Asians and North and South Indians in particular, and most originally derive 
from traditional Indian aspects. Anita states her cultural experiences with this 
traditional style:
I prefer wearing, like salwar or saree^ or punjabP, So, when I go to Tamil 
school, I normally wear suridar, um, Tamil clothes and, um, sometimes, when 
there’s like Tamil programmes or like weddings, I wear those clothes. When 
we go to India, we buy a lot of Indian clothes, and otherwise we buy it in 
Tooting [...]. My mom loves those clothes and she asks me to wear it so 
because of her I wear them. Sometimes my best Tamil friend wear those stuff 
then I sort of start wearing them. (Anita, Female, 18)
 ^ See the  details on 'Sarees' In the  glossary (page, xlii).
 ^See th e  details on 'Punjabi' dresses in th e  glossary (page, xlii).
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The key aspect seems to be that the majority of Tamil youth do not wear traditional 
dress most of the time; however, they particularly consider wearing such clothes for 
religious occasions, family visits, traditional weddings and cultural functions. Among 
the respondents, there were gender differences in the ways in which they put these 
traditions into practice. Girls in this study were more likely than boys to wear 
traditional clothing on special occasions and while practising Tamil customs. Many 
parents, especially mothers, had developed a network with Sri Lanka and Southern 
India in particular and these transnational connections are closely exposed to a 
common Dravidian cultural identity with ethnicity. These cultural influences establish 
further links in terms of purchasing and exchanging cultural commodities. For 
instance, they are more keen to buy traditional clothing and textiles for their 
daughters than their sons, as girls’ dress has more variety than boys’ in the South 
Asian cultural context. Most of the traditional clothes worn by young Tamil girls 
generally reflect the broader identity of the Indian sub-continent as opposed to Tamil 
culture specifically. In particular many young girls are now commonly found wearing 
Punjabi dress, exposing a North Indian identity and reflecting the merging of 
intercultural elements of the UK Tamil diaspora in the urban multiethnic context. 
Tamil women, such as Tamil mothers and young female friends, tend to be more 
influential than Tamil men in maintaining Tamil cultural identity.
Consistent with the girls’ practice of wearing traditional clothing, a number of boys do 
wear traditional clothing, although less frequently and only for cultural occasions and 
special programmes inside and outside the community. Interestingly, the boys who 
are more Tamil culturally-oriented during temple going and performing arts and 
language at Tamil schools are more enthusiastic than other boys about dressing in 
traditional clothing on cultural occasions and enjoy dressing in traditional clothes:
If I play, like, miruthangam and gadam or if I go to Tamil School event [...] 
cultural programmes then I need to wear the Kurta"  ^ because my parents like 
those stuff yeah my Tamil friends they wear them, then I love to wear those 
stuff during Tamil programmes [...] But, otherwise I don’t usually wear them; 
it’s just really those occasions. (Suresh, Male, 19)
^  See th e  details on 'Kurta' in th e  glossary (page, xiii).
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My style is usually musically-orientated, ah, at times religiously-orientated. So 
I like to wear traditional clothes [...] sort of jubba®, ah, traditional, I wear that 
quite frequently, especially when going to the temple, which is something that 
I do very frequently. Um, and also outside, when I'm with friends, I tend to 
wear clothes that are kind of much Westernised. (Ravirajah, Male, 25)
This study has revealed that although many Tamil youth like traditional clothing they 
will wear it only for special occasions and celebrations. Those who wear traditional 
clothing mostly have roots in the Tamil Hindu culture and this linking of the Hindu 
religion and traditional clothing indicates the connection of Tamil youth with Tamil 
customs. Another emerging fact beyond the religious aspects is the common 
regional identity of South Asia demonstrated in the wearing of cultural clothing and 
the orientation towards traditional food habits. Similarly, aspects of the South Asian 
media discussed earlier, such as Bollywood and hybridised style of ’Bhangara’ 
music, create a connection generally with South Asian identity and draw a broader 
picture of the cultural experiences of young Tamils in relation to language, dress, 
food and hybrid music styles.
It is interesting to explore the kinds of clothes that the overwhelming majority of 
Tamil youth choose to wear most of the time. They wear mainly mainstream Western 
style clothing, mixing and matching popular American, British and European styles 
and, more specifically. Contemporary Street and urban wear. This highlights that 
British-Tamil youth culture has similar orientations to elements of the broader youth 
in London, although some young Tamils seemed to have been affected by UK ethnic 
minorities’ youth culture (African and Asian) with respect to language, dress style, 
and food habits outside of their home.
5.2.4 Religious beliefs and practices
Religion plays an important part in young Tamil Londoners’ lives. Two major religions 
-  Hinduism and Christianity -  are generally identified among the Tamil diaspora. 
Several Hindu temples enable Tamil Hindus to worship in and around London, and
See th e  details o n 'J u b b a 'in  the  glossary (page, xiii).
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these temples are popular religious gathering places for young Tamil Londoners. 
The ethnography of people’s practices in the Hindu religion and the temples around 
South London has been given particular attention in order to understand the 
constructions of the identities and ethnicities of the Tamil Hindu diaspora. For 
example, ethnographic observation particularly focused upon Tooting Hindu -  
‘Muththumari Amman Temple’ which serves the Tamil Hindu community in South 
London surrounded by an urban multiethnic and multi-cultural environment (see 
Chapter 4 for more details).
Many Sri Lankan Tamil Hindus, particularly parents and grandparents, benefit from 
using this temple as a place of worship. A variety of Gods and Goddesses or Deities 
e.g. Sundara Vinayagar; Abirami Amman; Durga; Saraswathy etc., are present in the 
temple. Around 12 Hindu priests and 6 assistants, either from South India or Sri 
Lanka, are employed in this temple, which is administrated by Sivayogam, a charity 
registered Hindu organisation. Large numbers of people attend to during festivals 
and special religious occasions. For example, ‘Kethara Gowri Viratham’ and 
Saraswathi Pooja, tend to be important religious occasions for many Hindus -  
parents, grandparents and children (parent-orientated), particularly young girls - and 
they visit on these special days and on certain religious occasions. Many of these 
devotees appear to be first generation Tamil diaspora. Other Tamil Hindus from 
Southern India and Malaysian Tamil Hindus presently living in UK also use this 
temple as their place of worship. Diasporic Sri Lankan Hindu Tamils develop 
friendships and networks through the temple with other Tamils, and there is a good 
connection with the South Indian community in terms of Hindu culture and Tamil 
performing arts. For example, during the temple religious festivals, Hindu preachers 
come from South India to deliver religious sermons in order to help the diaspora 
Hindu community in their spiritual development. Further, expert tutors in traditional 
performing arts are invited to the temple to teach traditional music and dance. 
Observation showed that 300 to 400 devotees attended daily to the temple to make 
offerings of milk, fruits and flowers or to make donations, and to participate in temple 
poojas being recited in Sanskrit by the Priests. Some of the devotees are voluntarily 
engaged with the religious activities of the temple e.g. organizing events during 
festivals, helping Hindu priests during poojas and supportive in the Temple 
management. Devotees are served food (milk and rice). The temple attracts many
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older generation Tamil diaspora who use it as a meeting place, an indication of the 
representation of symbolic ethnic identity and community.
Beyond worship, the temples integrate the Tamil Hindu diaspora and develop their 
connections and interactions, both among themselves and with the temple priests. 
For example, people share various issues with Hindu priests who will guide them 
spiritually and pray for their personal and family intentions. The construction of Tamil 
Hindu identity and ethnicity develops via temple involvement with people’s various 
religious practices. I attended the Chariot Festival in 2008, and estimated around 
3,000-4,000 participated. The festival was taken through the town centre and was 
both a beautiful cultural procession and a social day for the Tamil community which 
included a Hindu sermon, religious discourse and traditional dance and music. The 
temple is not only a place of worship; it also attracts a number of young people and 
children to attend Tamil language classes and cultural activities encouraging them to 
learn traditional performing arts, including Bharatanatyam, Carnatic vocal, 
Miruthangam etc. Some traditionally-orientated Tamil youth met during the field 
study (2008/09) in the temple, expressed their cultural and religious experiences 
(see Chapter 6 for more details). This clearly indicates the theoretical developments 
of Herbert Gans (1979) that the notion of symbolic ethnicity or religiosity can be 
useful in understanding the construction of Tamil Hindu identity of young Tamil 
Hindus.
Two elements in this context are considered to be crucial. On one hand, the majority 
of the Tamil diaspora originate from a Tamil Hindu background; on the other there is 
a minority who are Tamil Christians. The Tamil chaplaincy, for example, serves 
Tamil Catholics in and around London. Further, other religious activities offer young 
people who are religious the opportunity to participate in events including Hindu 
festivals and pilgrimages etc (see; appendix VII photos 7-21). This section examines 
two relevant issues. First, the extent to which young Tamils give importance to 
religions practices and second, an exploration of the ways in which religious faith 
and practice differ from that of the Tamil parents. Raj an and Sumathy, who have 
roots in conventional Hindu backgrounds, express their religious experiences and 
the strong connections with the Hindu culture:
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We go weekly to Amman Temple in Stoneleigh. I normally just go to prayer 
with my parents on a weekly basis; and my dad normally buys a lot of fruit and 
vegetables to take to the offerings. My parents are definitely quite religious. 
They do fasting um; sometimes I do Viratham like Kantasastis and Saraswathi 
Pooja, yeah. My ammama, especially, she's the most religious. Personally, 
I’m quite religious. We went to Skanda Vale Temple on pilgrimage. (Rajan, 
Male, 18)
Um, The Chariot Festival, um, for two temples, Stoneleigh Amman temple and 
Wimbledon Pillaiar temple like my local temples and so I stay vegetarian for 
their festivals like Nava rath and Diwali. Um I’m probably a bit more spiritual 
than my parents. I’ve literally like grown up in a temple. I know all like the 
priests and they all know me since I was a baby so I’ve got a good connection 
with the temple. Um, I also go to Sal Baba, um, I go and sing Sai Baba 
Bhajans um, but it’s only me; my parents don’t go. I’ve got a spiritual level in 
that way. (Sumathy, Female, 19)
Despite the fact that many young respondents come from Hindu backgrounds only a 
small proportion is likely to have a strong religious orientation. In contrast, many 
Tamil parents in this study maintain their identity through Hindu culture and customs. 
The popular Hindu cult of Sai Mandir, for example, Sathya Sai Baba® influences a 
few Tamil youth and offers young Hindus opportunities to engage in various 
activities, including youth bhajan, youth study circle and other youth services, and 
these religious experiences characterise that they are more likely to be religious than 
their parents. Traditional Hindu customs including food habits, viratham^, festivals 
and pilgrimage are still maintained by many Hindu parents and a section of Tamil 
youth. Such religious practices highlight Tamil Hindu identity. Interestingly, these 
Hindu religious beliefs and customs are considered more common in South Asian 
countries, representing that there is a broader South Asian Hindu culture with an 
identity through such religious connections. In addition, the way that conventional 
Hindu parents raise their children may have had an impact on the Hindu religious 
experiences and practices of those in this study.
® See th e  details on 'Sathya Sai Baba cult' in th e  glossary (page xiii).
 ^See th e  details on 'V ira tham ' in the  glossary (page xv).
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Many young Tamils from Hindu family backgrounds are likely to be less religious and 
are involved only in very low level religious activities in contrast with their Tamil 
parents. Murugathas comments on general religious affiliation but lack of practice:
I’m not into religions or anything [...] I don’t have any belief in my religion. 
Obviously, I was born as Hindu, but I will stay Hindu until the end, but I’m not 
into the religion, because I don’t go to the temple much or maybe because I 
didn’t go much when I was young. But my parents are religious people 
(Murugathas, Male, 24)
The lack of religious orientation in young Hindus reflects a tendency towards a 
change in their religious beliefs and customs which may be due to the fact that 
young people seem to have adopted modern secularism and material concepts. This 
applies to young people who may also have had socialisation by grandparents 
during their upbringing, and this has resulted in a generation gap in respect of Hindu 
religious practices between their parents and grandparents and the younger 
generation.
Tamil Christians are in the minority compared with Tamil Hindus in the UK Tamil 
diaspora. There are different types of religious beliefs among Tamil Christians, for 
instance Roman Catholicism, Church of England, and other forms of Protestant 
denominations. Many young respondents come from Catholic family backgrounds 
and a few have roots in the Church of England and other Protestant denominations. 
Catholic Tamil families are either locally attached to English Parishes or are 
associated with the Tamil Chaplaincy across the UK. A young Catholic describes 
how parents’ religious interests and involvements have an effect on their children’s 
religious activities and experiences:
My parents are very Catholic. My brother goes to a Catholic school. My 
Ammama have such a strong faith, which I find a bit scary because I can’t, I 
haven’t. But I still pray like I say Rosary every night. At Tamil mass we help 
with the liturgy and the choir. We go every week, and then if there’s a festival 
in the week we’ll go then as well. Yeah I like it because I meet my Tamil 
friends there yeah their parents are very close friends with my parents. Um,
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any major Catholic day mum will want us to go to church in Wimbledon like 
English affluent parish. Yeah, every year, we go to Walsingham because it 
makes mum happy. (Rajani, Female, 18)
Young Tamil Christians in this study in many cases are less confirmed in their 
religious beliefs and practices than their Tamil parents, who tend to be involved in 
various activities reflecting their Christian beliefs and practices (see: appendix VII & 
VIII photos & videos) and who will attempt to influence and encourage their children 
to adopt their Christian beliefs. Christian religious institutions also offer young people 
the opportunity to develop relationships and networks with the wider Christian 
community. These religious connections and networks are similar to those in Hindu 
religious organisations discussed in the previous chapter (see Chapter 6).
Post-colonial religious connections with respect to Christianity can be observed in 
this context. The attachments of a number of Tamil Christian families to their local 
English parishes is a clear example of the way Christian identity develops through 
various religious activities among the Tamil Christian community in the UK. Many 
Catholic families in this study are associated with the Tamil Chaplain who comes 
from Sri Lanka to serve the spiritual needs of Tamil Catholics. Such transnational 
religious connection in relation to Christianity specifically unites the homeland and 
the Tamil diaspora.
Cross-religious experience is another significant phenomenon that has been 
identified with some Tamil families in this study. Tamil parents who come from 
different religious backgrounds (Hindu or Christian) among the UK Tamil diaspora 
may influence the level of their children’s religious practices. Anita who has 
undergone a mixed-religion upbringing describes her religious experiences:
My mum is Roman Catholic and my dad is Hindu, most of the time we go to St 
Andrews Church, and sometimes we go to Tooting Amman Temple. My dad 
doesn’t really like to come to church that much, um, because he is really like a 
strict Hindu. Sometimes me and dad go to temple for pooja yeah Mum is not
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as religious as my dad and I think I’m more religious than her, um. (Anita, 
Female, 18)
Popular Christian culture influenced quite a number of young Tamil Hindus in this 
study. Interestingly, however, young Christian Tamils are less likely to be influenced 
by Hindu religious customs. This religious inspiration may be because of being 
involved with a number of influential elements -  engagements with Christian schools, 
local Churches and Christian religious and cultural activities (e.g. Christmas) -  and 
this religious influence illustrates the emerging mainstream Western cultural identity 
through cultural hybridity. The following young Hindus reflect on their religious 
inspiration and their different religious experiences:
In my life I’ve been to Walsingham two times. I’ve been there like a spiritual 
place to go to. So, I went there and I’ve seen all sorts of people like Hindus, 
Catholics; I was really amazed to see a massive crowd there, um, I found it a 
bit attractive, as I was fresher than before, yeah. (Murugathas, Male, 24)
I’m Hindu but I always go to church on Christmas. Um, even when I was 
younger there was a church opposite to my primary school so we had our 
Christmas plays in that church, um. I’ve been exposed to a lot of Christianity. 
(Sumathy, Female, 19)
A Tamil pilgrimage to Walsingham® is popular with many Tamil families in the UK, 
bringing together both Christians and Hindus (BBC News, 11 July 2011). The recent 
BBC coverage on the Tamil pilgrimage is relevant because such a religious festival 
is characteristic of Tamil cultural style (see: appendix VIII: video clip 8) and highlights 
more specifically a hybridised style of religious festival. This pilgrimage is a spiritual 
journey as well as a unifying experience for many Tamil diaspora and reflects 
various issues relating to the culture of the Tamil people, raising memories of their 
conflict and war trauma and reconciliation for the Sri Lankan communities (Antony 
2004/2006). Christian cultural influences on Tamil Hindu youth suggested a shift
I observed this Tam il pilgrimage tw o  periods during my field study both individually and w ith  my fam ily: fie ld study 
2 0 0 8 /0 9 .Further details see M ethodology Chapter 4.
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towards a merging of religious identities among a number of Hindu Tamil youth in 
this study.
The relationships between Hindu and Christian youth are important aspects to 
explore in this context and the present discussion considers how such different 
religious groups (Hindu and Christian) have conflicting understandings of each other. 
Many young Hindu respondents have mentioned that there seem to be more similar 
aspects than differences between Hindu and Christian youth. Beyond religious 
differences, a common Tamil identity and youth ethnicity have emerged. Similarly, 
many young Tamil Christians responded that there tend to be more parallels than 
differences between these religious groups. Suresh who comes from a Hindu family 
background describes the religious differences positively:
When we’re all friends, religion doesn’t really come into practice, you know. 
We all go out, we all do the same thing, no one thinks, oh, because he’s 
Christian, he does this or, because he’s Hindu, he does this [...] No one 
thinks differently like that, it’s all the same. (Suresh, Male, 19)
Despite the common characteristics between Hindu and Christian youth, differences 
were also identified. Some Hindu respondents have recognized various specific 
characteristics of younger Christian Tamils in terms of style and identification, 
upbringing, and attitudes. Meena, Murugathas and Anita from a mixture of religions 
distinguish the differences:
We say that they are whiter than us, because they are Christians. We say that 
they are more English than us, because generally their way of upbringing is 
slightly different I think. They are lots more liberal than us. (Meena, Female, 
24)
There is a difference, um, when it comes to the name and everything, 
because we have a typical Sri Lankan big name and the Christian people 
have an English name; that’s it. (Murugathas, Male, 24)
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Some of my friends, they are Hindus, like go to Temple on Fridays, um, 
because they’re really religious, um, they are usually quite strict with what 
they eat and some of them are vegetarian, some of them don’t swear, some 
of them don’t drink alcohol because of their parents and religion. (Anita, 
Feamie, 18)
Bourdieu’s notion of cultural capital (1985/1977) provides an understanding of any 
development of social order operating among UK Tamil youth to gain a higher 
position in the hierarchy. In respect of Meena’s reflections, there is a competing set 
of hierarchies; young Hindus tend to be orientated towards conservative attitudes 
while young Christians appear to be more liberal. Inconsistent with the Tamil Hindu 
respondents’ views, a few Christian respondents reflected upon some differences 
that have been characterised among a small minority of Tamil Hindu youth, 
highlighting that Hindu Tamil youth appear to be parent culture-orientated in the 
Hindu diasporic community. Some Christian youth are more likely to be Western 
culture-orientated than Hindu youth who are more likely to be conventional. Such, 
divisions or hierarchies are important because they are considered part of the 
broader Tamil Hindu youth and Tamil Christian youth identities.
5.2.5 Tamil caste system and marriage practices
Castism is an influential traditional element in Sri Lanka with both Sinhalese and 
Tamils. The Sri Lankan Tamil caste system is closely related to South India, and 
while the idea of castism derives originally from Hindu ideology, it is also a popular 
custom among Tamil Christians both in Sri Lanka and the UK Tamil diaspora. This 
traditional social system may still be practised by higher castes®, but it is a very 
sensitive issue among lower caste groups among the UK Tamil diaspora. Many 
Anthropological studies (Pfaffenberger 1982; Leach 1960; Banks 1960; David 1974; 
Sivathamby 2005) have extensively explored elements of the caste system across all 
parts of Sri Lanka. The section will look at how young Tamils understand the caste 
system and the extent to which their understanding of such customs differs from that 
of their Tamil parents.
 ^See th e  details on 'Vellaiar' caste in the  glossary (page, xv).
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Crucially, some young Tamils from higher caste family backgrounds have explicitly 
disclosed their caste status (e.g. parental traditional occupation in Sri Lanka). But 
many young respondents seem to be unenthusiastic to disclose their caste status 
because of their aversion to this traditional caste system. Many parents and 
grandparents (both Hindu and Christian) from higher caste backgrounds strictly 
maintain the caste system in relation to their sons’ and daughters’ marriages. 
Ravirajah, from a higher caste family background, disengages from the parental 
traditional system:
Caste system [...] ah, some sort of connection with Hinduism, even though it 
was initiated to help people of different groups like farmers, builders, um, 
warriors [...] different castes to be able to reach God and be able to do their 
duty to the best of their ability to reach God. It then kind of got monopolised 
and it got perverted into something different where, you know, one person 
can’t marry this person because of, he’s in a lower caste or I can’t associate 
with this person because of that caste. Um, my personal opinion, it’s all a bit 
of nonsense. (Ravirajah, Male, 25)
An overwhelming majority of Tamil youth is disengaged from the traditional caste 
system. This indicates that an emerging shift in relation to the caste system has 
occurred in the British-born younger generation, despite the fact that the first 
generation experienced such traditional caste influences in the homeland. The 
traditional caste system can persuade young people to follow an endogamie^® type 
of marriage within their caste groups. This is an influential factor among many 
parents that can prevent young people from engaging in an inter-caste marriage. 
Grandparents, both in UK and in the homeland, from higher caste backgrounds are 
more concerned for their descendants to accept endogamie marriage within their 
higher caste boundaries.
The traditional caste system often creates a generation gap between older and 
younger generations. Many Tamil parents and grandparents from the higher caste 
backgrounds actively maintain the tradition in relation to their sons’ and daughters’ 
marriages in the UK and some conventional parents from Hindu backgrounds
See th e  details on 'Endogamy' in th e  glossary (page, xii).
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strongly influence their children to practise this custom. Therefore, a number of 
respondents perceived that they have been affected by their parents’ conventional 
attitudes which has resulted in their children being prevented from embracing inter­
caste marriage. Murugathas, from a conventional family background, reflects:
I think caste system is not useful at all. It doesn’t help at all when it comes to 
marriage, because we are in a free country, where we get to know people, 
you know, easily and of different race. For example, I had a problem like this. I 
was in a relationship with a girl, she was lower caste. We are the second 
higher caste in the Sri Lankan people. My parents don’t agree with me to be in 
that relationship. I think that affected me a lot. So we had to end that 
relationship. (Murugathas, Male, 24)
Inter-caste marriage is even now, an influential issue among many higher caste 
Tamil parents and grandparents^\ Interestingly, parents from lower caste 
backgrounds appear to be less concerned about this issue according to the accounts 
of respondents. Many young Tamils from higher caste backgrounds associate with 
young Tamils from lower caste backgrounds; for instance, the study found that they 
may have a preference for either a premarital relationship or even marriage with 
someone of a lower caste which indicates that generally many youngsters have 
more radical attitudes towards the caste system than their conventional parents. 
Inconsistent with their children, conventional Tamil parents may bar them from 
forming relationships with lower caste Tamil youth. Two interrelated elements have 
emerged from these conventional attitudes. First, they are eager to maintain the 
Tamil heritage by passing it on to the next generation, and second, such a strong 
stance has precipitated a generation gap on this particular issue.
Exceptionally, in a few interesting cases, young females from higher caste 
backgrounds with a mixture of religions seem to be consistent with their parents’ 
traditional attitudes and maintain their traditional caste system. Saranya, who keeps
The parents and grandparents from  higher caste, in this study come from  a m ixture o f early and later m igrants, but 
am ong them  m any higher caste parents originate from  early migrants w ho tend to  come from  m iddle class backgrounds. 
This appears slightly d ifferen t case fo r later migrants.
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with her parental tradition has had different cultural experiences from many other 
youths and provides the reasons:
Within the Tamil community due to the fact that it has had to leave its 
motherland still finds it important to instil its traditional practices and cultures 
on the future generation. I believe it is important to do so because then it 
would be lost and children of those families would not have a sense of 
belonging within their community and know their roots and origins. Caste is a 
very important subject to the Tamil community, but it is not just an Asian 
thinking. Caste is very important within every community. The middle class 
English people are only just becoming tolerant to lower class working people. 
My parents believe strongly about the caste system, and they still talk about 
lower castes, yeah show their behaviour and it’s not a nice behaviour. 
Marriage, within the caste boundaries is still very important to Tamil families. 
(Saranya, Female, 17)
Traditional caste identity seems to have been an influential aspect for many parents 
and grandparents from higher caste backgrounds and this social inheritance can 
determine their family’s honour through the practice of such customs. Some higher 
caste parents from both Hindu and Christian backgrounds strongly endorse it 
through various social-cultural activities such as marriage within the Tamil diaspora. 
These traditional social differences enable many families from higher caste 
backgrounds to reinforce their family honour within the Tamil diaspora by preserving 
their higher caste identity. Importantly, various elements are involved in this tradition. 
The caste roots and identity, for example, can be identified by diverse indicators that 
involve parents’ and grandparents’ typical Tamil names, the location or area from 
which they originate, and the temple or parish they belonged to in Sri Lanka 
(Sivathamby 2005; Antony 2006). Identifying their caste background and its roots 
may encourage children from higher the caste to choose their life partner within their 
caste boundaries. Many Tamil parents rely on arranged marriage practices because 
it may be the only way to reinforce their higher caste identity within their caste 
boundary.
In contrast to traditional castism, the Western class system is currently an influential 
aspect for many young Tamils. Various parameters, including type of school, 
parents’ occupation, and the area in which they live, can affect their class status in
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the UK. Lokeni is representative of many respondents who largely reject caste, and 
reflects:
My Tamil friends, they’re all from different castes, some of them are lower 
caste but I don’t see them as different because their parents are doing well 
here yeah in business and they live really in posh areas in London. Um, so I 
feel, in my generation, the caste system is, kind of obsolete. I think everyone 
has the same sort of opportunities, so I don’t think it really affects my 
generation. (Lokeni, Female, 23)
The Western class system has increasingly been a dominant factor for many young 
Tamils disconnecting them from their parents’ caste practices and the idea of 
castism has gradually decreased in the younger generation. For example, there are 
some cases in the UK where, although the parents’ caste status is low in Sri Lanka, 
both parents and children seem to already be on the middle class ladder, studying in 
popular schools and universities, holding middle class jobs or in established 
businesses. This transformation has occurred due to the fact that Western class 
identity is an influential aspect that can determine young Tamils’ status in society, 
compared with traditional castism which they see as less important.
Marriage practices are closely related to the traditional caste system discussed at 
length in the previous section, considering issues relating to inter-caste and arranged 
marriage practices and higher caste identity. This section explores primarily the 
question of arranged versus non-arranged marriage and, in terms of their marriage 
preferences, a gender difference has been identified among young Tamils. In 
respect of marriage practices, three groups of young people have been identified in 
the data. First, many young male respondents, in comparison with female 
respondents, have a strong preference for love marriage. Second, many of the 
female respondents favour an arranged marriage. Finally, a third group of both male 
and female respondents have a mixture of opinions on both arranged and non­
arranged (love) marriages. Ragu from the first group with a preference for love 
marriage, explains:
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I prefer love marriage because when it comes to arranged marriage; you do 
not love the person you’re marrying. So that defies the whole point of 
marriage, because if you’re marrying someone you have to love them in order 
to marry them. But, a love marriage would probably be happier than the 
arranged marriage. (Ragu, Male, 17)
Gender difference is a fact that has been seen among young Tamils’ choice of 
marriage partners. Despite the fact that many boys are enthusiastic about non­
arranged love marriages, this result is consistent with elements such as premarital 
relationships. These findings demonstrated that daughters are more likely than sons 
to be controlled by their parents and may be why boys are in favour of non­
arranged/love marriage because they are less restricted than girls.
An arranged marriage which is assisted by their parents is a common traditional 
practice among many female respondents in this study. Many Tamil parents are 
more concerned about their daughters’ selection for marriage than their sons’. 
Traditionally, most Tamil parents have prioritised to settle their daughters and the 
various elements involved, such as the dowry issue, will be discussed in the 
following section. Parental upbringing and influence may lead daughters to preserve 
traditional marriage practices along with caste identity. Meena responds from the 
experiences of her parents:
My parents were obviously arranged marriage and they have been married for 
33 years, obviously that’s successful and happy [...] when I was younger I 
thought that the idea of arranged marriage was a\Àfful, and I couldn’t think of 
anything worse. But now I don’t think anything wrong being introduced to 
someone else. That’s like [...] my group of friends met because they have 
introduced by their parents. The wedding I went to last month, they were 
introduced through their parents [...] I think it’s more successful here as well. 
(Meena, Female, 24)
Arranged marriage is different from forced marriage, which is a very serious issue 
among some South Asian ethnic minorities or diaspora communities in the UK. Many 
respondents in this study disagreed with the idea of forced married practice, but this
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practice seems to be relatively uncommon among the UK Tamil diaspora and there 
is no evidence in relation to the existence of forced marriage identified by the young 
respondents.
Some boys and girls in this study can willingly adopt either love or arranged 
marriage. Jeevasuthan responds:
I would prefer a love marriage, but I don’t have a problem with an arranged 
marriage either. It depends on if you are willing to accept the person you are 
marrying. But I don't really see a problem. (Jeevasuthan, Male, 20)
The data highlight that on the one hand the traditional trend is gradually changing 
towards a romantic type of marriage but on the other there is continuity towards the 
traditional arranged marriage. There is also a new trend that has emerged with 
respect to traditional marriage practices. In many cases in this study, arranged 
marriage proposed by parents may lead to an assisted form of love marriage. This 
new way of marriage practice develops an understanding more broadly about the 
lives and cultural identities of Tamil youth and their cultural experiences of being 
British Tamils in the UK.
5.2.6 Dowry custom and Tamil diaspora
The dowry is traditionally a popular custom among Tamils in Sri Lanka that signifies 
a married woman who mainly receives property, for instance a house, and money 
from her parents. There are some important studies (Thambiah 1973; Ann 1994; 
Fuglerud 2001) that have comprehensively examined this Tamil dowry system. With 
respect to Thambiah’s (1973) claims on the Tamil kinship, marriage and inheritance 
system, two forms of practice have been identified within the dowry system. First, 
daughters obtain land, jewels and household items from the parents during their 
marriage. This traditional practice is recognised as dowry or ‘chithanam’; and 
second, women and men can acquire land at the time of their parents’ death. 
However, this specific custom differs from the general South Asian pattern, where 
women receive jewels and valuable household objects as dowry. With respect to
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Fuglemd’s (2001:202) argument ‘dowry is what legitimises the hierarchies of sex, 
age and caste’ while Ann (1994) comments that this custom is an ‘unbroken chain’.
In respect of Cowley-Sathiakumar’s (2008:122) argument, the traditional dowry 
system has emerged in slightly different forms in the UK compared with Sri Lanka. 
This includes money, which is now exchanged to assure house deposits and for 
other capital investments. Falzon (2003) argues that marriage brokers, mostly 
religious men, play a part mainly among the diaspora Hindu community for matching 
young people to settle dowry. The popular media such as online dating agencies^^, 
local papers and magazines can provide the Tamil diaspora with a number of 
services to connect individuals as partners. Matrimonial adverts, for instance, can be 
found in local London Tamil newspapers: ‘British-born professional, 32 years, 5’ 4” 
tall, seeking a matching bride.Ref: 1320’ (Oru Paper, 25 December 2008:42). These 
elements highlight that the dowry custom is inevitably connected with arranged 
marriage practices among many UK Tamil diaspora, but the traditional trend has 
gradually changed towards the voluntary exchange of capital and money between 
families unlike the exchange of expensive sarees, property and jewels in Sri Lanka.
Further discussion will consider to what extent this Tamil custom is practised by the 
UK Tamil diaspora, and how much importance is given to this tradition. There are 
two vital aspects in this section: firstly, how young people view this custom; and 
secondly, the relationships between parents and children with respect to dowry 
custom. It is generally observed that this traditional form has gradually decreased 
among the younger generation while many parents are interested in retaining the 
custom in slightly different form compared with Sri Lanka. The following Tamil youths 
disagree with dowry custom and comment with their cultural understanding:
I don’t think it’s that important anymore because, especially in this Western 
world, because the females work and the males work nowadays, so I don’t
See: Tamil w edding services http://w w w .tam ilw eddingservices.co.uk/IV IarriageBrokers.asp and also see: Tam il 
M atrim onial Services, h ttp ://w w w .suyam varaa .com .
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think the dowry system works here. I don’t think there’s any point, where at 
that time like my parents, like my mum had to give my dad’s family a dowry. 
(Jeevasuthan, Male, 20)
I don’t think it’s a cultural tradition, it was made up by people ages ago and I 
just don’t think it’s right. I mean, you know how people get married, like 
different stages of a marriage as in a temple where they put the Tamil Thali’ 
on and everything. I believe in that kind of stuff because that’s proper 
traditional stuff but this dowry is just not right. (Gayathri, Female, 17)
Many Tamil parents and grandparents have either already gone through this 
traditional cultural experience or are aware of the custom. It is crucial to explore 
analytically whether or not this custom is maintained by the UK Tamil diaspora. The 
majority of respondents, mainly those who are radically orientated, from a mixture of 
gender, caste/class, and religious backgrounds have largely disagreed with this 
traditional practice, inconsistent with their parents’ and grandparents’ traditional roots 
and customs. This finding is compatible with Cowley-Sathiakumar’s (2008:122) 
recent study. The overall impression of the various elements of traditional practice is 
retained by the young people in some contexts, while in other situations it is rejected. 
For example, while the traditional trend towards dowry is gradually changing among 
British young Tamils, there is continuity towards maintaining other traditional 
practices. This applies mostly to females in this study who appeared to be in 
agreement with their traditional parents’ views on the Tamil Thali’^^  puberty 
ceremony, arranged marriage, traditional dress and dance, etc. Such traditional 
practices and customs reflect the traditional Tamil identity, particularly among a 
number of young girls who seem to be supportive of the preservation of such 
customs, unlike other practices such as castism and dowry.
5.2.7 Education, career aspirations and Tamil youth
Education generally is a very important element for the Tamil diaspora. With respect 
to education, different types of young Tamils were identified, including school 
students from both public and private schools and university students from diverse 
fields of study. Another group were graduates who had completed their degrees and
See th e  details on 'Tamil Thali' or 'Thalikodi' in the  glossary (page xiv).
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were involved at various levels of career development including, legal firms, the 
Home Office, IT companies, teaching, banks and other private sectors. A small 
group of less educated youngsters among the respondents, worked in various 
supermarkets and off-licence shops either temporarily or permanently.
Many Tamil parents in this study either had roots in Sri Lanka or other countries such 
as Malaysia and Nigeria. Two types of Tamil parents have been discerned in the 
study. One type is the early migrants from fairly middle class social backgrounds, 
either professionals or students, who are well established in the UK and have 
developed through a wide spectrum of professional careers and are lawyers, 
teachers, lecturers, doctors, civil servants, engineers etc. The second type is mainly 
political asylum seekers who have migrated either legally or illegally to the UK due to 
the ethnic struggle in Sri Lanka. Most, although not all, are less well educated than 
the Tamil parents who were earlier migrants. Exceptionally, however, even though 
they are considered less educated, a number of Tamil parents have become 
established through education or business across the Tamil diaspora. Later migrants 
may be from a mixture of caste and class backgrounds but it is difficult to judge their 
social status in this context. A number of Tamil grocery shops, for example, catering 
for the Tamil diaspora and other ethnic minorities, are managed by Tamil parents 
from this category.
Most Tamil parents are concerned about their children's education and careers and 
this discussion considers two relevant aspects. First, that the relationship between 
parents and their children is important in terms of education and second, issues 
relating to the way parents influence their children on education and their future 
career developments. A small proportion of less educated respondents from a 
mixture of class backgrounds (but more people from working class than middle) have 
been identified, and it is relevant to explore to what extent less educated young 
Tamils consider their parents’ approach to education. Thanushan from a working 
class background provides his own reflection in terms of parents’ attitudes to 
education:
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Um, one of my friends, he’s two years older than me. He did very well for his 
AS Level, he got four As, then he went to Imperial College. He did a course 
for medicine and now he’s graduated [...] now working and myself. I’m just 
working in a supermarket. Ah, my parents always compare me to him. Saying 
that, look at what he’s done and look at what you’ve done. It makes me feel 
really low, because he’s done well in life from the parents’ views, it’s very 
important to them. Because it’s about the level of respect; the more you study 
the more you get respected by people. That’s how it works in the Tamil 
community. (Thanushan, Male, 24)
There is much competition in education generally among the UK Tamil diaspora. 
Educational achievement is an influential aspect in determining the level of respect 
given to young Tamils as well as their social status within the Tamil community. 
Various factors -  type of schools attended, social and family background, parents’ 
migration type whether early or later, and location in London -  can make a significant 
impact upon young Tamils’ educational development. A small proportion of less 
educated young Tamil derive from working class backgrounds and seem to have 
been through ‘state school’ education. Comparing this group with middle class 
students in the study indicates that the latter have had better opportunities through 
either private or grammar school education. These less educated youngsters live 
mainly in deprived urbanised locations such as Mitcham and West Croydon in Outer 
London, highlighting the fact that young Tamils’ educational achievements are 
largely reliant on their parents’ socio-economic backgrounds. Those students who 
attend grammar and private schools are mainly from middle class backgrounds and 
are more likely to live in affluent areas such as Surbiton, Kingston and South 
Croydon. Nanthini, a grammar school student, reports:
It’s very important. You need to get high grades. My parents they’ve never 
pressurised me, but they’ve encouraged, which has helped me, um, to go 
through all my exams. They just want me to do what I can do best. Um, like 
[...] I want to go into finance and business because my strength is maths. My 
parents teach me maths and science subjects because the school I study is a 
very competitive one in Kingston. (Nilanthi, Female, 17)
More middle class parents are more focused on their children’s upbringing towards 
better education than parents from the working class. Tamil students from middle 
class environments are given more support and guidance from their educated
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parents compared with that given by less educated, working class parents. 
Professionally orientated Tamil parents will have gone through higher education 
either in Sri Lanka or elsewhere and are in a position to support their children in 
developing their careers. However, despite the fact that many middle class children 
go to better schools, children from poorer backgrounds in some cases are also able 
to enter popular schools and universities. Endeavour is highly important for many 
Tamil parents generally, and education seems to be a highly competitive aspect 
among Tamil parents concerning their children. Such competition among parents 
has resulted in encouraging higher achievements from their children and, in 
particular, establishing their future professional career in the UK.
Parental pressure on children in terms of preferences on education is another 
important element considered in this study. A significant number of parents from a 
mixture of social backgrounds appear to be supportive of their children, but they 
pressurise them to qualify in certain professional careers such as medicine, 
engineering, and law-related fields. This parental way of thinking may derive from the 
homeland where many of these Tamil parents were socialised. Traditionally these 
professional careers have been more highly respected by many Sri Lankan Tamil 
parents than other fields of study. The mentality behind attaining a competent 
professional career can be an influential element for many Tamil parents who are 
eager to pass it on to the younger generation. The discussion is crucial to the extent 
to which children react to their parents’ traditional attitude. Chrishanthy, a university 
student, criticised parental expectations in terms of their children’s career 
development:
I think nearly all Tamil parents want their children to go to good schools and 
then go to like the best universities to do medicine or engineering [...]. I think 
my mum wanted me to do medicine because she believed that was the best 
job out there, and I think that’s what mostly Tamil people think, um, that 
medicine is the best job and you get the most money and the most respect. 
Um, I think that you’re kind of forced; I think most children are forced to be 
doctors. (Chrishanthy, Female, 20)
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Conventional Tamil parents significantly influence their sons and daughters through 
their traditionally orientated educational approach. A common belief among Tamil 
parents is that certain professional careers, such as medicine, can enhance their 
family status within the Tamil diaspora, and some traditionally-orientated parents 
may even compel their children to adopt particular professional careers. A section of 
young Tamils from a mixture of social backgrounds are inclined to be inconsistent 
with their parents’ traditional mentality in relation to the choice of education.
Many conforming students, however, have generally been consistent in fulfilling their 
parents’ aspirations towards attaining of better goals on education. Ravi rajah, a full­
time graduate employee, supported the parental approach and describes his 
feelings:
Tamil parents are very selfless in the sacrifices they’ll go towards to ensure 
that their children have the opportunity to make the most of their ability 
academically and give them tuition and classes, extra class, Saturday 
classes, just something that a lot of Tamil children have gone through. And 
now they’re benefiting from that. A lot of them are in the medical profession 
doing very well, some are in the financial profession, um, sometimes this 
pressure that is put on, by Tamil parents on Tamil children, maybe from the 
outside, in other communities might frown upon it being overly, ah, 
pressurising. However, they end up doing better because they’ve got that 
under their belt. (Ravirajah, Male, 25)
Tamil parents from a mixture of socio-economic backgrounds who originated from 
Sri Lanka have been affected by the Sri Lankan ethnic struggle (see Chapter 2). 
Contrary to Sri Lanka, advantages in the host country motivate them towards 
engaging in a wider range of career opportunities and developments although some 
young people are still subject to disadvantage.in various respects as Tamil parents 
may apply their own educational approach similar to that in their traditional 
homeland. The Tamil parental approach consists of various educational activities, 
providing additional support through private tuition, extra classes, and Saturday 
Tamil School. Interestingly, Tamil parents have paid for their children to be coached 
in science, maths and languages.
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5.3 Shifting young Tamils’ Identity, hybridity and fluidity: Future trend?
Importantly, the discussion concentrates on how Tamil youth construct identity in 
respect of their parents’ Tamil culture and ethnicity. It is also relevant to look at the 
ways in which internal and external elements are considered in shaping young 
Tamils’ various forms of identity. Tamil parents may influence their children on many 
aspects of Tamil traditions and customs and most young Tamils maintain some kind 
of Tamil identity through following Tamil parental culture. Various levels of Tamil 
institutions make a huge impact upon Tamil youth. However, the majority are well 
orientated towards a hybridised cultural identity in the context of interculturalism. 
Such hybridisation seems to be starting to figure quite strongly, connecting to the 
inter-cultural theorisations of Hall (1989/1990), Back (1996), and Gidley (2007).
While the study considers all the respondents as British-born young Tamils, many 
among them consider themselves to be British-Sri Lankan Tamils. This attitude, in 
terms of identity, has largely become exposed as a combination of hybrid identity 
and ethnicity. Tamil youth are largely orientated towards various non-Tamil cultural 
elements such as popular mainstream Western culture and UK intercultural elements 
of language, music styles, global youth fashion and culture, comparing it with their 
traditional Tamil culture. Most people, for example, prefer speaking the English 
language rather than Tamil. Crucially, however, rather than rejecting their parents’ 
cultural roots, ethnicity, and traditional practices, respondents usually expressed a 
high opinion of them. Ravirajah describes the way his Hindu faith is more important 
as an identity than his British Tamil identity:
I’m a British-Sri Lankan Tamil yeah because my parents are from Sri Lanka, 
they grew up and they studied in Sri Lanka, so in a sense I’m Tamil in that 
way. I was born and raised here, so I must be British. Ah, what is more 
important to me than being a British Tamil is being someone who tries to 
practise the Hindu faith. That is of more importance to me than being British 
or even being Tamil as such. However, being Tamil is unique purely because 
of the significance of our background, our history as a people. So, for that 
reason I’m proud of being Tamil. (Ravirajah, Male, 25)
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There seems to be an inconsistency between young Tamils’ ethnicity and their 
cultural identity. Many Tamil youth, for example, communicate in the English 
language, and have a preference for wearing Western style dress, only wearing 
traditional cloths on certain occasions. They have had little exposure to Tamil 
traditional practices such as caste, dowry, religious practice and arranged marriage. 
However, conformist Tamil youth maintain their Tamil parents’ Tamil roots and 
tradition and are involved in temple going, following traditional marriage practices, 
and are proficient in the Tamil language, reflecting an emerging Sri Lankan Tamil 
identity among a minority of Tamil youth. Similar to Ravirajah, some are oriented 
very strongly towards their Hindu faith, emphasizing their pan-Hindu identity rather 
than British Tamil identity. In respect of ethnic identity most people consider 
themselves British-Sri Lankan Tamils, which highlights young Tamils’ hybridised 
forms of youth ethnicity and ethnic identity in this context.
Crucially, a small number from mixed social backgrounds have a preference to be 
either British-Sri Lankan or British-Asian. Even though such ethnicity consists of a 
hybridised form of ethnic identity, there tends to be a broader Asian or Sri Lankan 
identity developing among them. Jacintha expresses the points of identity which are 
different depending on the context or situation:
I say I’m British-Sri Lankan. My passport says I’m British, but my blood is Sri 
Lankan, always will be. It’s really hard, because while I was on holiday, 
they’re like, you know, where you are from and you’re kind of sitting there, 
like, you are actually from England, because technically you live there, but 
obviously you look different. I’m also proud to be a British-Asian. I like to think 
that I take bits from both cultures and put them together. (Jacintha, Female, 
24)
A variety of influential factors, both internal and external, can determine the cultural 
identity and ethnicity of young Tamils. Beyond the internal differences and traditional 
practices such as language, dress, food and religion, colour appearance seems to 
be a crucial external factor which can remind young Tamils of their identity. For 
example, generally the majority of young people identify with brown and dark 
coloured people, despite the fact that they were born and brought up in this country 
and a hybridised Asian identity develops in a broad sense in this context.
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Importantly, it seems to be the case that many Tamil youth have a variety of 
components of identity. For example Tamilness’ and identity is most important for 
many young Tamils. At other times it is their Hindu identity, or sometimes a pan- 
Asian or South-Asian identity. In this context, identity patterns can be changed 
depending on the situation. The notion of ‘fluidity of identity’ in respect of Hall 
(1992:275) can be changed and transformed constantly. Such fluidity of identity is 
characterised by the way people are represented in the surrounding cultural system 
and these conceptual developments can be extended to understand young Tamils’ 
different forms of expression of identity in different contexts.
5.4 Conclusion
This chapter has considered broader issues that include the culture of Tamil parents 
and changing forms of identity and ethnicity among British young Tamils. These 
issues develop two different and interrelated identity formations -  identity focusing 
on Tamil culture and cultural hybridity and fluidity of identity associated with 
transnational conditions and living in Britain. Issues relating to forms of identity are 
connected with three different cultural signifiers. First, popular mainstream Western 
identity emerges from the way the majority of young Tamils’ dress style that is 
orientated towards a Westernised identity. Second, South Asian identity establishes 
most young Tamils’ taste for particular traditional foods common to most South 
Asians. Third, the traditional Tamil parental culture creates a close link with South 
Indian Tamil culture in respect of religion, tradition and other customs and a broader 
Tamil cultural identity builds up in developing connections between the two 
communities through common cultural and traditional aspects.
In respect of the culture of Tamil parents, two emerging trends have been identified. 
First, many Tamil parents from a mixture of socio-cultural backgrounds maintain 
Tamil traditional practices among the Tamil diaspora and this involves various 
underlying factors. A number of Tamil families have roots in Hindu family 
backgrounds and are very concerned that their children should become exposed to 
the Tamil language. So they encourage the children to attend Tamil schools. In
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addition, the presence of grandparents in a number of families provides the 
opportunity for generational connections, enabling young people to learn and 
understand more about the Tamil language, customs and traditional practices.
Second, some Tamil parents, many of them early migrants from a mixture of 
religions and from middle class backgrounds, have been characterised as fairly 
Westernised themselves. These Tamil parents seem to be flexible with their children. 
For instance, they are not much worried about the caste system and are much more 
focused on class and their children's education and career development. They 
understand their sons’ and daughters’ desires and allow them to participate in 
Western cultural activities such as drinking, clubbing, love marriage etc.
With respect to Tamil youth, three different tendencies have been identified. First, 
many young people from a mixture of social and cultural backgrounds have adopted 
mainstream Western lifestyles; they mostly prefer speaking English and mainly wear 
Western style clothes. Such Westernised Tamil youth appear to be resistant to 
certain traditional practices. For instance, the majority of the respondents oppose the 
traditional Tamil caste system, dowry custom, and arranged/forced marriage. These 
Western culture orientated youth tend to be opposed to their conventional Tamil 
parents and have radical ideas to eliminate these traditional customs from the Tamil 
diaspora.
A section of young Tamils from mixture of religious and other social backgrounds 
continue to maintain their Tamil parents’ Tamil tradition and customs. Many are from 
conventional Hindu family backgrounds while others come from Christian 
backgrounds. Some conformist Tamil youth are consistent with their parents’ 
traditional practices. For example, they are more likely to be temple or church going, 
but are less likely to be religious than their Tamil parents. Despite this fact, many 
young Tamil from Hindu and Christian backgrounds are less religious people 
compared with these conformist youth. Such conformist youth are enthusiastic to
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learn the Tamil language through connection with Tamil parents, grandparents, the 
Tamil media and transnational networks.
Another section of young Tamils have been identified as having a mixture of Western 
and traditional-cultures. But, even the most Western orientated group retain some 
elements of Tamil identity. In terms of their cultural identity and ethnicity, many 
young Tamils have characterised themselves as British-Sri Lankan Tamils while 
some have widely identified themselves as British-Asian or British Sri Lankan. 
Gender difference can be seen between males and females concerning marriage 
practices. For example, a number of girls have a preference for arranged marriage 
practices, while many boys have inclined towards romantic/love marriage practices. 
The arranged marriages that are assisted by parents/marriage brokers tend to be a 
popular element among Tamil diaspora. Another example is that many Tamils prefer 
eating traditional food in Tamil homes, but when going out with family or friends they 
mostly consume non-Tamil foods.
To conclude, interestingly, a dichotomy has been observed between Tamil parents 
and their children. While a considerable number of parents appear to be very keen to 
maintain their traditional roots, many young people have ambiguous relationships 
with traditional practices and their lives centre more upon elements of London, or 
British, culture such as language and dress style. For example, despite the fact that 
many Sri Lankan Tamil parents, from a mixture of both early and later migrants, still 
retain their cultural identity and ethnicity, many young Tamils have become 
hybridised British-Sri Lankan Tamils. Importantly, internal differences have been 
identified among young Tamils. Various types of Tamil youth have been determined 
from a mixture of socio economic backgrounds, including university students, school 
students and graduate employees, as well as less educated young people. Finally, a 
changing trend has been observed in many youngsters and in a small proportion of 
Tamil parents, while many Tamil parents still maintain the continuity of their Tamil 
tradition together with a section of conformist Tamil children.
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The next chapter will look at the shifting patterns of young Tamils’ identities that 
make an impact on the development of their friendships networks.
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CHAPTER SIX 
Friendships Patterns, interpersonal Networks and Community
6.1 Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to explore the friendship patterns of young Tamils and 
the analysis will examine the nature and extent of Tamil and non-Tamil friendships. 
The chapter will also consider the ways in which various levels of diasporic Tamil 
institutions such as social-community and traditional-cultural institutions may 
facilitate young people to network with communities and organised groups. In 
addition, it will examine the extent to which Tamil youth develop connections with 
mainstream Western and British institutions such as schools, universities, and other 
established formal organisations. Such mainstream Western institutions develop an 
awareness of connecting interpersonal networks that seem to have had an impact 
upon young Tamils’ lives.
The analysis explores the broader themes that shed light on minority youth culture, 
youth ethnicity, cultural hybridity and creolised identities. In addition to the wider 
perspective, other important issues are addressed, such as: patterns of peer 
relationships; localisation of friendships; social-community networking; urban 
multiethnic neighbourhoods; and multiculturalism. Such prominent factors can 
determine Tamil youth’s patterns of peer relationships and level of attachment to the 
broader community that may motivate the wider development of Tamil diasporic 
identity and community.
This present analysis considers two important levels of discussion -  Tamil 
friendships and non-Tamil friendships. This categorisation has provided a useful 
starting point for understanding the patterns of interaction in the peer relationships of 
young Tamil Londoners. First, the discussion will look at how Tamil youth develop 
friendships through a wide range of institutions in connection with the Tamil 
diaspora. An extension of Georgiou’s (2005a) paradigm of diasporic media helps to
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develop an awareness of the role of different levels of Tamil institutions including 
those operating on a transnational, national and local level. Second, the argument 
considers the different patterns of non-Tamil friendships, including friendships with 
White British and other White ethnicities, non-White ethnic minority friendships and, 
as part of this, friendships with non-Tamil Sri Lankan ethnicities. Influencing factors 
such as British cultural lifestyles, involvement in local sports clubs, transnational 
connections. White dominated areas, family social backgrounds, multiethnic 
students’ surroundings and social networking media which may influence the level of 
association through peer relationships and development of various patterns with the 
Tamil and non-Tamil community are discussed. Issues relating to media usage and 
popular culture may connect to young Tamils’ friendship patterns and develop into a 
wide range of networks and different kinds of identity. The following sections review 
in detail the apparent patterns with respect to friendships and the development of 
social and cultural networks.
6.2 Tamil friendships and diasporic Tamil Institutions
The first part of the analysis in this chapter broadly focuses on friendships and peer 
relationships of UK young Tamils and as one might expect, most have some 
friendships within the Tamil community. For a minority, their friendships were 
concentrated among fellow Tamils while most had a wider range of friendships and 
networks including non-Tamils of different ethnicities, something which I consider 
later in the chapter. This section discusses three important aspects. First, the ways 
in which diasporic Tamil institutions^ encourage young Tamils to make such 
friendships and second, the extent and significance of friendships with other Tamils. 
Lastly, I consider the connection between local friendship patterns and schools, 
universities and workplaces and explore how Tamil gang culture can influence young 
people to make different patterns of Tamil friendships within their neighbourhoods. 
The following section explores three different levels of young Tamils’ involvement 
and the participation of diasporic institutions.
 ^ 'Diasporic Tam il Institutions' re fer to  UK Tamil com m unity which have form ed a w ide range o f  and d iffe ren t levels(local, 
national &  transnational) o f Institutions and organisations such as cultural, social, religious, educational and political.
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6.2.1 Social and community based organisations
Consistent with the previous chapter’s discussion and analysis of Georgiou’s 
paradigm about diasporic media, this section focuses on interpersonal networks 
through various levels of transnational, national and local (diaspora) institutions. The 
discussion concentrates on the extent to which young Tamils are involved in social 
and community based institutions, such as Tamil student societies attached to 
different UK universities, and considers how Tamil youth sports clubs could facilitate 
young Tamils to make intra-friendships and to develop social networks within Tamil 
community.
6.2.1.1 Tamil student societies: Tamil vs Sri Lankan societies
There are a number of UK universities where a section of educated Tamil youth 
network through Tamil societies (e.g. Kingston University Tamil students’ union, the 
Tamil Society at Imperial College, London Metropolitan Tamil Society, etc). The aim 
of these Tamil societies is to maintain Tamil culture in its many forms amongst 
Tamils. The International Tamil society at Imperial College^ (ITS) is a typical example 
of relevance in understanding how interpersonal Tamil student networks establish 
themselves locally and sometimes transnationally. UK Tamil students' societies may 
have transnational elements, but will also have local elements and therefore may be 
considered partly, although not exclusively, transnational. International Tamil 
students, for example, from Canada, Sri Lanka, and Malaysia who study in UK 
Universities can join as members of Tamil societies. These networks bring young 
people together from within the university to develop connections with other 
universities and groups through Tamil culture and customs. Some popular Tamil 
societies organise events (e.g. fund-raising for charity, annual cultural shows) that 
involve many students at the inter-university student society level. Many young Tamil 
students are engaged with such societies in other universities and they enjoy being a 
part of the Tamil societies. Jeevasuthan and Shivashankar who study at London 
Universities (LSE and UCL) describe some of the activities of Tamil societies:
 ^ In ternational student society o f Im perial College (consulted July 2011), Tam il society a t Im perial College, URL: 
http ://im p eria l-its .o rg /h o m e.h tm l.
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Like each university mainly in London have Tamil societies or Sri Lankan 
societies, and they have different shows, cultural shows. So it will be like there 
will be some dance or there will be music programmes, classical music with 
the artist singing, and there will be drama in there as well. I normally go for it. 
Yeah, there will be traditional performers and singers there are people playing 
instruments or Western dancing and popular music stuff like R&B hip-hop 
sometimes sort of mixed music [...] um many students from other ethnic 
backgrounds came to these shows like Whites, Indians [...] I often invite my 
best mate yeah [...] he is mixed British-African. (Jeevasuthan, Male, 20)
It is a Sri Lankan society, so there are Singhalese students as well. Majority 
are Tamils, yeah because the majority of Sri Lankan immigrants are Tamil. 
Yeah, there are 200 members, something like that. There are maybe 20 or 30 
who are active members, but there quite a lot of Tamil people there than 
Sinhalese. I think we’re trying to start up a Tamil Society soon. (Shivashankar, 
Male, 24)
As Shivashankar’s comment makes clear, while UK universities such as Queen Mary 
College have Tamil societies, others have broader Sri Lankan societies (e.g. UCL 
and LSE). The majority of the students in the study were members of either Tamil or 
Sri Lankan societies. However, the data suggests that it tends to be Tamil students 
who form the majority of active members in Sri Lankan student societies. My study 
developed inferences that could be linked with the voices of young university 
students. For example, when I interviewed Janaki at Kingston University (see: 
appendix 4, number 47) she shared her experience of inter-university Tamil 
societies’ connections and these observations fit closely with Shivashankar’s 
comment. Such university Tamil students are either British young Tamils or were 
born elsewhere, e.g. in mainland Europe or Sri Lanka and whose parents were Sri 
Lankan Tamil immigrants living in the UK. It is important to acknowledge that young 
students in this study from fairly middle class backgrounds compared with students 
from the working class, tend to be more active members of student societies. 
Interestingly, another crucial fact is that the Sinhalese are the overwhelming ethnic 
majority of the Sri Lankan population (see Chapter 2) and the Tamils are the minority 
community in Sri Lanka. However, in the context of the UK this is reversed, which 
suggests a shifting identity pattern in respect of the majority Tamil ethnicity within Sri 
Lankan migrants’ population in the UK (see Chapter 2, map 3). These societies 
annually have their own cultural shows which consist of a number of cultural
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performances. The Tamil Society at Imperial College has an annual cultural show 
which is called ‘Mega Maalai’ (see: ‘International Tamil Society of Imperial College’ 
website). This consists of a variety of cultural programmes ranging from classical 
‘bharatnatyam’ to a mixture of White classical music, Afro-Caribbean hip-hop style 
or hybrid forms of Tamil music which express traditional Tamil culture by combining it 
with sounds and styles connected to multi-cultural urban Britain (see Chapter 7). 
These programmes develop awareness for young people of their cultural hybridity by 
maintaining a mixture of traditional heritage and integrating contemporary multiethnic 
music styles. Issues relating to patterns of identity have shifted from their parents’ 
Tamil identity to cultural hybridity. Importantly, beyond this student multiethnic 
environment, Tamil students’ societies predominantly facilitate intra-Tamil friendships 
and networks. For example, UK-born Tamils develop friendships with young students 
across the Tamil diaspora and in Sri Lanka.
Many Tamil student respondents were enthusiastic about creating a separate Tamil 
society in UK universities, and some Tamil societies already exist in London 
universities such as Kingston or Queen Mary College etc. (see previous section). 
Although such societies could be regarded as local in some respect, respondents 
also spoke of a keenness to bring these Tamil societies into one Tamil organisation 
called ‘United Kingdom Tamil students’ Union (UKTSU)^ which already exists and 
has mostly developed nationwide student networks in universities across the UK. 
Manokaran’s (see below) experience in Cardiff University was a typical example of 
how he proposed to create a new Tamil society. In some respects, according to 
Georgiou’s (2005a) three part model, this combined student organisation may be 
considered to have a transnational element because of different levels of 
international Tamil students’ participation in student social networks. The objective of 
this association is also to help Tamil students by connecting them with different 
universities and colleges across the UK and globally under a common Tamil identity.
 ^ UKTSU is a m ajor association th a t unite students from  all th e  universities across the UK, to  establish a nationw ide Tam il 
students' netw ork. It provides students w ith  m utual interests and aspirations, the opportunity to  com e to g eth er w ith  a 
com m on identity. UKTSU m em bership is open to  all students in th e  UK betw een the ages o f 16 and 30 . See: 
http ://w w w .u ktsu .o rg /ho m e/uktsu -cau se .
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In addition to these aims, UKTSU creates an environment for young Tamils to meet 
new people and to develop new friendships, and provides an opportunity to make 
use of the Tamil culture and community. It is necessary to emphasise that when 
talking about universities the study has mostly discussed middle class Tamil youth. 
Manokaran describes how his connection with a national organisation such as 
UKTSU, even if there was not a local society at Cardiff University, influenced his 
interest in establishing a Tamil society and how he has developed friends and 
networks as follows:
I’m actually trying to set up a Tamil Society in the university. Um, we’ve got a 
small group, which I’m the president, but there’s not actually many Tamils 
there. We kept good friendships among us yeah they are all nice. So I’m kind 
of in the process of trying to still look for more Tamils and try and found a 
Tamil Society [...] there’s one called the UK Tamil Student’s Union, I think 
that’s all the universities combined. But, other than that. I’m in the Asian 
Society in Cardiff. (Manokaran, Male, 22)
At my university there’s a Tamil society which I’m a member of that obviously. 
I’m a member of the Medical and Dental Student Union and member of BMA 
yeah also the main university student union as well. (Mathyvathani, Female, 
20)
The activities of Tamil student societies consider that a number of Tamil students 
have become members of these societies to sustain their Tamil identity and youth 
ethnicity rather than to maintain a common Sri Lankan identity. Interestingly, two 
different aspects are relevant in this context. Firstly, there is clearly a difference in 
significance between Tamil societies, which presumably encourage intra-Tamil 
friendships and networks and secondly, broader Asian societies which might 
facilitate greater multi-ethnic diversity, connecting students from different ethnic 
backgrounds and developing broader networks with multiethnic student 
communities. The examples show that many Tamil students connect to 
contemporary student institutions, including university students’ unions and 
professional and Asian students’ unions nationally and globally, to establish a wide 
range of connections. This wider range of friendships and networks provides them 
with multicultural hybridity in respect of their British-Tamil or global identity,
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developing social networks through broader participation in international 
organisations or perhaps identifying with a particular Asian ethnic minority (see: 
‘Asian clubs and friendships’)
Middle class young Tamils generally expressed an interest in developing 
connections with various Tamil networks. In the case of Manokaran (see the above 
quotation), he was interested in setting up a Tamil society that would develop a 
specific Tamil identity. Interestingly, the absence of many Tamil people in this 
specific context, has led to the possibility of joining with an Asian society, which 
draws attention to the broader Asian identity.
6.2.1.2 Tamil sports associations and youth athletic clubs
There are a number of diasporic Tamil associations that can provide access for 
young Tamils to develop different level of connections at transnational, national and 
local level. Sports associations and youth clubs are popular among them. The UK 
Tamil School Sports Association (TSSA)"  ^ for instance is an umbrella diasporic 
national network that now has a number of old school associations representing 
Tamil parents’ schools back in Sri Lanka. British young Tamils created these local 
sports clubs, named after their parents’ old schools in Sri Lanka. For example. Old 
School Associations (OSA) have formed local sports clubs in the UK for football, 
netball and cricket and have formally registered with TSSA, which holds annual 
sports festivals and tournaments across the UK. For example, ‘Jaffna Hindu College’ 
is a high school in Jaffna (Northern Province in Sri Lanka) and those Tamil parents in 
the UK who studied at Jaffna Hindu College have established their Old School 
Association (OSA) know as ‘Jaffna Hindu College’ in the UK. Such local sports clubs 
play an important role in getting former students and their families to represent their 
old schools’ spirit in sport. This strength, relating to the schools where young Tamils’ 
parents were socialised, can have an impact upon the younger generation in
 ^TSSA (UK) is an Independent collective organisation o f Old Students' Association in the UK serving th e  Tam il Schools in Sri 
Lanka. A key objective o f TSSA is to  support the younger generation o f Tamils in Britain and to  encourage th e  deve lo pm en t 
o f th e ir sporting skills to  reach international standards, h ttp ://w w w .tssau k .co m .
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understanding their Tamil heritage and values, and in learning about their homeland, 
giving the young people an opportunity to be familiar with their roots and to represent 
their Tamil parents. According to Georgiou’s diasporic three part model, TSSA 
represents mixing both transnational and local elements for young Tamils because it 
develops connections across other Tamil diaspora and the homeland. OSA stands 
for national networks and directly represents parents’ schools in Tamil dominated 
areas in Sri Lanka.
Sri Lankan Tamil parents’ backgrounds and their associations with schools in Sri 
Lanka) can enable UK young Tamils to develop their Tamil identity through 
collaborative sporting activities. Some of these local UK based sports clubs develop 
a link with their parents’ schools in Sri Lanka, where they visit and play tournaments 
with the current pupils. These opportunities provide UK young people with an 
opportunity to develop transnational acquaintances.
The ethnography of various sports activities of Tamil youth and sports/athletic clubs 
around South London has been considered in the context of UK, for example in the 
Summer Sports Festivals of TSSA^ which I observed twice during the field study 
(2008/09) (see Chapter 4 and and later sections of this chapter). Many Tamil youth 
sports clubs participated and some were observed very closely including ‘South 
London Blues’, ‘Surrey Girls’ Netball Club’, and ‘Surrey United Football Club’. Other 
athletic clubs involved various sporting activities including cricket, netball, volley ball 
and children’s athletics. These settings had an open atmosphere and afforded 
opportunity for community gatherings and interaction with friends and families 
leading to the development of intra-friendships and networks. Parents and 
grandparents came as spectators to see their children’s various sports activities and 
the occasion seemed to present an enjoyable environment for them. Beyond the 
sports’ competitions within the clubs, this appeared to be a cultural and sociable day 
for many members of Tamil diaspora, who enjoyed traditional food with friends and
 ^ Sum m er sports festivals w ere  a t Richardson Evans Playing Fields, Roeham pton Vale campus on 24*'’ o f M ay , 2008  and 
1 9 * \  July 2009, and around 3000  to  40 00  m em bers o f Tamil diaspora attended these events (see Chapter 4).
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families. Tamil ethnic identity and community have developed through this kind of 
diasporic sporting event.
These sports festivals developed an opportunity for young athletes to congregate in 
teams that connect many Tamil youth in various kinds of sports. A cross-section of 
young people of the Tamil diaspora -  British young Tamils, recent migrant youth. 
International students, young people across other diasporas -  attended such events. 
The majority were young boys from school and university, who actively participated 
in playing football with other clubs from other parts of the UK. Girls were in a minority 
and involved in some of the netball teams for example, Surrey Girls, Kingston Tamil 
School netball team (KITC) and Tamil parents’ Old School sports clubs -  
Chundukully and Hindu Ladies netball clubs etc. Gender difference was clearly 
identified within the diasporic sport activities. Compared with young men, young 
women were more likely to be involved in limited sporting activities because of 
traditional gender roles and Tamil culture, which has been reinforced by the older 
generations. Jamuna’s cultural experience was representative of many young girls 
who mentioned how young women are limited by Tamil cultural values and traditional 
aspects. But, Thayalaseelan’s interest clearly reflects how the implications of 
masculinity have created young men’s involvement in various sporting activities:
I do like sports. Um, I like swimming, ah, running. I like walking a lot. I play for 
a netball team for ‘Surrey Girls’. But, yeah, I go swimming every so often. I 
like cycling as well [...] but my mum didn’t like, ah [...] I have to limit some of 
them to certain age, because of my mum [...] wasn’t like, you know, culture or 
traditional aspects something. (Jamuna, Female, 21)
When I was younger like in between primary school and secondary school, 
around those times, um, I played tennis for, um, a club in Croydon. I did that 
for about two years. Um, when I was even younger than that I did karate. Um, 
I did that for about four, five years. I did swimming as well, um, and I was, um, 
younger as well. Um, I did that for a long time. I did that for about seven 
years. Um, I did kick boxing and football for my school team. Now I play 
Surrey United team. I like athletics as well. (Thayalaseelan, Male, 24)
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The data indicate that gender difference is evident in Tamil youth’s sports/athletic 
activities. The nature of femininity and young women’s traditional gender role in 
Tamil culture has created some limitations and barriers to their sporting activities and 
many Tamil parents have a strong influence on their daughters in respect of 
maintaining traditional values and religious beliefs.
It is important to explain the significance of the various Tamil clubs and networks 
which have created internal differences and identities among young Tamils in the 
UK. The establishment of UK based local clubs and associations can develop an 
awareness of their parents’ old schools’ spirit or consciousness and reinforce 
broader diasporic identity; many of them were established on the basis of their Sri 
Lankan regional identity. However, even though the Tamil diaspora has a number of 
local networks (e.g. the Hardley Old Boys Association), TSSA which is a local Tamil 
network integrates the local sports clubs through various cultural activities to foster a 
broader Tamil identity and solidarity among young Tamils (see: appendix VII photos 
1-6). Meena describes her experiences through TSSA sports’ activities and the ways 
they connected to her networking with Tamil youth in both the UK and in Sri Lanka 
as follows:
TSSA is Tamil school sports association [...] it’s aimed getting all the old 
school together [...] something like Jaffna schools [...] obviously dad went to 
Hardley and Amma went to Hindu Ladies. They both of them very involved in 
their Old School Associations, which are based here now. So [...] because of 
their involvement, that’s obviously gets us involved, so for this TSSA one [...] 
annual tournament every year. They have other events like dinner dances and 
charity events. So we went to Hindu Ladies® [...] and we saw all the children 
and there were so many young people are coming up to us and wanting to 
find out about us and exchanging email addresses and Facebook. We are 
now good friends. So it was very hard to see the war damage [...] how they 
learn and there school facilities [...] were very difficult, but it was very good 
experience and also went to Canada to play against TSSA Canada team at 
the Annual Festival in Toronto. (Meena, Female, 24)
 ^ Hindu Ladies is a girl's college based in Jaffna (Sri Lanka). The UK Tam il parents w ho studied in th ere; m aintain th e m  as 
here 'Old School Association'. There a num ber o f Old Schools Associations in UK and TSSA in tegrate th em  as Tam il Schools 
Associations in UK.
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Some young Tamils in this study have a good connection with Tamil youth back in 
Sri Lanka, influenced by their parents’ Old School Associations which represent their 
homeland and are maintained in UK. These local Tamil clubs encourage young 
people to be involved not only with other UK young Tamils’ sporting activities, but 
also in creating sets of interpersonal transnational connections with their homeland. 
These acquaintances reinforce their Tamil identity and maintain their orientation 
towards their Tamil roots. Therefore, sport connects young Tamils both in the 
homeland and in the UK and develops friendships with young Sri Lankans through 
media such as email and Facebook. The extent to which Facebook can act as a 
medium to make friendships and social networking is discussed in the following 
section (see:‘Non-Tamil friendships’).
Importantly, some of these Tamil organisations, such as Old School Associations, 
facilitate not just the parents’ culture but also encourage young people to network 
and participate in various social and community activities, including dinner dances, 
charity events, and welfare organisations in order to integrate with Western culture. 
Although these Tamil organisations primarily focus on facilitating Tamil friendships 
and intra-Tamil networks, in some respects they encourage multiethnic relationships, 
as well as encouraging young people to be involved with charity events related to the 
situation of Tamils in Sri Lanka. This applies in particular to one of the aims of these 
Tamil organisations which is to support the development of Tamil schools in the 
homeland (e.g. TSSA)^ and some young Tamils, for example Meena, joined in 
sports’ tournaments and were provided with the opportunity to understand the 
present situation of schools in Sri Lanka, and the destruction and devastation caused 
by war and tsunami. These reflections may heighten young people’s political 
awareness of their homeland (see Chapter 8 for more details).
 ^Tam il Schools Sports Associations, (consulted July 2010), URL, h ttp ://tssau k.co m .
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6.2.1.3 Tamil community centres
Many local Tamil community centres exist in London, for example the popular South 
Croydon Tamil community centre is favourite for a section of Tamil youth. These 
community centres tend to be a different type of organisation because they have 
roots in professional middle class family backgrounds and are located in affluent. 
White British residential areas similar to Wimbledon and Surbiton. Sukunan provided 
a detailed account of his experiences and the ways in which, as well as cementing 
Tamil friendships, involvement with the Tamil community centre had sometimes led 
to the development of more diverse networks:
Yes I think I had some good friends in this community centre and we have 
football and netball team [...] where we get together, um [...] during schools 
and university holidays [...] more often meet friends we arrange parties [...] so 
we invite our other friends, um, Indians, White friends, like mixed African- 
British and yeah during special occasion like wedding my best Tamil friend 
invited all our friends [...] on the special day [...] traditional Hindu wedding like 
our friends wore traditional Tamil dress. (Sukunan, Male, 21)
This is a typical example of how class differences vary among the Tamil youth 
according to the type of residential areas from which they originate. Tamil parents’ 
professional backgrounds have had a greater impact upon their young people in 
respect of developing a diversity of networks with Tamils from similar social 
backgrounds and of establishing similar connections in terms of professional class 
orientations with different ethnicities. Three important observations are considered in 
this particular context of class difference. First, intra-Tamil friendship patterns 
developed specifically within the middle class Tamil community. Second, Tamil 
community centres located in the affluent areas facilitated young people to establish 
a wider range of connection with middle class non-Tamil youth through various forms 
of intercultural exchange. Third, Tamil traditional culture and values seemed to have 
been exchanged within the friendships from different ethnicities that have particularly 
led to the strengthening of traditional Hindu culture during special family occasions. I 
need to acknowledge in this context that Tamil youth from deprived areas and with 
poorer backgrounds could be considered in future research agendas (see Chapter 
9).
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6.2.2 Traditional-cultural orientated Tamil Institutions
This section will look at how young Tamils are engaged with different levels of 
experiences and cultural identities through various forms of traditional and cultural 
activities (e.g. bharatnatyam by traditional performers) that are broadly connected to 
Tamil schools, Hindu temples, and other cultural Institutions. Discussion is based 
upon the actual role which these institutions play in respect of making Tamil 
friendships and in developing sets of connections and networks, and how factors 
such as extended family influence, traditional Tamil media and transnational 
connections can affect the making of friendships within the Tamil community.
6.2.2.1 Tamil Saturday Schools
The objectives of Tamil Saturday Schools generally are to provide opportunities for 
young people to learn the language of their parents as an additional language, and 
to offer teaching in fine arts to encourage them to recognise the value of Tamil 
culture. These Tamil schools, such as at the Kingston Institute of Tamil culture®, and 
the Sivakumaran School in Croydon®, teach language and culture to the younger 
generation to enable them to learn and preserve their Tamil parents’ culture. In 
addition, some of the schools observed in this study, such as the Sivakumaran Tamil 
School in Croydon, facilitate Tamil parents and their children to learn English culture 
and language in order to network within British society, and these formal activities 
help them to participate in the social, political and economic life of the UK. The 
majority of these schools offer the younger generation the opportunity to take part in 
cultural activities through sports and to exhibit their talents. The following young 
people reported how intra-Tamil friendships and networks are facilitated by Tamil 
schools and their attachments:
Kingston Institute o f Tam il Culture (KITC) provides young Tamils an opportunity  w ith  respect to  linguistic, cultural and  
social needs of th e  Tam il com m unity.
 ^ Sivakumaran School in Croydon is associated w ith  Tam il Educational and Cultural Association (TECA) providing w ith  an 
opportunity fo r young Tamils to  learn Tam il language, culture, Tam il fine arts, and sports. See at: 
h ttp ://w w w .tam iled .co .u k /
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My parents always say the importance of Tamil language, yeah. It’s KITC, and 
I’ve, um, got, Tamil language, fine arts, which is theatre productions and 
things like that so I’ve been part of that and we have a netball team um; I did 
that for about three years playing in tournaments with other Tamil schools, 
yeah good that because I have got nice female friends um, like in North 
London. (Sumathy, Female, 19)
I go to Tamil School and I am a member of Tamil School. Uh, mainly violin 
and Tamil language. I’m still with the same teacher; yeah she is very good at 
teaching Tamil [...] I go every Saturday to a lesson and, you know, play songs 
and, then I’ll have a Tamil lesson in the afternoon then I play football with my 
friends yeah. (Soosaipillai, Male, 17)
South London Tamil Schools in Kingston, New Malden, Tooting, Croydon and Sutton 
provide the opportunity for Tamil youth to engage with learning the Tamil language, 
fine arts and sports. These Tamil institutions integrate members of the Tamil 
community such as teachers, volunteers, some parents, youths and children who 
come together on Saturdays and offer children the opportunity to connect with the 
Tamil community and to make Tamil friendships and develop wider networks with 
Tamil diaspora in other parts of the UK. Some young respondents in this study acted 
as volunteers and provided support as mentors to help Tamil children with Tamil 
culture and fine arts such as Bharathanatiyam, violin, miruthangam, and vocal music. 
Angela, a volunteer Tamil teacher, describes the social and cultural life of the Tamil 
Schools with the community consciousness in these ways:
I started veena when I was 15 and I’m taking my grade six. Carnectic music 
has been an interest. But I’ve been playing since I was 15 and I’ve become a 
part-time teacher this school that has only been about a year now, because 
it’s small children. My sisters’ doing violin. She’s also a teacher for grade one 
and two and it helps having, like, a sibling playing an instrument [...] good 
opportunity like friendly to link other experienced teachers and staffs yeah. 
(Angela, Female, 21)
Tamil Schools are places where some young Tamils become skilled at Tamil cultural 
activities that are passed on to the next generation. The young teachers at these 
schools are particularly interested in coaching Tamil fine arts to children, and they
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enjoy a great social life at the Saturday schools. Meeting with members of the Tamil 
community from different social and economic backgrounds allows them the 
opportunity to enjoy a varied cultural experience. The majority of these Tamil schools 
are administrated by middle class Tamil parents who tend to belong to early migrants 
to the UK and hail from higher caste family backgrounds in Sri Lanka (see Chapter 
2). Sumathy and Soosaipillai (see above quotes) are representative of many typical 
examples of such mixed backgrounds; some schools around London are governed 
by particular Tamil families with commitment. Gender difference is another significant 
fact in terms of the level of Tamil youth’s involvement in the Tamil community. There 
are more girls than boys with experiences similar to Angela’s, and they seem 
dedicated to developing Tamil cultural institutions and are actively engaged in 
helping the younger generation to learn the Tamil language and their Tamil parents’ 
culture. Tamil schools and Hindu temples in the UK represent local diasporic 
institutions (Georgiou’s three part model-Chapter 3 and 7). The following section 
illustrates how temples play a significant role in connecting young people with the 
Tamil diaspora by allowing them to develop cultural expression through traditional 
performances.
G.2.2.2 Hindu temples: Cultural expressions through traditional performance
Traditional performers maintain their Tamil cultural identity through various levels of 
cultural activities that include carnectic, bharatanatyam, veena, miruthangam, and 
flute. A minority of British young Tamils (boys and girls) are enthusiastic to become 
skilled cultural performers and a number of Tamil cultural organisations, such as 
Temples and local Tamil Schools, provide facilities for young Tamils to learn these 
traditional performing arts. Some Tamil youth were recognised by the Tamil diaspora 
through their performances (e.g. ‘arangetram’) and subsequently certain Tamil 
cultural organisations provided space for these performers to exhibit their talents 
through developing various social-cultural networks. Tamil youth who have qualified 
with traditional skills have a desire to share their knowledge with the next generation. 
Shivashankar and Suresh explain their experiences of learning through traditional 
performing arts:
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I first started learning Miruthangam^® when I was six, and that was at Tamil 
Saturday school in Tooting. And I did my arangetram when I was age 12. 
When I finished my arangetram^ \  I thought it would be nice to learn another 
instrument, so I started learning violin when I was 14 [...] umm; I often play 
miruthangam with my best Tamil friends at Tooting Hindu Temple. My parents 
always give me support and my friends have the similar interest [...] 
(Shivashankar, Male, 24)
I learnt miruthangam and ghatam^^. My brother sings; I sing as well. Um, 
we’ve always done things culturally, you know, karanatic vocal, things [...]. 
Amma (mother) play veena there’s quite a big music background to the family. 
(Suresh, Male, 19)
Gender difference can be identified in young Tamils’ performing arts. For example, 
miruthangam is more likely to be played by Tamil boys than girls. Another example 
is that veena is only played by females, which indicates the importance of femininity 
in Tamil culture. Some Tamil parents’ music backgrounds have a direct effect on 
their young children and the family environment and influence persuades the 
children to develop an interest in traditional performing arts. Importantly, some Tamil 
parents are interested in teaching their children Tamil cultural values through 
traditional arts and these artistic young Tamils became skilled at performing. Support 
and encouragement given by family, local Saturday schools and Hindu temples 
develop young people’s awareness of making inspirational cultural performances. 
These Tamil institutions also help young people to connect with other young Tamils 
who have similar interests in the Tamil diaspora. Thus, they make Tamil friendships 
and develop networks through various opportunities. Hindu Temples, for example, 
provide a development of networks, mostly for young Hindus, to present cultural 
performances with a group of friends during temple festivals. Traditional performing 
arts are predominantly connected with South India from where many of these arts 
originated and many traditional-artistic young people have roots in Hindu family 
backgrounds among the Tamil diaspora. This reflects that there is an overwhelming 
Tamil Hindu majority in the Tamil community who are passionate about performing
See details on 'M iru than gam ' in th e  glossary (page, xiii). 
See details on 'A rangetram ' in th e  glossary (page, xii). 
See details on 'G hatam ' in the  glossary (page, xii).
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arts with a Tamil Hindu identity, connecting to the broader identity of the Tamil 
diaspora.
Some artistic young Tamils have established their career to dedicate themselves to 
popular South Indian cultural performances (e.g. Bharatanatyam, Carnatic vocal, 
Indian bamboo flute etc.) which indicates the broader South Asian Hindu identity by 
way of maintaining these cultural activities. The Hindu religion is the most influential 
element that connects with these traditional performing arts and some conventional 
Hindu families among the Tamil diaspora encourage young people to become skilled 
at various arts performances. These extended Tamil families (very similar to 
Sumathy’s family) influence their children to specialise in the classical arts. Sumathy 
who hails from Tamil Hindu background describes her interest:
I've learned Bharatanatyam^® like when I was four. I've been dancing ever 
since. I still do programmes even today. It’s all through Tamil school I've 
learned all these [...] I enjoyed Carnatic^'^ and Bharathernatium [...] well. I've 
been through quite [...] with vocal I've been with one teacher for the whole of 
my life and she was at Tamil school [...] I always have like a friend relationship 
with my teachers. But it’s always been my [...] ever since I was a child I 
wanted either a Barathernatium one or a Carnatic one. Yes, it’s always been 
my dream. I did my arangetram in Carnatic Vocal at Ashcroft Theatre in 
Croydon [...] like my mum did the stage decorations. We brought a lot of stuff 
from Sri Lanka... we have like a big family and invited my best Tamil friends 
so [...]. (Sumathy, Female, 19)
Arangetram’ is a popular cultural ceremony and such cultural performances bring 
Tamil extended families together, creating an awareness of family solidarity among 
the Tamil diaspora. There is also a continuity of the Tamil cultural (family) values 
maintained through these classical arts. Importantly, in contrast with the ‘guru’ 
(teacher), and ‘sishya’ (student) model that mostly characterises the Indian (Eastern) 
pattern of learning classical performing arts, learning traditional art performance in 
the Western context provides young people with the opportunity to experience a 
new and friendly environment and to gain knowledge of a different learning
See details on 'Bharatanatyam ' in th e  glossary (page xii; also see: Encyclopaedia Britannica, 2010). 
See details o n 'C a rn a tic 'in  th e  glossary (page xii).
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experience with their tutors. Many Tamil parents (like Sumathy’s) have had 
transnational connections with their homeland and therefore Tamil parents still rely 
on many aspects (e.g. cultural commodities) from their motherland that provide them 
with opportunities to reinforce their nostalgia. Thus, young Tamils understand their 
roots and Tamil cultural values with respect to their Tamil parents’ culture that 
connects to the Sri Lankan Tamil identity.
Popular Eastern performing arts provide a platform for some young Tamils to 
network with cultural institutions both locally (e.g. schools and temples) and globally 
(e.g. poplar concerts) and also create an opportunity to meet popular Indian artists. 
Outstanding performances of some arty young Tamils develop a set of transnational 
and global connections, mainly with Europe and South Asia. This indicates that there 
is a new cultural exposure as well experience for young Tamils performing with 
Indian classical art (Eastern) in a Western context. Ravirajah comes from a higher 
caste Hindu family background and his experiences are different:
I learnt the flute^® here in this country from 7 to 16 I was learning here. I 
perform very frequently at temple. Um, my family are very temple-orientated. 
There’s a temple in Wimbledon that we go to very frequently and many other 
Tamils come to this place to worship. Many youngsters go there, ah, as a 
place of worship. Um, used to perform in charity events, used to perform at 
school, ah, flute. Once I was 16 I had the opportunity to learn from N. Ramani, 
who I mentioned earlier, who is a world-renowned flautist, possibly, ah, the 
best current living flautist and, um, ever since then my interest in the art of 
flute has increased and I started teaching whilst I was at university. I was 
teaching on the weekend flute to students at the temple. Um, I’ve performed 
flute abroad. I’ve played in Italy, ah, for baronati in concerts. I’ve performed 
in Paris, um, performed in various concert halls. Queen Elizabeth hall, um. 
Royal Festival Hall, [...] a number of concert halls, at theatre, um, during my 
time. And I’ve performed quite frequently whilst I go to India. [...] um, pretty 
much once a year I will go to South India. (Ravirajah, Male, 25)
The ways in which family environment helps some young people to become talented 
in selected traditional arts performances is important to note. Though a number of 
artistic young people in this study come from more middle class family backgrounds.
See details on 'The Indian bam boo flu te ' in the glossary (page xiv).
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exceptionally a few extraordinary young Tamils similar to Suresh and Ravirajah, 
whose parents are of professional and higher caste orientation, seem to have been 
given greater support for their higher achievements than other artistic Tamil youth. In 
addition, a section of young Tamils in this study who are socialised by their religious- 
orientated Tamil parents (mostly Hindus), are more likely to be orientated towards 
traditional arts performances than other British young Tamils (whose parents are 
less religious). Persuaded by their conventional Tamil parents, these artistic young 
people establish cultural networks with local institutions that provide them the 
opportunity to expand these cultural networks with transnational as well as global 
contacts. The Tamil diaspora has good relationships with South India in terms of 
religion, media, culture, language and performing arts and a reciprocal relationship, 
as well as a common Tamil identity, (e.g. Tamilness’) connects both distinct 
communities (see: Tamil specialist media’).
6.2.3 Transnational connections and Tamil friendships
This analysis concentrates on the extent to which Tamil friendships are re­
established through transnational connection in respect of various elements such as 
media, leisure activities and community development. Facebook is popular medium 
for encouraging people to interact; especially as it connects with the transnational 
Tamil community around the world, in particular, places such as Canada, Germany 
and Singapore. Such networking is a powerful channel to bond with relatives, friends 
and communities that are far apart. Some young Tamils, sirhilar to JacintHa, use 
Facebook to help them to link up with relatives (Tamil diaspora) who are dispersed 
around the world. Particularly, in Jacinta’s case, Facebook plays as a more friendly 
medium for positive communication than other networks, such as the telephone.
So all my cousins from Canada, Germany, I’ve got a cousin in Singapore and 
so we all have a connection. My mum has Facebook, so and some teachers 
here, they have it, so it’s really useful, it’s a very good medium of getting 
people to interact with each other [...] it’s easier to talk to someone online than 
having to talk to someone on the phone. But also, Facebook is now in Tamil, 
so I’ve changed that for my mum and she can see her whole Facebook in 
Tamil. (Jacintha, Female, 24)
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A contrast has been observed between some Tamil parents and young people 
(unlike some other respondents who did not mention this) that they tend to use 
Facebook in English rather than in Tamil. However, some Tamil parents gain access 
to Facebook in Tamil, which may be because most of their friends are from the Tamil 
community. For instance, Jacintha’s mother may have more friends in the Tamil 
Schools where she has a role as a teacher, so perhaps she feels more comfortable 
using this site in Tamil than in English. Such parents continue to maintain their Tamil 
cultural identity through media usage, inconsistent with many British young Tamils.
Social activities such as holidays and family visits have led to the development of 
transnational connections with extended Tamil families. These activities have 
provided young people with the opportunity to learn and to understand multicultural 
environments in different foreign cultures, motivating them to build friendships across 
the diaspora countries. Krishnarasa expressed experiences of the facilitation of peer 
relationships and social networks through transnational connections:
I went with my group of Tamil friends to Spain [...] more relaxed. I’ve been to 
Canada with my family. We have relatives there; dad’s brother’s side, so that 
was quite a good holiday. I’ve been to Switzerland. I’ve got cousins there. 
That’s quite a nice country as well. I did have some good Tamil friends in 
specially Canada. (Krishnarasa, Male, 20)
Diasporic Tamils sometimes visit their relatives who live in other foreign countries. 
School and university vacations provide the Tamil diaspora and their children with 
the opportunity to connect to their relatives who are dispersed in other countries. 
This has been a new cultural experience, especially for young Tamils, to identify their 
relatives and to develop new friendships and networks. In addition, holidays with 
close friends gives them a chance of exposure to different youthful experiences and 
peer group socialisation and these transnational networks give an opportunity of 
comparing and contrasting the way of life of the Tamil youths who live in Western 
countries. These connections, as well as the development of Tamil networks, 
reinforce the significance of a wider Tamil transnational identity in the global context 
through new social and cultural experiences.
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6.2.4 Tamil gang culture and Tamil friendships
This section considers the relationship between the Tamil gangs and British-born 
young Tamils and explores how such gangs can result in focusing friendships in the 
Tamil community. The analysis also considers the extent to which non-gang Tamil 
youth seem to have been influenced by the various activities of Tamil gangs. 
Alexander’s Asian Gang’ (2000), in some respects draws on the approach of 
Whyte’s study^® (1955:105) and mainly focuses on Bengali youth gangs in Britain. 
These gang members are younger men and are likely to be partially involved in 
criminal activities and in this respect they are similar to some Sri Lankan gang 
members. My previous study (Antony 2004) indicates that a small proportion of 
young Sri Lankan migrants, particularly more recent arrivals living in Britain aged 16- 
25, have been oriented towards gang-related activities, mainly in London. These 
minority teens often have no real economic stability; therefore their social situation 
results in them seeking comfort in gangs. Alexander’s study gives this research an 
understanding of developing ideas of internal differentiation and division in Asian 
youth gangs (as heterogeneous groups) which cause internal conflict or violence 
within the gang.
The ethnography of Tamil gangs demonstrates that the majority of the members of 
these gangs appear to be migrant Tamil youth in the UK. Some British-born Tamil 
youth seemed to have been involved either with their activities or may have been 
influenced by various elements of ‘gang culture’, for instance gang related clothing 
and styles. Observation indicates that these Tamil youth originate from deprived, 
semi-urban, multiethnic locations of South London Boroughs such as Mitcham, West 
Croydon and Tooting. Such Tamil youth appear to be from working class or perhaps 
lower caste backgrounds and their parents tend to be less-educated members of the 
Tamil diaspora -  recent asylum seekers due to the ethnic conflict of Sri Lanka.
W illiam  Foote W hyte 's  study is based on 'S treet Corner Society'. This refers to  a typical fo rm  o f overt role in an open  
setting, which has been used by W hyte  w ho began w ith  an Italian neighbourhood o f a large eastern city near Boston which  
is called 'Cornerville' (W hyte, 1955:105).
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Members of Tamil gangs wear a predominance of dark or dull clothing -  oversized 
jackets, sweatshirts, athletic football jerseys, etc. Some have bald heads and others 
having extremely short hair with pointed beards and a thin moustache. In general, 
Tamil gangs of South London congregate in localised areas such as parks, 
restaurants, Tamil cinemas, Tamil sports festivals, pubs, Tamil grocery shops, urban 
street corners in Mitcham, Tooting and West Croydon. When they meet collectively, 
they play football and cricket and drink alcohol and smoke. Some of the gang 
members may use drugs and are sometimes engaged in conflict with other Tamil 
gangs (see following sections). For example, many joined in a Tamil pilgrimage to 
Walsingham which created trouble and violence among members of Tamil gang 
groups (Antony 2004). However, violence now appears to be limited due to strict 
policing and control at such venues (Field study 2008/2009). Exceptionally, my 
observation during the political demonstration in Parliament Square in 2009 found 
that many members of the Tamil gangs gathered there. Beyond their complexities of 
class and gang identity, the emergence of Tamil political identity and ethnic 
consciousness created solidarity among such members of the Tamil gangs (see 
appendix VII and VIII).
The majority of my interviewees seem to have been non-gang Tamil youth. 
Exceptionally, of those I interviewed in this study, two are involved with Tamil gang 
members who seem to be from Sri Lankan Tamil migrant youth (Antony, 2004; BBC 
News, 8 August 2004). This phenomenon tends to be an alleged situation among the 
Tamil community in the UK. A typical case (Murugathas) represents the ways a very 
few British young Tamils from deprived backgrounds were influenced by friendships 
with Tamil gang members. He opened up to his experiences:
It depends on the people you hang around with and the backgrounds of the 
people. I used to have some Tamil friends yeah they are involved in Tamil 
gangs [...] they still live in Croydon but you know, I live in Sutton now [...] I 
liked their mixed music style, sort of Tamil and hip-hop yeah dress and 
language they speak [...] mixed Tamil with Jamaican style but not bad as in 
they are bad to you, they can do bad things and then get you into these bad 
things. (Murugathas, Male, 24)
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Factors such as class difference and area of residence can determine the type of 
friendships young people make. Exceptionally, some respondents were orientated 
towards friendships with gang members and these Tamil gangsters appeared to be 
recent young (legal or illegal) immigrants. The Metroploitan Police Deputy Assistant 
Commissioner, Steve House, said, “many of the gang members are illegal 
immigrants” (BBC News, 8 August 2004). Importantly, Tamil youth from deprived 
backgrounds are more likely to be influenced by Tamil gangs who come from similar 
class/caste orientations, compared with middle class Tamil youth. More generally, 
issues relating to types of residential areas, including a high concentration of Tamil 
neighbourhoods in urban locations such as Croydon and Tooting, provide young 
Tamils with opportunities of making Tamil friendships and of developing more 
networks with the Tamil diasporic community. Some popular cultural elements, such 
as hybrid minority music style (Afro-Caribbean), language style and addiction to 
drugs, make a huge impact upon some young Tamils through their association with 
gang-related peers. Interestingly, such impacts and activities of style and music 
highlight the emerging hybridised cultural identity, while friendships and 
identifications are more Tamil specific in this context. In respect of Cloward’s and 
Ohiin’s (1960) typology of delinquent gangs such as criminal, fighting and drug gang 
formations, a small proportion of young Tamil migrants are engaged in delinquent 
gang activities such as fighting, mainly within their own territorial gangs (Antony 
2004). The very recent gang related activities, for example, the Tooting Tamil gang 
battle with Croydon's Jaffna Boys, has been authenticated via local media (Miller 
2011). These different Tamil gangs draw attention to different identity patterns in 
terms of caste, class, and regional aspects as represented in Sri Lanka that have led 
to polarisation in the community.
Interestingly, it is relevant to note how non-Tamil media portray Tamil gang culture. 
For example, a Bollywood style urban summer film called Tooting Broadway’^^  
exposes Tamil gangs in South London, specifically focusing on multi-cultural, semi- 
urban locations where large ethnic minority communities such as Indians, Pakistanis,
Expecting to  be released th e  Bollywood style film  called 'Tooting Broadway' end o f this year (2011). Available  
a t:h ttp ://w w w .too ting broad w ayfilm .co m /w w w .too tin gbroadw ayfilm .co m /H o m e.h tm l (Accessed 5 July 2011).
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Tamils, Jamaicans and Africans are concentrated. This film develops an awareness 
of the lives of young migrant Tamils in the UK. Concerning further issues beyond the 
gangs, there are social and political dimensions relating to inherent problems that 
people from foreign cultures may have to contend with when they are displaced by 
war. It is also important to look at how intercultural elements have an impact with 
minority gangs in South London. These local Tamil gangs have sometimes become 
violent towards other London gangs who have different ethnicities. Mayuran who is 
an ex-gang Tamil youth points out his past experiences:
Yeah I had a little connection with them then I stopped because of my 
parents. Yeah I have a Tamil friend we work to gather in BP, but I know he 
has some kind of involvement in gang activities emm he shared lot of things 
like personal and family backgrounds with me [...] he never listen to me [...] 
recently came to this country emm I cannot tell everything but I think I know in 
Croydon Tamil gangs fought with the Afghanistan gangs and Jamaican. 
Tamils stick to themselves. Jaffna^® boys, in Croydon [...] Tooting Boys, East 
End boys, I think [...] Jaffna boys is Croydon, the Croydon boys call 
themselves that. I think they often got into a fight with Tooting boys. (Mayuran, 
Male, 25)
Ethnically differentiated gangs may have their own cultural differences (e.g. Hindu 
and Muslim) and although ethnicity is a crucial element in the formation of the gangs 
(e.g. Tamil, Afghanistan, Bengali gangs) it is mostly perceived that delinquent Tamil 
youth form gangs on the basis of their localities (Croydon and Tooting) or perhaps 
based on territorial/regional aspects back in Sri Lanka such as ‘Jaffna boys’; these 
internal differences and divisions may lead to conflict or gang fights between 
different Tamil gangs. Interestingly, some specific Tamil gangs have named 
themselves after the city or area of their parents’ origin in Sri Lanka. This represents 
a sense of ‘regionalism’ with their homeland, connecting young Tamils gangs in 
London and drawing attention to their broader Tamil-Sri Lankan identity. These 
regional aspects reinforce the sectarian differences (e.g. caste, religion) that fuse 
with territorial aspects here in London. Further discussion considers why such Tamils 
gangs are in conflict with each other. Many respondents perceived that there are 
influential internal differences of the Tamil diaspora such as caste (upper/lower);
Jaffna is a city in th e  N orthern Province in Sri Lanka w here m any Tam il parents cam e to  foreign countries.
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class (middle/working); education (high/low) and regionalism that can determine the 
level of their gang involvement and the formation of different gangs. A social gap is 
seen between members of Tamil gangs and non-gang members. Except for a few, 
most respondents in this study are non-gang members who originate from either 
professional middle class family backgrounds or are working class in terms of their 
socio-economic backgrounds in the UK. Ravirajah deploys class to differentiate 
himself and presumably his social networks from other Tamils. He points out:
Tamil gangs have their very nature. They seem to be a bit more violent. But 
this is the funny thing with the Tamil people and, what’s unfortunate; the 
media can sometimes pick up Tamil gangs and all this kind of thing. It’s a 
small proportion. The vast majority of Tamils are the high flyers, high 
academic achievers, the people doing the best in their class backgrounds [...] 
That is what the [...] a number of doctors that have been given to this country 
by Tamils and who are in good positions and contributing in all levels. 
Literature, teaching, whatever it may be there are Tamils contributing in a very 
positive manner. However, there is a small minority who’ve got into this 
because, like I said, unfortunate circumstances, their family backgrounds and, 
ah, if you don’t have parents and their guidance [...] war impacts, sometimes 
these things happen. It’s very difficult for them to actually start here because 
of the language and other issues, like they weren’t brought up here. 
(Ravirajah, Male, 25)
Most members of the Tamil diaspora are law abiding and very concerned about their 
children, but there appeared to be an alleged issue of Tamil gang culture (BBC 
News, 26 February 2007). Many respondents stated that members of the gangs 
either were refugees (young Tamil migrants) or the offspring of refugees (later 
arrivals) the majority of whom came to this country from lower caste or working class 
backgrounds. They migrated to the UK to improve their quality of life, but mainly to 
escape the prevailing ethnic conflict. Like Ravirajah, many of my interviewees 
mentioned that issues relating to disorganised family backgrounds and the 
implications of war have caused young people to join delinquent gangs. Members of 
these gangs, who originate from the same areas in Sri Lanka, highlight the fact that 
they maintain their regionally based Tamil identity (e.g. Jaffna) in the UK.
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6.2.4.1 Working class and ‘gang’ identities
The construction of working class Tamil youth’s identity is also important in this 
multiethnic environment, because it can embrace some of the elements of Tamil 
gang culture. Most of my respondents in this study either belong to the middle class 
or have aspirations associated with middle class (see Chapter 4 for more details) 
and had the same motivation towards career development as their middle class 
professional parents’ that has influenced their educational progress. However, 
working class Tamil youth mostly seem to derive from deprived, semi-urban 
locations (see previous sections) where they have been brought up in terms of their 
state school education, and whose Tamil parents were later migrants or political 
asylum seekers with the limited educational opportunities. This family environment 
created poor conditions compared with middle class youth. Other ethnic minorities 
from urban, multiethnic surroundings and with similar socio-economic backgrounds 
have influenced working class Tamil youth, creating a complexity of hybridised 
working class youth inter-cultural elements with a fluid nature of identities. Myruan’s 
experience (above) is relevant. On one hand, some working class youth seemed to 
have been involved in gang related activities, while on the other, recent political 
events in Sri Lanka have had a great impact on them, raising awareness of Tamil 
politics and ethnic identity. Such Tamil youth has been motivated towards 
involvement in various levels of political activity -  demonstrations, boycotts - and 
have created networks through Tamil political organisations -  TYO, BTF and local 
community centres (see Chapter 8).
Working class youth appear to be less educated compared with middle class young 
Tamils, but this cannot be applied to all working class Tamil youth (see exceptions 
discussed in Chapter 5). They develop intra- and inter-Tamil friendship patterns with 
those from similar social backgrounds and some may have a connection with various 
gang members either from the Tamil community or from other ethnic minorities -  
Afro-Caribbean, Black or Pakistanis. They go clubbing, drink regularly with their peer 
groups and develop female friendships/girlfriends within and outside the community. 
Murugathas’s social and cultural experience has been a typical example the way 
working class Tamils positively engage with British mainstream culture and lifestyles.
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other examples indicate the extent to which working class youth are involved in 
sport activities -  the youth football club called South London Blues (see Chapter 4), 
and play with other sport clubs. A hybridised working class British-Tamil identity 
emerged from these social and cultural activities and complexities of identity and 
fluidity could be developed. For instance, the style of English dialect spoken, the 
dress style and music interests could be connected with other ethnic groups such as 
Afro-Caribbeans, Blacks and South Asians. A new form of youth ethnicity and 
working class cultural identity has developed cultural hybridity with other ethnic 
minorities.
To summarise the key findings of the first section of this analysis. First, most young 
people have had some kind of connection with the Tamil community and this has 
facilitated intra-friendships and the development of Tamil networks through a wide 
range of organisations, particularly at different levels of diasporic Tamil organisations 
including transnational national and local. Next to my knowledge in terms of present 
and previous studies, most members of Tamil gangs tend to be young Tamil 
immigrants, although gang culture seems not to have been a major influence on 
British-born Tamil youth. Finally, family background, religious attachment and 
transnational connections are vital factors in determining young Tamils’ traditional 
arts performances and their development of cultural networks locally and 
transnationally. The second part of the discussion examines how non-Tamil friends 
influence Tamil youth and what causal factors motivate young people to be involved 
with them and how it affects their lifestyles.
6.3 Friendships with non-Tamils
The second part of the analysis broadly highlights the diversity of non-Tamil 
friendships. Various friendship patterns, involving White British, non-White ethnic 
minorities, and non-Tamil Sri Lankan ethnicities are considered in this context. 
Influencing elements here include locality, multi-ethnic neighbourhoods, urban youth
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intercultural^® aspects and social networking sites (e.g. Facebook). This section 
discusses three interrelated aspects. First, the extent to which young Tamils develop 
friendships with non-Tamils through their localities such as schools, universities, 
working places and through social networks. Then, how non-Tamil friends from 
different ethnicities influence Tamil youth. Finally, issues relating to other 
mainstream Western lifestyles such as premarital relationships, popular media, 
clubbing, and sports and leisure which may have an impact on young Tamils’ 
development of friendships, sets of connections and networks with various ethnicities 
and minorities are considered.
6.3.1 Friendships with White British and other White ethnicities
A number of British young Tamils talked about friendships with a mixture of people 
from White British and other White ethnicities. Various elements, including local 
community, religion, family background, school and university seemed to be related 
to the type of friendships young people were making. Socio-cultural and economic 
surroundings provide some with opportunities to develop friendships with White 
British young people through various professional and educational institutions that 
include private schools, universities, banks and business firms. Many in this group 
derive from middle class socio-economic backgrounds because of wider networks 
and the circumstances of their upbringing that has roots with their educated parents. 
Ravirajah and Rajani, who come from professional family backgrounds, point out:
I have a lot of friends/acquaintances who are of English White background. I 
used to get on very well with everyone at school and at university who are of 
all different ethnicities. Um, I have a lot of friends from my days at Tiffin who 
are of White British background and meet them and play with them football. I 
also have female friends from LSE. They’re all English backgrounds. My 
closest friends all work in banks and accountancy firms and they work in 
London But my other friends are actually sort of Gujarati-orientated, um, 
different parts of India [...] (Ravirajah, Male,25)
19
I use th e concept 'youth in ter-cu lture' which is derived from  the w ork of Ben Gidley (2007:151 ) on m inority youth in 
South London. I have fu rth er extended the  developm ent of such concept into this current study.
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Um, one of my friends is called Hannah. She’s half-German and half-Irish. 
Um, she’s amazing, because I think that there are a lot of similarities to her 
because her mum’s side of the family is Catholic Irish, and then my side is 
Catholic Tamil, and they are both very like in Catholicism. Then another friend 
is Lucy. She’s a bit Italian, a bit French. But she calls herself British. Um, 
she’s a very good friend of mine as well. So those two both go to my school, 
then probably my best friend is a guy called Will, who goes to my brother 
school and I met him at a party and since then we’ve just got on amazingly 
[...] another friend of mine is another guy called Oliver. (Rajani, Female, 18)
The majority of UK young Tamils in this study generally made friendships with non- 
Tamils. Many middle class Tamil youth are more orientated towards developing 
connections and making friendships with people from White British and European 
White ethnic backgrounds (e.g. German, Irish, and French). Interestingly, the type of 
school young people study at is determined by their Tamil parents’ socio-economic 
background. Many parents from middle class professional backgrounds manage to 
pay for their children to study at London private schools. This provides the 
opportunity for a significant number of middle class Tamil youths to make friendships 
with White British young people. Another influential factor that can determine the 
type of non-Tamil friends young Tamils select is the religious background. Some 
Tamil youth who hail from Christian family backgrounds tend to have more 
opportunity to make friendships with other young White Europeans. For instance, 
some young Tamils from Catholic backgrounds establish friendships/networks either 
attending Catholic schools or because of the networking of their religious parents 
themselves through church attendance.
It is relevant to discuss the extent to which the nature of local schools and residential 
areas can determine young Tamils’ level of friendships and networks. A section of 
Middle class Tamil youth is more likely to live in a White dominated residential area, 
which enables them to study at popular schools and provides opportunities to make 
peer relationships with local non-Tamils who predominantly hail from White British 
backgrounds. These circumstances develop further networks through sports 
activities that are maintained by their association with local friends. In spite of the 
fact that many were involved in Tamil societies, Tamil university students also spoke 
of the role of the university in making non-Tamil friends of various ethnicities.
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6.3.1.1 Friendships through White British cultural activities
This section will look at the extent to which Western social and cultural networks 
have an effect on British young Tamils. Premarital relationships and popular Western 
night life may have an influence on young Tamils, while socio-cultural arrangements 
and networks both local and national (e.g. being a member of popular clubs) 
encourages young people to join the wider British culture. However, there is 
discussion reflecting how Tamil parents view British cultural life and their reaction to 
these elements. Young people may face Tamil parental control; particularly, a 
significant number of Tamil parents tend to be reluctant about Western night life 
because of their Sri Lankan Tamil cultural background. Tamil parents may 
encourage young people to enjoy various types of leisure activities that include going 
out with friends, parties and holiday-making and also to connect them with wider 
global networks.
Middle class professional^® Tamil parents, however, seemed to have a tendency to 
be flexible with their children compared with working class parents, many of whom 
were refugees, because of their established connection and wide range of networks 
with middle class British communities. These Tamil parents, whose families often 
were earlier migrants, have had enough time and space to adopt to elements of 
British cultural life and tend to allow their youth to enjoy nights out with friends. It is 
also important to note that a number of working class youth in this study also 
engaged in clubbing and other Western lifestyles. The following girls, whose parents 
are from middle class backgrounds, describe their parents’ views:
I go to one place every Saturday called Black Sheep and I do break dancing. 
That’s where we usually go and all my friends come. My group of friends, like 
I have White female friends [...] I met them in that club they dance, so we’re 
dancers, but my boyfriend who is White British, he does martial arts, so he 
doesn’t come out, so it’s only me and my sister [...]. (Jacintha, Female, 24)
During our recent fam ily gathering I ta lked inform ally to  my w ife's great Uncle and Aunty w ho cam e to  UK in early  
1962. They both professionally w orked in the  NHS fo r several years as GP and consultants and are now retired living in 
North London, a village called Cockfosters. They shared th e ir experiences and lifestyles in th e  early years in th e  UK. 
U nfortunate ly  they haven't got any children but m any o f th e ir friends w ho cam e to  UK in a similar professional background  
had th e ir children and grandchildren in the  UK. Some o f them  had already children before coming to  UK.
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My parents don’t have problem with me going out or night clubs, because they 
trust me [...] now we are going to responsible when we are going out and we 
drink but we know our limit. I used to go to night clubs when I was at the 
Bournemouth University um I have a number of White female friends from 
local and international backgrounds. With some of them I still maintain good 
friendships but we work at different law firms. (Meena, Female, 24)
Some young Tamils enjoy British cultural life as a result of their Tamil parents’ 
understanding of their children’s youthful desires, whereas parents from working 
class backgrounds, for example in Murugathas’s case (see below ‘Asian clubs’), 
were more strict about night life, particularly for their daughters. Western-orientated 
Tamil family environments encourage some young Tamils to integrate with British 
cultural life, leading to the development of non-Tamil friendships through wider social 
networks and these broader Western attitudes may reflect a transformation of Tamil 
culture in respect of Westernisation among some British young Tamils. However, in 
most cases, a hybridised cultural identity seems to have emerged, for instance, 
when they attend a traditional Hindu wedding ceremony they might follow customs 
such as wearing traditional clothes (see: ‘Tamil community centre’). It would be 
interesting to develop further the conceptualisation of hybridity in respect of Hall 
(1990), where different parts of identity in separate spheres may fit together into a 
coherent whole as a broader Tamil identity.
National football clubs are popular among young people. A significant number of 
young boys in this study are fans of football clubs. Among them, many are interested 
in London-based national football clubs (e.g. Arsenal and Chelsea) and a few are 
enthusiastic for other football clubs outside London (e.g. Liverpool and Manchester 
United). Localisation is an influential element in football that integrates young people 
into a common identity of young ‘Londoners’. Ragulan, who is a South Londoner, 
describes his experiences of football culture:
I like Arsenal mainly because my friends support Arsenal so, I mean, it’s a 
London team, and we live in London and so majority of my friends like one 
White guy in the office and my university friends White and African support 
Arsenal so I’ve just, they’re the ones that got me interested into football. I
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usually go on the Arsenal website or Sky Sports. I play football with my 
friends. Um, I enjoy watching football. (Ragulan, Male, 25)
Popular media influence young Tamil Londoners to become involved in sports. 
These media -  websites, popular TV channels, and newspapers -  develop an 
awareness of the sports activities of young people and provide young Tamils with an 
opportunity to watch live tournaments and league matches. Non-Tamil friendships 
significantly have an effect on young people in respect of playing football. Close 
friends encourage each other to play sports locally and they cheer one another 
playing live matches, and can even influence the way some young Tamils support 
sports clubs.
The next discussion will look at how Tamil youth develop friendships with non-White 
ethnic minorities and the ways in which non-Tamil friends have an impact on young 
Tamils, the causal factors that motivate young people to be involved with them and 
how it affects their lifestyles.
6.3.2 Friendships with non-White ethnic minorities
A significant number of Tamil youth tend to make friendships with young people from 
non-White ethnic backgrounds and from different ethnic minorities in the UK. Gidley 
(2007:151) considers how young urban inhabitants develop a powerful attachment 
and connection to their neighbourhood localities; extending Gidley’s arguments will 
allow this study the opportunity to understand patterns of the localisation of 
friendships. Elements, such as types of residential area and urban multicultural 
surroundings (e.g. schools, universities and workplaces), are influential factors that 
can determine the kinds of non-Tamil friendships young Tamils establish in their 
localities. A typical example is Rajani’s (see above section) family who live in a White 
dominated area located in South West London, while Jacintha’s parents reside in an 
ethnic minority urban location in South London. Interestingly, different friendship 
patterns can be identified between them. Rajani is more orientated towards 
developing friends with those from White ethnic backgrounds, while Jancintha makes
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wide-ranging friendships with non-White ethnic minorities. Middle class children 
(similar to Rajani and Jacintha) develop a wider spectrum of friendships through 
social networks, and therefore the demography of their location is a powerful 
element that can determine the type of non-Tamil friendships that are established. 
The following Tamil youth, who live in urban locations populated by non-White ethnic 
minorities, comment on their friendship experiences through different levels of 
exposure in a multicultural workplace as well as with student environments. For 
example, Jacintha describes friendship patterns derived from school and the area in 
which she grew up, while Jeevasuthan illustrates a pattern of friendships and 
networks from university, which is quite different:
I have a lot of friends because of my age group, like in school. I was the only 
Asian and everyone else [...] if there was another ethnic minority, it was black. 
So, it really [...] when you go to [...] when you see children now, they have a 
lot of Tamil friends, but I never had the chance to become friends with a Tamil 
person who wasn’t my family. And I’ve always mixed with other ethnic 
minorities. My friends are, like, Philippines, I have Bengali friends. At work in 
the Home Office I have many Indian, Pakistanis, African and Jamaican black 
friends usually, like, men. It’s never really been that tight with other Tamil 
people. (Jacintha, Female, 24)
I went to school in Tooting and I live in that area; many friends are around in 
this area. I'm now in central London at LSE, so I've got friends from um [...] 
like from China, I got two African friends and few White, but most of them are 
Indians, Pakistani friends. Um, that is most of my mates are Asians, like 
Indians but I guess everyone in my class is mixed anyway so I talk to 
everyone in my class. I got number of Tamils as well. (Jeevasuthan, Male, 20)
Many young Tamils in this study had friendships with non-Tamils with roots in non- 
White ethnic backgrounds, mostly from ethnic minorities such as Asian/South Asian, 
African and Jamaican. In respect of social differences, middle class youth compared 
with working class, have had more opportunities, including the circumstances of their 
upbringing, the social networks of their parents and the demographic of their 
location, to develop wider peer relationships with different ethnicities such as Indian, 
Pakistanis Bengali, Philippines, Chinese and African. Gender difference is another 
factor; a few Tamil girls have non-White minority friendships with men rather than 
women from African ethnicity. Multiethnic working environments (e.g. Home Office, 
BT Company, hospitals, banks and state schools) in urban locations allow many
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Tamil youth to establish a range of friendships with various ethnicities and ethnic 
minorities and these elements give young people their patterns of interaction with 
hybridised forms of identity and youth ethnicity.
Intercultural elements and lifestyles such as music, dance, accent of language, style 
of dress, food and other social entertainments seemed to have made an impact upon 
Tamil youth through their association with non-White ethnic minorities or non-Tamil 
Asian minorities. Local places, shopping centres, parks, cinemas and restaurants are 
where many young people from both middle and working class backgrounds enjoy 
going out with their school and local friends from non-White ethnic backgrounds (e.g. 
Asian, African and South Asian). This allows them to develop their minority youth 
intercultural aspects. A group of friends from mixture of working (Gaythiri) and middle 
class (Saranya and Nilanthi) backgrounds point out their intercultural experiences:
Outside school I go out mainly with non-Tamil friends. Um, yes, loads of 
influence with them. Yes, I go out with them. I like going Croydon up to 
London. Um, there’s like, a shopping area in. Hanging out in the park and, 
there’s Valley Park, around there. (Gaythiri, Female, 17)
My Ghanian friends’ way they talk like, they are from the more deprived areas 
like Mitcham and Brixton, so the way their English spoken, so I have picked 
up on that as well. I am musically influenced by my friends, and the way we 
dress is quite similar, like not too revealing because they are Muslim. So 
when you are around them, you feel that you have to cover up as well. 
Sometimes on a Friday, because they eat meat all the time, and because I'm 
Hindu I'm not meant to eat meat on a Friday. But just eat it, and so I picked up 
a bit. (Saranya, Female, 17)
One of my friends is an amazing dancer. She’s made me interested in 
dancing. She’s British-African mixed. Some of the, like the Gujarathi people, 
they have like [...] they give [...] influenced me on films, Bollywood. My black 
friends tell me this, like, that kind of music is good. So I’ve got a range. 
(Nilanthi, Female, 17)
Overall, among the respondents in this study, friendships patterns were more 
orientated towards non-White ethnic backgrounds and more specifically non-Tamil 
Asian backgrounds than to White British/White ethnic backgrounds. Various cultural
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elements of non-Tamil Asian minorities, with respect to traditional religious aspects, 
(e.g. Muslim/Hindu) have had an impact upon a number of young Tamils’ lifestyles. 
In respect of Giordano’s, Cernkovich’s, & Pugh’s research (1986:1178), peer 
influence may have a huge impact on youth friendships and peer relationships in 
these ways. First, there is a connection between friendship networks and the location 
or area where the friends or peers originate from. This applies to young Tamils’ 
friendship networks whether they come from deprived or affluent areas (see: ‘White 
British friendships’), creating different intercultural experiences through various 
cultural expressions. For example, some young Tamils like Sa raya n a seem to have 
adopted some slang or the hybrid language style of their African friends who 
originate from more deprived areas in London. Another intercultural connection 
considers the ways in which Tamil youth develop types of friendship patterns that 
can significantly determine their music orientations (see: ‘African style hip-hop’).
6.3.2.1 Friendships and Social networking: Asian clubs and sports
Popular social networking sites seem to have had a great impact upon many Tamil 
youth who use a wide spectrum of networking sites such as Facebook, YouTube 
Yahoo, MSN, Google etc. In respect of Boyd’s and Henry’s (2006) perspective, 
young people are engaged with social networking sites to develop an awareness and 
understanding of a broader youth culture and to give them space to spend time with 
friends and peers. Such media networks provide them with opportunities to share 
their cultural artefacts, for example connecting with funny Websites or perhaps 
commenting on their friends’ photos or exchanging views on TV shows. This 
discussion considers what types of social networking sites young Tamils are 
orientated towards and the ways in which they develop friendships from them 
through various cultural experiences. The use of social networking sites offers many 
Tamil youth the opportunity of building friendships, developing new relationships, 
helping their education, sharing of information, and the maintenance of youth culture. 
Amalathas and Meena describe their experiences:
I have Facebook and email account, because it’s a social thing to catch up 
with your friends. I use MSN, um, keep in touch with my school friends [...] 
mixture of Indian, African, Japanese and Chinese friends yeah some are
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White backgrounds, but also it’s good for sending course work information. If 
I’m stuck on a question paper so I might email my teacher and ask them 
about how I do this question [...] I would say that it is quite useful, because 
I’ve made a lot of friends even Tamils through. (Amalathas, Male, 18)
I use Facebook quite regularly. Specially to having just finished the university, 
obviously just a good way of keep in touch with my friends and we can share 
the photos, so I use MSN [...] emails[...] I email my friends at work every day 
[...] we email each other [...] that’s very frequent use [...] (Meena,Female,24)
Many young Tamils have a desire for a space to associate with their peers and their 
old and new friends and they use Facebook and emails to maintain their youth 
culture with friends. These media networks and emails in particular provide them 
with an opportunity to develop their knowledge. The role of Facebook can reinforce 
existing friendships and encourage new friendships, providing a useful channel for 
Tamil youth to exchange information and build up their culture. Many respondents 
used Facebook and MSN as a medium to share social and cultural information with 
their peers in order to reinforce their relationships and their cultural interests. 
YouTube, for example, can easily be an accessed to listen to favourite songs which 
gives many youngsters an understanding of positive media experiences (see ‘Media 
and popular culture’).
Popular Asian night clubs had more of an influence on more boys than girls in this 
study. This interest in Asian night clubs draws attention to a wider Asian identity 
among the boys. Many South Asian parents treat their children differently in terms of 
gender difference when imposing their parental control; Tamil parents are likely to be 
more strict with their daughters than their sons. Murugathas, from a working class 
background, reflects upon his parents’ stance that differs from that of some middle 
class parents’ (see earlier section) attitudes in respect of nightlife:
I go to the Asian clubs in London, um. It’s just to socialise with people. It’s for 
fun as well, to get all your stress out, especially when you study or work. Also, 
meet new people. I’ve got two sisters, um; my parents wouldn’t like them to go 
to nightclubs. But, I go obviously; I’ve never told my parents that I went to the 
club. Whenever they ask me, I just say that I went to a friend’s party. 
(Murugathas, Male, 24)
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Many conventional Tamil parents control daughters because of their Tamil cultural 
values, and they continue to keep up Tamil identity and customs. Many girls are 
particularly restricted by their parents with the intention of avoiding certain Western 
cultural lifestyles (e.g. nights out/sleepovers). Tamil parents believe that this type of 
control over girls maintains their family statutes, and helps parents to settle their 
daughters in an arranged type of marriage, for example in the case of Meena’s 
parents which is representative of many parents in this study (see Chapter 5). Some 
boys keep their social lifestyles secret from their conventional Tamil parents. Clubs 
helps to create new friendships and many Tamil boys develop their networks by 
making new male and female friendships through Asian and other local clubbing.
Many sport-loving youth take part in a wide range of sporting activities such as table 
tennis, kick boxing, swimming, athletics etc (see: previous section on cricket and 
football). Local sport clubs allow young people to take part in sports in their localities 
and offer the opportunity to make peer relationships through various networks. 
These local clubs play an important role in connecting young people from various 
ethnic backgrounds such as non-Tamil Asians (North-lndians) and White British. 
Arulan explain his enthusiasm for sports:
I like playing every sport, like most sports. Until the age of about 18, I played 
for my school and then I played for my club. Sheen Cricket Club and its called 
Hawley, Belmont. That’s where I play, um [...] a mixture of backgrounds. I am 
the only Tamil in the team, but we have lot of Patel’s and Pakistanis in our 
team. We have quite a few English people in our team. [...] so, my friends ask 
me to play football in that area. (Arulan, Male, 20)
This indicates an emerging urban youth intercultural aspect that has been observed 
in sports through local clubs. Another important fact is that sports help to make 
friendships and consequently the possibility of peer relationships encourages some 
to take part in sporting activities (e.g. football and kick boxing). This study found that 
schools also maintain gender equality in sports, so that young females enjoy playing 
traditionally male dominated sports (e.g. football). A few young girls play hard sports 
but many Tamil parents discourage them from involvement in male dominated
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activities. This shows there is a tendency for cultural transformation among a section 
of sporting young Tamils in the Western context. Asian dominated sports are also 
popular among some young Tamils who establish networks through selected 
sporting activities such as martial arts and karate, and a broader Asian identity has 
emerged from such sports. Outstanding performances and their dedication to a 
particular sport has provided some Tamil youth with the opportunity to exhibit their 
talents locally and nationally.
6.3.3 Friendships with Sri Lankans: Sinhalese and Muslims
Cricket is popular with many young Tamils, who are orientated towards playing in 
their localities through schools, universities and local clubs. Some have popular 
international cricketers as their role models, and these tend to be Sri Lankan national 
players. This section considers how Tamil youth develop friendships with Sinhalese 
and Muslim youth through cricketing that connects young Sri Lankans either viewing 
cricket matches through the media or playing cricket locally. Interestingly, a few 
sports-loving young cricketers develop friendships with non-Tamil Sri Lankan 
ethnicities through networking with their local sports clubs and universities. 
Soosaipillai, who is young cricketer, describes his youthful experiences:
I play mostly cricket. In school we do have matches regularly. We meet other 
schools and have good match, but I also play for another Kingstonian Cricket 
Club. It’s a private club. I like Muralitharan, Jayasuriya, and Kumar 
Sangakkara. I support Sri Lankan cricket team a lot. When I was small, I was 
a big fan. Obviously I hate the government, but cricket and politics is different. 
I still support the players. I play cricket with my Sinhalese and Muslim friends 
in the school [...] um Club and sometimes we watch Sri Lankan matches [...] 
SKY TV yeah. (Soosaipillai, Male, 17)
Cricket integrates young Sri Lankans such as Tamils, Sinhalese and Muslims 
through friendships and networks beyond their ethnic divisions. It would be 
interesting to discuss further the extent to which a Tamil vs Singhalese division 
manifests itself in these British young peoples’ identities and friendship patterns. The 
Sri Lankan President’s Oxford speech in 2011 was a typical example -  arranged by
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the Singhalese Oxford society, it was cancelled due to a Tamil student anti-Sri 
Lankan government protest. Local networks develop an awareness of connection 
through local sports clubs, schools and Sri Lankan societies at some UK universities. 
Interestingly, post-colonial identity reflects on cricket and many youngsters in this 
study enjoy playing cricket. They have the benefit of following the popular players in 
order to learn skills of sportsmanship, and even though most of the Sri Lankan 
national cricketers hail from Sinhalese backgrounds, young Tamil cricketers enjoy 
watching the games through satellite media, connecting them to all cricket-loving Sri 
Lankan youth beyond their ethnicity. The Sri Lankan national cricket team combines 
young Sri Lankans under a common Sri Lankan national identity, although they are 
from two ethnically differentiated communities (Sinhalese and Tamils). Further 
discussion will relate to cricket and Tamil politics (‘cricket boycott') and the way in 
which mainstream Western media portrayed the recent activities of Sri Lankan 
cricket politics, and young Tamils’ reactions on the global stage, which is relevant in 
this context (see Chapter 8: section ‘cricket and politics’).
6.4 Conclusion
In conclusion, this chapter has identified two major elements in the development of 
friendship patterns and interpersonal networks. These two elements have 
considered Tamil friendships and non-Tamil friendships with young people from 
various ethnic backgrounds. The major question is to what extent Tamil youth make 
friendships patterns, and how mainstream Western and diasporic institutions 
facilitate young Tamils to develop a different range of networks. Another level of 
implication of this chapter concentrates on three trends, with various interrelated 
broader elements that are reciprocally connected. First, the way media usage helped 
young people to make different levels of friendships; therefore, such peer 
relationships develop an awareness of encouraging different interest or habits in 
media usage among Tamil youth. Second, issues relating to the extent to which 
young Tamils’ identity was transformed is discussed, depending upon their 
contextual situations or the degree to which identity is orientated towards hybridised 
or creolised forms. Some parents, for instance, celebrate Hindu traditional Tamil
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weddings with the family, while allowing their children the freedom to lead their own 
social lives outside the home. Third, further discussion examined how various social 
and cultural activities in respect of media and friendships connect to other elements 
such as Tamil politics and traditional aspects. Cricket, for example, integrates Tamil 
youth with other Sri Lankan ethnicities. While cricket is mixed up with politics, 
interestingly this has led to the escalation of ethnic polarisation among young Sri 
Lankans in the UK through exposure to various political activities such as the recent 
Tamil youth’s cricket Boycott’. Therefore, such political activities seem to have had a 
huge impact upon the friendships between young Tamils and Sinhalese youth.
The majority of Tamils are generally orientated towards non-Tamil friendships. Most 
of their non-Tamil friendships have roots in non-White ethnic minority backgrounds 
such as Asian, African and Jamaican and a considerable number are particularly 
orientated towards non-Tamil Asian backgrounds including North-lndians, 
Pakistanis, Bengalis, Chinese, and Philippines. There are powerful elements, such 
as types of schools (e.g. private/grammar/state), religion (e.g. 
Hindus/Christian/Catholic), multicultural urban locations, university or workplaces 
composed of multiethnic backgrounds that can have an influence on the kinds of 
non-Tamil friendships they establish. Although in some cases the impact is negative, 
young non-Tamils mostly have a positive effect on Tamil youth in respect of music 
style, food, language style. For instance, many young Tamils are interested in British 
cultural life such as nights out, living together or forming romantic relationships. The 
issue of premarital relationships is sensitive, and many young Tamils keep their 
relationships hidden while others, from middle class backgrounds, adopt these 
Western lifestyles with the support of their parents. Nights out, mostly at Asian and 
local clubs, are very popular mainly among boys, although some girls came into this 
category also.
In terms of Tamil friendships, most young people make some kind of Tamil friendship 
in their own community, developing friendships and networks through various social 
and community based Tamil institutions, including student societies, Tamil sports 
associations and traditional-cultural institutions such as Tamil schools and Hindu
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temples. Consistent with Georgiou’s paradigm on diasporic media, this study 
concentrates on extending the diasporic media model to diasporic Tamil institutions 
in London, but with some overlap. Family background and internal differences (e.g. 
gender, religion and class and caste) are the vital factors that can determine young 
Tamils’ traditional arts performances along with their development of cultural 
networks. Transnational connection, through various levels of activity such as family 
visits across the Tamil diaspora and homeland, playing sports, using Tamil media, 
and rehabilitation work for the vulnerable in the homeland, have developed links for 
Tamil youth with the transnational community. A small number of British young 
Tamils are involved in Tamil gang culture and a few develop friendships by 
associating peer relationships, but the majority are non-gang members. Such Tamil 
gang influence was due to their concentration in Tamil neighbourhoods based in 
urban multi-ethnic locations of South London and members of these gangs seem to 
be recent young Tamil migrants to the UK. Tamil gangs can be territorially or 
regionally based involving only a small number of young Tamils, but it is a pretty 
serious phenomenon.
Beyond these distinctions, there is an emerging continuum of mixing and matching a 
complex style of friendships and networks patterns. Many more young Tamils boys 
than girls participate in a range of internationally popular sports, and some express 
their national Sri Lankan identity through cricket, while many establish their local 
identity as Londoners through national football and cricket clubs. This continuum 
combines both trends of young Tamils involved in leisure and clubbing activities. 
Participating in various leisure activities, for example, taking holidays during school 
or university vacations, is popular among both middle and working class Tamil youth, 
similar to the wider British youth culture.
To conclude, there are two important themes that emerge in the context of the 
development of friendship patterns and interpersonal networks. On one hand Tamil 
youth are largely influenced by non-Tamil friendships. These friendships have a 
significant impact upon their hybridised cultural identity and youth ethnicity, tending
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to prompt Tamil youth towards mainstream Western cultural lifestyles. On the other 
hand, broadly, most Tamil youth make some kind of Tamil friendships and networks 
through diasporic Tamil institutions to maintain their traditional Tamil identity and 
create a connection with their Tamil parents’ culture in terms of Tamil heritage 
including Hindu religion, caste, customs and traditional performances. The following 
chapter, focusing on the media, will look at connections with the friendship patterns 
and the ways in which those who make most use of Tamil specialist media also have 
the greatest number of Tamil friendships.
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
Use of Media and Popular Culture by Young Tamils
7.1 Introduction
This analysis explores young people's experience and understanding of media 
usage and the way in which they define the popular culture surrounding them. Media 
play a significant part in the everyday life of young Tamils. Young people have a 
wide spectrum of preferences in media and popular culture, including satellite 
television, popular music, films (Hollywood and Bollywood), newspapers and 
magazines. Online media, including transnational websites featuring religious, 
political, youth and community resources are also significant. This chapter 
concentrates on various youth intercultural elements in the multiethnic context and 
develops the connection between media interests and different aspects of youth 
identity and ethnicity.
It is particularly important to explore and understand the reasons for young people’s 
specific desire to use media and popular culture, and to consider why the media are 
so important for young Tamils. Various elements of popular Western media culture 
attract many young people to embrace such media usage. For example, British 
young Tamils are more likely to be consumers of hip-hop and English pop music 
than Tamil cinema music. However, the use of Tamil specialist media may also 
influence young Tamils and some will listen to classical carnartic music or watch 
Tamil movies or Tamil religious episodes with their parents. More generally however, 
young people have a range of preferences, often mixing and matching media from 
both Western and Eastern traditions.
This analysis aims particularly to examine two key issues based upon the 
distinctions of media usage. First, the analysis sheds light on the thematic issues 
reflecting upon Tamil specialist media. Various Tamil media are considered, such as 
South Indian Tamil, traditional Tamil music, a hybrid form of musical and cultural
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expression, and diasporic Tamil media. The levels of Tamil youth’s media usage can 
be identified as local, national, and transnational. This section particularly considers 
the use of Tamil specialist media and interests by examining the relationship 
between Tamil parents and their offspring. Second, in terms of the influence of non- 
Tamil media on young Tamils, this section concentrates on how young Tamils’ media 
taste appears to be similar to that of young non-Tamils in the use of various non- 
Tamil media, including popular mainstream Western media and more specialist 
ethnic minority and South Asian media forms.
Influential factors may involve speaking the Tamil language, friendship patterns, 
parents’ and grandparents’ influence, transnational connections, and multi-ethnic 
environments, while other relevant determinant factors may include types of schools 
or universities, membership of different Tamil organisations and the development of 
networks that facilitate connections with young Tamils’ level of interest and 
motivation towards media and popular culture.
7.2 Tamil specialist media
This section considers the usage of Tamil specialist media by young Tamils. 
Although most respondents’ orientation was directed away from Tamil specialist 
media, most made some use of such media and a small minority were heavy users 
of various kinds of Tamil specialist media. Four levels of analysis are relevant in this 
context. First, the extent to which young people are interested in different types of 
South Indian Tamil media such as Tamil serials, films, music and comedies and I 
discuss particularly in this context the types of South Indian Tamil media that young 
people are most engaged with. Second, the ways in which traditional Tamil music 
influences young people and the ways they experience and understand it is 
discussed. Third, how Tamil youth’s musical habits are orientated towards the 
development of hybrid forms of musical and cultural expressions which combine 
elements of Tamil culture with other intercultural music influences. Lastly, I explore 
the ways in which diasporic specialist Tamil media including Tamil websites, Tamil 
radio, Tamil satellite television programmes and local newspapers have an impact
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upon young Tamils’ everyday lives. The next section concentrates on young Tamils’ 
different experiences of using various Tamil specialist media.
7.2.1 South Indian Tamil media: Tamil serials and films
This section explores issues relating to how specific kinds of South Indian Tamil 
media are important, the extent to which young Tamils follow Tamil serials, and how 
this connects to their broader cultural experiences. A significant majority of 
respondents had only limited interest in watching South Indian Tamil serials and this 
highlights the fact that these respondents are predominantly influenced by popular 
mainstream Western media such as movies, soaps, dramas, and hip-hop style music 
(see: ‘ethnic minority music’ for more details). Broadly speaking, non-Tamil media 
had a greater significance for young Tamils than Tamil media. Nevertheless, 
Krishanth and Jamuna describe how their limited interest in different Tamil serials 
(films and Tamil songs) offers them a common cultural experience connecting to 
Tamil culture, language and various other elements through South Indian specialist 
media. Notably, their tastes and way of using Tamil serials tends to be different from 
that of their parents:
I watch like ‘Metti olli’ [...] if we miss the TV programme my dad brings us 
series of DVDs from Ayngaran (Tamil media shop) in New Malden, emm [...] 
because it’s a way of learning Tamil culture, language, and various other 
things like family matters [...] But they watch the Sri Lankan news on the Tamil 
Channel a lot. (Krishanth, Male, 27)
Um, I watch only one serial called ‘Cheivi’ and yes watch this with my Mom. 
Some of the drama serials kind of same story line and annoy me sometimes 
and always argue with Mom because it’s just really not good for family life 
especially for children. (Jamuna, Female, 21)
South Indian specialist media such as Tamil serials (e.g. ‘Metti olli’ and ‘Cheivi’)^  are 
very popular among the Tamil diaspora. The clear impression from the research was
C h e Iv i'a n d 'M e tti O lli'a re  South Indian based Tam il serials aired on Sun TV.
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that Tamil parents are more interested in watching these Tamil serials than their 
children. Importantly, socio-historical and political connections between the Tamil 
diaspora and the South Indian Tamils are significant in the context of this study. In 
McDowell’s (1996:5) argument, (see Chapter 2) South India has been a prominent 
receiving country, and a significant route for Tamil migrants to enter other countries. 
The Tamil diaspora has always been connected with Southern India in relation to 
Tamil culture, marriage patterns, the Tamil language and Hindu religion. A typical 
example shows how the majority Hindu Tamil diaspora have established cultural 
bonds with Hindu religious activities in respect of pilgrimages to Indian temples and 
with other religious cults (Sri Satya Sai Baba-devotees: see Chapter 5 for more 
details). Such connections draw particular attention to the aspects of Tamil Hindu 
identity and Hinduism that develop the complex system of beliefs, values, and 
customs comprising the dominant religion between the two communities. Also, it is 
interesting to highlight the way Tamil values are portrayed through particular Tamil 
serials which have been criticised by some young peoples, as reflected by Jamuna 
(above).
In some cases Tamil television and film played an important role in relation to family 
bonding. Feelings of family attachment sometimes were strengthened by watching 
Tamil media together and in some situations, as in Krishanth’s family (see above 
quote), Tamil media allowed young Tamils to integrate with their parents. In most 
cases, Tamil TV had a significant impact on Tami youth and a limited impact in 
connecting Tamil parents with their children. A number of respondents had a similar 
orientation to Jacintha, who pointed out her experience and the significance of Tamil 
media for parents in terms of Tamil identity:
When it comes to Tamil programmes, I will not sit there for very long, due to 
the fact that it’s usually the same and films. I’ll watch films with them, but, as a 
family, like, when it comes to Tamil TV, we’re not really together. But I see the 
benefits of having the Tamil TV has bonded my parents as well, now I see 
them both watching it together and like two o’clock [...] they watch their Tamil 
film [...] they always watch the Sri Lankan news. (Jacintha, Female, 24)
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While young people often seemed to have an ambiguous relationship with Tamil 
specialist media, Tamil news, serials and cinema films played a vital role for many 
Tamil parents in maintaining their culture and Tamil ethnic identity. Tamil news 
channels, for example, would provide them with daily news in terms of the current 
socio-political situation in the homeland. Since the majority of Tamil parents had 
migrated from Sri Lanka, they were particularly concerned about the situation there, 
where many still had relatives and friends. This may help to explain why Tamil 
parents and grandparents use Tamil TV programmes more than their children. 
Jacintha’s parents are representative of most Tamil parents as they enjoy Tamil 
media for relaxation, frequently watching Tamil films and news programmes 
together. Such attachment through Tamil media develops an appropriate 
environment to bring the parents together.
It is relevant to examine the extent to which young Tamils use South Indian Tamil 
movies to view their own experiences of their identity in relation to their parents and 
friends. This study identified how different young people used Tamil films in this 
study. Many watched selected kinds of Tamil cinema, and such films have mostly 
been produced by South Indian artists. A few young people were more interested in 
traditionally-culture orientated films, while others watched selected Tamil films 
featuring their favourite film stars. The following Tamil youth suggested that Tamil 
cinema develops various identity patterns considering their different interests and 
tastes and the extent to which Tamil cinema culture has an impact on their everyday 
lives and traditional Tamil identity.
I watch a lot of Tamil films. I watch every single film that comes out. Recently I 
watched Kandasamy^ in the cinema. Sometimes I can’t watch a movie 
because the acting styles really annoy me. But I really enjoy watching Kamal 
Haasan and Rajinikanth, ah, Surya’s my favourite and Vijay. (Jamuna, 
Female, 21).
I watch Tamil movies, yeah [...] normal, traditional ones. Because they can 
act, most of the Tamil movies are about love and it’s just, like, what happens, I
 ^ Kandasamy is 2009 a Tam il language fea tu re  film  released on M ay, 2009 in South india.
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mean, in everyday life. My parents always watch traditional Tamil movies. 
(Murugathas, Male, 24)
A significant number of young Tamils in this study watch Tamil films selectively, but 
are less interested in watching Tamil TV programmes. They have a particular 
preference for the Tamil cinema stars’  ^ movies because of their popularity among 
the Southern Indian and Tamil diaspora. This highlights that ‘South Indian cinema 
culture’ in general influences some young Tamils and that the Tamil diaspora has the 
opportunity to access such specialist media within their localities. For example, they 
might purchase DVDs from Tamil media shops (‘Ayngaran in Colliers Wood and New 
Malden) or they may go to a Tamil cinema in South London (Wandsworth and 
Croydon). Nevertheless, some were critical of Tamil films because of their 
repetitiveness, in contrast with Hollywood films. In this diasporic context, young 
Tamils’ level of interest and taste and even the popularity of Tamil films can be 
varied. For instance, the majority of young Tamils’ interest is more orientated 
towards popular Hollywood movies because of their diversity. The difference 
between Bollywood and Tamil cinema films will be discussed in the later ‘popular 
mainstream Western media’ section.
The following young people reported how various elements, specifically parents’ 
interest and friend’s orientation towards Tamil cinema films, have had an impact 
upon young Tamils’ cultural identity.
I sit down with Amma (mother) and watch Indian Tamil films something that 
[...] normally, if she’s watching a Tamil movie. I’ll come and sit and watch it 
with her. (Sivashankar, Male, 24)
It’s good to watch Tamil films in Tamil cinema emm [...] in Croydon with my 
best Tamil friend. Yes, we watch latest Indian Tamil films and the one we 
watched ‘Sivajee’ [...] you know [...] during the last summer holidays. My 
friend is kind of Rajinikanth’s fan really [...] (Anjana, Female, 23)
 ^Vijay, Suria, Kamal Haasan and Rajinikanth are known to  be popular South Indian Tam il actors (stars).
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Young people have different experiences of understanding Tamil cinema. Traditional 
inheritance and Tamil identity can be transmitted through Tamil films and some 
young Tamils develop an understanding of everyday life through these films (love- 
orientated). Murugathas’ experiences are a typical example of how they can be 
inspired by parents or friends to watch traditional Tamil films that provide them with 
an insight into practical daily life. Various influential factors, such as described by 
Sivshankar and Anjana, can motivate children’s specialist media interest.
7.2.2 Traditional Tamil music
The empirical data show that young Tamils’ musical tastes vary. As in the case of 
media more generally. Western styles of music dominate young Tamils’ music 
experience. However, a minority of young Tamils like Tamil traditional music, and for 
these respondents their tastes tended to be very selective. The musical preferences 
of this minority differ as follows: (a) some are traditionally and culturally-music 
orientated such as caranati, devotional, and folk; while (b) another section is hybrid- 
colonial music orientated (baila music)" .^ The former is more orientated towards Tamil 
classical music combined with cultural and traditional, including Hindu religious, 
musical genres. The latter is connected to various elements of hybridised colonial 
music and mixed music styles of other ethnicities such as Portuguese, African and 
Sinhalese.
Some Tamil youth are considered traditionally and culturally-music orientated in this 
context. Factors such as family background and parents’ and grandparents’ 
attachment with respect to tradition, culture and Hinduism can influence their interest 
in Tamil traditional music. Connections to intercultural musical elements, in most 
cases, (e.g. Afro-Caribbean hip-hop style) are usually very important. Interestingly, 
however, Suresh and Ravi rajah remark on the way family Tamil music backgrounds 
and their parents’ religious involvements have impacted upon them and how Tamil 
identity can be maintained through such traditional music:
^  See details on 'Balia music' in th e  glossary ( page, xii)
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I listen to a bit of everything, mainly it's English, like, hip-hop music but I listen 
to a bit of everything [...] Cos I've got a musical background, in terms of, like, 
classic work, caranati vocal music kind of family background. I listen to a lot of 
Tamil songs, um, Tamil music. I’ve got a lot of Tamil music on the computer. 
(Suresh, Male, 19)
Music is a massive part of my life [...] from a young age. I learnt flute, violin[...] 
and learnt singing classical, it’s called Carnatic [...] music is my favourite 
which is South Indian classical music [...] I like Mozart, Beethoven [...] I love 
listening to bhajans which are religious songs, um, created primarily by saints 
and devotees. I like Tamil music that’s spiritually-focused and is kind of just 
love-focused. (Ravirajah, Male, 25)
Although most young Tamils prefer popular mainstream Western music or styles 
associated with other ethnic minorities within the country, in some cases they listen 
to Tamil traditional music (e.g. carnartic, Bhajans^ and devotional songs). This 
interest in traditional music sometimes connects with their learning of musical 
instruments such as flute, violin, and mridangam. Some young Tamils (similar to 
Suresh and Ravirajah) are inspired by Tamil classical music and are influenced by 
their family’s musical backgrounds. For instance, Suresh’s mum was a veena® 
teacher and his elder brother has been very good at vocal music. The empirical data 
show that the family background of those most interested in Tamil music is very 
traditional and religiously orientated. Family environments, such as grandparents’ 
socialization that motivates their grandchildren towards Tamil language and 
traditional Tamil culture (see: Chapters 5 and 6 for more details), seem to have had 
a great impact on young Tamils’ traditional musical interest. This process provided 
some young Tamils with an opportunity to learn the Tamil language and to practise 
traditional values and customs and religious beliefs. Diaspora Tamils have good 
connections with South India in respect of the Hindu religion, classical music and 
Tamil traditions and some Tamil families will make religious pilgrimages to Southern 
India. Ravirajah’s parents seem to be a typical example representing such religious 
connections with Southern Indian and how the Hindu culture has impacted on their
 ^ Bhajan is known as a type o f Indian devotional song. This relates to  simple as a m antra or kirtan o r kriti w ith  music based 
on classical ragas and talas. These are popular am ong th e  trad itional Hindus.
 ^Veena is a piucked stringed instrum ent used m ostly in Carnatic Indian classical music.
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children. Therefore, Tamil Hindu identity is clearly connected to such music 
orientations (see Chapter 5).
A few young people commented positively about their understanding of Tamil music, 
and had a strong preference for Tamil songs, defined by the following:
If I had to choose one of them, I would choose Tamil music but I do listen to 
English music [...] they’re really good like R&B and Hip-hop and Soul. But, 
um, Tamil music, I like ‘Ghana, Kuthu’, um, but I tend to enjoy Tamil music 
more because I feel that I can understand Tamil music. (Jamuna, Female, 21)
Oh, I love very soft and sort of calm melodies in Tamil music like Indian Hindu 
devotional religious songs or classic cinema songs emm, my parents always 
listen to those kinds of songs specially in the morning [...] so it make me feel 
good sort of meditation really. (Saranya, Female, 17)
Tamil folk music also seemed to have had an impact on some Tamil youth. A few are 
fans of traditional Tamil folk music which is sometimes applied to Tamil film music. 
For instance ‘Ghana’ and ‘Kuthu’^  are forms of traditional Tamil music popular in 
Southern India. A few respondents in this study were impressed by classic cinema 
songs in terms of their taste in music. Saranya has a preference for calm, soft music 
(e.g. classic cinema songs) rather than either folk or pop style. Nevertheless, they 
enjoy listening to popular English songs, although Tamil youth’s identity is more 
likely to be traditionally-orientated, or perhaps Tamil orthodox youth maintain their 
cultural values through folk music.
In terms of hybrid-colonial music orientation, in a few cases in this study Tamil youth, 
have an enthusiasm for listening to Tamil Baila music. Generally, South Indian media 
such as soaps, films, and music have had a significant impact on the Tamil 
diaspora’s media usage as well as their cultural identity. Some of the hybrid-colonial 
musical aspects, including Baila music and Popisai Songs, are still used by the Tamil
Folk music is popular, especially in rural areas in Southern India. These elem ents o f th e  trad itional styles are som etim es  
used in film  music. Ghana and Kuthu are also known to  be popular in Tam il fo lk  music.
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diaspora. Ragulan’s experience of such music and the extent to which a hybrid- 
colonial identity emerged from ‘Baila music', was through his/her Tamil parents’:
Sometimes I listen to Tamil songs and I really like them, even though I don’t 
understand them. I like Baila songs because my dad’s favourite [...] my dad 
loves singing and stuff [...] when he was a lot younger he used to listen to 
Baila musical that time. My granddad used to sing this type of music when I 
was in Sri Lanka. (Ragulan, Male, 25)
The determining factors of Tamil parents, close friendships, Tamil organisations and 
extended families, have a significant impact on young Tamils’ specialist music 
usage. For example, a few young Tamils, similar to Ragulan, are interested in Baila 
music as a direct result of parental influence. In this case, Ragulan is impressed by 
popisai songs, although he may have little understanding of their meaning. In this 
circumstance, it is crucial to discuss the factors that may influence him concerning 
this music. He was brought up by his grandparents for a short period in Sri Lanka, 
and the social factors and culture experienced there influenced his interest in Baila 
music in particular.
Tamil networks and connections such as the Hindu temple, Tamil schools and 
transnational connections, have had an impact on young Tamils’ cultural and Tamil 
media experiences. These families are traditionally and religiously-orientated, have 
extended family backgrounds, and come from a mixture of classes and castes. 
Mythili and Sinnathurai expressed how their musical interests inspired various social 
and cultural aspects:
I do like the classical, like the olden day cinema songs and religious songs. I 
don’t really like lots of beats. I like calm and just melody, like music, which I 
enjoy more. I gained this experience and enjoyed my vocal, when I was 
learning this in the Croydon Tamil School. Ah, whenever I go to temple with 
Mum, I love the melody of the devotional songs. (Mythili, Female, 17)
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We had Tamil TV yah when my grandmother she was living with us for her 
benefit. Since she’s passed we no longer have that. My parents, when they 
want to watch anything that is sort of Indian or Sri Lankan-orientated, it tends 
to be spiritually-orientated [...] DVDs [...] we’ve purchased in India. 
(Sinnathurai, Male, 21)
Young people brought up in extended family environments are more likely to have 
greater exposure to specialist Tamil media. These family values and family bonds 
are kept and given great importance by a significant number of Tamil families. In 
some cases these families looked after their grandparents who lived with them and 
subsequently, they kept Tamil TV for the grandparents’ benefit, retaining their 
traditional family values in the Western context. The Tamil diaspora often have a 
connection with South India and the Hindu religion (e.g. religious pilgrimages) and 
specialist Tamil media culture (see previous discussion). A new hybrid Tamil music, 
with traditional Tamil cultural expression, reflecting various components of Tamil 
youth identity is considered in the following section.
7.2.3 Hybrid music and Tamil cultural expression: Emerging new identities
Hybrid Tamil music creates a new form of youth inter-culture among a minority of 
Tamil youth. This new cultural expression gives a broader understanding about 
Tamil youth’s new identities, ethnicities and a wider pattern of youth culture. Gidley’s 
(2007:143) conceptual developments can be extended into this specific Tamil 
diasporic youth context to understand the emergence of various intercultural 
elements of urban minority youth deriving from multiethnic backgrounds that can 
combine local practices with global styles. Such hybridised musical forms give young 
people the inspiration to develop a shared cultural identity. As Gillespie (1995) 
observed, bhangra is the most popular hybrid music among British-lndian youth 
(Punjabi youth: see ‘South Asian media culture’). Similarly, some British-young 
Tamils have developed a hybrid form of music, including Tamil Rap Music that can 
be mixed with hip-hop, pop music and South Indian Tamil music. For instance, there 
are young Tamil artists and bands based in London (e.g. ‘TamilBoyez’) creating new 
style and diversity in Tamil music. By taking highly popular songs by artists like Blaze 
G, Seaun Ksteel, Taal Cutta, Jay Neo, Tamil youth develop a new version of song
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structure and singing style in Tamil. This motivation for a new style of Tamil music 
develops connections with Tamil diaspora throughout the music world and plays an 
important role in bridging the range of cultural influences on young respondents' 
identities as well as giving specific expression to their connections to Tamil 
traditions, styles and shared experiences. Ragu describes:
Ah, my sister actually got me few songs recently, like SujeethG’S rap music, 
the other one called Santhors um, but these are all about the Tamil struggle, 
emm, kind of problems, and some are religious and love songs [...] mixture of 
R&B, hip-hop style. Yes, there are some; yeah. (Ragu, Male, 17)
The data show that some young Tamil (like Ragu) like Tamil rap music produced in a 
mixture of English and Tamil languages. This indicates that a section of young 
Tamils are concerned about the Tamil ethnic issues in Sri Lanka, and such hybrid 
Tamil music connects to their homeland and their political involvement (see Chapter 
8). For example, during my ethnographic observation in the parliament protest in 
2009 (see: appendix VIII, video clips 1-4), young protesters used hybrid Tamil music 
and lyrics as an ethnic protest music in order to draw attention to the international 
community. This indicates that there is a strong connection between Tamil hybrid 
music and Tamil political identity. Another element is that Tamil rap music may 
indicate a degree of affiliation with other non-White young people or ethnic minority 
youth styles. Back’s (1996) ethnographic study in this context is also a relevant 
theoretical development in understanding the emerging new identities of young lives 
and the extent to which minority young people express their sense of shared social 
and ethnic identity, developing connections through hybrid forms of musical and 
cultural expression. For example, a globally popular British-Sri Lankan Tamil artist 
known as MIA® (e.g. songwriter, record producer, singer, rapper, visual artist, 
political activist -  see details in the Chapter 8 ‘media and politics’) has been an 
influential musician among young Tamils in London. Arulan and Suresh commented 
on the ways in which they are impressed by MIA’s hybrid music style and how it can 
motivate them to be aware of their Tamil ethnicity and cultural identity:
Jonez,S. 'The 2009 Tim e 1 0 0 ',(consulted in 2010),
URL, h ttp ://w w w .tim e .co m /tim e /sp ec ia ls /p ac i<ag es /a rtic le /0 ,28804 ,1894410_1893836_1894427 ,00 .h tm l.
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I listen to MIA, yes. The first reason I listened to MIA was only because I 
heard about her, you know, a Tamil artist doing well, and she’s talking about 
the cause, so I basically thought, I may as well try listening to her and then I 
found out that I actually thought her music was quite good. So I do listen to 
M.I.A. (Arulan, Male, 20)
I listen to MIA and I’ve got both of her albums but, um, cos I’ve heard she’s a 
bit of a controversial artist. There’s a lot of talks about how her, um, father 
involved in Tamil militant group and things. When I listen to an artist because 
if you look at hip-hop um [...] I appreciate that sort of music; I don’t appreciate 
the person as much as I appreciate the music. If I find out, if I read up on that 
artist and I find out that this person is actually done this, and helped to serve 
the community and things like that, then, you know, my respect for them 
becomes higher. I mean, you know, their job is to get me interested in their 
music, not them and I think that’s the problem with this day and age where 
people are adopting styles [...] that’s the way I see it. (Suresh, Male, 19)
In some cases, young Tamils like Arulan, like listening to young Tamil artists’ music 
(e.g. MIA’s songs). Politically interested youngsters tend to prize her songs because 
some concentrate on Sri Lankan Tamil issues (conflict). This indicates that popular 
mixed global-Tamil music expresses cultural hybridity and ethnic identity among 
young Tamils. Interestingly, however, some young Tamils in this study, although they 
love her songs, criticise MIA’s controversial aspects in terms of extreme involvement 
and connection to Tamil politics through hybridised music. A typical example relates 
to MIA’s family background and how it makes a huge impact on children’s media 
involvement in respect of hybrid Tamil music. MIA’s father used to be involved in a 
Tamil militant group in Sri Lanka (Montgomery 2010). This revolutionary element 
significantly influences the young Tamil artist who combines and synthesizes the 
rhythms of global cultures with lyrics and international musical styles, such as 
electronic gumbo composed of hip-hop, electro, Jamaican dancehall, and dashes of 
punk (Jonez, 2009). Such music involvement, combined with various components of 
youth identity relating to culture, Tamil nationality and politics, draws attention to the 
creation of a hybridised cultural identity and youth ethnicity.
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7.2.4 Diasporic Tamil media -  transnational, national and local
This section explores significant theoretical models of diasporic media that can 
enable an understanding of the patterns of media usage, and examines young 
people's experiences of media usage of both global and diasporic media cultures. 
Georgiou (2005a:483) develops a paradigm for understanding minority media culture 
in a Western context. She applies Roland Robertson's (1992:102) globalisation 
approach in order to establish the concepts of particularity (difference) and 
universality (homogeneity) emphasizing a two-way process. First, the 
universalisation of particularism develops the conceptual idea of particularity that 
relates to the components of uniqueness, difference and otherness. This process 
concentrates specifically on the formation of diasporic media culture -  difference. 
The existence of various levels of minority media culture in mainstream Western 
society is considered a typical example. Second, the particularisation of universalism 
generally focuses on the human condition which creates concepts of global-human 
concreteness or solidarity. But solidarity is not necessarily key to universalism. 
Beyond the universalism-particularlsim debate, the development of a universalism- 
particularlism continuum connects in understanding diasporic media cultures. 
Minority youth’s media interest, for example, does not rely upon only global media; 
diasporic media culture may impact to a certain extent on their media interest. Such 
consumption of media can be considered a continuum of global and diasporic media 
culture (Georgiou, 2005a:492). It is relevant to address the extent to which such 
conceptual developments may be extended into this context. For example, young 
Tamils may be interested in popular mainstream Western or other ethnic minority 
media, while a section will focus strongly on Tamil specialist media. On the basis of 
the development of the universalism-particularlism continuum Georgiou (2005b) has 
created a three part model of diasporic media culture -  transnational, national and 
local -  that has been discussed at greater length in the theory chapter (Chapter 3). I 
have further extended Georgiou’s three part model into this present study in a similar 
way on the basis of the distinction of (a) Tamil related transnational media, (b) 
diasporic national Tamil media, and (c) London based local Tamil media. These are 
significantly relevant in understanding Tamil specialist media culture and particularly 
UK young Tamils’ various identities and experiences of using Tamil specialist media.
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Georgiou examines three case studies on diasporic media cultures focusing on the 
Greek diaspora; hence, the significance of Europe is relevant in this case. This three 
part model considers the challenges concerning the boundaries of European 
universalism and diasporic particularism such as transnational, national and local 
(see: Chapter 3 for more details). How this three part model helps to expand the 
concept of Tamil diasporic media is explained in the following sections.
7.2.4.1 Tamil related transnational media
Use of internet related media culture is a significant element among young people, 
encompassing a range of different kinds of communication and content. Amongst 
these, for some young people, is the specialist content on Tamil related transnational 
websites. In respect of Georgiou’s first category, the Tamil diaspora launches 
websites such as TamilNet® and Tamilnation^° which focus on social, cultural and 
political discourses shared by transnational audiences. These websites presently 
concentrate on political aspects and share political aspirations through transnational 
voices in the international community. Various non-political transnational Tamil sites 
(websites on Hindu temple. Old School Associations, and youth sports clubs) 
develop an awareness of Tamil identity and ethnicity. For a minority of respondents, 
such websites formed an important part of their use of the internet:
I look at TamilNet on the Internet [...] yah can now understand the Tamil 
politics; I’ve been following the politics online a lot on YouTube on Internet. 
But also, I use Internet to like check up sports stuff. I use Internet to, um, 
basically, just browse anything. Read articles online [...] some newspaper 
articles, and I’ve read before online about Sri Lankan problems, a lot of sports 
articles [...] some scientific [...] other Tamil websites umm my Dad often use 
websites like Tamil sports clubs, temple and old school associations. 
Sometimes I look at these websites sort of you now, understanding my 
parents’ roots and their culture and so on. (Arulan, Male, 20)
 ^ Tam ilN et is an independent website established in 1995. This aims at reporting to  th e  w orld  on Tam il affairs  
w w w .tam ilnet.co m  
Tam ilnation w w w .tam ilna tion .org
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In some cases, Tamil youth use Tamil related transnational media in the same way 
as in Georgiou’s first distinction of the three part model. Arulan’s use of Tamil news 
alongside other online news sources connects to an interest in Tamil politics and a 
desire to be aware of the Sri Lankan political situation and he could be identified as a 
politically active Tamil youth. The use of transnational Tamil websites tended to be 
confined to the minority of respondents who had a strong interest in politics. Such a 
strong Tamil political consciousness has led to the emergence of a Tamil ethnic 
identity that is inspired by various Tamil-related transnational media. This shows that 
a fairly strong connection has been identified between media consumption and Tamil 
politics. Issues relating to transnational political participation are discussed in one of 
the following analysis chapters (see Chapter 8).
Transnational Tamil satellite television incorporates a broader range of content and 
is popular among the Tamil diaspora in London. For example, there is a famous 
satellite television for Tamils called Sun TV^\ Originally telecast from South India, 
the point of origin for Sri Lankan Tamils, it is orientated towards global Tamil­
speaking communities (e.g. Indian, Sri Lankan and Malaysian Tamils). There is a 
branch based in London known as Sun TV UK Ltd. The service centres on common 
elements of Tamil culture (e.g. language, religion, food, art, and other cultural 
practices). Rajan and Mayuran express their understanding and Tamil media 
experiences in this way;
We do have Deepam, Sun TV and TTN yah some other channels like AI 
Jazeera and all that. I think my parents normally watch Tamil news and a lot 
of these Tamil dramas. (Rajan, Male, 18)
Um, we’ve got UK Tamil television channel like Deepam TV, um, I watch more 
traditional dramas, emm watch UK Tamil news, music shows, yeah comedies 
Tamils’ political news in UK like recent political rally [...] ( Mayuran,Male,25)
Sun TV originally is from  South India satellite telecast .But th ere  is sub branch based in London (Tham es D itton, Surrey). 
This branch is called Sun TV  UK Ltd th a t has been launched to  reach Tam il speaking households living in this region (see: 
h ttp ://w w w .su n tvu k .co m ).
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As in Georgiou’s (2005a) first category of the three part model, Deepam and 
Sun TV can be considered transnational media for the Tamil diaspora. In addition to 
global services such as those outlined above, the Tamil diaspora often have access 
to popular transnational television programmes, for example, Deepam TV (satellite 
channel) based in London and orientated towards transnational Tamils that 
comprises of a variety of Tamil programmes (e.g. Tamil news, entertainment, politics 
etc.). Tamil TV has a programme of legal advice on British immigration policy 
conducted by Tamil solicitors and presented for Tamil migrants (in the Tamil 
language) in Britain. The programme also encourages listeners to contact the 
presenter to seek answers to their questions. These programmes enforce the feeling 
that Tamils can participate in the broader society while maintaining their diasporic 
particularity. As is the case with transnational Tamil media, however, interview data 
suggest that only a small minority of young Tamils watch Tamil related transnational 
media (e.g. traditional dramas). Most were aware of dramas and other programmes 
on services such as Deepam TV as a result of the viewing habits and interests of 
their parents.
Tamil Television Networks (TTN) recently replaced by Global Tamil Vision (GTV)^® is 
another example of transnational media, focused on Tamils’ aspirations relating to 
shared diasporic identity. This network currently runs in Europe and Australia and 
consists of a variety of programmes including music (e.g. carnatic, and devotional 
songs), Tamil news, movies and dramas. The majority of Sri Lankan Tamil parents 
watch these popular transnational Tamil television channels, although most young 
respondents seemed to have less interest in such Tamil media. The next section 
considers young people’s own understanding of using diasporic national media.
1 .2A .2  Diasporic Tamil media: National
In this second category, as Georgiou (2005a:483) observed, the Tamil diasporic 
community in Britain has access to Sri Lankan national newspapers imported from
Deepam  TV is based in London. Eutelsat Satellite system is needed to  subscribe to  Deepam  TV (see: h t tp : //d e e p a m tv .tv ). 
This Global Tamil netw ork (GTV) is a free o f service fo r Tam il diaspora (see: h ttp ://w w w .g iob a ltam ilv is io n .tv .).
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Sri Lanka, and sold in Tamil grocery shops in London. These papers impart news 
and views, mostly for Tamil parents, in respect of information on their traditional 
homeland:
My parents get most of their news from Sri Lankan news papers [...] yeah my 
dad buys those papers, emm, he always buys the Sri Lankan Tamil 
newspaper. Sometimes he asks me to read [...] emm I read them kind of 
language practice, also I gather Sri Lankan news. I remember one's called 
Eelanadu^"^ [...] and Verakeswari unlike local Tamil news papers yeah they are 
free papers from Tamil off-licence shops. (Amalathas, Male, 18)
Tamil parents read not only the local Tamil newspapers, but also some selected Sri 
Lankan Tamil newspapers imported to the UK for the Tamil diasporic community; 
Eelanadu and Verakeswari, for example, count as national newspapers, and are 
available from Tamil off-licence shops around the UK. In respect of Georgiou’s 
(2005a:483) typology, these imported Sri Lankan Tamil newspapers are considered 
national Tamil media because their primary location and audience is in Sri Lanka. In 
addition to my empirical observation, a clear difference has been identified between 
Tamil parents and young Tamils. The majority of young people are less orientated 
towards these imported Tamil national newspapers issued in the Tamil language. 
Some parents encourage their children to read such papers to improve their 
language skills and knowledge of their Tamil roots, culture, and the traditional 
aspects of their homeland. However, Tamil papers are mainly read by Tamil parents 
who are usually the first generation or are recent political migrants to the UK. Such 
media involvement and habits develop continuity of culture and tradition with their 
children and the Sri Lankan identity is maintained. Therefore, such diasporic Tamil 
national media (e.g. imported Sri Lankan newspapers) have an indirect influence on 
youth via their parents.
Eelanadu and Vi rake sari publish in Colombo, and are im ported to  diaspora Tamils. This can be bought in Tam il o ff- 
licences or Tam il grocery shops around London.
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7.2A3 London based local Tamil media
London Tamil newspapers are popular media among the Tamil diaspora. In relation 
to Georgiou’s third category, a number of local Tamil newspapers are accessed by 
the diasporic community in London. These include Oru Paper^^, Meedchi (bilingual 
monthly), Puthinam^® and Tamil Guardian^^ and provide the Tamil community in 
London with an opportunity to understand relevant information in both the Tamil and 
English languages. A minority of young Tamils said that they were keen on reading 
Tamil local newspapers that are published in English. For example, Manokaran 
explained that he often read the teen columns in papers such as Oru Paper and 
Tamil Guardian which are partly published in English. But, in many cases, young 
Tamils are more likely to read London English newspapers. Manokaran and Jamuna 
explain:
If it’s in English then I’ll read it [...] there’s one paper [...] Tamil Guardian is in 
English. Oru Paper, that has English and Tamil, so I read the English stuff, 
yeah, and there’s also a teen’s column in there. I read that emm [...] but I 
often emm read UK newspapers. (Manokaran, Male, 22)
I sometimes read Tamil newspapers [...] Once I actually sat down to try and 
read it, but it takes a lot of concentration and for me to read one paragraph, 
but I do read English newspapers most of the time, at least four or five days a 
week. I’m always travelling in to London. So, there’s always a Metro paper, 
the London newspaper. The Light [...] (Jamuna, Female, 21).
A few Young Tamils, in this study, similar to Jamuna and Manokaran, read Tamil 
local newspapers. Crucially, however, it became clear that a significant number of 
young Tamils do not have the confidence to read Tamil newspapers as most of the 
content is in the Tamil language. While many respondents were fluent in Tamil as a 
spoken language, few were confident at reading or writing in Tamil. This seemed to
'Oru Paper' is a bl-llngual paper (fortnightly) publish in London: h ttp ://w w w .o ru p a p er.co m .
^^'Puthinam is a free circulated fortn ightly London Tamil newspaper: h ttp ://w w w .lu xm l.co m /p u th in am . 
'Tamil local Guardian' published fortnightly in English, based in London: h ttp ://w w w .tam ilg u ard ian .co m .
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create a barrier * between them and specialist Tamil media forms such as 
newspapers, raising questions about their cultural connections with the Tamil 
diaspora and the orientations and concerns of older generations.
However, many young Tamils are keen to read English newspapers (e.g. The Metro, 
The London and The Light), indicating that they are more comfortable with these 
than Tamil newspapers. An interesting debate about British young Tamils’ cultural 
identity and ethnicity clearly indicates that there is a shift towards Western cultural 
orientations, which may lead to a transformation towards creolised forms of Tamil 
youth identity.
Tamil related youth websites were popular among some young people in this study, 
offering Tamil youth the opportunity to share knowledge and develop a network with 
the diasporic Tamil community. Mayuran reflects on how he maintains Tamil identity 
and contact with the Tamil community via youth related media:
Oh, I use one website about TYO which is good because I’m an active 
member of it [...] such organisations [...] all the news in English, lots of 
information, news, youth activities, photo gallery, politics and so on, er I've got 
Tamil friends through yeah TYO IJK Facebook groups, but there are many 
other London Tamil websites you know [...] in Tamil language. (Mayuran, 
Male, 25)
Interestingly, there are some specifically youth orientated Tamil websites such as 
‘Tamil Youth Organisation’ ®^ (TYO) which exist in the Tamil diaspora aiming to unite 
Tamil youth across the UK in an awareness of Tamil language, history, culture and 
ethnic identity (see: Chapter 8 more details). Some youngsters use Tamil youth 
website-related Facebook groups which enables them to connect to the development 
of intra-Tamil friendship patterns. The connection between media and friendships is 
discussed in Chapter 6.
See TYO website - h ttp ://w w w .tyou k .o rg /abo utus .h tm l
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To sum up the key findings in relation to the use of Tamil specialist media, a wide 
spectrum of taste and Tamil media habits among Tamil youth has been identified. 
Although non-Tamil media is a dominant factor, nevertheless a significant minority of 
young Tamils use Tamil media (mostly music and films). Some young Tamils' media 
usage is influenced by their Tamil parents’ background, extended family 
environments, friendships and various Tamil networks (e.g. Carnatic, traditional 
music, devotional songs, folk music, and Baila). South Indian Tamil media influences 
the Tamil diaspora because of the transnational connections of common Tamil 
cultural identity. Limited skill in the Tamil language is a barrier for many young 
people to use Tamil media (e.g. Tamil websites and newspapers). The next section 
will look at the extent to which non-Tamil media influences young Tamils’ media 
habits, tastes and usage, and draws attention to their cultural hybridity and fluidity of 
identity in terms of using broader non-Tamil media.
7.3 Influence of non-Tamil media and Tamil youth
Non-Tamil media seemed to have greater significance than Tamil specialist media. 
Both popular mainstream Western social networks and association with ethnic 
minorities motivate Tamil youth to various levels of non-Tamil media usage. These 
influences can determine their choice of media orientations, taste and habits, and 
allow Tamil youth to enjoy a wide choice of media and popular culture in local, 
national and global contexts.
This analysis considers how young Tamils express their different orientations 
towards using non-Tamil media and popular culture and consists of different levels of 
non-Tamil media usage. First, this issue seems to be an important element as a 
significant number of Tamil youth’s media tastes and habits orientate towards 
popular mainstream Western media such as Western soaps, Hollywood films, 
English music. Western television programmes, radio, newspapers and websites. 
Second, many young people are interested in Afro-Caribbean music styles (R&B, 
hip-hop).Third, some young Tamils’ media habits may be orientated towards broader 
South Asian media including Bollywood and Bahnghara. Issues relating to the
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elements which influence young Tamils’ use of non-Tamil media, and their 
experience and understanding of Western media culture, are relevant aspects which 
will be interpreted with data throughout this section.
7.3.1 Popular mainstream Western media: Catalyst
Mainstream Western media consists primarily of popular US and UK media and a 
number of elements motivate towards young people’s Western media interests. 
British socialisations (e.g. schools, universities and workplaces) and friendships with 
White British and other White ethnicities, the global English language and multiethnic 
surroundings have a significant impact upon UK young Tamils. Tamil parents 
frequently watch Tamil programmes, but are less likely than their children to be 
interested in Western programmes, as discussed in the previous sections. The 
following discussion examines the extent to which young Tamils use popular 
mainstream Western media and the influence on them of various types of Western 
TV programmes. This includes analysis of the significance of such media for their 
identity in relation to themselves, their friends and their parents.
7.3.1.1 Western soaps and young Tamils
Western soaps (both local and global) are powerful channels for young Tamils to 
understand Western culture and lifestyles. This study considers a wide variety of 
Western soaps (British soap opera, international serials including US and Australian 
based programmes). Tamil youth, in most cases, watch Western soaps mixing and 
matching both UK national and international programmes such as Hollyoaks, 
EastEnders, Neighbours, Home and Away. Young Tamils are more likely to watch 
Western soaps, very similar to most non-Tamil youth, than Tamil serials which, in 
this study, most Tamil parents watch. This was a clear indication that there is a shift 
in young Tamils’ cultural and ethnic identity. Rajani and Raj an expressed their 
interest in mainstream UK national soaps and the way such media dominate their 
lifestyles through a non-Tamil culture:
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I watch like one soap, Hollyoaks urn, I can associate more with like 
programmes like Hollyoaks rather than Tamil programmes because it’s based 
in the same country that I live in and all the rest of it [...] because of the school 
I go to, I am like the only Tamil person like in my year. So everyone else, all 
my good friends are all English or Europe. (Rajani, Female, 18)
I watch EastEnders, pretty much daily. I think it’s quite good on a regular [...] 
gives me an insight to British life because I have a very Tamil life at home and 
so when I watch EastEnders, I’m like, okay. I mean, EastEnders is quite, um 
[...] and different to how English life, British people are and how they approach 
things and [...]. (Rajan, Male, 18)
School, friendships and peer groups, which often are ethnically varied, strongly 
influence young Tamils’ lives, and this includes their media usage (see: Chapter 6 for 
more details), as in the case of Rajani, who has good and strong friendships with 
White British and other White ethnic background (European) youth. This has been 
one of the reasons for her exposure to Western culture.
The level of interest in Western soaps differs among Tamil youth and is close to that 
of many non-Tamil young people. Rajani and Rajan are representative of many 
Tamil youth as they enjoy UK national soaps. This interest gives them the feeling of 
belonging to the ‘host country’ and its lifestyle which they may find more appealing 
than their Tamil parents’ backgrounds. Particular British soaps such as Hollyoaks 
and EastEnders, are popular and have become a catalyst for young Tamils to embed 
themselves in elements of British culture and lifestyle, developing an awareness of 
understanding everyday life shared with youth audiences both nationally and 
internationally.
Specifically, EastEnders provides young Tamil with an understanding of a wider 
English cultural experience that is fundamentally different from that of their parents’ 
Tamil culture. It is also significant that EastEnders is seen as local, as it is based in 
London. British soaps may encourage young Tamils to feel that they belong to a 
wider British youth culture and sub-culture (Hall and Jefferson 1976; Brake 1985)
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connecting with the media culture and elements of youth music culture (Hodkinson 
and Deicke 2007). Such socialisations through Western media have had a great 
impact on the hybrid identity of British young Tamils. Similar to Rajan, their 
experience of viewing English soap operas has helped them to learn about British 
lifestyles and their approach to dealing with everyday activities.
Western soaps generally provide an opportunity for young Tamils to understand the 
broader elements of global youth culture and their identity and ethnicity. These 
soaps provide an understanding of wider patterns of youth culture, although 
predominately a White youth culture in a global context. Some young Tamils in this 
study are enthusiasts of international soaps based upon a US and Australian culture. 
For example, the Australian soap opera ‘Neighbours’ has always attracted a young 
audience because of the strong connection in terms of Western cultural aspects 
between the UK and Australia in relation to broader youth media culture. These 
soaps, (Neighbours and Home and Away) are very popular in some cases among 
young Tamils. They cover a wide range of issues relating to family life, community, 
personal relationships, sexual dramas, emotional and moral conflicts, crime, and 
comedy. Arulan and Manokaran describe their observations of youth-oriented 
serials:
I watch Neighbours, the Australian based programme. When I was smaller, in 
the holidays sometimes, I used to see it. So, when I got older, I started to like 
it. (Arulan, Male, 20)
Most of the time, at university especially, and even at home, um, I watch 
things like Prison Break, which is an American soap TV series. Uh, there’s 
also things like quite a few, um [...] Heroes, one called The Mentalist yah TV 
Crime dramas like 081 which is forensics. My parents say they recall all the 
war events and its impacts, when I watch these types of series [...]. 
(Manokaran, Male, 22)
Issues relating to ‘Soap watch’ highlight the broader pattern and significance of 
usage of media by comparing these with their own experiences through developing
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cultural identity and ethnicity. In respect of Gillespie’s (1995) study on young Punjabi 
Indians, there are similarities and differences observed between this study of Tamil 
youth and her study of Punjabi youth. A similarity common to both ethnic groups is 
the popularity of Neighbours. Gillespie (1995) observed that Neighbours and Home 
and Away were very popular among Southall young Punjabi Indians over 15 years 
earlier. With respect to Gillespie’s (1995) model, young Punjabi Londoners were 
likely to concentrate on specific options in viewing Western soaps. However, a 
significant number were enthusiastic about devotional or more spiritually-orientated 
soaps such as Ramayana and Mahabharata. This media taste indicates their level of 
involvement in Hinduism, and its connection to their broader South Asian ‘Hindu 
cultural identity’ compared with Tamil youth. In contrast, young British Tamils in most 
cases in this study are more likely to watch Western TV programmes (both nationally 
and internationally) than Tamil dramas. Their parents’ memories relating to war and 
trauma and their links to the homeland may have had a direct impact on some Tamil 
youths’ media tastes being orientated slightly towards war-related and crime 
investigation dramas. Young Punjabi Indians in Gillespie’s (1995) study did not 
indicate an inclination towards this type of media.
The relationship between Western soaps and young people’s daily activities is 
clearly important. As Gillespie (1995) observed soaps, both Eastern and Western, 
provide different patterns of socio-cultural situations that are significant for their 
personal and family life. Western media has remained a catalyst for youngsters in 
shaping their young lives and connecting them to various social and cultural 
experiences.
7.3.1.2 Hollywood and British films (mainstream movies)
Hollywood and British films seemed to have had a significant impact on respondents 
in the study. It is important to understand the ways that respondents are inspired by 
a variety of films and their own experiences. Inferences could be made about the 
extent to which young Tamils’ preferences and tastes in Western films differ from 
that of White British youth. This section will consider young Tamils’ usage of Western
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movies and whether there are any particular patterns relating to gender and social 
class. Tamil youth are likely to view a wide range of Hollywood movies (e.g. action, 
horror, scary, comedy, sad, martial arts (karate), romantic, historical, classical, etc) 
similar to non-Tamil youth, but different from their Tamil parents. A significant range 
of British films is also popular among young Tamils. Ragulan, Rajan and Meena 
describe their interest and taste motivated towards Western movies, and how they 
enjoy the experience of such media:
I like watching action films, like car chases, the explosions it’s nice, adventure 
and action movie stuff like that and, I really like James Bond films. It’s 
something where you can sit down [...] the sound effects sound really good, if 
you watching in a cinema for example and when, the actual picture on the 
screen, it just draws your attention. (Ragulan, Male, 25)
I watched ‘Fast and Furious’. I think that’s quite a good film; it’s nice, 
adventure and action movie. I quite like, ‘Terminator’; um, I also like horror 
movies; one of the horror movies I remember was last year; I watched 407407 
with my friends. That’s quite a good movie; scary. Slumdog Millionaire was 
really a good movie [...] because I think it’s just a realistic impression [...] the 
good movie stars. (Rajan, Male, 18)
I like romance films sort of love stories Pride and Prejudice emm I watched 
Titanic yeah Notebook is quite good movie [...] I like to watch romantic type 
movies emm with my female friends [...] they love to go to cinemas, so I join 
them [...] yeah, if I watch anything with my family I choose like My Sister’s 
Keeper [...] quite good to see with my parents. (Meena, Female, 24)
Gender differences were observed among respondents in respect of watching 
mainstream movies. Tamil boys in most cases in this study are orientated towards a 
wider range of movies than Tamil girls. For instance, in the case of ‘Bond’ films, 
Tamil boys were more likely to watch them than Tamil girls. Many Tamil girls’ tastes 
are likely to be family and romantically orientated, indicating clearly the gender 
difference between young Tamils with regard to mainstream movies. Interestingly, 
issues relating to gender difference in media usage have a somewhat similar pattern 
to that of White British youth.
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Another element that has emerged is that most of the young Tamils use mainstream 
movies in a way similar to non-Tamil youth. Two examples are appropriate in this 
context. First, many young Tamils in this study have a cinema culture and watch 
Western Hollywood films with peer groups, which is very similar to UK non-Tamil 
youth’s interest in films. Second, peer relationships have had an impact on young 
Tamils’ media taste and habits. For instance, some Tamil girls are influenced by their 
female friendships on which films they watch. There is a strong connection between 
patterns of friendships and media consumption (see Chapter 6). Friendships, both 
Tamil and non-Tamil, can motivate Tamil youth’s interest in using mainstream media.
There seems to be a connection between Tamil youth’s social class and their 
preference in films. Family background, including religious connections, is also 
influential for a number of young Tamils in determining their taste and preferences in 
relation to mainstream Western and Hollywood films. Jacintha and Chrishanthy, from 
middle class and Christian religious backgrounds, reflected how their parents’ middle 
class backgrounds influenced their selection of Western media:
I like Sci-Fi films, like Terminator, kind of big-budget films, but I also like arty 
films, like My Sister’s Keeper [...] that make your mind and like children’s 
films, Disney films, but big-budget films, like Angels and Demons, yeah [...] I 
went to see that because I’d read the book and, like, the Da Vinci Code [...] I 
always like family films. (Jacintha, Female, 24)
Oh, I watch romance and historical types of films er, Tudor I watched all 
series. The recent English film that I watched was, oh, Harry Potter. I watch 
most of the educational like science and religious sorts of English films. My 
parents also liked them emm [...] (Chrishanthy, Female, 20)
A number of Tamil youth from middle class Christian religious backgrounds, unlike 
many young respondents, are interested in science-fiction and family-featured 
films^®. These provide them with an inquisitiveness to explore broader Christian 
cultural elements, and to understand various family experiences. Social class
M y Sister's Keeper, (consulted April, 2010), URL, h ttp ://w w w .m ys iste rskeep erm o vie .eom /#abou t.
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difference and parents’ involvement in religion and its influence with respect to 
Christianity can also determine young Tamils’ level of interest in mainstream media. 
A middle class professional background had a huge impact on a number of Tamil 
youth in respect of using mainstream media compared with working class Tamil 
youth in this study (e.g. science-fiction novels and movies). Such motivation 
connects young Tamils’ middle class consciences and religious identity. Fluidity of 
identity creates such intersectional pattern of youth media culture.
There are influential aspects, such as minority youth inter-culture and multiethnic 
environments in urban locations that can determine young Tamils’ popular cultural 
elements. These aspects can connect young Tamils’ creolised youth identities and 
young lives (see: Chapter 6 for more details). Arulan shared his experience of the 
ways the representation of ethnic minority youth culture, more specifically urban 
Afro-Caribbean youth culture, through media influenced his lifestyle:
I like Denzel Washington. I like comedies, action, and quite a big variety in 
movies, as well. But I like kind of gangster films, like gritty films, which has a 
street and crash stuff like Training Day [...] I like films with like rich people in it, 
like rich characters, like powerful characters in it, and I like thrillers like Saw 
One [...] a lot of Tamil youth dress in similar way, have this thing, have a 
beard, a very short haircut, gelled up and you know, they’re very like, black 
man, this is a black man, chains, everything. But I think a lot of non-gangsters 
dress like that. I mean, I have dressed like that before. You know, I used to 
have a short haircut and all that stuff. (Arulan, Male, 20)
Some Hollywood films seem to have had a significant impact upon Tamil youth’s life 
patterns relating to dress style, behaviour and attitudes. Many young Tamils, in this 
study, similar to Arulan, watch British and Hollywood films (e.g. Hollywood type 
gangster films, police drama, and comedy). The influence of such media has led to 
an adoption of youth intercultural styles and behaviour patterns, similar to an ethnic 
minority youth culture, particularly Afro-Caribbean youth cultural styles, in London. 
They may learn hybridised patterns of street youth lifestyles, particularly brand name 
clothing, copycat hairstyles, short beards and wearing silver chains which are 
influenced by Black youth’s intercultural behaviour patterns. The impact of Hollywood
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media develops in young Tamils' creolised identities, fluidity and wider patterns of 
Tamil youth inter-culture in the multiethnic context.
7.3.2 Ethnic minority media: Afro-Caribbean music style
A significant number of young Tamils liked music that is connected to ethnic 
minorities in general and to Afro-Caribbean music styles in particular. Such music 
(e.g. hip-pop, R&B, reggae, garage etc.) significantly impacts upon Tamil youth. This 
analysis discusses the extent to which the various types of Afro-Caribbean music 
have influenced young Tamils, and how they feel about the youth intercultural 
experience while adopting them. Interestingly, Tamil youth seemed far more 
orientated towards an Afro-Caribbean music style than South Asian music such as 
‘bhangra’ (see ‘South Asian media’). It would be interesting to understand Tamil 
youth’s preference for Afro-Caribbean music, as Afro-Caribbean hip-hop styles 
relating to various ‘genres’ are more coalesced into popular mainstream musical 
style than ‘bhangra’ music. Back’s (1996) conceptual arguments relating to the 
emergence of new ethnicities and hybridised identities can be developed in the 
context of multiethnic backgrounds which are considered to be relevant to the 
minority youth’s music culture. Gidley (2007) identifies the emergence of youth 
intercultural elements, and more specifically explores the ways in which inner urban 
youth from multiethnic backgrounds express their new identities within their localities 
and seemingly integrate and share hybridised versions of culture (synthesised forms 
of their local traditions with international styles) (see Chapter 3). Further discussion 
is relevant in this context, to explore the extent to which the development of youth 
inter-culture connects to young Tamils’ broader identification and friendships with 
other non-White young people such as African, Caribbean, mixed British-African and 
Caribbean and, to some degree. White British and European youth. Ethnic minority 
music orientation creates a new form of hybridised cultural identity and various 
minority youth cultural elements such as peer socialisations, as indicated by the 
musical tastes described below:
Yes, I like songs such as R&B, Hip-Hop, Dance, Reggae, and also Garage, 
yeah. When we lived in Croydon I had some Black friends in my school and 
[...] kind of influenced me a lot yeah during schools programmes emm [...] I 
stared listing those kind of stuff [...] I love it. (Murugathas, Male, 24)
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I love those music like R&B, hip-hop. Garage, what else is there, umm [...] I’m 
quite open to music, because I dance, so that’s part of music. Music-wise, I 
like Black-Eyed Peas and stuff like yeah my best female African friend in 
College [...] emm she listen to those stuff. (Nirojini, Female, 21)
I just listen to the radio, but when I do, the types of music I like to listen is, um, 
rap, hip-hop, I like pop music, but I really like a bit more hip-hop music, um, 
more house music; more like garage music um, very soft kind of melodies [...] 
actually when I was on summer holiday yah, Caribbean Island I was really 
interested in their music [...] (Ragulan, Male, 25)
Influential factors such as multiethnic surroundings and urban localities, in 
association with non-Tamil friendships (at school and university), various social 
networks and connections (youth clubs, holidays), can determine many Tamil youth’s 
music tastes that are more orientated towards Afro-Caribbean music than 
mainstream English or South Asian music. This ethnic minority music interest is 
contrary to young Tamils’ appreciation of movies that significantly connect to 
Hollywood and British films. Importantly, the residential areas that many Tamil youth 
come from -  urban or semi-urban localities -  have concentrations of various multi 
ethnic-communities (e.g. African, Caribbean, South Asian etc.), and these multi­
cultural environments have a huge impact on young Tamils’ taste in music.
I listen to like a wide spectrum, but generally. Hip-hop and R&B. I listen to a 
lot of Bob Marley as well but big fan [...] Reggae music. He’s my favourite 
artist [...] I listen to Michael Jackson, and I like Eminem, those kinds of things. 
(Arulan, Male, 20)
I listen to R & B and Hip-hop for English music. I think Ne-YO is quite a good 
singer because he’s got a good voice, when you listen to music, you want to 
keep on listening to him, and Rihana’s songs are quite effective ‘cos she’s got 
a strong voice. One of Tinchy Stryder songs. Take Me Back [...] It’s quite a 
good song. (Rajan, Male, 18)
Many Tamil youth’s musical orientation is towards musicians from mixed ethnic 
backgrounds who are appealing because of the global popularity of their music (e.g.
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African-British Tinchy Stryder^®). Young people like music that is connected with 
ethnic minorities (African-American, African-British, Afro-Caribbean and British- 
Asian), indicating Tamil youth’s broader connection with creolized identities as well 
as cultural hybridity. Some Tamil youth are enthusiastic about Western classical 
music, while others listen to South Asian or British-Tamil artists who are either 
translocal (e.g. Tamil rap), transnational (e.g. AR Rahman) or global (MIA). 
Interestingly, such elements have led to the development of some distinct features of 
Tamil youth’s intercultural or multicultural phenomena (see further discussion: 
‘Hybrid Tamil and South Asian music’).
Contrary to those who liked hip-hop style of Afro-Caribbean music, British young 
Tamils, in some situations, seemed to have an international music interest, such as 
dance, house music and pop music. These different tastes in music further explore 
the implications of the fluidity state of youth identity and creolised cultural identities. 
Popular music, such as US style electronic dance music^\ influences young Tamils 
and many are fascinated by garage and the UK style of garage, popular since 1990, 
may also be an influence. Reggae style Jamaican dance music is popular among UK 
Tamil youth. Developed in the1960s, it consists of elements of calypso and rhythm 
and blues. Bob Marley, for example, is a very popular reggae artist and singer with 
young Tamils. Exceptionally, some young Tamils are interested in Western classical 
music and indie. Such mainstream genres are more associated with White culture 
than ethnic minorities. The discussion is relevant as to the extent to which Tamil 
youth connect to these sorts of music as compared with ethnic minority media. The 
following Tamil youth describes how various elements of social class, family 
background make an impact on their musical interest differently. Rajani showed 
interests with a self- consciousness and the tastes she displayed are associated with 
White and possibly middle class youth.
Tinchy Stryder is a UK based pop rap vocalist, and he is fam ous fo r Hip-Hop, Grim e, Pop, Dance and R&B.
This music is popular am ong African-Am erican, and gay com m unities. Encyclopaedia Britannica, Available a t URL, 
h t tp ; / /w w w .britannica .com /EB checked/topic/273088/house(accessed April 2010).
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This is making me feel so White. Um, I have a very Western taste in music. I 
like um, indie and rock. But it’s indie for short, things like um. Oasis and Blur 
are the main ones, I like bands like The Smiths, Death Cab for Gutie, um. 
Radiohead, very um, guitar and piano based, uh, yeah. (Rajani, Female, 18)
I like the major musical icons, people like the Michael Jacksons, the Aretha 
Franklins, the Marvin Gayes, and James Browne. Um, I love Western music. 
I love Beethoven, I love Mozart. Um, I also love people on another spectrum, 
like Prodigy. (Ravirajah, Male, 25)
Those Tamil youth with White music orientations explore the ethnic implications of 
this, as opposed to those who liked Afro-Caribbean music style (hip-hop). Apart from 
a wide range of popular music, a small number of young Tamils of similar orientation 
to Ravirajah, are unlike other respondents in being impressed by the influential 
figures of Western classical music (e.g. Beethoven and Mozart). Various elements 
such as class and caste are influential factors that can determine interest in this style 
of music associated with White ethnicities. The orientation towards popular classical 
Western music for some young Tamils was encouraged by their early period of 
socialisation through professional middle class family backgrounds and education in 
private or grammar schools. Although there is a world of difference between 
‘Beethoven’ and ‘Prodigy’ there are clear indications that social class and 
professional backgrounds are a powerful influence on some young Tamils media 
usage. In addition to friendship patterns with non-Tamil youth (White/ English School 
friends), as in Rajani’s case, affluent residential areas (richer areas), localities, 
schools (private) and universities (LSE, UCL, Oxford) have an effect on some Tamil 
youth interest in White musical orientations. The next section will look specifically at 
how South Asian media connects to hybrid Eastern-Western tradition in respect of 
Bollywood movies and various mixed music scenes.
7.3.3 South Asian media: Bollywood and Hybrid ethnic minority music
In most cases, usage of mainstream movies generally provides young Tamils with a 
broader global British-Tamil identity and, in some cases, Bollywood and hybrid ethnic 
minority music develop an awareness of their British-Asian identity. Such hybridised 
cultural identity creates a wider picture of minority youth’s media interest and
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indicates the extent to which Bollywood media is identified as Asian in a general 
sense and is of greater interest than media which is specifically Tamil. Jacintha 
comments why she liked Bollywood films more than Tamil films:
When it comes to Bollywood I like Hindi films. Hindi films are better than Tamil 
films emm more varieties and style. It’s just [...] me and my boyfriend always 
go to see Hindi films in theatre. But even when it’s not action films [...] always 
family films [...] (Jacintha, Female, 24)
Interestingly the extent to which some people liked South Asian media such as 
Indian Bollywood and other hybrid ethnic minority (intercultural) music is relevant in 
this context. Earlier discussion highlights the fact that the reason Tamil youth appear 
to be less interested in Tamil media is because of what they perceive as its 
repetitiveness. In some cases in this study, young Tamils are slightly oriented 
towards Bollywood, such as Hindi films, as they are considered to be better 
produced than Tamil films. It is relevant to distinguish more clearly between Tamil 
films’ and broader ‘Hindi Indian films’. Bollywood tends to have been significantly 
influenced by Hollywood style^^ films. Based in Mumbai (North India), Bollywood is 
known as ‘Hindi cinema’ and the films are specifically in the Hindi-language, 
although they now make use of Indian English in dialogue and songs. Bollywood 
cinema is more likely to have a diverse variety of themes and styles with a greater 
Western media influence than Tamil films. Tamil cinema focuses on the Tamil film 
industry based in Chennai (Tamil Nadu), which produces Tamil language and Tamil 
culturally-orientated films (Velayutham 2008). The level of interest in Tamil specialist 
media has been discussed in a previous section of this Chapter. Another influential 
aspect is that of friendships which make a huge impact on Tamil youth’s media taste. 
For instance, Jacintha’s (middle class family background) boyfriend originates from a 
White English background. Such personal relationships or friendships influence 
some young Tamils to become fans of Hindi films. Such interest and connections 
would have been caused because of Jacintha's boyfriend's previous travelling to
See th e  website 'Independentlens: Cosmopolitan' which tells us how  popular Bollywood film  genre have been influenced  
by American cinema (h ttp ://w w w .p bs .o rg /in dep en den tlen s/co sm op o litan /b o llyw oo d .h tm l, accessed O ctober 2 0 11 ).
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North India. This indicates that there is a slight shift towards Indian or South Asian 
identity.
I also, listen to Bhangra music as well [...] you know my girlfriend emm she is 
British-lndian yah North-lndian [...] she loves that kind of Bhangra music we 
both listen when relaxing at home yah the beat or the actual sound is very 
good [...] (Ragulan, Male, 25)
Yes, we have sort of mixed Indian and Pakistanis neighbours [...] often 
exchange CDs/DVDs Um, most of the time I listen to music, it’s new songs, all 
of them seem good [...] But English ones I listen to more [...] Rahman’s 
definitely very good ‘cos his one of the songs. I’m listening to in English [.. ] 
It’s kind of a good mix between Indian and R&B, emm. (Rajan, Male, 18)
Some young Tamils are interested in trans-cultural music in the form of hybrid 
orientation. Interestingly and exceptionally a number of Tamil youth liked AR 
Rahman’s^ ® hybrid music style, which is highly popular in the global context. This 
hybrid music style is combined with a mixture of broader Indian and R&B style (e.g. 
interethnic or ethnic minorities’ music and genres). Intercultural elements between 
different ethnic minorities have led to the development of a new hybrid music style. 
This proximity applies to developing cultural hybridity and identity, e.g. African-lndian 
that has emerged from the complexities of such mixed musical taste among young 
Tamils. Various elements, friendships, connections, and association with a 
neighbourhood in respect of South Asian ethnic backgrounds, make a huge impact 
on some young Tamils’ music (e.g. Bhangra music). Ragulan, for example, had an 
association with an Indian girlfriend from North India and she encouraged him to 
listen to hybrid Indian orientated music. It is interesting to mention that South Asian 
media such as Bollywood and hybrid Bhangra music were of less importance than 
hip-hop in general among Tamil youth.
AR Rahman is a popular Indian composer, singer-songwriter and com e from  musically affluent M u daliar Tam il fam ily . 
'Slumdog M illionaire' was aw arded to  Oscar (2008, British film  directed Danny Boyle) which was music by him . 
(h ttp ://w w w .a rrah m an .co m ).
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7.4 Conclusion
In conclusion, a number of thematic issues have been examined throughout this 
analysis. The theoretical aspects are combined with the observed findings for a more 
comprehensive interpretation. Issues relating to young people's voices are 
systematically categorised and grounded, and followed by a thorough examination. 
A major theme was Tamil youth’s usage of both Tamil specialist and non-Tamil 
media. The major question draws on how young people understand different 
experiences and their orientations towards using different types of media and 
popular culture.
Tamil specialist media usage was considered in respect of Tamil youth’s different 
media orientations, tastes and habits. In addition to their level of interest in Tamil 
specialist media, most Tamil youth use some kind of Tamil media (e.g. South Indian 
Tamil movies, local Tamil papers, Tamil websites, Tamil serials etc.), while enjoying 
non-Tamil media, which a small minority make use of quite frequently. Tamil 
specialist media consist of four different categories. The first category concentrates 
on varieties of South Indian Tamil media such as Tamil serials, Tamil cinema 
movies, songs and comedies. This South Indian Tamil media orientation connects 
both diasporic Tamils and the Indian Tamil community in respect of their common 
Tamil cultural identity, such as the Hindu religion, traditional aspects, family bonds 
and various other customs (caste, dowry, marriage practices and extended family 
systems). The second category is based upon traditional Tamil music. A group of 
Tamil youth in the study continues to use Tamil traditional media and they 
concentrate on traditional orientations (e.g. carnatic, devotional Hindu soaps and 
songs, folk music, baila etc.) and this traditional Tamil media has a strong connection 
with four relevant elements -  family music background with respect to traditional and 
religious orientation, grandparents’ socialisations, social networks (Tamil schools 
and Hindu temple) and transnational connections. The third category develops 
emerging new identities among Tamil youth whose specific cultural identification 
transform hybrid forms of musical and cultural expression in the context of a global 
audience.
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The last category considers diasporic Tamil media culture that embraces local, 
national and transnational elements. The extension of Georgiou’s (2005a:483) three 
part model has been examined throughout the London Tamil community -  Tamil 
transnational TV and websites (e.g. Deepam TV), national network (e.g. Sri Lankan 
Tamil papers) and local media (e.g. Tamil Guardian). Tamil parents are more 
orientated towards Tamil diasporic media than their children in London who, 
although they are motivated to use Tamil websites and local Tamil newspapers, the 
level of interest is less because of their limited proficiency in the Tamil language.
Use of non-Tamil media and popular culture significantly influence the majority of 
Tamil youth and they tend to be less orientated towards Tamil specialist media. 
Three different levels of interest or taste in the non-Tamil media are considered 
among Tamil youth in this context. First, popular mainstream Western media (mainly 
US and UK) is a significant media choice among a considerable number of Tamil 
youth (e.g. Western soaps and Hollywood and British films), indicating that their 
cultural identity is modifying towards elements of popular mainstream Western media 
culture. In addition to influencing factors such as middle class parents’ backgrounds 
(children of early migrants), various Western social networks (school, university and 
workplace) and non-Tamil friends can determine the level of Tamil youth’s interest in 
mainstream media. Second, young Tamils’ music interest is strongly orientated 
towards ethnic minority or Afro-Caribbean music (e.g. hip-hop, R&B), compared with 
their level of interest in White Western music. Various factors, such as living in an 
urban environment (e.g. Croydon), a multicultural neighbourhood environment, non- 
Tamil friendships (African, mixed British-African, Caribbean) can influence young 
Tamils’ music preferences. This minority music habits suggests an awareness of the 
development of a hybridising cultural identity and minority youth culture among 
young British Tamils. In some cases White classical music (e.g. Beethovan and 
Mozart) is popular with some young Tamils who come from professional family 
backgrounds, have had a private or grammar school education or live in White 
dominated areas. Finally, a broader South Asian identity has emerged from following 
Bollywood films and the hybridised ‘Bhangra’ type of Indian music among a particular
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section of British young Tamils because of neighbourhood associations and personal 
relationships with non-Tamils (North Indian).
To conclude, two significant themes emerge in the context of young Tamils' media 
usage. On the one hand, young Tamils are largely socialised into non-Tamil media 
that has an impact on their cultural identity. This identity appears to be shifting or 
perhaps young Tamils are being influenced towards ‘mainstream Westernizing’ 
media culture, very similar to young non-Tamils and the broader British youth culture 
in general. On the other hand, the use of Tamil specialist media may also influence a 
section of young Tamils to preserve their Tamil cultural identity and maintain 
continuity very similar to that of their Tamil parents in terms of language, customs 
and traditional practices.
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CHAPTER EIGHT 
Engagement with Tamil Politics and Post-conflict Sri Lanka
8.1 Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the political involvement of young people in 
the UK Tamil diaspora. This analysis particularly concentrates on how diasporic 
Tamil youth are engaged in expressing their different political attitudes. Various 
activities in connection with political expression may offer young Tamils the 
opportunity to reconnect with their roots both in their traditional homeland and across 
the rest of the Tamil diaspora. The analysis examines three significant issues in this 
context. First, the discussion considers to what extent young Tamils are politically 
involved and concentrates on various levels of their engagement. Second, it focuses 
on how diverse elements of diasporic political activities or events could have an 
impact upon Tamil youth’s ethnicity and identity. Finally, the ways in which young 
people react to the political situation of post-conflict Sri Lanka is important.
This section significantly highlights a number of broader issues of youth ethnicity and 
identity, ethnic consciousness, diasporic transnationalism and long-distance 
nationalism. These broader issues develop an awareness of young Tamils’ political 
realities such as political expression, political youth culture, non-violent political 
activities, youth unrest and political socialisation.
Taking into account young Tamils’ political orientations and interests, three types of 
Tamil youth emerge from the data. The first type tend to be political activists^ or 
politically active Tamil youth who appear to be pro-LTTE^ and vehemently opposed 
to the government of Sri Lanka. The second type is considered to be politically 
moderate, and this group does not seem to support either LTTE or the government
 ^The te rm  'political activists' refers to  Tam il youth who are highly involved in various political activities th a t include active 
m em ber o f diasporic political organisations, arranging meetings and organising dem onstrations and rallies. The level o f
Tam il political knowledge tends to  be higher than o ther types.
 ^See m ore details on th e  'LTTE' or 'Pro-LTTE' In the glossary (page, xiv).
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of Sri Lanka. The third type is identified as politically less active, which is the majority 
in this context. Two parameters -  the level of participation and who they support -  
can determine young Tamils’ political engagement and identify which youth category 
they belong to, such as pro-LTTE, anti-LTTE®, and anti-government of Sri Lanka. A 
contrast may be identified between the first two youth types with respect to their 
political expressions and attitudes. The first type, for example, is likely to consist of 
pro-LTTE activists, while the second type tends to be more moderate activists. 
These distinctions of typology simply illustrate that the respondents varied in their 
levels of political engagement and in their viewpoint towards the events in Sri Lanka.
Politically aware youth participate in activities such as political uprising events, 
political demonstrations, political debates, rallies, anti-Sri Lankan government 
protests etc. Tamil youth also engage in activities through different levels of Tamil 
organisations that are politically motivated such as transnational, national and loca^. 
This chapter further considers how this political factor connects to other thematical 
aspects such as media usage, parent culture, friendships and Tamil institutions in 
this study and how such elements seem to have impacted upon young Tamils’ 
political interests and attitudes. The implications for a broader identity and 
community are relevant in this context.
8.2 Roots of Sri Lankan ethnic struggle and Tamil diaspora
This section briefly considers how awareness of the political situation in Sri Lanka 
has transferred to the Tamil diaspora. The analysis will specifically look at three 
relevant questions. First, the extent to which Tamil parents’ past experiences of 
ethnic conflict offer young people the opportunity to understand the root cause of the 
Tamil problem and how such experiences allow them to connect with the current 
political context. Second, how younger generations take on these issues of the Sri
 ^Anti-LTTE considers a group o f young Tamils may have disagreed w ith  th e  past activities o f LTTE in particular.
^  Three levels o f Tam il political organisations in UK can be identified . Global Tam il Forum (GTE) is considered an 
in ternational organisation serving transnational Tam il com m unities around w orld  (see: 
http ://g lo b a ltam ilfo ru fn .o rg /g tf/c o n ten t/h o m e). Then, British Tam il Forum (BTF) &  Tam il youth organisation (TYO) 
represent UK Tam il diaspora as local organisations. TYO particularly consists o f several branches including TYO in South  
London; TYO in East London etc. These branches are regarded local youth organisations.
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Lankan ethnic struggle and the way diasporic political events lead young people to 
an awakening of consciousness of Tamil politics. Third, the ways in which recent 
political events in Sri Lanka have impacted upon the Tamil community in the UK.
8.2.1 Political context of post-independent Sri Lanka
The roots of ethnic conflict have been discussed at greater length in Chapter 2, 
which particularly develops an understanding of how migrant Tamil parents in the UK 
have been affected by the ethnic conflict in Sri Lanka. Many of them, for instance, 
are currently first generation living in the UK, having settled in Britain following the 
independence of Sri Lanka. As discussed in the literature review of this thesis, 
parents and grandparents migrated to UK in three different phases, professionals, 
students and refugees, as a result of the ethnic crisis (Daniel and Thangaraj 1995). 
Issues relating to key political occurrences are relevant regarding Sinhalese and 
Tamils during the post-independence of Sri Lanka.
Tamil parents’ political experiences may provide children with an opportunity to 
understand the political context of the roots of the conflict in Sri Lanka. Initially, the 
introduction of the Sinhala only Act in 1956 imposed by the majority Sinhala 
government created a growing bitterness between Sinhalese and Tamil communities 
(DeVotta 2009:1025). Tamil students were affected by the government’s 
standardisation policy in the university admission system. Interestingly, the 
development of Tamil militarisation emerged from Tamil-dominated provinces in the 
Tamil regions. Ethnic tension was gradually established as a result of conflicting 
elements between Sinhalese Buddhist Nationalism and the emergence of Tamil 
insurgency that led to the enforcement of the Prevention of Terrorism Act (PTA) by 
the Sinhala dominated-government. Another significant political event in the history 
of the Sri Lankan ethnic conflict were the July 1983 ethnic riots (Tambiah 1986). This 
resulted in the migration of many Tamils seeking political asylum, either legally or 
illegally to India and Western countries and led to the establishment of the Tamil 
diaspora. Since then, the development of diaspora transnationalism has led to the 
quest for a ‘separate state’ or ‘Tamil Eelam’, traditional Tamil name, which is
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considered an aspirational state for many Sri Lankan Tamils based in Tamil- 
dominated provinces in North and East Sri Lanka. This name is mostly used by 
Tamil diaspora who have the willingness to establish an independent state in their 
traditional homeland.
8.2.2 Political awareness of Tamil diaspora on Tamil ethnic issues
The second part of this section focuses on how political awareness of the Sri Lankan 
ethnic struggle has transferred to the Tamil diaspora, particularly in the UK. The 
reason for a number of Sri Lankan Tamils migrating to India and Western countries, 
and the ways in which the Tamil diaspora was established, have already been 
explained in the context of Chapter 2. Further discussion will look at how younger 
generations became aware of the root cause of Tamil ethnic issues connected to 
their traditional homeland. A specific Tamil political movement known as ‘Pongu 
Thamil’® or Tamil upsurge’ in Sri Lanka was involved in several political activities or 
events that have become significant to the Tamil diaspora, particularly in the UK. 
This political movement was first formed by Tamil youth based at the University of 
Jaffna in Sri Lanka, and allowed Tamils to express their political aspirations through 
various non-violent means (see: appendix VII, photo 33). There are three significant 
political aspirations for Sri Lankan Tamils: the right of self-determination; a traditional 
homeland; and Tamil as a distinct nationality. This has resulted in demands for the 
political rights of the Tamil minority.
The ‘Pongu Thamil’ movement transferred to the UK Tamil diaspora population in 
2008. Since then, various political events have taken place across many Western 
countries such as Canada, Australia, USA and in Western Europe. This political 
movement, combined with various political activities -  mass political demonstrations, 
role plays, traditional dances, street dramas, political speeches etc. -  appears to 
have reinforced diasporic Tamils’ political identity and ethnicity in favour of their 
political desires. London Pongu Thamil® for example was a popular political event
 ^See details on 'Pongu Tham il' in the glossary (page xiii).
 ^ I participated in 'Pongu Tham il' (Tamil Upsurge) in 2008 at th e  Roreham pton (See: M ethodo logy Chapter).
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which organised many political activities in 2008 (Tamil Guardian, 16 July 2008). 
Interestingly, many British Tamils joined (see: appendix VII, photos 30-40) in this 
event, including children, parents, Tamil activists and students; other participants 
included Tamil MPs from Sri Lanka, local British MPs and former international 
political leaders (e.g. the prime minister of Kosovo). Such events have allowed the 
expression of political desires to an international community through awareness of 
the Tamil ethnic struggle and have provided British Tamils with an opportunity to 
compare the Tamil struggle with countries that faced similar kinds of political 
experiences, e.g. the Kosovo struggle and the Northern Ireland issue.
Many Tamil youth participated in these political events, and some were actively 
engaged in traditional Tamil art performances such as Tamil folk dances (see 
appendix VII). They also became exposed to their ethnic roots and their cultural 
identity by engaging in such political activities and have become aware of Tamil 
political interests in respect of nationhood, culture and the right to self-determination. 
Interestingly, similar political activities occurred in other diasporic countries; and this 
influential movement is welcomed in many diasporic countries where Tamils exist. 
These connections have led to further development of diasporic transnationalism, 
resulting in integrating the solidarity of Tamils’ political issues based upon the right to 
live in their traditional homeland.
This political movement has had an effect on the UK Tamil diaspora, particularly 
young Tamils’ political involvements. Four different kinds of impacts are relevant. 
First, after the ‘Pongu Thamil’ movement was established among the UK Tamil 
diaspora, a section of young Tamils became involved in political activities some of 
which were observed in this context. These activities included mass demonstrations, 
various types of protest against the Sri Lankan government (e.g. the recent protest 
against the Sri Lankan president), hunger strikes, political debates, political rallies, 
peace walks, boycotts, exhibitions, various youth campaigns, political seminars and 
conferences on genocide and war crimes, Tamil heroes day, etc. Most of these 
activities were non-violent, though some involved elements of violent confrontation 
with the police. For example, some protests against the government of Sri Lanka
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started non-violently but subsequently, ended up with youth unrest (The Guardian, 7 
April 2009: see appendix VII, photos 54 and 55). Second, there are a number of 
Tamil political institutions that can be identified with different levels such as 
transnational, national and local, which could influence British Tamils to integrate 
various political organisations into a coherent whole and to reshape them in the 
global context, such as the Global Tamil Forum. Further a new formation of political 
youth culture has emerged amongst a group of educated young Tamils known as the 
Tamil Solidarity Movement (Asokan 2009). This ‘networking campaign' is made up of 
youth groups and based upon the Tamil struggle by non-violent means, such as 
boycotting Sri Lankan labels or products, rather than through violence. The third 
impact highlights that transnational connections have been reinforced with other 
Tamil diaspora across Western countries and with Tamils in the traditional 
homeland. Finally, the Tamil diaspora has become exposed to various differences 
and divisions with respect to their political attitudes and expressions.
8.2.3 Impacts of recent Sri Lankan political events on Tamil diaspora
Crucially, halfway through the collection of data for this research project, in 2009, the 
Sri Lankan government launched a military offensive against the LTTE^ and the 
areas of the country it had controlled. After 30 years of civil war, the LTTE was 
defeated and its political leadership killed along with thousands of civilians, amidst 
accusations of genocide from some human rights organisation (DeVotta, 2009). 
These political changes in their homeland have hugely impacted upon Tamil 
diasporic political engagement, resulting in various reactions, e.g. anti-Sri Lankan 
government protests, mass demonstrations, hunger strikes, self-immolation and 
violent attacks, boycotts on Sri Lankan products and the cricket team and online 
petitions against war crimes and Tamil genocide (International Crisis Group, Asia 
Report, 2010).
After LTTE’s military defeat, many changes have occurred in both the Tamil diaspora 
and Tamil areas in Sri Lanka. Some pro-government Tamil political parties such as
 ^See details on  'Liberation Tigers o f Tam il Eelam' (LTTE) in the glossary (page, xiv).
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EPDP^ have formed an alliance with the Sri Lankan Government as a result of their 
political interest in respect of post-war development-centric approach to resolving 
ethnic conflict (Ramachandran 2011). This has advocated more redevelopment, in 
support of the Government, while some Tamil political parties such as Tamil National 
Alliance (TNA) continue to maintain the Tamils' traditional political aspirations. 
Popular mainstream Western media commented on the Sinhala majority government 
as follows: “ ...Tamil-dominated town of Jaffna and it is obvious that many Sri 
Lankans fiercely dislike their president, but are resigned to him. Since the Tamil 
rebels -  widely despised for their brutal methods-were crushed -  the country's 
Sinhalese majority is in no mood to seek an accommodation with the minority 
Tamils'' (The Economist, 18 November 2010). A very recent (2011) local government 
election in the Tamil-dominated Northern Province appeared to reveal that many 
Tamils have a preference for long-lasting political settlement through reconciliation 
rather than considering Rajapaksa's post-war development strategy (Ramachandran 
2011). The government has allied with non-Western countries such as China, India, 
Pakistan, and Iran. China has supplied military hardware and, in return, the 
government has signed an agreement with China to build a strategic naval base in 
the Southern province of Hambantoa in Sri Lanka. Further political activities have 
been initiated by the Sri Lankan government (The Economist, 18 November 2010). 
These include the scrapping of regional power, increasing Sinhala colonisation into 
Tamil regions with the support of Sri Lankan troops, the government's unwillingness 
to accept responsibility for mistakes relating to the independent investigation of war 
crimes during the final war, when tens of thousands of Tamil soldiers and civilians 
were killed. Some international media broadcasts, for example, AI Jazeera, were 
banned in Sri Lanka as a result of recently released video footage of massacres, 
similar to Channel 4 News. Significantly, a recent documentary based upon ‘Sri 
Lanka's Killing Fields' was presented by Jon Snow (2011b) consisting of disturbing 
and distressing descriptions and film of executions, atrocities and the shelling of 
Tamil civilians. This documentary seems to have had a great impact upon the Tamil 
diaspora and Tamil youth in particular. However, in spite of these recent political 
occurrences, a massive redevelopment programme funded by Asian countries such
'Eelam Peoples' Dem ocratic Party' (EPDP) used to  be Tam il m ilitant youth group. Now, this party has jo ined  th e  
m ainstream  G overnm ent o f Sri Lanka. The mission can be view ed a t this w ebsite:
h ttp ://w w w .epdpnew s.com /ourv is ion .php (Accessed 14 February 2011).
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as China and India and by Western countries has taken place in all parts of Sri 
Lanka. The next section seeks to identify relevant types of young Tamils’ political 
orientation in detail.
8.3 Young Tamils’ political expression and engagement: Emerging types
This analysis specifically focuses on various elements of political expression and the 
extent of the engagement of Tamil (diaspora) youth. The section also explores how 
young Tamils approach various political activities involving the Tamil diaspora and 
the ways in which these activities can impact upon their political attitudes. With 
respect to young Tamils’ political expression and engagement, three vital youth 
types in politics have been identified. The first is pro-LTTE activists who tend to be 
the anti-Sri Lankan government. The second consists of politically moderate activist 
Tamil youth who appear to be against both LTTE and the government of Sri Lanka. 
The final youth type has been identified as politically less active young Tamils.
8.3.1 Pro-LTTE activists
The term ‘politically active’ refers to a section of Tamil youth who participate in 
various political activities within the context of this study. Some of the young pro- 
LTTE activists (see diagram 1) of this first type may organise other young Tamils into 
political campaigns and meetings and these young Tamils may voluntarily be 
involved in various political events. Popular radical ideology can sometimes influence 
this type of young person and some were involved in unrest in some of the political 
situations in this study. For instance, the Tamil protest outside the UK parliament in 
2009 against the Sri Lankan government and the many affected Tamil civilians 
during the final war in Sri Lanka. This political situation triggered the outbreak of 
protests and demonstrations in the UK against the majority Sinhala government. All 
the respondents were against the genocide of Tamil civilians that was initiated by the 
majority Sinhala government (see; appendix VII, photos 48, 56, 57 & 60). Such 
alleged issues escalated further demonstrations and anti-Sri Lankan government 
protests among Tamil community in and around London. These protests presumably 
did not only involve LTTE supporters; all sorts of diasporic Tamils participated with
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different levels of engagement. Interestingly these activists take part in political 
actions towards the anti-Sri Lankan government and seem to originate from mixed 
social and cultural backgrounds. Logkini and Rajan, who appear to be pro-LTTE, 
reflect:
I don’t view LTTE as terrorists I think that what they do, what they’re doing is 
for a just cause [...] they are freedom fighters [...] I have been to, like Black 
July and things like that, I have been to those, just to show my support really. 
Yes, Trafalgar and Parliament protest, yes things like that, but that’s just to 
show my support. (Logkini, Female, 23)
Oh, they are fighting for us yeah the tigers and I went to the Tamil protest that 
was in Westminster. That was the very big Tamil demonstration in London. 
Yes, it’s like a good political rally against Tamil Genocide [...] I think everyone 
just really wants something done, isn’t it, in Sri Lanka, I think. It’s quite 
justified, until they get something done, ‘cos innocent civilians are being killed 
by the Sri Lankan government, so I think, it’s necessary, really, so, and that’s 
why the UK government could probably try to do something. Otherwise it 
wouldn’t really make an impact on, like, Sri Lanka. I have been to other events 
like political debates; London. The one I went that was quite a mass 
demonstration in London. (Rajan, Male, 18)
Many young Tamils of this first type (see diagram 1) are identified as politically more 
active than the other Tamil youth types. Many political activities and events have 
been carried out by young Tamils that are non-violently orientated ® (see: appendix 
VII, photos 41-49). However, these Tamil youth experienced unrest in some 
situations during the protests outside the Parliament. Two particular situations during 
the protests were identified. First, young people clashed with the Metropolitan police 
when protesters barricaded Westminster Bridge to regular road users (Owen 2009). 
Second, there was a crucial argument between young protesters and the police as to 
whether or not they were allowed to wave the Tamil Eelam flag in public (see: 
appendix VII, photo 50, 69 & 70). These events highlight that there is a strong 
transnational connection between UK Tamil diaspora and the Tamils in Sri Lanka 
with respect to Tamil ethnic identity, which integrates Tamils into a broader Tamil 
political consciousness with Tamil ethnicity. Such young people are more likely to be
 ^ Photographic exploration was carried out during my observation and various protest organised by Tam il diaspora in th e  
early 2009 (see: M ethodo logy Chapter 4).
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politically active and quite supportive of LTTE, engaging in regular attendance at 
various protests about the recent conflict, which resulted in massive Tamil genocide. 
On one hand, such events affected them individually, because their direct family 
relatives were trapped in the war zone while on the other, collectively, they showed 
their feelings and consciousness towards their homeland in respect of broader ethnic 
identity and community. As I observed during these protests in early 2009, many 
young people participated at various levels (e.g. hunger strike, street dramas, poster 
demonstrations, etc). Such youth activists seemed to become more engaged and 
have stronger connections with Tamil political organisations’ activities as a result of 
the current political events than other youth types (see: appendixes VII &VIII, video 
clips 2-7). The second type of youth group has similarities and differences compared 
with the first youth type. The following diagram clearly illustrates more details of the 
three youth types as follows:
Diagram: 1 Tamil youth types in politics
Pro-LTTE activists
(I) high activity
Politically moderate 
activists
(I) medium activity 
(II) anti-LTTE I
I
Politically - less active
(I) low activity (II) pro or anti-LTTE 
a) informed but minimally active 
(b) low knowledge & participation
Source: emerging types from grounded data
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8.3.2 Politically moderate activists: anti-LTTE
The second emerging youth type consist of politically moderate (activist) young 
Tamils, who have become exposed to politically liberal ideals. This youth group often 
criticises both the LTTE and the Sri Lankan government. For instance, many 
respondents in the second youth type reflected upon human rights’ violations and the 
war crimes of both LTTE and the majority Sinhala government against Tamil civilians 
in Sri Lanka. This politically moderate group also participates in political events but 
typically with a somewhat lower intensity than LTTE supporters. Jacintha typified the 
category, commenting on LTTE and, the GOSL government:
I feel that Tamil politics has only hindered our search for freedom. I did 
demonstrate in the political protests in February, but I only did that because 
innocent lives were being destroyed for the wellbeing of LTTE. The war has 
been going on for 30 years now; the generation have only seen war and only 
have the knowledge to fight. It is time to re-educate those with this mentality 
and to teach negotiation and deliberation. On the other hand, I mean, it’s 
pretty obvious the Sri Lankan government, they’re just lying completely yeah, 
one of the evidence is that, you know [...] Channel 4 News where naked Tamil 
men getting shot in the back. (Jacintha, Female, 24)
The difference between pro- and anti-LTTE young Tamils indicates that the UK Tamil 
diaspora is split politically among them with respect to the influence of the Tamil 
militant groups which emerged from the Tamils’ traditional homeland in the mid- 
1970s and the subsequent rise to prominence of the LTTE (Cheran 2000:159). 
However, there is a consistency that can be observed between the two youth types 
of political activists and moderate liberals -  both are against the Sri Lankan 
government. The diagram illustrates the ways in which Tamil youth are segmented in 
terms of their political expression, but it also emphasises how these sub-divisions 
are interconnected (see diagram 1).
It would be useful to have a brief discussion of what exactly counts as political 
engagement. There has been much debate about this within youth studies (Brooks 
and Hodkinson 2008). Some theories have argued that there needs to be a 
broadening of understanding of what is meant by youth involvement in politics. It is
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generally observed that young people are disengaged from political activities (CEC 
2001). Such young people place a low level of importance to oppositional forms of 
political engagement supporting Kimberlee’s (2002) ‘alternative value approach’ 
which develops the way young people are inspired by lifestyles and values. In 
contrast, this current study considers different levels of political involvement and anti­
forms of political protest against GOSL and various youth political activists including 
pro-LTTE, anti-LTTE and anti-GOSL. The study fits with Anderson’s (1983, 1992) 
conceptual development of long-distance nationalism but, in addition, it moves 
beyond homeland-orientation of war-torn diaspora (Tharmalingam 2011).
8.3.3 Politically less-active Tamil youth
The third identifiable group consists of non-politically committed Tamil youth who 
either are disengaged from overt political activities or have very limited involvement 
in overt political activities. In spite of their lack of involvement, this particular group 
shares with the extremist and liberal groups a general opposition to the government 
of Sri Lanka. The majority of British young Tamils may be represented as politically 
less-active in this context. Interestingly, two sub-sections have emerged from this 
third youth type. In the first sub-section, Tamil youth are fairly familiar with various 
sources of information, particularly through family motivations and Tamil specialist 
media, about Tamil ethnic issues. They tend to be interested in developing their 
knowledge in respect of Sri Lankan politics, but appear to be minimally engaged with 
Tamil political activities. In the other sub-section, young Tamils appear to have a 
very low level of political knowledge and participate only minimally in political 
activities. However, various political occurrences, such as Tamil genocide and Sri 
Lankan government war crime issues have inevitably impacted upon the third group. 
Recent political events in Sri Lanka have led to the emergence of a Tamil identity 
among young Tamils through a stronger political consciousness than before.
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Murugathas^°, who seems to be less politically active in respect of direct 
participation, nevertheless reacts to a recent Channel 4 documentary:
Ok, my view is that I hate Sinhala people now they are like animals and hope 
UN is going to realize the discrimination going on in Sri Lanka. Our people 
need help from around the world and Rajapaksa should be punished like 
Sadam Husain and Kaddafi [...] now I’m really interested emm reading more 
stuff on Tamil issues. I think of doing something yeah, God bless everyone. 
(Murugathas, Male, 24)
Such reactions highlight the extent to which many young Tamils such as Murugathas 
have reacted to issues relating to war crimes and the genocide against Tamil 
civilians. This reflects that young Tamils have developed an understanding of Tamil 
ethnic issues which has encouraged them to adopt a stronger ethnic identity and 
youth ethnicity than before. Murugathas’ awareness indicates a knock-on-effect on 
community relations in the UK between Tamil and Sinhalese; particular typical 
examples include the recent cricket boycott (Bull 2011a) and young Tamils’ protest 
against the Sri Lankan president’s Oxford speech (Bowcott 2010). Importantly, the 
recent political situation has generated an increasing political involvement of many 
young people and Tamil youth have alleged that acts of genocide and torture were 
carried out against Tamil civilians in Sri Lanka (see: appendix VII, photo 46 & 48). In 
addition, local Tamil media and mainstream Western popular media have 
significantly stressed these issues of genocide and war crimes (Channel 4 News, 25 
August 2009). Such serious issues have developed more negative attitudes and 
deep anti-government of Sri Lanka feelings among many Tamil diaspora. The 
following Tamil youth, who are not particularly active, describe their stance:
Um, Tamil politics-wise I don’t really get involved except the only one mass 
protest during the final conflict I went with my dad because of him yeah. But 
I’d say that I do keep, ah, up to date with what’s going on in Sri Lanka, like.
I have recently updated (1 6 /0 6 /2 0 1 1 ) w ith some o f my previous respondents through Facebook in respect o f th e ir  
reactions to  the  recent Channel 4  docum entary which has been presented by Jon Snow. 
Questions; 'please te ll me your v iew  on the recent channel 4  docum entary? And how do you feel w hen you w atched such 
docum ent?'
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um, I read it on thé news. Ah, there’s, like, a Tamil website [...] I use TamilNet 
and local papers with my dad. Um, because I’ve still got, um, one of the 
aunties lives in Jaffna where it’s really bad, but personally I hate Sri Lankan 
government because they’re killing Tamil civilians. (Sumathy, Female, 19)
I’ve never actually gone to any of these rallies or demonstrations, anything 
like that [...] I am not interested in Tamil politics [...] I’ve been advised by my 
parents not to go there because, um, apparently there’s a lot of video and 
photography and things like that Um, I have to be honest, I don’t know too 
much about the political situation apart from the fact that I know that there’s 
like, a civil war. I know that it’s between the Tamils and the Sinhalese, um, I 
know that there’s, that genocide is happening and I know lots of innocent 
people are dying because of Sinhalese government but I mean, they’re 
destroying our ethnic community. I don’t know the ins and outs on it. 
(Ravirajah, Male, 25)
Despite the fact that the Tamil diaspora is politically fragmented as pro-LTTE and 
anti-LTTE, solidarity has emerged in the Tamil diaspora around their ethnicity and 
Tamil identity. There is an emerging political attitude of anti-government of Sri Lanka 
and general support for the Tamil population among the majority of young Tamils. 
This consistent political interest may establish a stronger political culture and Tamil 
political identity among Tamil youth. For example, the development of a Tamil youth 
solidarity movement shows that Tamil youth take on such ethnic issues differently 
from politically non-violently oriented youth. Importantly, these youth groups’ political 
orientation seemed to be either pro-LTTE or anti-LTTE. However, a strong 
transnational connection has been identified and many young people become 
exposed to their traditional homeland and their connections to it in a concentrated 
fashion. In addition, family environment is an influential factor that can determine 
whether or not young Tamils are politically motivated. For example, Tamil parents 
who are politically-less active bring up their children in a similar way and a 
considerable number of middle class, professionally orientated parents are in this 
category. Crucially, some Tamil parents are concerned about the present political 
instability (The Economist, November 18 2010) in post-conflict Sri Lanka that may 
have an impact on their visits to relatives in Sri Lanka. Therefore, some parents in 
this study may have chosen to remain silent.
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It would be valuable to address the apparent contrast between the relatively strong 
Tamil political consciousness in this chapter and the emphasis on largely non-Tamil 
Westernised cultural patterns of Tamil youth in other chapters, including media, 
friendship and traditional Tamil culture. In terms of musical interest, for example, 
Tamil youth largely orientates towards Afro-Caribbean hybridised hip-hop style, while 
their approach to dress and fashion is heavily influenced by contemporary Western 
street and urban wear. Developing a broader thesis argument in this context, Tamil 
youth tend to be fairly Westernised in cultural terms, but strongly and increasingly 
Tamil oriented in political terms. Such increasing political awareness might possibly 
have an impact on their cultural orientations.
The next section will look at how various elements, family, media, peer groups, and 
Tamil institutions, could impact upon young Tamils' political participation, and their 
level of engagement in Tamil (diaspora) politics.
8.4. Impact of social factors on young Tamils’ political interest
This section concentrates on five important factors such as family, media, peer 
group, Tamil institutions and transnational community and the ways in which those 
elements may impact on young Tamils’ political participation. Three significant issues 
are relevant in the context of this study. First, it is necessary to explore the major 
social factors (sources of influence) that have an effect on young Tamils’ political 
motivation, and how such elements encourage young Tamils to participate in Tamil 
diasporic politics. Second, the extent of the political knowledge young people gain 
from different sources and influences. Finally, it is also vital to look at the ways in 
which Tamil diasporic political activities are related to the development of 
transnational connections with Sri Lanka and the Tamil diaspora. Overall such 
explorations will underline the significance to Tamil youth’s broader identities and 
ethnicity.
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8.4.1 Tamil families and young Tamils’ political motivation
This section specifically explores the ways in which politically energised family 
members, parents, grandparents and siblings, influence young people’s attitudes 
and their level of engagement in Tamil diasporic politics. There are various issues to 
consider here. First, the ways in which parents influence their children in politics. 
Second, the reasons for a section of Tamil parents and grandparents being more 
politically interested than others in the UK Tamil diaspora. Third, the ways in which 
parents’ and grandparents’ political memories of war and ethnic conflict, or even their 
political backgrounds, can affect young people’s political motivation and the 
development of their political attitudes. Finally, it is necessary to look at how young 
people are politically socialised by their family.
Many Tamil parents in this study, from a mixture of social backgrounds are 
interested in Tamil politics. A section among them, both early and later Tamil 
migrants, has become more political. These parents participate in various political 
events or activities, including becoming active members of political organisations 
such as BTF, TYO and taking part in political demonstrations, rallies, boycotts; 
political campaigns (see: appendix VII & VIII, photos 88 & 89 video clip 1)^\ I have 
already discussed (see Chapter 5) the ways in which a section of traditionally 
orientated Tamil parents in this study influence their sons and daughters with respect 
to their Tamil heritage in language, dress, food, Tamil performing arts and other 
cultural elements. In a similar way, politically active Tamil parents sometimes may 
socialise their children to be involved in Tamil political activities. Consequently, this 
provides them with opportunities to establish and develop a level of political 
knowledge regarding the Tamil ethnic struggle. Arunakirinathan expresses his 
interests in Tamil politics, how he has been motivated by his parents’ past political 
experiences and how a stronger Tamil identity develops through politics:
This video clip I {P4040024.AVI) was taken on 0 4 /0 4 /2 0 0 9  during my observation on th e  Tam il protest in fo rt o f th e  
Parliam ent square. Thousands of diasporic Tamils including parents, grandparents, children, school students, Tam il 
activists, non-Tamils, university students participated.
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Yeah, there was a big mass protest in London and I went with my mum and 
dad who’re really active in Tamil politics, so my dad is a member of BTF and 
we went to the protest. Yeah [...] they always encourage me and my sister to 
do something for Tamils in Sri Lanka. I’d like to be involved in that, because 
we’ve had direct family there who’s been affected by the ongoing war [...] in 
Sri Lanka. I remember my dad he was telling me the stories [...] memories 
what happened in 1983 riots when he was working as a civil servant in the 
capital, and, he was directly affected by this violence and driven out to North 
as refugee [...] umm, then he decided to migrate to UK [...] So, yeah, like it’s 
something I feel strongly about [...] emm I need to do something for my people 
and yeah I’ve joined Tamil society. (Arunakirinathan, Male, 20)
A section of young Tamils in this study come from youth types I and II (see diagram 
1) and are inspired by their parents’ political involvement. Such a politically 
socialised family environment is an influential aspect that can determine young 
Tamils’ political knowledge and their attitudes towards political identity and ethnicity 
with respect to Tamil ethnic issues. Politically motivated family surroundings may 
expose children to different levels of political activity similar to political activists and 
moderates, leading to the formation of a Tamil political youth culture among the UK 
Tamil diaspora. For example, some educated British young Tamils have developed 
non-violent political youth groups to participate in various political media campaigns 
through social media networks such as student Facebook (see the following section), 
and barring Sri Lankan products from being marketed in Western countries (see: 
appendix VII, photos 63 and 64).
Parental memories of war and ethnic violence during the July 1983 riots and the 
political experiences that they have faced in their traditional homeland, have 
emotionally affected young Tamils’ ethnic consciousness and identity and have 
provided the younger generation with opportunities to develop their knowledge of 
Tamil politics. The level of political knowledge passed on by parents can develop an 
understanding of the root causes of the ethnic struggle and the present-day post­
conflict situation of Sri Lanka. The continuity of Tamils’ ethnic identity integrates and 
connects young people with the transnational community. The following diagram 2 
shows how various influential factors from different sources determine young Tamils’ 
political engagement.
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Diagram: 2 Determining factors on political participation of young Tamils
Media
Tamil
families
Peer groups
Tamil 
youth in 
politics
Tamil
Institutions
Transnational
community
Source: Idea grounded from the data
The presence of grandparents and their socialisation not only for provides young 
people with Tamil traditional values and cultural aspects (see Chapter 5), but also 
stimulates an awareness of various Tamil political issues. These grandparents either 
live with their Tamil children and families or they occasionally visit them in the UK. 
This has resulted in sharing values and also educating the grandchildren through 
their socio-political experiences, although some young people appear to be more 
enthusiastic to listen to grandparents’ social and political memories than others. 
Such opportunities can awaken young people politically to Tamil political knowledge 
and to understand the importance of Tamils’ political values and aspirations that are 
closely related to the political issues of their distinct nationality, traditional homeland, 
nationalism and the self-determination of the Tamil community. The following 
politically-less-active youngsters were informed by their parents’ and grandparents’ 
political experiences:
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Yeah, I wasn’t very much active you know [...] Sri Lankan politics up until I 
heard a conversation between my dad and granddad. They were kind of you 
know, talking about ongoing war in back home. Umm, I didn’t know much of 
these issues they discussed. But, um [...] I can’t blame because er, I was born 
here and my dad never mentioned these issues in depth. I started to search 
[...] about these problems like internet [...] books, my dad often brings me 
local newspapers emm [...] Tamil shops. I understand now the language 
issue. (Chishanthy, Female, 20)
When I went to see my grandmother, she was like, telling me about their 
experiences and why they came to Britain in 1960s where she and my 
granddad who passed away, few years ago, and they were struggling to cope 
up with the majority like because of language issue kind of various ethnic 
issues and violence like, yeah. (Vithushan, Male, 17)
Family environment is an influential aspect in determining children’s political 
upbringing and their level of participation in Tamil (diaspora) political activities. It is 
also interesting from this study that parents and grandparents are more likely than 
siblings to impact upon the children. Some young Tamils, motivated by parents and 
grandparents stories, began to search for information via the internet and books for 
themselves. Another crucial factor highlights that the early migrants, as discussed 
previously who were professionals and students, were affected by the different 
policies imposed by the government (e.g. 1956 Sinhala Only Act). These resulted in 
a number of Sri Lankan Tamils migrating to UK, to be followed by refugees seeking 
asylum in the UK due to the ethnic tension and riots in 1983. These political 
memories are shared by the first generations with their young descendants and such 
political incidents have motivated the younger generation to connect with their 
homeland. Some young Tamils have become more politically aware than others on 
various ethnic issues of discrimination and segregation of Tamils in Sri Lanka.
8.4.2 Media and Tamil youth’s political awareness
As previously discussed media, both popular mainstream Western and Tamil 
specialist, significantly influence young Tamils. In the previous chapter (see Chapter 
7) different types of media were identified -  films, music, soaps, newspapers etc. 
This section concentrates on how these types of media play an influential role in
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determining young Tamils’ political awareness. In this context, three vital issues have 
been identified regarding young Tamils’ use of media in relation to politics. First, the 
influence of the media on young Tamils’ involvement in Tamil politics. Second, the 
extent to which media provide young people with opportunities to develop their 
political knowledge. Third, the ways in which young people make use of different 
types of media to understand Tamil political and ethnic issues. There are some 
specific media that can be identified including, social networking sites (e.g. 
Facebook), music (e.g. MIA), national and local newspapers such as Tamil 
Guardian, international media including Channel 4 News, BBC and world wide 
websites (e.g. TamilNet). Popular media, both Western and Tamil, influence young 
people to participate in various political activities.
Very few studies have focused on the role of social networking sites in prompting 
young people to become politically engaged. A recent study (Zhang et al. 2010) 
indicates the extent to which such social media connect young people to become 
involved in civic and political activities. The findings show that social media make a 
significant impact upon young people’s civic participation rather than their political 
involvement. In contrast, popular social networking sites (e.g. Facebook), in this 
context, significantly influenced a number of young Tamils in this study to participate 
in political activities. This type of Facebook campaigning gave young people the 
opportunity to update their knowledge of the current political situation in their Tamil 
homeland. Various types of Facebook groups can be easily accessed to enable 
young Tamils to participate in different types of political activities. These popular 
methods are used by Tamil activists and by many Tamil political organisations in the 
UK and have also become a very popular way of maintaining political mobilisation 
among young people in the UK. Suresh and Manokaran, from middle class 
backgrounds, explain how Facebook groups develop an awareness of Tamil politics 
and how they become a driving force to transform young Tamils’ political activities:
I think personally, it’s a huge benefit to join Facebook groups. So, it’s quite 
good is it kind of draws together, like, there’s a groups kind of function and [...] 
I mean, during the Tamil protests in front of Parliament square with the Tamils
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and things like that I joined a couple of Facebook groups such as ‘Students 
Against Genocide of Tamils’ (S.A.G.T)^^ emm [...] another one is ‘Stop Human 
rights Abuses in Sri Lanka’ . but then after a while I figured to myself, it’s 
better being there in person and not behind a computer joining up and just 
getting upset over reading things like this is happening back home, that’s 
happening back home. It’s better going there to the protests emm, screaming 
and shouting [...] yeah. (Suresh, Male, 19)
Um, other than that, even on say, Facebook, there’s a lot of groups to try and 
boycott some things. And so I’ve joined them, like umm. Boycott Sri Lankan 
stuffs^and, um. I’m actually. I’m trying to hopefully arrange something with 
my friends. There are many Tamil people in my uni, anyway, but I was 
thinking like say, something like a white T-shirt with fake blood on it. And I 
want it to say, like a slogan like, you’re killing my people, or something like 
that. Because, I, I’d say I’m very [...] Td like to be involved in that, because 
you know, like we’ve had direct family, who’s been affected by it. (Manokaran, 
Male, 22)
It is interesting to note that the connection between Facebook participation and 
eventual fairly direct involvement, similar to Suresh, is somewhat typical. Popular 
Facebook groups significantly influenced many young Tamils in this study. These 
types of online media are influential factors that can integrate the Tamil transnational 
community across the globe to act for a common cause. For example, popular 
Facebook groups are composed of a mixture of memberships from the Tamil 
transnational community. Many university students (e.g. young Tamils across the 
Tamil diaspora) have joined groups such as, ‘Students Against Genocide of Tamils’ 
(SAGT) and ‘Act Now: Stop Human Rights Abuses in Sri Lanka’. This political 
connection has also resulted in greater social and symbolic connection and intimacy 
with their traditional homeland and other diaspora Tamils. A number of students in 
this study have become exposed to these media and online Facebook groups, 
fostering greater political knowledge about Tamil ethnic issues. This indicates that
'Students Against Genocide o f Tamils' (S.A.G.T) is known as popular Facebook group which is a coalition o f student 
groups from  various universities. They are com m itted to  protest against the ongoing genocide in Sri Lanka. This group  
consists o f 16 ,665 m em bers m aintained by Tam il student groups o f UK universities.
'Act Now: Stop Hum an Rights Abuses in Sri Lanka' is a campaign group th a t associates w ith  campaign groups across th e  
UK and has thousands o f m em bers across th e  globe. This group aims to  raise awareness and pushes MPs to  pressure th e  
British governm ent to  end the  w ar.
'Boycott Sri Lankan Products/Help Save Tamils Lives' is known as a campaign Facebook group w ith  m ixture of 
expatriates. The aim  o f this group is to  protest against the  Sri Lankan products across th e  Tam il diaspora.
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young people are more aware than before of Tamil politics and other ethnic issues. 
Further, it generates young people to become more politically mobilised. A number 
of non-Tamil youth have already become members of these groups. For instance, 
there is another Facebook group known as ‘Act Now UK: Stop the War in Sri Lanka’ 
and ‘Act Now Global’^^  that consist of members from non-Tamil activists, human 
rights groups and social workers from all around the world. This highlights that online 
media is an influential element that connects people, activists, human rights groups 
and Tamil and non-Tamil youth from various social and political backgrounds and is 
a powerful medium for young Tamils to become socialised into political involvement.
This section specifically focuses on the ways in which Western media (e.g. music 
and global TV news channels) which broadcast ethnic issues relating to Sri Lanka 
may awaken young Tamils’ awareness of Tamil political issues. Global media 
communication develops a political consciousness in young people. For instance, 
some young people from a mixture of socio-cultural backgrounds listen to MIA’s^ ® 
songs. It is important to consider the reason why some of them are interested in 
MIA’s ‘hybrid style music’ and how these songs affect particularly youngsters from a 
mixture of political backgrounds. Thayalaseelan who is politically-less active reflects 
upon his interest in hybrid style hip-hop music and the way he has gained political 
knowledge through such music style.
Oh right, um, the first reason I listen to MIA is only because I heard about her, 
a Tamil artists, yeah, it’s a great music, like English people I know, who love it 
so much, um, in a sense, I like it because she’s; she actually kind of support 
to the Tamil ethnic issues yeah, and the Tamils in Sri Lanka [...] and if you 
listen to her music, it’s actually a kind of some underlying tones about it. And 
so, in a sense, um, I found out that her music is so good yeah [...] I do listen to 
MIA. (Thayaseelan, Male, 24)
There are tw o  Facebook groups th a t consist o f 'Act N ow  UK' and 'Act Now  Global'. The first group is fo r Tam il and non- 
Tam il m em bers o f UK. The la tter group is considered global (Tamil and non-Tamils) m em bers. The purposes o f these  
groups are to  stop th e  genocidal w ar in Sri Lanka, by raising awareness o f th e  tru th  o f th e  suffering o f Tamils in Sri Lanka 
am ongst the public. These groups have fu rther generated campaign groups (e.g. Tim  M artins' Act N ow  campaign group). 
Such groups develop awareness o f pressurising th e  international com m unity.
M athangi 'M aya ' Arulpragasam  is a British-Tamil - singer-song w rite r, rapper etc. Her stage nam e is M IA  which  
represents 'M issing In A ction '(see: h ttp ://w w w .m iau k .c o m ).
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This is a typical example of the way media connects to Tamil youth's motivation 
towards Tamil political activities. Socio-political backgrounds, together with 
upbringing towards Tamil politics, have had an effect on the development of MIA’s 
global music career. MIA’s father was a political activist in an ex-Tamil militant 
student organisation called EROS^^ in Sri Lanka. This socio-political upbringing has 
influenced MIA’s music and she has become a popular Tamil artist in the context of 
global music. Her hybrid style of music mostly reflects upon Tamil ethnic issues by 
way of combining both traditional and Western music (e.g. hybrid music). The style 
of music she composes is a powerful medium to express strong feelings of Tamil 
oppression and develops an ability to communicate different political ideas through 
music to a global community. MIA’s songs make an impact on many young people 
from different political backgrounds (see diagram 1) so that they have a greater 
understanding of the Tamil struggle and the root cause of the ethnic problem in Sri 
Lanka. This music also connects a section of young people with the diasporic 
transnational community. The emergence of a new political identity has been 
identified with MIA’s songs that combine a hybrid form of political expression of the 
ethnic issues of Sri Lanka. Moreover the Tamil political struggle is clearly expressed 
through her style of hybrid music to both the Tamil and non-Tamil communities, and 
may indicate a connection with other forms of ethnic protest music, such as more 
recent styles of urban music in relation to politics.
A number of global TV news stations have broadcast various programmes on Sri 
Lankan ethnic issues, for example Channel 4 News (2009), BBC, and AI Jazeera 
(2010). Some of the media, for instance Channel 4 News, have become very popular 
among the UK Tamil diaspora; this is because Channel 4 explicitly telecasts relevant 
information on the Sri Lankan ethnic struggle and often updates the current political 
situation in Sri Lanka, unlike other international media. A number of young Tamils in 
this study watched Channel 4 or AI Jazeera live footage of genocide of Tamil 
civilians during the final war in 2009. Others viewed it on the internet while some 
accessed it through social media such as YouTube or posted messages on 
Facebook. These global media provide young Tamils with opportunities to keep
One o f th e  Tam il m ilitant student groups is called 'Eelam  Revolutionary Organisation o f Students' (EROS).
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informed of the present situation in their homeland. The role of popular mainstream 
Western media such as Channel 4 is significant because it has created political 
awareness among young Tamils about the Sri Lankan government’s war crimes. 
Jamuna (pro-LTTE activist) expresses her strong feelings of consciousness with 
respect to ethnicity and political identity:
Well, I mean, it’s pretty obvious. The Sri Lankan government, they’re justifying 
completely and, one of the evidence is that, [...] Channel 4 News where the 
footage [...] the naked Tamil men getting shot in the back. And another one 
recently like the Tamil internment camps also in the BBC news. Yeah, it’s just 
[...] what the Government done [...], when the whole protest at the end, they 
showed their strong feelings, um, Sinhalese people giving food to Tamil 
people and, the women and children and just think what [...] they just told 
people to act. It’s just a complete lie about everything what’s happened. And 
it’s just those poor people. All they wanted to do was get somewhere safe and 
they made them get naked and shooting them in the back of the head. That’s 
just like animals, it’s just terrible. (Jamuna, Female, 21)
Many Tamils are more likely to use broadcasts on international media, particularly 
TV news programmes, than Tamil media to become exposed to the reality of the 
political situation in their homeland. A number of global TV news programmes with 
greater media freedom than most Sri Lankan media make young Tamils aware of 
the current situation on Sri Lankan ethnic issues. Political situations broadcast via 
global media have a significant effect on the level of young Tamils’ political 
knowledge and political involvement. For example, many young Tamils from a 
mixture of youth types including activists, moderates and the politically less-active, 
were affected by the alleged issue of ‘genocide of the Tamil civilians’ captured by the 
international media, which resulted in many British young Tamils holding strong anti­
government feelings.
Newspapers and websites have generally become popular among the Tamil 
diaspora. These newspapers (national and local) and websites (global and Tamil 
local) are utilized by a number of politically interested young Tamils from a mixture of 
youth types (see diagram 1). The Western media’s authenticity and independence 
compared with Sri Lankan media, means that the majority British young Tamils
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prefer UK national newspapers such as The Independent, The Times, The Guardian 
which portray the socio-political situation of their traditional homeland and the 
transnational Tamil community. However, a section of politically interested Tamil 
parents from different political backgrounds, inspire their children to read Tamil local 
newspapers which are mostly published in Tamil, although some are either bilingual 
or in English. It might also be useful to distinguish between direct influence of such 
media and indirect forms of influence, for example, media influenced parents, who 
influence young people. A few Tamil newspapers (e.g. Virakeswari)^® are imported 
from Sri Lanka for distribution to the Tamil diaspora. These are mainly in the Tamil 
language and were read by many Tamil parents in this study. These imported papers 
can develop an awareness of the post-conflict situation in Sri Lanka. Sajanthini 
(politically-less-active) and Krishanth (moderate activist) describe their interest in 
both Western and Tamil media and how they develop their political knowledge:
Um, I’d say that I do keep, ah, up to date with what’s going on in Sri Lanka, 
like, um, I read it on the Tamil newspapers like umm, Tamil guardian news 
which my dad, bring it for us from the local Tamil shop yeah [...] Ah, there’s, 
like, a Tamil website for example, umm, TamilNet which I read to keep up 
current politics in Sri Lanka, um. But my activities outside yeah very poor. 
(Sajanthini, Female, 25)
Yeah, I always read the Independent, or Times. I read BBC news online, 
because I’m always on my laptop; so I’d say I read it about five times a day, 
just to check the latest news all the time, and definitely I read any Sri Lankan 
news during the final war [...] to know what is going on in Sri Lanka, our Tamil 
people umm there so [...] yeah, there is one called, Tamil Guardian is in 
English [...] Oru Paper, that has English and Tamil, so I read the English stuff, 
yeah, and there’s also a teen’s column in there, as well. I read that, so yeah. 
I’ve been to couple of protest emm, my parents get most of their news from 
the Tamil satellite television, emm local Tamil newspaper. I think one’s called 
Virakeswari. (Krishanth, Male, 27)
Reading such UK newspapers (e.g. Times) comes across as a middle class activity 
which fits quite nicely into Krishanth’s middle class family background. But, Tamil 
media regularly communicate Tamil issues. As previously discussed, various levels
Virakesari is published in Sri Lanka and this paper is also im ported to  UK and other Tam il diaspora which is availab le in 
th e  Tam il grocery shops fo r purchase. Also, e-paper available at, URL, h ttp ://w w w .v irakesari.lk .
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of Tamil media can be accessed in the UK by Tamil diaspora, including 
transnational, national and local. Some young Tamils in this study from a mixture of 
the three youth types (see diagram 1) make the most of free Tamil newspapers such 
as Tamil Guardian, Oru paper etc. that are accessible via London Tamil Grocery 
shops either monthly or fortnightly. Many Tamil parents in this study have access to 
Tamil satellite television which gives them updates on the present political situation 
in their homeland.
8.4.3 Peer group and Tamil youth’s political involvement
Similar to the impact of the previous determinant factors, such as parents or 
grandparents, and media, peer group is also an influential aspect that can determine 
young Tamils’ political participation. Two friendship patterns were identified -  Tamil, 
and non-Tamil. Importantly, Tamil friendships persuaded a number of young people 
from a mixture of political backgrounds, for example early and later migrants’ 
children, to engage in the political activities of the UK Tamil diaspora. Various 
sources of Tamil friendships make an impact on young people’s political motivation 
including, schools, universities, neighbourhood areas, Tamil schools, workplace, 
Tamil sports clubs etc.
The present discussion highlights the ways in which politically active Tamil peer 
groups inspire their fellows (both male and female) to become involved in Tamil 
political activities. Some politically orientated Tamil peer groups from schools and 
universities pressurise other students and friends into becoming more involved in a 
number of Tamil political activities. Sukunan describes his peer group experiences 
that have led participation in Tamil diasporic politics, and the ways in which such 
friendships made a difference to political activities:
Um, my close Tamil friends, they’re all within London, um, except, other 
universities. One of my friends is going quite far away for university but, um, in 
general, like, they’re all in London. Like, I’ve got a couple of Tamil friends 
umm, they’re so interested in Tamil politics like, they often go to protest and 
demonstrations [...] they are literally down the road, they always call me to join 
them and yeah, then I joined them the big protest in London, now [...] also I’ve
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joined university Tamil society [...] it’s really good we do a lot of things for 
Tamils in Sri Lanka [...] sort of fundraising programmes, photo exhibition for 
other students to understand our Tamil problem. (Sukunan, Male, 21)
Some young Tamils exposed to politics because of their association with Tamil peer 
groups have become involved in political demonstrations and rallies and have joined 
Tamil student societies at university. Crucially, it can be observed (see: appendix VIII 
video clips 2, 3 & 4) that during the recent Tamil protests in London a new political 
identity and a strong Tamil political consciousness has emerged. Many young 
people, mainly from schools and universities, have become more politically 
conscious and have voiced their opinions and taken part in political activities 
shouting: “we want ceasefire, when we want that? Now’’ and in the videos were 
holding traditional flags in order to exhibit their traditional identity. This demonstrates 
how young people have developed a greater awareness about the Tamil community 
in the homeland and have exhibited their Tamil ethnic identity and ethnicity. Further, 
a number of youth cliques of university students, working graduates, and 
representatives of Tamil institutions were identified among the demonstrators. These 
cliques are politically mobilised by various elements among the UK Tamil 
community. Two points of interest have been observed during these student protests 
-  the emergence of young leaders and an increased gender balance (see: appendix 
VII &VIII, photos: 60, 61 & 62, video clips 1-5) and, more generally, the political 
situation has caused people to identify more with their Tamil friends.
8.4.4 Impact of Tamil institutions and Tamil youth’s political mobilisation
As discussed earlier (see Chapter 6) different levels of Tamil institutions are 
identified within the UK Tamil diaspora. Georgiou’s (2006) three part diasporic media 
model (e.g. transnational, national and local) can be applied to Tamil organisations in 
the literature section of this study. Popular Tamil institutions including BTF, TYO, 
GTF, Tamil student societies, Tamil solidarity movements, Tamil schools and youth 
clubs and community centres play a vital role in the Tamil diaspora, particularly for 
young people. Some politically active Tamil organisations unite young people for a
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common goal and this has resulted in mobilising young people politically to be 
orientated towards Tamil politics.
Tamil organisations provide a number of young Tamil with opportunities to create a 
meeting forum for youngsters from various social and cultural backgrounds (e.g. 
religion, caste, early and later migrants’ children). Some Tamil institutions are 
connected either locally or transnationally with other Tamil organisations. For 
example, TYO-UK^® is linked with youth organisations in other Tamil diaspora (e.g. 
Canada, Europe and US). Some local Tamil organisations, both formal and informal, 
(e.g. Tamil Saturday schools, youth clubs, community centres etc.) develop an 
awareness of Tamil ethnic issues. This level of Tamil political knowledge has 
resulted in a connection with other relevant Tamil youth organisations locally and 
nationally. Politically active Sugeepa explains how Tamil friendships through Tamil 
institutions encouraged her to be active in Tamil politics:
Okay. Right, friends and colleges from Tamil school emm are so interest [...] 
th yeah then we’ve been to political demonstrations um, political rallies and 
many political events in London. Yeah. Um, I think the last one we went to 
was Black July in Hyde Park. Um, we go to [...] that was organized by TYO 
[...] ah, because we are all members um, ‘Maveerar Naal' (Heroes Day) and 
stuff, and there’s another one, I think it was in Trafalgar Square. It was on the 
last summer or something, ah. (Sugeepa, Female, 18)
Different levels of diasporic Tamil organisations (e.g. Tamil schools and youth clubs) 
influence sections of young Tamils (see diagram 1: youth types I and II) to become 
exposed to Tamil political activities in the UK. Such organisations motivate young 
Tamils towards participating in social and cultural activities (e.g. sports and Tamil 
cultural activities). These cultural and traditional organisations unite young people 
from various social backgrounds in terms of class, time of migration and levels or 
type of political involvement. This awareness has led to participation in Tamil political 
activities and some Tamil students in UK universities form Tamil or Sri Lankan 
societies where a number of students are engaged in various political activities such
TYO-UK is fo r British young Tamils, and it is a com bination o f youth associations. This integrates groups and individuals 
locally, and transnationally. This youth organisation consists o f d ifferen t branches in London.
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as photo exhibitions, political debates, protest, boycotts, charity works, arranging 
political orientated conferences in the universities (see: appendix VII and VIII photos 
90-96 and video clips 2-4).
Many British young Tamils have roots in the third youth type (see diagram 2) that 
signifies a politically low level of participation. Interestingly, however, a section in this 
group is particularly well informed about politics that comes from various determinant 
factors such as family, Tamil specialist media and Tamil friends, while another 
section has a low level of political interest and is minimally active in Tamil politics. 
The recent political events in Sri Lanka have significantly affected such youth who 
may turn into future political activists, with the typical example of Murugathas’ case 
(see above). The first type of youth appear to be pro-LTTE activists and they 
participate in various Tamil political events such as ‘Maveerar Naal' (Heroes Day)^° 
(see: appendix VII, photos, 71, 72 & 73). The following diagram 4 depicts the 
progression of Tamil youth’s political socialisation that has derived from a politically 
active family environment, such as parents and grandparents. In addition media, 
both Western and Tamil, significantly influences a section of young Tamils to be 
aware of the root cause of the Tamil struggle and Tamil politics. Association with 
Tamil peer groups persuades a number of young people to connect with diasporic 
political activities. Some have become active members of Tamil institutions, while 
other formal and informal Tamil organisations mobilise young people to participate in 
Tamil political events. The final element continues the ways in which the 
transnational community (both homeland and other Tamil diaspora) make an impact 
upon young Tamils.
See details on 'M a veera r Naal' (Heroes Day) in th e  glossary (page, xiii).
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Diagram: 3 Political mobilisations from family to transnational community
Transnational 
community- 
homeland and 
Tamil diaspora
Family-parents
and
I grandparents
Media-popular 
mainstream  
and Tamil 
specialists
Tamil
Institutions
Peergroup- 
Tamil 
friendships
Source: Idea grounded from the data
(Note: The order may change depending on the context and connections between 
them. This diagram represents a continuing sequence of various social-political 
elements interconnected and the way such elements have an effect on Tamil youth 
in terms of involvement in political activities in the Tamil diaspora)
8.5 Transnationalism and young Tamils’ political mobilisation
The final section considers the transnational Tamil community, consisting of Tamil 
diaspora across Western countries and Tamils in their traditional homeland. Three 
important issues are identified in this context. First, the extent to which young people 
are connected to diasporic transnationalism. Second, the ways in which young 
people are more conscious of Tamil politics that may lead to a connection with the 
transnational community. Finally, how the current political situation relating to various 
ethnic issues such as genocide, violation of human rights, lack of media freedom etc. 
has an emotional impact upon young Tamils’ political attitudes and interest. A major 
shift was observed among the Tamil diaspora’s political involvement after the LTTE’s 
defeat by the government of Sri Lanka in 2009. Further, the Sri Lankan army’s 
violent elimination of the LTTE had a huge impact on diasporic Tamils. As a result of
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these political circumstances in Sri Lanka, some important political developments 
have emerged from the Tamil diaspora, e.g. the formation of a transnational 
government (TGTE)^\ the establishment of Global Tamil Forum (GTF), referenda 
based upon Vaddukoddai Resolution^^, documentation of the war crimes and 
genocide, and electoral politics and boycotts, in particular the Sri Lankan cricket 
team. The following section will look at how shifting diasporic Tamil political 
developments have an effect on young Tamils' daily political activities and attitudes.
8.5.1 Development of transnational Tamil politics and Tamil youth
This section highlights the extent to which young Tamils understand the 
contemporary diaspora’s political developments, and the ways in which the new 
political dimensions influence the younger generation to participate in Tamil politics. 
Importantly, the diaspora’s political establishments such as transnational government 
(TGTE), inspire younger generations to be aware of the Tamil struggle, and some 
are involved in TGTE’s political activities. Such a transnational government may 
have huge importance for Tamils’ political aspirations for nationhood, traditional 
homeland and the right to self-determination (see: previous section on ‘Pongu 
Thamil’). Interestingly, a group of young people from a mixture of Tamil diaspora 
both male and female^^ have participated in various levels of political activities of the 
TGTE including attending political meetings, voting for the selection of MPs, 
representation on the TGTE’S committee, attending conferences etc. (see: appendix 
VII, photos, 75 &76).
See details on 'The Transnational G overnm ent of Tam il Eelam' in th e  glossary (page, xiv). Available at: 
h ttp ://w w w .tg te .o rg .
^^See details on 'Vaddukoddai Resolution' in th e  glossary (page xv). Available at: 
http://www.sangam .org/FB_HIST_DOCS/vaddukod.htm .
The m ajority o f respondents w ere  interview ed before th e  fo rm ation  o f th e  TGTE and diaspora Tamils' re feren du m . Due 
to  parental and other interventions occurring during the  in terview  process, I m anaged to  re-in terview  ten respondents in 
the early and m iddle part o f 2010  and updated w ith  some o f th em  in 2011. Some m entioned TGTE and o th er re levant 
political activities.
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Various Influential factors have emerged from the transnational government’s 
formation. First, it connects young people from a mixture of social and political 
backgrounds and has led to the integration of diasporic transnationalism. Second, it 
encourages young people to take part in various political activities and therefore, 
young Tamils have a desire for the independence of their Tamil Eelam (see: the 
symbol of TGTE: photo 74). Third, the essence of Tamils’ political aspirations 
originate from the ‘Vaddukoddai Resolution’ which was established in 1976 by Tamil 
political parties (e.g. TULF) and was approved by the Tamils in Sri Lanka during the 
general election in 1977. As a result, these traditional political principles are 
considered hugely important by the Tamil diaspora and continue to support the 
political fundamental (Vaddukoddai Resolution 1976). Finally, the referendum was 
undertaken (see: appendix VII, photos 77-80) to testify to the Tamil diaspora’s desire 
for the independent Tamil Eelam. The ballot that consisted of Tamils’ political 
fundamentals, was conducted by the Tamil diaspora in the following way: “ I aspire 
for the formation of the independent and sovereign state of Tamil Eelam in the North 
and East territory of the island of Sri Lanka on the basis that the Tamils in the island 
of Sri Lanka make a distinct nation, have a traditional homeland and have the right to 
Self-Determination” (see the website)^"^. This highlights that Tamils’ political 
fundamentals (e.g. nationhood, homeland and self-rule) connect Tamil diaspora with 
their traditional homeland in Sri Lanka, leading to the reinforcement of Tamils’ 
traditional political aspirations and Tamil identity. The following politically-less-active 
Tamil youth expresses how his grandmother’s enthusiasm inspired his political 
motivation:
Umm, went for voting last month yeah, it’s like [...] an opinion poll, you know, 
my grandmother, I just picked her up to the polling station, yeah, in the 
community centre emm [...] she was sort of witnessed er, the birth of the 
struggle for Tamil Eelam, yeah, she was telling me about Tamil politics 
something like that I, sort of understanding now the ethnic stuff, and my 
grandmother always tells me about her desire for Eelam, and now I’m kind of 
interested in that you know, Tamil government stuff in here or something [...] 
it’s good for all Tamils definitely I’ll support it. (Thayaseelan, Male, 24)
24
This referendum  fo r a Tam il separate state com m enced on 30 &  31 o f Januvary, 2010, The details o f Tam ils' political 
fundam entals can be v iew ed at: h ttp ://vk r-1 976 .o rg .u k .
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As with other Tamil diaspora, British Tamils aspire to have an independent Tamil 
Eelam. The referendum results highlighted that 64,692 British Tamils voted in the UK 
referendum and 64,256 (93.33%) cast their vote in favour of the formation of an 
independent and sovereign Tamil Eelam.^^ However, 185 (0.29%) made a choice 
quite contrary to the Tamils’ political aspirations and 251 (0.39%) votes were spoilt. 
Certain criteria are considered such as, age (eighteen years or older), being a native 
Tamil speaker born in Sri Lanka, or a spouse or descendent either born in Sri Lanka 
or outside Sri Lanka. International Crisis Group Asia’s Report (2010:14) comments 
that even though this referendum was conducted by independent election 
professionals (see: appendix VII, photos, 79 & 80), it was mainly coordinated by the 
pro-LTTE organisations in the UK, including BTF, and TYO. This report highlights 
further that various pro-LTTE elements of the Tamil diaspora have established non­
violent means concerning Tamil politics to achieve the independent state (Tamil 
Eelam) as their lasting goal. It is observed that similar to other UK Tamil 
organisations, TYO consist of Tamil youth who give support to the UK referendum to 
mobilise British Tamils’ awareness through social media networking. Political 
developments in the Tamil diaspora have had a huge impact on a section of young 
Tamils, and have led to greater enthusiasm for Tamil political activities.
Interestingly, the Tamil Eelam Government (TGTE) has received an invitation from 
Southern Sudan (Sudan Peoples’ Liberation Movement: SPLM) to participate in their 
independence celebrations (Tamil National 2011). Some other successful models 
such as Kosovo, Northern Ireland (previously discussed), the freedom of Southern 
Sudanese people etc, are influential examples for the Tamil diaspora in 
understanding the Tamil ethnic struggle with greater political knowledge, as well as 
being better models for Tamils in Sri Lanka.
The details o f results o f th e  UK-Tamils' referendum  can be view ed at: http://vkr-1976 .org .uk/G B % 20R esults .pd f.
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The Global Tamil Forum (GTF)^® is a recent political development of the Tamil 
diaspora. This Forum was formally established in 2010 (24^  ^ February) in London, 
and launched in the Gladstone Room at the House of Commons. Different politically 
interested people such as, Tamils, non-Tamils (Tamil political activists, Tamil 
Catholic priests, British Parliamentarians including a mixture of Labour, 
Conservatives and Liberal Democrats and Tamil youth activists participated in this 
political event (see: appendix VII, photos, 86 & 87). The aims of this international 
organisation are to achieve the Tamils' political aspirations (right to self- 
determination and democratic self-rule in their traditional homeland) through non­
violent means, and to mobilise the grassroots (Tamil) organizations into a political 
unity. Such solidarity develops an awareness of integrating Sri Lankan Tamils and 
other Tamil diaspora, and has led to political stability in their traditional homeland. 
This forum connects to different levels of Tamil organizations in different countries, 
for example, the Swiss Tamil Forum, the Canadian Tamil Congress etc. Importantly, 
the extent to which young people have an understanding about GTF and the ways in 
which they are connected to it are relevant for the discussion in this context. A 
minority of Tamil youth activists are involved in political activities through different UK 
Tamil organizations such as TYO, BTF which facilitate them and other grassroots 
organizations. GTF connects with many Tamil organizations across the Tamil 
diaspora. Anita describes her political interests and how she is inspired by the non­
violent activities:
Yeah, I heard about global forum umm, it is really, really good for all Tamils 
because it’s a way of recognition, emm, the international community. I know 
some young people, my cousin already joined this er, I think definitely. I’ll 
support for it [...] umm and it’s good because it’s you know, focusing non­
violent means [...] that’s yeah. (Anita, Female, 18)^^
The typical example of Anita, aspiring to non-violence, may encourage others to be 
involved in various levels of political activity. However, some Sri Lankan online
The details o f Global Tam il Forum (GTF) can be view ed at: h ttp ://g lo b a ltam ilfo ru m .o rg /g tf/co n ten t/ab o u t-g tf (Accessed 
11 February 2011).
M any interviews w ere  conducted before these Tam il diasporic political developm ents (e.g. TGTE, GTF). Some 
respondents w ere  re-in terview ed during this period (2010-11). Like Anita, some o f th em  described th e ir  views.
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media, such as Sri Lanka Guardian (Edirisinghe 2010), harshly criticise GTF’s 
formations in the Tamil diaspora. The Sri Lanka Guardian further comments that 
GTF is labelled a pro-LTTE organisation that includes a number of Tamil 
organisations across the Tamil diaspora. However, the former British Foreign 
Secretary’s address during GTF’s inauguration held at the House of Commons in 
2010, supported the Global Tamil Forum (Asian Tribune 2010). The essence of the 
British Foreign Secretary’s speech (See: appendix VII photo 87) delivered to 
members of the Global Tamil Forum was as follows:
We know that the civil war is over, but the civil peace has yet to be built and it 
is the dedication of this organization to build a lasting equitable and endurable 
political civil peace that I think is the test of all of our effort. (David Miliband, 
2010)
This is a clear example of how the international community supports the 
establishment of a Tamil Forum for Tamils. This global community with great 
enthusiasm often emphasises to Sri Lanka the importance of reconciliation between 
Sinhalese and Tamils and highlight that political civil peace can be achieved through 
a united and dedicated form of organisation. A minority of younger respondents in 
this study have also mentioned the role of Tamil organisations in building solidarity to 
resolve the ethnic struggle.
As highlighted in previous sections of this chapter, Tamil youth have become a 
driving force behind the political campaigns, demonstrations and protests. UK 
university Tamil societies, for example, have launched a number of political 
campaigns to stimulate Tamils and non-Tamils concerning the issue of alleged war 
crimes, ‘Genocide’, internments camps and violation of human rights that have 
escalated hostilities in Sri Lanka. The use of social media networking (e.g. Facebook 
political student groups) has become popular for young people as a vehicle to 
express their political consciousness towards the Tamil ethnic community back 
home. The popular political student group ‘Students Against Genocide of Tamils’
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(S.A.G.T) has organised various political activities such as, ‘Free The Tamils -  
Awareness day at Queen Mary’ (see: appendix VII, photos, 90-96) and ‘Breaking 
the Silence: Flumanitarian Awareness Fortnight’. These political campaigns and 
boycotts include activities such as photo exhibitions, distribution of leaflets, flyers 
and booklets about civilians imprisoned in the concentration camps, and signing an 
online petition for amnesty. These student organised activities and events enlighten 
the public about the Sri Lankan humanitarian crisis and provide students with 
opportunities to prepare for future political involvement. However, I acknowledge that 
many of these activities are concentrated in the highly educated middle class sphere. 
Tamil youth from deprived backgrounds who do not go to university may participate 
in local level Tamil political activities and campaigns through their local 
organisations.
Similar to Tamil student campaigns at UK universities, a number of political 
campaigns and boycotts have taken place via Tamil organisations (e.g. TYO, BTF & 
GTF). TYO often boycotts Sri Lankan products and services, including clothes, tea, 
food, Sri Lankan airlines, holidays, etc. These youth activists continue to target 
consumers in places such as popular shopping centres, world-famous shopping 
locations, distributing leaflets to shoppers and these actions have raised awareness 
on the humanitarian and political issues of Sri Lanka. Various elements are involved 
to make shoppers aware of influential factors including, ‘Check-the-label’ and 
‘Boycott-Sri Lanka’ (see appendix VII, photos, 63, 64, 84 & 85). As a result of the 
continuity of these Tamil youth’s political activities, there has been a serious impact 
on Sri Lanka’s income that derives from foreign markets.
Young Tamils’ political awareness through various campaigns has impacted on the 
non-Tamil community. Interestingly, non-Tamil activists (e.g. NGO activists, UK MPs) 
are involved in Tamil diasporic political activities and non-Tamil activist forums have 
become popular among young Tamils. These forums concentrate on the 
humanitarian issues of genocide and human rights issues in Sri Lanka. Some non- 
Tamils continue to support the Tamil struggle through various levels of political 
activities, campaigns, hunger strikes, political debates. For example, the recent ‘Act
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Now’s’ political campaign continues to raise awareness of Tamil issues at popular 
academic events in the UK. (e.g. Ban Ki Moon’s Oxford lecture)^®, where the UN 
Secretary General was questioned by Tim Martin concerning Sri Lanka’s 
humanitarian issues. These types of activities have a huge impact on young Tamils’ 
political motivation and interest on Tamil politics. In addition, some British MPs^® 
from various political backgrounds continue to push present British politicians to be 
involved in Sri Lankan political situations concerning an independent investigation 
into serious allegations of war crimes and human rights abuses in Sri Lanka. Tamil 
politics may offer young people a connection with the non-Tamil community and lead 
to the development of inter-friendships patterns and the cohesiveness of the non- 
Tamil youth culture (see: appendix VII, photos 81-85).
8.5.2 Tamil youth’s socio-political orientations and long-distance nationalism
In the previous sections I have discussed how young Tamils’ are politically motivated 
through family, peer group, media, Tamil institutions, and the transnational 
community. In this section, I will specifically look at three relevant issues connected 
to their traditional homeland in Sri Lanka. First, how Tamil youth are affected as a 
result of the Sri Lankan post-war situation. Second, the types of activity (e.g. 
visits/charity/community works) that encourage young people to be connected to the 
Tamil community in Sri Lanka, and how these activities are channelled through 
religious institutions, charities and grassroots organizations. Finally, I consider how 
young people understand the current political developments of Sri Lanka and the 
ways in which these developments may affect young Tamils’ future involvement in 
Tamil politics. This creates an awareness of issues such as human rights, 
reconciliation, community development and social mobilisation.
The conference th em e was on 'Hum an Protection and th e  21st Century United Nations' held on 2"^ o f February, 20 11 . 
The main them es of the  questions consist o f UN's role tow ards Tam il genocide, human rights violations, independent 
investigation into w ar crimes, UN referendum  as the situation in Sri Lanka is the same as in South Sudan.
Siobhain McDonagh MP spoke during Prime Minister's Questions on W ednesday 27th  October.
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How young Tamils react to the ethnic issues concerning Sri Lankan political situation 
is important in the context of this study. The majority of young respondents have 
already visited their homeland with their Tamil parents. Most of these visits occurred 
during the peace accord between the Government and the LTTE (from 2001 to 
2006) and were very crucial for the younger generation. These visits provided young 
people with opportunities to become aware of war affected areas in their traditional 
homeland, developing an understanding of the roots of the conflict and the post-war 
context in Sri Lanka. This awareness gives them a greater knowledge of their ethnic 
identity, ethnicity and family roots. Arulan, from a middle class professional family 
background, related his experiences:
Um, in a way, it was a very nice place, but basically it’s been ruined by war. 
Um, this was about five years ago and basically the place had gone, 
backwards and my parents were saying, before, it was a lot better, it was 
more educated, people were doing better, people were happier. If you looked 
there, then it’s really struggling wherever we went. But, at least it was nice to 
be back in, kind of the homeland, as such, to see where I came from. But, it’s 
quite, like, depressing and like seeing like, what’s happened to it kind of thing. 
Basically we have a lot of relatives all over the world and in England. I thought 
we didn’t have many in Sri Lanka, but when we went there, we went to visit 
about, like every day we had to visit families and friends like many people. 
(Arulan, Male, 20)
Many Tamil parents in this study took their children to the homeland to share the 
experiences, culture and lifestyles that can be passed from generation to generation. 
Many young people’s parents or grandparents have roots in Tamil-dominated 
provinces such as the North and East and these visits provide an opportunity to build 
relationships and friendships with their parents’ relatives and friends. They have 
been inspired to become involved in various social and political activities for the 
development of their war-affected vulnerable people (e.g. children, the elderly) in Sri 
Lanka. Many young people in this study have become well versed in Tamil political 
knowledge after the final conflict in 2009. Such awareness through media has led to 
engagement with charity and community development activities for Tamils in Sri 
Lanka. Sumathy describes her connections:
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I’ve been four times now. Um, I went once in 1997. I went there for the 
Tsunami and then I went this year, as well, because, I went for a funeral. I 
love being there with my family. Yes, I read Tamil websites and local papers, 
and stuff. Um, because I’ve still got, um, one of the aunties still lives at Jaffna 
where it’s really war zone, they’ve had a lot of grief recently. I’m willing to help 
yeah ever since I was very young I’ve always done charity events and shows 
to raise money to give back to orphanages back in Sri Lanka and that’s 
through the help of my dad so I think I’ve done a lot to help the community 
back home. (Sumathy, Female, 19)
Some middle class professional youth in this study, similar to Sumathy, are more 
orientated towards community development activities than other Tamil youth groups 
(see diagram 1) and have expanded good connections by going to Sri Lanka more 
often than the other groups. Various factors, such as, the Tsunami (2005), the final 
war (2009) and human rights violations post-war seem to have greatly affected 
young Tamils. These middle class youth are more orientated towards political 
activities, for example online petitions against war crimes, voting, and joining 
Facebook student groups in order to become better informed. Interestingly, young 
political activists and moderate activists participated in highly political activities 
during the final war (see previous sections). Political activists played a crucial role in 
pressurising the international community to settle the ethnic issue of the Sri Lanka. 
However, this did not happen as they expected, so that pro-LTTE activists still 
continue to believe Tamil militancy is the only way to resolve the Tamil struggle, 
while young moderates move away from LTTE and concentrate on non-violent 
political activities to achieve the political aspirations of the Tamils.
It is important to develop connections between Tamil politics and other aspects of 
identity in this context. Recent political events that took place during the final war in 
Sri Lanka affected more generally Tamil youth’s identities, and have had an impact 
upon their level of involvement in recent Tamil politics. This political engagement has 
led to the development of a strong Tamil political consciousness and Tamil ethnic 
identity, increasing further an awareness of Tamil political issues that have motivated 
towards changing the broader identities of British Tamil youth. Family, for example, 
can politically socialise young Tamils and can encourage different ways in which 
they are involved in Tamil politics. Media both global and diasporic are vehicles that
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can widen young Tamils’ political knowledge and hybridised cultural identity through 
facilitating their engagement towards long-distance Tamil nationalism. Tamil political 
consciousness establishes more intra-and inter-Tamil friendships and peer group 
association that gives more confidence to young people to participate in various 
political events. Some Tamil Institutions mobilise young Tamils to enlarge their socio­
political networks with transnational communities with a strong Tamil political identity. 
Young Tamils’ continuous politicised non-violent activities may have led to a better 
understanding of Tamil political issues, creating an impact on the global community. 
There has increasingly been anti-government feelings that worsen the relationship 
between Tamil diaspora and the government of Sri Lanka.
8.6 Conclusion
In conclusion, the purpose of this chapter is to connect questions of political 
involvement discussed here with the broader issues of the pattern of Tamil migration, 
generations, youth ethnicity, identity, minorities, youth political culture and diasporic 
nationalism that have been examined in previous chapters. This analysis 
synthesises those significant social and political elements and the ways in which 
these elements, including media, friendships, parent culture, traditional and cultural 
identity match with young Tamils’ political involvements and the extent to which such 
elements have an impact on young Tamils’ political attitudes to, and interests in, 
Tamil diasporic politics. In addition, the ways in which these influential factors affect 
younger generations and how parents and grandparents pass on their traditional 
knowledge in Tamil politics to their descendents has been discussed.
Three Tamil youth political types have emerged and there are two underlying factors 
that can determine young Tamils’ level of involvement and who they support. The 
first youth type is considered pro-LTTE activist and have higher political profile. A 
section of young Tamils from varied social backgrounds, for example school and 
university and who tend to be later migrants’ children, derive from this first youth 
type. Such young activists are involved in various types of political activities as 
political organisers; youth group members, student society leaders and active
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political campaigners. The second youth type is based upon politically moderate 
activists. Such young political moderates are from mixed backgrounds and engage in 
medium level political activities including participating in protests, and political 
demonstrations and attending political debates and conferences related to Tamil 
ethnic issues. They also tend to be anti-LTTE. The final youth type who are in the 
majority, are from professional middle class backgrounds, either pro or anti-LTTE 
and identified as politically-less active with a low level of political participation in the 
Tamil diaspora. This third type of youth further divides into two sections. The first 
section is fully politically informed but minimally active in Tamil political activities, 
while the second section is not well informed politically, and is minimally active in 
Tamil diasporic politics. Interestingly, recent political events have significantly 
influenced many Tamil youth from this group, leading to more engagement with 
Tamil politics than before.
There are influential elements such as, family, media, peer groups, Tamil institutions 
and the transnational community that can determine young Tamils’ level of 
involvement in Tamil politics. Many parents and grandparents are well exposed to 
Tamil politics because of roots in their traditional homeland in Sri Lanka. A section 
among them is involved in various levels of political activities in the Tamil diaspora, 
including leadership of political Tamil organisations, being active members and 
engaged in campaigns and protests. This parental political interest and engagement 
provides young people with opportunities to encourage them to become involved. 
Grandparents, either from their homeland or in the Tamil diaspora, politically 
socialise their grandchildren in different ways: they pass on their knowledge of the 
roots of Tamil politics and the causes of the ethnic struggle and share their political 
experiences and memories (e.g. the reason for their migration, 1958 ethnic violence, 
1983 ethnic riots, impact of government policies etc.). These awaken and motivate 
young people to understand Tamil issues, and to participate enthusiastically in 
various Tamil political events and activities. For instance, parents and grandparents 
inspire the young people to vote in the referendum or Tamil electoral politics.
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Media, both popular mainstream Western and Tamil specialist media (e.g. music, 
news programmes, newspapers, social media networking etc.), significantly 
influence young people. Western media such as Channel 4, with greater media 
freedom, creates an awareness of Sri Lankan ethnic and war issues. These reliable 
sources of information concerning war crimes, genocide and human rights issues 
give young people an understanding of the political consciousness of their Tamil 
community. A section of young Tamils read Tamil bilingual/Tamil English papers with 
their Tamil parents’ encouragement. Many young Tamils listen to MIA’s hybrid music 
which develops an understanding of the Tamil struggle in the global context. 
Facebook groups are a powerful vehicle for many Tamils to be aware of relevant 
information about Tamil political activities. These media networks have inspired a 
number of young people to join them and have stimulated youngsters to be 
mobilised in Tamil political activities (e.g. students’ campaigns, boycotts etc.). This 
has also led to non-Tamil participation in Tamil politics through social media 
networking.
Peer groups have become important for a section of young Tamils, inspiring them to 
join various levels of diasporic political activities. The association of peer groups 
originates from schools, universities (Tamil societies) and neighbourhood locations, 
where various groups of young Tamils become politically orientated through close 
friendships. As a result of their friendships some young people have become 
politically interested and involved in different Tamil political activities.
Tamil political organisations have an impact on changing young Tamils’ political 
interests and attitudes. Various levels of political organisation are identified, such as, 
GTF, BTF, and TYO. Young Tamils associate with Tamil organisations because of 
encouragement from diverse sources including their parents, peer group 
associations, media influence, etc.
The transnational community (both homeland and Tamil diasporas) has made a 
huge impact on young Tamils because of recent political developments, such as the
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Tamil transnational government and Global Tamil Forum. Many young people are 
interested in understanding about these new political formations because of their 
non-violent policies. This democratic political dimension influences the international 
community (e.g. MPs, human right activists, social workers, young non-Tamils) to 
continue to support Tamils’ political aspirations of a traditional homeland, nationhood 
and the right to self-determination. Lessons can be learnt from the successful 
liberated political models (in Kosovo, South Sudan, South Africa and Northern 
Ireland). Although the Sri Lankan Government has allied with non-Western countries 
(e.g. China, India) Western countries continue to put pressure on the Government to 
resolve the post-conflict situation and to proceed with re-development, reconciliation, 
reconstruction and social mobilisation. A number of elements, including humanitarian 
issues, motivate the Tamil diaspora to connect with their homeland and this has led 
to social-political involvement with the homeland (e.g. family visits, community 
development, charity activities etc.). Many young people are interested in connecting 
with their families and friends and are eager to carry on the development of their 
homeland.
To conclude, comparing the level of influence and participation, parents or 
grandparents’ upbringing, media influence and peer pressure have a stronger 
influence compared with elements such as Tamil institutions and the transnational 
community. Two trends have emerged in this study. The first is based upon 
continuity of a belief on Tamil militancy and a section of young Tamils strongly 
believes in this traditional method in order to reach Tamil Eelam’. The second is a 
repositioning that has been observed in a majority of young Tamils relating to their 
political interests and attitudes to Tamil politics. Politically less active and young 
moderates have well-established connections with their homeland and they believe 
in democratically accepted, non-violent political means to achieve Tamils’ political 
aspiration for homeland, nationhood and self-rule. Overall this chapter examined the 
broader identities and identifications of Tamil youth in the UK. Recent socio-political 
events have significantly affected broader identities and ethnicities of Tamil youth 
and have developed an increasingly strong Tamil political consciousness towards 
long-distance diasporic nationalism which seems to have had an enormous impact 
on Tamil youth’s future cultural-orientation.
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CHAPTER NINE 
Conclusion
UK-born Young Tamils: Challenges, Identities, and Future Trends
9.1 Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to draw together the various research elements 
emerging from the development of the thesis. This concluding chapter will also 
reflect on the aims and objectives of the study, together with the rationale, 
theorisations and conceptual arguments. First, I provide a critical exploration of 
empirical literature, which led to the identification of major conceptual developments 
related to the research objectives of the study. Second, I summarise the findings of 
the four analysis chapters of the thesis (see Chapters 5, 6, 7 & 8). Key findings from 
empirical observations led to the emergence of youth typologies, focusing 
particularly on the development of conceptual extensions including media usage, 
friendship patterns and migratory patterns of UK Tamil diaspora with respect to time 
and context of migration and political involvement. These analytical chapters 
combine various themes such as traditional Tamil culture, friendships, media and 
politics, developing a broader sense of argument which addresses the original 
questions of the thesis. Lastly, the final section of the chapter highlights the ways in 
which the present youth study contributes to the expansion of knowledge in the 
academic area of this research, and examines the scope for further research 
opportunities in the field of this study.
The present study has identified a number of relevant empirical studies that focus on 
either ethnic minorities or South Asian diasporas in the UK. This critical literature 
review sheds light on the wider issues of ethnicity, identity, youth inter-culture, 
diasporic minority media culture etc. that apply to the understanding of this present 
study. For instance, Gillespie’s (1995) study on ‘young Punjabi Londoners’ outlines 
the broader issues of television usage. South Asian youth culture, ethnicity and 
cultural change. Huq (2003) concentrates on the music cultures of British Asian
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youth leading to changes in relation to hybrid music experience and musical cultural 
expression. Alexander’s (2000) research on ‘Bengali youth culture in Britain’ 
highlights some similar aspects to the current study such as, youth ethnicities, 
cultural identity, and inter-generational issues. Georgiou’s (2006) argument with 
respect to a three part model^ on diasporic media cultures can be extended to the 
present study for understanding the current patterns of Tamil diasporic media culture 
in the UK. (e. g. Tamil related transnational-Deepam TV, national-Virakesari 
newspaper, local-‘Puthinam’ London newspaper). The notion of hybridisation derived 
from Hall (1989/1990) considers relevant and further conceptual development moves 
beyond another level of multicultural and inter-youth cultural aspects (Beck 1996; 
Gidley 2007). The critical reflection of empirical literature has given this study further 
theoretical and conceptual development for understanding various components of 
the lives and identities of Tamil youth.
By studying the identities and orientations of young Tamil Londoners, this study 
makes a distinctive contribution to understanding the global Tamil diasporic identity 
in a broader sense. Empirical studies^ on the formation of a Sri Lankan Tamil 
diaspora in Europe and other Western countries have been conducted since the 
1980s and a few have concentrated specifically on the study of diasporic Tamil 
youth. For example, Cowley-Sathiakumar’s (2008) study highlights a comparative 
model of middle class Tamil youth in the UK and Sri Lanka, although she 
concentrates more on the middle class children of second wave migrants. Therefore 
her study (Cowley-Sathiakumar 2008) has neglected children of later Tamil migrants 
and refugees from working class backgrounds (Daniel and Thangaraj 1995: 241) in 
particular. Meanwhile, none of these previous studies highlights British-born young 
Tamils. In the context of this deficiency, my study is formulated on the identities, 
experiences and young lives of British-born Tamils. It is distinctive, as it deals with 
three levels of analysis. First, the study explores the generational relationships of
^ Georgiou's th ree part m odel consist o f transnational (e.g. satellite television 'Al Jazeera'); national (e. g British Ethiopian 
website 'N ew  Vision'); and local (e.g. 'London Greek radio').
 ^ Some specific diaspora Tam il studies w ere as follows: Steen (1993) Varieties o f the Tam il Refugee Experience in D enm ark  
and England; M cDow ell (1996) focused on 'Tamil Asylum diaspora in Switzerland'; Fuglerud (1999) based upon 'Norw egian  
Tam il diaspora'; Cheran (2000) Tam il nationalism and Canadian Tam il diaspora.
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children with their Tamil parents and grandparents. This has allowed an appreciation 
of the interplay of migrant generation influences on children in relation to Tamil 
culture, traditional practices, diasporic Tamil identity and the intergenerational 
differences that can sometimes separate them. For example, how their maintenance 
of Tamil traditions such as caste, dowry, choice of marriage partner and level of 
religious beliefs and practices varies from that of their parents. Second, the study 
examines various elements of internal differences of young Tamils such as middle or 
working class, educated or less-educated and politically active or politically less- 
active. Finally, this study highlights the relationships and differences between young 
Tamils and elements of non-Tamil youth culture in the UK. These analytical issues 
are combined with four relevant research questions (see: ‘rationale of the study’) that 
have guided the field study of this project.
For the purpose of collecting data, I carried out 50 in-depth, unstructured interviews^ 
with the target group of UK-born young Tamils aged between 16 and 29 years. The 
main motivation for the selection of UK-born Tamils as a target group was the lack of 
previous research on this group. To achieve this, 24 (male) and 26 (female) 
respondents were interviewed in-depth for the completion of the field study. The 
recruitment of the sample was mainly from schools (18); university (20); UK 
graduates (10) and less-educated (4). As a result of some Tamil parents’ encounters 
during the interview process, I re-interviewed ten respondents, a mixture of males 
and females during 2010 (see Methodology Chapter). I conducted most of my field 
work between mid 2008 to late 2009 in South and South West London. The critical 
review of empirical literature provided the guidance for designing the methodology 
that develops systematic interpretations through the grounded data. The following 
section concentrates on how these grounded data generated findings, and 
observations that have led to the empirical generalisations on the Tamil youth 
population of the UK in this study.
 ^ In to ta l respondents I have interview ed 50 young Tamils; additionally tw o  respondents w ere  piloted in th e  early  stage o f 
m y fie ldw ork in 2008.
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9.2 Key findings and observations
This section summarises the key findings of this study and also outlines various 
thematic issues that have been examined throughout the formation of the four 
analytical chapters. These included the primary elements of the influence of parent 
culture with traditional practices, friendship associations, media usage and Tamil 
youth in politics. These analytical chapters highlight the broader arguments of 
identities and lifestyles of British young Tamils by concentrating on internal 
differences and external overlaps of young Tamils compared with their parents and 
grandparents and with young non-Tamils in the UK.
9.2.1 Traditional practices and cultural interests
The first analytical theme highlights various traditional practices of young Tamils with 
their cultural identity considered in the analysis Chapter 5. Most young people 
maintain some sort of connection with their parent culture. Major traditional elements 
are considered such as language, traditional food, cultural dress, religion, caste 
system, marriage practices, dowry, and education. Each element connects several 
social determinants that are involved in comparing and contrasting young Tamils’ 
relationships with Tamil parents and grandparents and differences and similarities 
with young non-Tamils.
The theoretical development of hybridisations and fluidity of identity (Hall 1989/1990; 
Gilroy 1993; Back 1996; Gidley 2007) are quite strongly connected to Tamil youth’s 
lifestyles and experiences, developing new forms of cultural hybridity and fluidity of 
identity. For example, although, the Tamil language has emerged as a crucial factor 
in British young Tamils’ identity, the study has identified that the majority of young 
Tamils are comfortable speaking the English language across the various spaces in 
their lives, but there is a willingness to learn their mother tongue in certain situations. 
Another finding observes that many young Tamils eat traditional food inside their 
Tamil home, while outside they choose different kinds of food because of their 
diverse friendship patterns at school, university and workplaces. Tamil youth’s
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lifestyles and experiences involve different forms of expressions of identity and 
fluidity. An important key finding observed that Tamil youth mostly wear Western 
style clothing, but occasionally wear Tamil cultural clothes for special occasions and 
cultural programmes such as weddings, religious festivals and cultural events.
Two major religions were identified -  Hinduism and Christianity. The first key finding 
highlighted that the majority of young respondents originated from Hindu 
backgrounds while a minority came from Christian families (among them many 
Catholics). However, many young Tamils of both religions are less religious in terms 
of beliefs and practices than their parents' generation. A small number of religiously- 
orientated young Tamils come from conventional Tamil backgrounds and their 
parents observe traditional Hindu customs such as Viratham, festivals and 
pilgrimage in the Tamil diaspora. The Tamil Hindu diaspora has a strong religious 
connection with South India in terms of pilgrimage, temple visits and festivals and a 
Tamil Hindu identity has emerged from these religious people, although many young 
Tamils accept secularism. Similar aspects are identified between young Hindus and 
Christians, except for some differences in naming style, upbringing and attitudes.
In terms of Christian religious practices among the Tamil community, this study 
found that various religious activities such as the annual Tamil pilgrimage to 
Walsingham, religious gatherings, youth prayers, Sunday Tamil mass and religious 
festivals arranged by the Tamil chaplaincy and similarly by other Christian religious 
groups, provide the Christian community with an opportunity to share their religious 
experiences with Tamil parents and some Tamil children. This Christian environment 
has led to the motivation to follow Christian values by developing connections with 
mainstream Christian schools and other religious institutions. Christian identity 
developed as a result of the Tamil community’s past colonial connections with 
Western countries.
Three interrelated traditional aspects of the Tamil diaspora, for example the 
traditional caste system, choice of marriage partner, and the dowry system became
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important to the UK Tamil diaspora. First, empirical observation found that traditional 
aspects are counter to the views of many in the younger generation who have radical 
attitudes towards ‘castism’, which they think should be eradicated. Flowever, a few 
conventional youngsters, similar to their parents, still favour this system. This has led 
to the reinforcement of their higher caste identity. Second, marriage practice is 
strongly connected with the caste system. Gender difference has been identified in 
young Tamils’ choice of marriage practices. Parents influence girls to accept the 
arranged marriage practices, but many boys incline towards romantic/love marriage 
practices. Arranged marriages that are assisted by parents or marriage brokers are a 
popular element among the Tamil diaspora. Another finding is that parents and 
grandparents from the higher caste strictly maintain their caste status during 
marriages practices which has led to the continuation of the endogamy type of 
marriage. The third tradition focuses on dowry custom being connected with 
arranged marriage practices. The key finding considers that many Tamil parents 
continue this custom while many young people oppose this traditional practice.
A key observation was that the majority of young Tamils agree that the Tamil 
diaspora has education as its first priority. Two types of Tamil parents, professional 
and less educated, and four types of children including school and university 
students, working graduates and the less educated were identified. Various factors 
such as, schools, parents’ social backgrounds, parents’ migration type and location 
have had a huge impact on young Tamils’ willingness to have a good educational 
foundation. A connection between parents’ socio-economic backgrounds and the 
type of schools their children attend are consistent in many cases in this study. 
Exceptionally, despite the fact that many middle class children go to better schools, 
some cases highlighted that children from poorer backgrounds also entered popular 
schools and universities. Parental pressure on children in terms of preferences for 
education is another relevant aspect of this study.
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9.2.2 Young Tamils’ Friendships patterns
The second analytical theme considers friendships and interpersonal networks, 
analysed in detail in Chapter 6. Beyond the distinction between friendship patterns -  
Tamil friendships and non-Tamil friendships -  the overall finding indicates that 
friendships or peer group associations blended with one another in the development 
of new forms of British Tamilness’. In the most general sense, complexities of 
hybridised friendship patterns emerged from the empirical data. This new 
development of hybridised-friendship patterns of British Tamil youth give us an 
understanding of various patterns of peer group relationships and of how young 
Tamil Londoners develop friendships through interpersonal networks inside and 
outside the Tamil diaspora and with British society.
The first key finding indicates that most young people who maintain some kind of 
friendship pattern are more established within the Tamil community. UK-born young 
Tamils have developed peer relationships with cross-sections of young Tamils (EU- 
born young Tamils, and recent young migrants). Tamil organisations that include 
social and community based organisations (Tamil student societies) and traditional- 
culturally orientated Tamil institutions (Hindu temples) provide opportunities to make 
intra-friendships and to develop interpersonal networks with the diasporic Tamil 
community. Traditionally-orientated young Tamils have developed an interpersonal 
network of different people through Tamil institutions that encourage interpersonal 
relationships ' and friendships within the Tamil community. Another observation 
suggests that very few children of later migrants are involved with Tamil gang 
activities. Most of the gang members tend to be Sri Lankan Tamil migrant youth 
similar to Bengali gangs (Alexander 2000), although interestingly, appear to have 
some differences, considering the level of violence from other ethnic minority gangs 
-  African-Caribbean teenage gangs -  engaged in the London riots and with criminal 
activities (The Daily Telegraph, 9 August 2011).
The second key finding is that most young Tamils from middle class backgrounds 
have developed non-Tamil friendships with White British and other White ethnicities.
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Interestingly, young non-Tamil friendships often were also concentrated among 
peers with non-White ethnic backgrounds such as Asian, African etc, and these 
patterns have developed more specifically into non-Tamil Asian friendship patterns 
between Asian and South Asian students from similar ethnic and cultural 
backgrounds -  North-lndians, Pakistanis, Bangladeshis and non-Tamil Sri Lankans. 
These young Tamils often have roots in professionally orientated parents' socio­
economic backgrounds. Various social determinants have had a significant impact 
on young Tamils' selection of friendships, their parents’ professions, the type of 
school and university attended, and the location of their homes. Tamil youth from 
middle class backgrounds reside in affluent areas such as Wimbledon, Surbiton, and 
South Croydon. These affluent environments have led to a more diverse range of 
interaction and networks with non-Tamils than those living in more deprived areas 
(e.g. Mitcham). The influencing factors of young non-Tamils, such as ethnic minority 
music style, hybridised language style (e.g. cockney), sports (e.g. football), British 
cultural life (clubbing, living together, and romantic relationships) have affected 
young Tamils’ lives.
9.2.3 Media interests and young Tamils
The third analytical theme focuses on the use of media and popular culture, 
discussed at length in the analysis Chapter 7. Two major types have emerged in the 
data. Firstly, young Tamils’ media interests are orientated either towards Tamil 
specialist media usage or non-Tamil media Tamil usage. The first key finding 
indicates that most young Tamils use some kind of Tamil specialist media, including 
South Indian Tamil media, traditional Tamil music, hybrid Tamil music and Tamil 
diasporic media, with respect to Georgiou’s (2006/2005a) three part model of 
transnational, national and local elements. Crucially, a small proportion of such youth 
are more interested in frequently using various kinds of Tamil media. The second 
key finding has identified how Tamil parents and their Tamil environment influence 
their children’s various Tamil media usage. Compared with young people’s media 
tastes or interests, the majority of Tamil parents and grandparents are interested in 
Tamil media because of their origins and to their connections with their traditional 
homeland. Tamil media usage by young people was less common but had strong
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connections with three factors: family environment, Tamil friendships, and Tamil 
language proficiency.
Secondly, for most young Tamils, media usage in this study is significantly non-Tamil 
media orientated, such as popular mainstream Western media, ethnic minority 
media, particularly Afro-Caribbean music style, and South Asian media. This key 
finding has led to further explorations of young Tamils' interests in non-Tamil media 
and the extent to which social and cultural elements have had an impact on young 
Tamils’ use of non-Tamil media. Young Tamils are often enthusiastic about different 
types of popular mainstream Western media such as soaps, Hollywood and British 
films. Interest in Western programmes by Tamil parents and grandparents is very 
limited compared with their young descendents.
Another empirical observation was that many young Tamils’ musical interests focus 
on a mixture of non-White music, much of which coalesces around Afro-Caribbean 
music styles and genres such as, R&B, hip-hop, dance, reggae, and garage. Various 
influential factors, identified as peer group associations, neighbourhood areas, types 
of schools, universities and workplaces, can determine Tamil youth’s interest in 
Western music-orientations. Many young respondents in this study grew up in South 
London boroughs where many multiethnic communities are concentrated. Back’s 
(1996) conceptual elements of neighbourhood nationalism and Gidley’s (2007) inter- 
cultural elements in young lives can be extended for understanding young Tamils’ 
musical interests in the global context (see Chapter 7).
The overall finding is that non-specialist media play a crucial role for most 
respondents, even though Tamil media have some significance, and that non-Tamil 
media use is split between a heavy emphasis on a ‘White’ Hollywood and TV on the 
one hand and ethnic minority-orientated music tastes on the other. Tamil youth’s 
media interest highlights the fact that different forms of expressing identity and 
cultural hybridity have emerged beyond the distinction of Tamil specialist and non- 
Tamil media use by British young Tamils -  Tamil youth’s hybrid-Tamil cultural music
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expression coalesced into African-Caribbean hip-hop urban music style is a typical 
example of the hybridisation of the music orientation of Tamil youth in the UK.
9.2.4 Young Tamils’ level of political involvement
The fourth analytical theme concentrates on Tamil youth in politics, discussed 
extensively in the analysis Chapter 8. This section draws together young Tamils’ 
various levels of political involvement that connect to relevant thematic aspects of 
media usage, friendship patterns and traditional parent culture. Three major youth 
types have emerged: political activists, political moderates and less politically active 
Tamils. Two underlying aspects are relevant; who they support and their level of 
involvement in Tamil politics. These political youth types are not exclusive as there is 
an occasional overlap. This youth typology provides an opportunity to understand 
young Tamils’ political interests, but it is hard to determine when political attitudes 
change over time.
The first finding highlights a section of politically active young Tamils who are 
involved in political activities in the Tamil diaspora and they have been identified as 
pro-LTTE. This youth group participates in a diverse range of political activities of the 
Tamil diaspora and undertakes various roles such as, organisers, leaders and 
representatives, different from the committed general Tamil participants from the 
Tamil diaspora. This type of political activist originates from a mixture of social and 
cultural backgrounds in terms of class, gender and category of parents’ migration. 
Many factors determine young Tamils’ levels of political involvement such as 
parents, media, peer relationships from school, university, and the workplace, 
various Tamil institutions such as Tamil schools, religious institutions, political 
organisations and transnational connections. These interrelated elements have 
resulted in young Tamils’ high political engagement as follows. First, Tamil parents’ 
political participation has had a huge impact on young Tamils’ political involvement. 
Second, various Tamil specialist and popular mainstream Western media, including 
social media, have awakened young Tamils to be politically orientated, such as 
Tamil websites, local newspapers, Channel 4 News. Third, young Tamils become
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exposed to interests in Tamil politics through Tamil friendships from school and 
university. Fourth, various Tamil organisations mobilise young Tamils to be politically 
motivated (e.g. TYO).
The second finding highlights a group of liberalised young Tamils who are engaged 
in moderate political activities. Such moderates tend to be anti-LTTE group and are 
involved in varying levels of political activities. They take different roles, such as 
political participants in demonstrations, media campaigners through Facebook and 
online petitions, mounting photo exhibitions, and social and human rights activity. 
They participate in political debates through student societies and attend parliament 
and various conferences concerning Tamil ethnic genocide. Social determinants 
such as, media, student societies, friendships with Tamils and non-Tamils have had 
a huge impact on these political moderates. Most of the political activities of this 
youth type are non-violently orientated; they became student activists for reasons of 
social and human rights. They have initiated boycotts against Sri Lankan products 
and conducted campaigns against human rights violations and ethnic genocide of 
Tamil civilians. These social activists are also involved in charity and other 
rehabilitation work for war-affected people in Sri Lanka.
The third finding indicates that the majority of politically less active youth are 
engaged in low level political activities. This type consists of mixed-young Tamils 
from school and university and working graduates with middle class family 
backgrounds. Two important sub-groups have emerged from these politically less 
active youth: (a) informed and minimally active youth; and (b) with less political 
knowledge and minimal participation. The first youth sub-group use both mainstream 
Western and Tamil media to keep informed of the current political situation. Various 
types of media have been identified with this youth group including Tamil websites, 
TamilNet, Guardian, mainstream Western news programmes such as Channel 4 
News, AlJazeera and social media networks. For example, many young Tamils in 
this group became members of student Facebook groups including ‘Students 
Against Genocide'. These media involvements have allowed them to update various 
political activities of the Tamil diaspora and can motivate young Tamils, as a
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minimum, to participate in Tamil political activities, such as joining occasional 
protests. The second youth sub-group have a low level of Tamil political knowledge 
and have not been conscious of the present situation in Sri Lanka. However, as a 
result of parents’ influence they are engaged with low level political activities. For 
example, many youth voted in favour of the Vaddukoddai Resolution’ (2010) in the 
recent referendum. Even though they had low level of interest in Tamil politics they 
voted because of their parents’ and grandparents’ influence.
9.3 Connections and overall conclusion
This section concentrates on how various elements interconnect and the ways in 
which this thesis presents the overall conclusion of the current study. Importantly, it 
considers the extent to which young Tamil Londoners connect to different aspect of 
non-Tamil British society which is relevant in this context. Tamil youth are socialised, 
via an education in favoured English schools from primary to secondary, providing 
them with opportunities to develop friendships with both local children from diverse 
ethnic backgrounds and Tamil children. Young Tamils attend different types of 
schools such as public and state schools in the UK in a very similar way to young 
non-Tamils. A significant number of both Tamil boys and girls attend college and 
university in London and other parts of the UK and the EU to study IT, medicine, law, 
engineering, business studies, arts, etc. More middle class than working class young 
Tamils go on to higher education that will lead to professional development, which 
highlights the fact that middle class parents’ educational skills as well as professional 
backgrounds (e.g. doctor, civil servant, lecturer, teacher etc.) have a huge impact on 
their children’s education and career prospects. Exceptionally however, some young 
Tamils from working class backgrounds with parents in working class jobs such as 
shop assistant, taxi driver, and labourer also enter higher education to enable them 
to pursue a career different from that of their working class Tamil parents.
The preference for the English language can be seen predominantly in young 
Tamils’ everyday life and they feel comfortable speaking English outside and inside
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the community. However, some young children are interested in learning their 
mother language.
A large number of young Tamils adopt the youth culture of UK non-Tamils in various 
ways. Western media, such as Hollywood films, African-Caribbean hip-hop style 
music. Western soaps, social networking media and UK newspapers have a 
significant impact on young Tamils' lifestyles. In terms of music, their musical taste is 
well connected with Afro-Caribbean genres such as R&B and hip-hop, while hybrid 
Tamil music expression has also emerged among young Tamil Londoners (e.g. 
MIA). Some young musicians in the UK Tamil diaspora create hybrid-Tamil music 
which has coalesced into various inter-cultural and other ethnic minority styles. For 
example, by taking highly popular songs by artists like Blaze G, Seaun Ksteel, Taal 
Cutta, Jay Neo and A.R.Rahman, Tamil youth develop a new version of song 
structure and singing method in Tamil. They produce a complex mixture of new 
hybrid Tamil youth music which combines with a wide range of representation of 
young lives and experiences inside and outside the Tamil community, focusing on 
social, cultural, religious, traditional, Tamil nationalistic and political aspects. In this 
context, Tamil youth’s media interest and orientations fit quite strongly with Tamil 
politics and diasporic nationalism and during the Tamil protest in 2009, young Tamil 
protesters used the hybridised ‘ethnic-protest music’ (see: appendix VIII video clips 
1-4), consisting of more Tamil nationalistic and Tamil Eelam aspirational elements 
which differ from other youth music cultures of ‘bhangra’ style in political terms, 
relating to British-South Asian youth and, more specifically, young British-lndians.
This complex and hybrid interplay of different music styles (for example MIA’s global- 
Tamil music band) creates a dynamic experience which can fit into Huq’s (2003) 
broader British Asian youth music cultural expression. Various elements, such as 
living in areas surrounded by people from multi-ethnic backgrounds, young Tamils’ 
non-Tamil friends or peer group associations derived from schools, colleges and 
universities, can determine young Tamils’ interest in Western music, films, soaps, 
etc. This Tamil youth’s media interest fits quite similarly with other ethnic minorities
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e.g., Gillespie’s (1995) young Punjabi Londoners, particularly their television usage 
that has been a catalyst for hybridised cultural identity and change.
Young Tamils often wear Western fashion similar to young UK non-Tamils. British 
young Tamils are mainly orientated towards popular mainstream Western style 
clothing, which is a mix and match of popular American-British and European style 
clothing. More specifically, contemporary street and urban wear, or perhaps the 
brand of universal youth fashion culture and clothing style, has a significant 
influence. Western television programmes that portray modern dress and fashion 
have had a great impact upon young Tamils’ dress style. Tamil students from 
schools and university and in workplaces have learned many aspects of dress and 
fashion trends from exposure to multi-ethnic environments, which connects to Beck’s 
(1996) and Gidley’s (2007) theorizations of youth inter-cultural and multicultural 
aspects. Interestingly, Tamil youth’s taste in a modern clothing style, which mostly 
consists of hybridised inter-cultural elements, and the occasional wearing of 
traditional clothes, creates a fluid nature of cultural identity through understanding 
British Tamil youth’s experiences and lifestyles because their broader identification 
is continuously being renegotiated and transformed with cross-cultural exchange and 
interaction.
A previous Tamil gang study (Antony 2004/2006) highlighted that Sri Lankan youth 
were influenced by Black youth and Afro-Caribbean styles and behaviour patterns 
which seemed to have been connected with theoretical aspects of inter-cultural and 
cross-cultural exchanges between multi-ethnicities and minorities in urban locales 
(Gilroy 2004; Back 1996; Gidley 2007). The present study has identified an emerging 
element of Tamil gang culture which has more involvement with Sri Lankan young 
migrants (BBC, 8 August 2004), but with the exceptional involvement of a few 
British-born youngsters in gang related activities similar to Bengali gangs (2000). 
These Tamil gang members coexist with other ethnic minorities through peer 
associations and connections with other ethnic minority gangs, creating a cross- 
cultural hybridised language style, African urban hip-hop music, fashion clothing and 
addiction to drugs and this has had an impact upon some young Tamils through their
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gang-related peer relationships. Interestingly, beyond the conceptual developments 
of inter-cultural exchanges, the recent London riots (2011) originating from 
urbanised, Afro-Caribbean dominated locations, has developed an awareness of 
teenage youth culture in ethnic minorities in the UK who seemed to have been 
influenced by multiethnic ‘copycat’ activities facilitated by social and electronic 
media. This clearly indicates the reciprocal connections between media and 
friendships inside and outside the Tamil community.
Further, outside their Tamil family environment, young Tamils love experiencing a 
variety of cuisines, such as traditional British, American, Chinese, Indian and Italian 
food, as well as many fast foods. Young Tamils adopt these multicultural food habits 
from their university exposure, from mixed friendships in their schools and 
workplaces, and from living in multicultural suburbs. This develops a fluidity of 
cultural and ethnic identity and reveals a connection between intra and inter 
friendship patterns and the cultural lives of Tamil youth (food, dress, language and 
media interest).
English cultural lifestyles, involving young people from both genders, influence many 
young Tamils, for instance premarital relationships, night life (clubbing, drinking), 
dating, etc. Most of these lifestyles are hidden aspects for young Tamil Londoners, 
and Tamil parents will treat the young people differently depending on their gender. 
For example, in Tamil culture, girls are more controlled by their parents than boys. 
These are aspects that are common to, and can similarly be observed, with young 
British South Asians in the UK such as Indians, Pakistanis, and Bengalis (Gillespie 
1995; Brah 2007). These common cultural elements indicate the emergence of a 
South Asian common diasporic cultural and regional identity and ethnicity in the UK.
Social and cultural lifestyles, both British and global, have had a significant impact on 
young people who have been on holiday either with their non-Tamil or Tamil friends 
to many countries during school or university holidays, for example, to Greece, the 
US, Canada, Australia etc. These has enabled them to adopt a global culture,
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connecting food, language, friendships and even transnational connection with other 
Tamil diasporas and with Southern India. Involvement in sports, particularly cricket 
and football, through schools and local clubs, encouraged young people to develop a 
range of friends from multi-ethnic backgrounds. As sports TV channels (e.g. Sky) 
enables them to follow UK football culture, many young Tamils have become fans of 
London football clubs (Chelsea and Arsenal). This has created a common identity 
with Londoners, focusing more specifically on their identity as hybridised British- 
Tamils. Another typical example indicates that, on the one hand, ‘cricketing’ connect 
all Sri Lankans in the UK whether Sinhalese, Tamil or Muslim into a common Sri 
Lankan identity, while on the other, sport develops divisions and polarisations among 
the broader Sri Lankan community because of the recent political tension between 
the two communities concerning issues of Tamil genocide and human rights 
violations. For example, Tamil youth’s involvement in the ‘cricket boycott against the 
Sri Lankan cricket team’ created a stronger political awareness in the international 
community in terms of the Sri Lankan political situation and clearly created a division 
between the two communities (Bull 2011b). Tamil youth’s recent political 
engagements have led to a broader Tamil ethnic identity and have had a significant 
influence on other cultural elements such as social media, intra-cultural friendships 
and broader community aspects. For example, Tamil youth are also involved in 
charity and social work activities, similar to young non-Tamils, via schools and 
societies in the UK.
How politics connect to social and cultural aspects is important in this context. 
Cricket clubs and student societies will in some cases integrate Sri Lankan youth, 
Sinhalese, Tamil and Muslim in the UK. This indicates that a Sri Lankan identity has 
emerged from such societies and sport. Interestingly, however, in many cases, Sri 
Lankan students’ societies have split into Tamil and Sinhalese societies since the 
final war of Sri Lanka in 2009 and the Tamil genocide and this has led to ethnic 
polarisation and divisions in the UK Sri Lankan student community. For instance, a 
recent Sri Lankan President’s Oxford speech (2010) was organised by the Sinhalese 
society in Oxford, but UK Tamil students’ societies protested against this political 
activity. Also the recent ‘cricket protest’ against the Sri Lankan cricket team (Bull
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2011a, The Guardian, 4 June 2011) indicates how ethnic division has deepened in 
the Sri Lankan community in the UK.
The extent to which Tamil parents’ culture influences their children and the 
relationship between parents and children are relevant issues for the overall 
conclusion. These issues connect with other elements in various ways. Firstly, many 
young Tamils respect their parents’ culture although they have had very limited 
participation in religious practices and customs and may reject some of the Tamil 
traditions and customs (e.g. castism and dowry). However, some young people 
could be identified ‘parent orientated’ who follow in their parents’ footsteps. 
Secondly, in terms of the Tamil language a few young Tamil Londoners are fluent as 
a result of their Tamil environment, such as the presence of their grandparents, 
Tamil media, Tamil schools, Hindu temples, Tamil friends, transnational connections, 
etc. For example, the Tamil diaspora often use South Indian Tamil media -  cinema, 
songs, films, Tamil serials, various TV programmes, etc. A good example is that by 
watching Tamil cinema films with their parents, some young people in this study 
learned many traditional Tamil aspects, including their mother language, marriage 
practices, dowry, caste, etc. The Tamil diaspora are well-connected with South India 
in terms of Tamil media and culture, the Hindu religion, Tamil art performances, etc., 
and that has led to a common Tamil identity and community between the two 
communities. Thirdly, young Tamils take various opportunities to make friendships 
within their community, at Tamil schools, tuition centres, Hindu temples, Christian 
youth clubs, Tamil sports clubs, etc. Such diaspora networks widen Tamil friendship 
patterns and develop various connections in terms of social, cultural and political 
activities. For instance, on the one hand, Tamil school friends watched South Indian 
Tamil films together during their leisure time in the Croydon Tamil cinema, while on 
the other, they actively participated in Tamil political demonstrations in Parliament 
Square (2009/2010) or attended the political debate on the Sri Lankan issue in the 
House of Commons.
Religion plays a significant role for the Tamil diaspora. Hindu and Christian religious 
festivals and Tamil pilgrimages connect the Tamil diaspora nationally and
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transnationally. Local Tamil Hindu temples serve the majority of the Tamil Hindu 
diaspora, while the annual Tamil pilgrimage to Walsingham integrates Tamils, 
Christians and Hindus. Many Hindu temples encourage young Tamils by teaching 
them religion, Hindu culture and tradition and in London, the temples are not only for 
religious practice, but provide various opportunities for teaching yoga, meditation, the 
Tamil language, and Tamil art performances to young people. Some young Tamil 
Londoners follow various Tamil cultural activities and are very similar to their Tamil 
parents. The traditional Hindu identity has emerged from the Hindu diaspora, while 
the ‘colonial Christian identity’ is seen in a minority of Tamil Christians in the UK. 
However, in terms of religious practice, many young Tamil Londoners believe in 
secularism in a similar way to contemporary British society.
A large number of the Tamil diaspora are politically more aware of the current 
situation in Sri Lanka than before. They became more active and involved in 
diaspora Tamil politics which has led to the development of a relatively strong Tamil 
political consciousness. Tamil diaspora politics connects various social elements of 
parents’ involvement, media, Tamil friendships, student societies, transnational 
connections, etc. and some Tamil parents’ strong political involvement has led to 
their children participating in a different scale of political activities. Another example 
is the popular political Facebook groups. Very much a youth orientated medium 
established by Tamil students, it has encouraged many young Tamils to widen their 
level of Tamil political knowledge. Such political involvement through the media also 
encourages many young non-Tamils to be engaged with Tamil politics (an example 
is Tim Martin’s ‘Act Now’ campaign in the UK). Politically-active Tamil peer groups 
from universities, Tamil schools and sports clubs persuade fellow members to 
participate in various political activities.
Despite the fact that many young Tamils do not seem very involved in Tamil politics, 
elements -  their parents’ influence and international television channels like Channel 
4, AI Jazeera, and the BBC, have awakened them to participate in Tamil political 
activities such as voting in the referendum, the online petition on Tamil genocide, 
political debates etc (see appendix VII, photos 77, 78, 93, 95 & 96). Changes have
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occurred in the Tamil diaspora politics since the last war in 2009 and the impact of 
this war, including the Tamil massacre (UN report, 2011), has led to an awareness of 
changing political attitudes towards the Sri Lankan government. Diaspora Tamils 
have been able to achieve their political aspirations, as well as their human rights, 
under the auspices of specific international communities through non-violent means 
such as a transnational government and the Global Tamil Forum. Flowever, divisions 
and differences among the Tamil diaspora bar them from achieving Tamil political 
identity and ethnicity.
In terms of young Tamils' identity, the majority of British-born young people have 
expressed their identity as British-Sri Lankan Tamil, but with some exceptions such 
as British-Asian and British-Sri Lankan. This highlights that there is a hybrid identity 
as well as ethnicity of British Sri Lankan Tamils. It would be interesting to develop an 
argument more specifically into various components of identities of Tamil youth from 
different forms of expression through their lives and experiences and the way such 
identities are continuously transformed in different contexts. Flow Tamil youth 
develop new forms of ethnicities and Tamil diasporic identities is addressed in the 
following section.
9.3.1 Components of identity, hybridisation and fluidity of identity
Overall, several conceptual developments focusing on youth inter-culture (Hall 1992; 
Back 1996; Gilroy1993; Gidley 2007), cultural hybridity, neighbourhood nationalism, 
double consciousness, and fluidity of identity have quite strongly connected to the 
arguments of the current thesis. Broader arguments and conceptual developments 
highlight the overall impression about the lives and the complex nature of the 
identities of the young respondents and their experiences of being British-Tamils. 
The notion of hybridisation starts to figure quite strongly with the combination of 
intercultural forms in the multiethnic context and fluidity of identity develops into a 
variety of forms of expression of identity in different contexts, which can be fitted 
together into coherent whole. There are seven significant patterns of hybridisation 
which develop with the fluidity of identity and which further construct a variety of
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points of identity which are of differential importance depending on the context or 
situation.
First, the tendency of hybridisation develops at the meeting of Tamil and White 
British lifestyles, particularly White British youth culture and British cultural identity. 
For example, middle class Tamil youth from professional family backgrounds follow 
mainstream cultural elements such as premarital relationships, living together and 
participation in night club culture, with the encouragement of their professional 
middle class Tamil parents, highlighting that the hybridised British-Tamil identity 
fuses with the wider global society and the Western community. This can be 
identified at various levels of activity of Tamil youth, for example the importance 
given to the English language in their daily lives, holiday preferences similar to White 
British young people, widening their networks through friendships with non-Tamil 
ethnicity outside Tamil communities around the globe, and flexible Western lifestyles 
(boy-girlfriend relationships or living together before marriage). The implications of 
global and White British mainstream media culture have led to development of their 
wider socialisation with Western lifestyles, and made a broader connection with the 
global society. This wider Western connection has led to non-Tamil friendships via 
grammar or private school education, creating opportunities in the multiethnic 
environments of London universities or having opportunity to work with urbanised 
multi-ethnic communities through white-collar jobs.
The second pattern of hybridisation fits quite strongly into the ethnic minority's 
popular cultural elements. In terms of youth's cultural identity there is a fairly 
overwhelming emphasis towards particular forms of ethnic minority media use, such 
as Afro-Caribbean hip-hop music. The majority of Tamil youth mainly use such 
popular hip-hop and R&B style music with its connection to the Black ethnic 
community through dynamic musical and cultural experiences, creating the 
emergence of a broad hybridised ‘Black identity' or diasporic ethnic minority identity 
in the context of urbanised localities. Such hybridised music identity develops further 
connections and links towards hybrid forms of musical and cultural expression such 
as MIA's hybrid music with its expression of Tamil culture and politics. This has led
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to the development of new forms of cultural identities and ethnicities in hybridised 
Tamil specialist -‘hip-hop’ music style. Other developments of hybrid ‘Baila’ music or 
‘hybrid colonial music’, combined with European instruments and Eastern and 
Western rhythms, especially rhythms found in Spain and Northern European folk 
music are used by a section of British Tamils. This represents cultural hybridity and 
develops a connecting broad ‘Colonial identity’ by way of reflecting on the 
recollection of social and cultural impacts in the Sri Lankan communities.
A third pattern of hybridisation builds on pan-South Asian identity or broad British- 
South Asian identity in terms of Hindu culture (‘Hinduism’), e.g. religious practices, 
cultural dress, traditional food and customs including caste, dowry, marriage 
practices and other traditional practices. The majority of Tamil diaspora originate 
from the Hindu religion and many Tamil parents retain their Hindu identity by 
practicing their Hindu religion in temple going, offering poojas, keeping ‘viratham’ as 
a way of fasting, leading to the maintenance of Hindu beliefs and customs. As 
discussed in the previous sections (see Chapters 5 and 6), the existence of Hindu 
temples shows that Tamil Hindu diaspora preserve their religious practices. Some 
parent-orientated young British Tamils follow in their parents’ footsteps and 
interestingly, for the majority of young Tamils, Hindu religious practices seem to be 
of some significance in their lives. Importantly, a variety of points of identity with a 
complex nature of fluidity can develop among many British young Tamils depending 
on the context or situation (complex mixture of identities). For example, being ‘Tamil’ 
is important in one context, while in another practising Hindu beliefs and customs are 
crucial for his/her Hindu identity and perhaps, in another situation, a pan-South Asian 
identity is created in the form of eating spiced rich foods and curries, wearing cultural 
clothes, accepting arranged marriage practice similar to their Tamil parents etc. 
Some British Tamil youth hold that the Hindu faith is more important as an identity 
than British-Tamil; presumably a ‘pan-Hindu identity’ aligns them with various other 
Hindus, particularly young Indians, South Indian Tamils, Punjabi youth and 
Malaysian Tamil Hindus.
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A fourth pattern of hybridisation develops into Tamil-South Indian identity' and there 
is a common cultural connection between the two communities in terms of the Hindu 
religion, Tamil culture, traditional aspects and Tamil specialist media usage, which is 
of some significance to a broad British Tamil youth identity. Some Tamil youth 
connect to Southern parts of Tamil Nadu’ in South India because of their Tamil 
Hindu-orientations towards Hindu temples and traditional arts performances. Other 
connections, in terms of previous migrations, to India occurred due to the Sri Lankan 
conflict (see Chapter 2). Even though a common cultural unity exists between them, 
there seems to be a hybridised nature of complex identities and other cultural 
differences that can be identified. For example, the Tamil language dialect, caste 
practice (see-glossary), a hybrid-Tamil music style which coalesced into South 
Indian music in some respects (lyrics, rhythm and singing style), all have developed 
a representation of a new form of cultural expression in young British Tamils.
The fifth pattern of hybridity emerged from Christianity or ‘Christian identity’ because 
a minority of Tamil diaspora belong to the Christian religion. Many parents maintain 
their Christianity and have been heavily influenced by Tamil Hindu cultural elements. 
For example, ‘Tamil Thali’ originally derived from the Hindu style of Tamil tradition, 
but has been adopted by Christians in a hybridised form in their Christian lives as a 
result of cross-religious exchange. Hindu women wear an image of Hindu God while 
Christian women have a symbol of a dove or cross or bible. Another example of 
Tamil-Christian hybridity is identified in the context of the annual Tamil pilgrimage to 
Walsingham which brings together both Christians and Hindus. Interestingly, the 
identity and ethnicity of Tamil Christians in the UK has developed a new way of 
experiencing Christianity, connecting the wider Western Christian society through 
exchanging various intercultural forms of Christian values and other aspects through 
unifying religious activities (e.g. pilgrimages) and Christian consciousness.
The sixth pattern of hybridisation relates to the formation of a grouping of Tamil 
youth from working class or perhaps lower caste backgrounds where there is an 
influence upon complexities associated with gang identities which may be associated
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with deprived multiethnic urban London areas such as Mitcham, West Croydon, and 
Tooting in South London. Working class young Tamils may adopt some lifestyle 
patterns which have been influenced by inter-and intra-gang members. Previous 
study indicates that Tamil youth are influenced by Black youth and Afro-Caribbean 
styles and behaviour patterns (Antony 2004). Various forms of cultural hybridity and 
complexities of identity have developed into elements relating to the characteristics 
of Creoles -  spoken Cockney English with Afro-Caribbean slang, brand name 
clothing, copycat hairstyles, short beards, wearing silver chains, hybrid music 
interest and taste (Afro-Caribbean hip-hop style and hybrid-Tamil music style), 
positively engaging with mainstream nightlife and clubbing and interest in playing 
sports, including football. Some are particularly addicted to drugs and alcoholic 
beverages which have been motivated towards the connection with gangsters from 
inside and outside the Tamil community (see Chapter 6). Various influential factors 
such as studying at state schools, parents' working class backgrounds (e.g. living in 
council housing), association with a peer group from similar social backgrounds, a 
multiethnic urban environment and membership of Tamil football clubs in the same 
areas can determine working class Tamil youth’s cultural hybridity and the fluid 
nature of Tamil identity. Recent political events in Sri Lanka, for example, have also 
created an awareness of involvement in transnational Tamil politics among them and 
they have been motivated by their family members, the media, both Tamil specialist 
and global media, peer groups and local organisations (see Chapter 8).
The seventh pattern of hybridisation forms with a wider ‘Sri Lankan identity’ among 
the Sri Lankan ethnic communities, including Sinhalese, Tamils and Muslims in the 
UK. Sri Lankan cricket integrates young British Sri Lankans into a common ‘Sri 
Lankan cricket identity’, developing connections and leading to friendships. This 
study found that Sri Lankan societies, for exarnple in London universities such as 
UCL and LSE, provide an opportunity for young Sri Lankans to exchange their 
intercultural elements (language, food, hybrid ‘Baila’ music) in a multiethnic urban 
context through coordinating cultural programmes and sports. Some young Sri 
Lankans play cricket together via local sport clubs and schools (see Chapter 6). 
Interestingly, however, there seem to have been divisions between the two ethnic 
minority communities in the UK after the Tamil genocide that occurred in Sri Lanka in
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2009 (see Chapter 8). The implications of such political events have led to divisions 
emerging between young Sinhalese and Tamils, which have been observed in 
different forms of engagements in this study, including various student political 
activities such as ‘cricket boycott’ (Bull 2011a). Many Tamil youths have developed 
Facebook groups via social media (‘boycott Sri Lankan cricket’)"^  to create an 
awareness of the Tamil genocide by attracting non-Tamils and the global community. 
Therefore, a strong ‘politicised Tamil youth ethnicity’ and Tamil identity have been 
identified among many British young Tamils connecting various elements of social 
media, sports and politics.
Beyond the heavy emphasis on adopting inter-cultural elements outside Tamil 
background with greater developments of hybridised identities of Tamil youth, it 
would be interesting to discuss the fluid nature of political identity and youth ethnicity 
among the British young Tamils, and I have discussed these political development 
issues at length in Chapter 8. It would be also valuable to address the apparent 
contrast between the emphasis on the relatively strong Tamil political consciousness 
due to the recent political events, and the emphasis on largely non-Tamil 
Westernised cultural patterns. Tamil youth tend to be fairly Westernised in cultural 
terms in their use of media, command of the English language, dress style etc., but 
strongly and increasingly Tamil orientated in political terms because of recent 
political circumstances in Sri Lanka (see ‘Tamil genocide issue’ in Chapter 8). This 
political situation seems to have had a great impact upon UK Tamil youth; they are 
now more politically-orientated than before in terms of participating in Tamil protests, 
using Tamil media to widen their Tamil political knowledge, joining student Facebook 
groups (see Chapter 7) fighting for justice for Fluman right violations in Sri Lanka, 
and becoming involved in charity work to support vulnerable or poor people in Sri 
Lanka. Importantly, they have become more orientated towards non-violent 
politicised forms of Tamil identity and Tamil youth ethnicity which have recently 
emerged among many in the British Tamil population. Such fluid nature of dynamic 
political Tamil identity has increased political awareness and will have an effect upon 
future cultural orientations from their use of Tamil media, speaking the Tamil
^  See th e  student Facebook group: h ttp ://w w w .faceboo k.com /pag es/B o yco tt-S ri-L ankan-C ricket/162842150445975.
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language frequently and more connection with the transnational Tamil community. 
The implications may be observed in terms of the embracing of elements of culture 
outside their Tamil background; British young Tamils often retain a strong 
identification of British Tamilness’ in the present-day UK.
9.4 Contribution of the current study to the development of knowledge
The study of the diaspora has become an important field of study within different 
disciplines (e.g. sociology, anthropology, social psychology, etc.). The sociology of 
the Tamil diaspora is a new field of study in sociology. This particular research 
focuses on diaspora Tamil youth and is an immense contribution to Tamil diaspora 
studies. A number of studies have concentrated on first generation Tamil diaspora 
since the 1980s when many Tamils were dispersed as a result of ethnic riots (in 
1983 in particular) in Sri Lanka. A number of studies on the Tamil diaspora were 
carried out in specific countries such as Canada, the US, Britain, Norway, Denmark, 
Switzerland, Australia, India, Malaysia, etc. However, there has been little study of 
British young Tamils. This study is the first sociological study of British-born young 
Tamils in the UK. A number of theoretical and conceptual issues have been 
examined in the context of this study, including youth inter-culture, cultural hybridity, 
fluidity, the nature of identity, youth ethnicity, diasporic nationalism, diasporic media 
culture, and inter-generational issues.
It is important to highlight what has emerged as a result of this study. Firstly, the 
influence of Western media, such as interest in Hollywood films and their musical 
tastes which coalesced into the Afro-Caribbean genre, has dominated young Tamil 
Londoners in their day-to-day lives. Secondly, the power of their parent culture in 
terms of religious practice, customs and traditions still continues, and a small number 
of young people follow in their parents' footsteps, while many in the Tamil community 
in the UK respect their parent culture but disagree with most of the traditional 
aspects. Thirdly, the domination of the pattern of friendships with young non-Tamils 
with whom Tamils develop diverse interpersonal networks through schools, 
universities, and workplaces. The common trend highlighted that a large number of
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Tamil youth make friendships with people from wide-ranging ethnic backgrounds in 
their primary and secondary education; but when they enter higher education, they 
seek friendships with people from similar ethnic cultural backgrounds (British South 
Asian backgrounds). Finally, young Tamils are more interested in Tamil politics than 
before, as political activists or politically moderate activists, because of the last Sri 
Lankan war in 2009. My actual contribution is towards a wider sociology of diasporic 
Tamil youth by developing this term -  a form of political expression -  “ non-violently 
politicised-Tamil youth ethnicities” which is a unique and different conceptual 
development mostly ignored by British South Asian studies (Hutnyk 2005).
Theoretical and conceptual arguments, combined with the empirical data, have led to 
the expansion of knowledge and the development of emerging categories (early and 
later migrants), different youth typology (e.g. political activists/moderates/less 
politically-active), new trends of media usage (e.g. Tamil specialist and non-Tamil 
media), different patterns of friendships (e.g. Tamil, and non-Tamil), and various 
social determinants (e.g. family background, middle and working class children, 
religious backgrounds (Hindu and Christian) schools (state and public) living areas 
(rich and deprived) types of universities (in or out of London, etc.). These elements 
determine young Tamils’ taste in media, their friendship patterns, level of political 
involvement, and connection and relationship with their parents’ culture. Such 
empirical generalisations make a contribution to many interdisciplinary fields. These 
results can be critically viewed by social activists, youth researchers, future doctoral 
students, human rights activists, social and cultural anthropologists and sociologists 
and may lead to the development of further studies on the sociology of the Tamil 
diaspora and of British young Tamils.
9.4.1. Future research prospects and opportunities
It is hoped that this study will lead to further research. With respect to current 
research experiences, future studies should consider various thematic aspects, 
issues, phenomena and different target groups with comparative forms of study of 
the Tamil diaspora and Sri Lanka.
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Since I focused on the specific target group of UK-born Tamils, future studies are 
needed to understand cross-sectional groups of young Sri Lankan-born Tamils in the 
UK, EU-born young Tamils in the UK, recent young migrants, and highly-skilled 
migrants. These groups could be studied using either a comparative perspective or 
an inter-diaspora design, such as young Canadians and young UK Tamils. 
Inter-ethnic or intra-religious studies of young people would also benefit from further 
research. Other examples are that the young Sinhalese could be compared with the 
young Tamils in the UK or Sri Lanka, or there could be a comparison of young 
Muslims and young Tamils.
This study contributes to the development of knowledge in this area of academic 
research and seeks to generate an outline and scope for further research projects in 
this field of study.
This thesis has examined relevant themes such as the use of media, patterns of 
friendships, various traditional aspects (e.g. caste, dowry, marriage practices, 
language preference, etc.), and young Tamils in politics. Further studies could be 
micro-focused and should be encouraged by the research community. For example, 
future studies concentrating on more specific research work on Tamil media studies 
in the UK leading to the development of a Tamil diaspora media culture, which could 
be a post-doctoral project among the UK Tamil community. Another example, since 
my thesis focuses on young Tamils in politics and has generally explored some 
interesting types, models and trends, is that there should be a more specific 
comparison of the Tamil political struggle with successful political models such as 
those of Kosovo, Southern Sudan, Northern Ireland and South Africa.
This study highlights a number of important development issues that have been 
identified in the context of post-conflict Sri Lanka, such as reconciliation, human 
rights, peace studies, poverty studies, gender studies, reconstruction, social 
mobilisation, community development, empowerment of women, etc. The agenda for 
future studies should focus on developments in Sri Lanka. For example,
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commonwealth scholarships and fellowships should be encouraged for research 
focusing on peace and reconciliation, and the co-existence of the Sinhalese, Tamil 
and Muslim communities.
Further interest for the agenda of future studies could concentrate on the traditional 
Tamil aspects, such as Hindu religious practice, the Tamil caste system, the dowry 
custom and traditional marriage that have been discussed in the analysis Chapter 7. 
More work is needed in terms of traditional Tamil aspects by exploring them 
extensively with inter-disciplinary perspectives, such as social and cultural 
anthropology, and cultural studies. For example, an in-depth study on Tamil 
marriage practices of the Tamil diaspora should be explored with cultural and 
anthropological perspectives.
Also it might be worth considering the value of studying poor or deprived Tamil youth 
in Britain such as in Mitcham, West Croydon and East Ham where the Tamil 
population is relatively concentrated, by concentrating on working class parents or 
perhaps focusing on Tamil refugees or young Tamil migrants on a comparative basis 
or a micro-level detailed study of a particular Tamil group. Also, an in-depth PhD 
level of research of the Tamil gang culture is needed.
Above all, interestingly, considering the lessons learnt from the recent London riots, 
future comparative minority youth studies, for example of Afro-Caribbean youth, 
could be compared with Tamil youth in respect of parenting, the impact of social 
media and copycat criminality, may be considered as a future research prospect for 
youth development in the UK multicultural community.
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Appendix
Information Sheet
Dear Participant,
I am Richard Antony, doctoral student at the tJnlversity of Surrey. This is a PhD research project in Sodology at 
the Department of Sociology, Faculty of Arts and Human Sciences, University of Surrey, Guildford. The focus is 
on ‘second generation British bom  Tamils: A  study of Young Tamil Londoners’. This study Is based upon 
three years of fulltime research.
Nature of this study:
I am interested in studying this subject for my researdi as it is a previously unresearched topic. The aim of this 
study Is to find out about the changing pattern of the cultural Identity of young Tamil Londoners. It is hoped that 
the results of this study will be of immense use to the Sri Lankan Tamil community.
Age group and research locations:
As far as the age group of Young Tamil Londoners (UK-bom) is concerned, this study will focus on young Tamil 
Londoners between the ages of over 16 to 29 years. Witti regard to the research location, the spet^c areas of 
the South West and Soirth London boroughs are identified as possible key entry points for this study. These 
include areas such as, iOngston upon Thames (Motspur P a ^ , New Malden, Tolworth) Merton (Mitcham, 
Colliers Wood. Morden, and Wimbledon), Wandsworth (Tooting, Earlsfield), Sutton (Beddington, Carshalton, 
Cheam, Wellington, Worcester Park) and Croydon.
Research ethics;
I want to assure you that not only is your help much appreciated but also I take very seriously issues of 
anonymity and confidentiality. Therefore, although I would like to tape our conversation, which should be no 
longer than an hour and a half in duration, it vril! be erased once the thesis has been accepted. Furthermore, I wili 
ensure that any names mentioned aro replaced by pseudonyms when the tape is transcribed. If you would like to 
alter any other details, such as place names, please discuss this with me at the end of the interview. You may of 
course withdraw from the study at any point and I will not use the data you have provided.
Supervisor’s details:
If you want further information in terms of my PhD researdi you could contact my supervisors whose details are 
as follows:
Professor Martin Bulmer Dr.Paui Hodkinson
Department of Sociology, Department of Sodology
University of Surrey, University of Surrey,
Guildford. 6 U 2  7XH Guildford. GU2 7XH
Tel:01483689456, Tel:014B3683767,
Fax; 01483689551, Fax;01483689551
email: m.bulmer@surrey.ac.uk email; p.hodkinson@surrey.ac.uk
Researcher’s details:
if you have any questions about my research, I can be contacted via: Department of Sociology, University of 
Surrey, Guildford, GU2 7XH: e.antony@surrey.ac.uk: Your contribution will be of immense help to my researdr 
and our Tamil community. T h a n k s  f o r  y o u r  s u p p o r t
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Appendix II
Consent Form
I the undersigned voluntarily agree to take part in the study on ‘second 
generation British-born Tamils: A study of Young Tamil Londoners’.
I have read and understood the Information Sheet provided. I have been given a 
full explanation by the investigators of the nature, purpose, location and likely 
duration of the study, and of what I will be expected to do. I have been given the 
opportunity to ask questions on all aspects of the study and have understood the 
advice and information given as a result.
I agree to comply with any instruction given to me during the study and to co­
operate fully with the investigators.
I understand that all personal data relating to volunteers is held and processed!» 
the strictest confidence, and in accordance with the Data Protection Act (1998). I 
agree that I will not seek to restrict the use of the results of the study on the 
understanding that my anonymity is presen/ed.
I understand that I am free to withdraw from the study at any time without 
needing to justify my decision and without prejudice.
I confirm that I have read and understood the above and freely consent to 
participating in this study. I have been given adequate time to consider my 
participation and agree to comply with the instructions and restrictions of the 
study.
Name of volunteer (BLOCK C A PITA LS)....................................... .............
Signed ........
Date  ....
Name of researcher/person taking consent (BLOCK CAPITALS).
Signed....................................................................... ....................
Date ................... .
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Appendix III Supporting letter from the supervisors
UNIVERSITY OF
September 10*^  2008
Faculty of
Arts and Human Sciences
Department of Sociology 
Guildford, Surrey GU2 7XH UK
T: +44 (0)1483 «aaaw 
F: +44 (0)1483689551
www.surrEy.ac,uk
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
This is to confirm that Mr Richard Antony is a full time Ph D student in the 
Department of Sociology at the University of Surrey. I am one of his two 
supervisors. I can be contacted at the above telephone number, or by email
at m.bulmer(5)surrev.ac.uk.
Mr Antony is pursuing a thesis on the subject of SECOND GENERATION UK- 
BORN TAMILS: A STUDY OF YOUNG TAMIL LONDONERS. This is a most 
Important and relatively un-researched subject, and I shall be obliged if you 
will give Mr Antony any assistance which you can.
Mr Antony plans to study young UK-born Tamil adults age over%16 up to 29 
years of age living in South West and South London, More details are given 
in his Information Sheet about the project.
Yours sincerely
Martin Bulmer 
Professor of Sociology 
Principal Supervisor
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Appendix IV - The review of field study (Interviews): British-born young Tamils
N am e
(pseudonym )
Date/
Time
/Duration
Gender Age Location of 
Respondent
Place o f 
fie ld  study
G atekeeper Status Parental
social
status
Kokkulan 
(Pilot interview)
18/6/08
6.30-7.30
p.m.
Male 24 Mitcham Raynes Park 
(Coffee bar)
British Tamii 
sports
council/event
coordinator
Full-Time/chemical
plant
Business
Nimalan 
(Pilot interview)
2/9 /08  
3.00- 4.00 
p.m.
Male 18 Beddington Researcher's
Home/Sutton Family relative
John Paul II Roman 
Catholic School 
/Wimbledon
Minicab
driver
1 Murugathas 10/09/08
3.30-4.30
p.m.
Male 24 West. Sutton Cafe/Sutton Friend Full-Time sales
assistant/supermarke
t
Sales
assistance
/off-licence
2
Bala
9/10/08
4.00-5.00
p.m.
Male 18 New Malden TIC/ Kingston^ TIC
Chairman
High School 
student/Kingston
Business
3
Saranya
9/10/08
5.30-6.20
p.m
Female 17 New Malden TIC/ Kingston TIC
Chairman
Nonsuch High School 
for Girls/Cheam
Property
developer
4
Ragu
10/10/08
8.30-9.30
p.m.
Male 17 Kingston Respondent
house
TIC
Chairman
Sutton Grammar 
School for boys
Accountant
5
Niianthi
12/10/08
8.00-9.00
p.m
Female 17 Surbiton Respondent
house
TIC
Chairman
The Tiffin Girls' 
School/ Kingston
Civil servant
6
Keerthani
31/10/08  
4 .00-5.00 
p.m.
Female 17 Tolworth TIC/ Kingston TIC
Chairman
The Tiffin Girls' 
School/ Kingston
Sales
assistance in 
Post office
7
Abinaya
8/11/08
5.00-6.30
p.m.
Female 19 New Maiden TIC/ Kingston TIC
Chairman
The Tiffin Girls' School 
- Gap year
Catering/
famiiy
business
8 Rajani 24/10/08
6.45-7.50
p.m
Female 18 Motspur
Park
Youth prayer 
service centre
Tamil chaplaincy^ Wimbledon high 
school- Gap year
Manager/Re
sidentiai
nursing
home
9
Vithushan
24/10/08
8.45-9.40
p.m.
Male 17 Merton Park Youth prayer 
service centre
Tamil chaplaincy John Paul II Roman 
Catholic School 
/Wimbledon
Accountant
10
Mathyvathani
24/10/08
9.45-10.50
p.m.
Female 20 Merton Park Youth prayer 
service centre
Tamii chaplaincy Queen Mary 
University /Medicine
Accountant
11
Meena
09/11/08  
7.50 -9.00 
p.m
Female 24 New Malden Respondent
house
TIC
Chairman
Law graduateSt full 
tim e/ solicitor firm
Dept, of
training
industry/IT
service
manager
12
Lokeni
06/12/08  
10.00- 
11.25 a.m
Female 23 Mitcham Muthumari
Amman
temple
Temple chairman 
/Muthumari 
Amman
Law graduates full 
time/solicitor firm
Working in 
Post office
 ^Tamil Information Centre (TIC) is located in Kingston, Thulasi, Bridge End Close, Kingston Upon Thames, KT2 6PZ 
^The parish of Tamii Chaplaincy is in 304, Garratt Lane, Earlsfield, SW18 4EH, UK.
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13
Sumathy
31/12/08  
10.30- 
11.40 a.m
Female 19 Surbiton Respondent
house
TIC
Chairman
student /University of 
Nottingham
Engineer
14 Geethanjali 07/01/09
3.50-4.00
p.m.
Female 22 Croydon Respondent
house
Tamil chaplaincy MSc
student/St.Georgers/ 
Tooting '
Sales
assistant/
restaurant
15 Sivashankar 10/1/09
9.30-10.40
a.m
Male 24 Tooting Tooting
Muthumari
Amman
temple
Muthumari 
Amman temple 
chairman
Graduated (UCL) and 
trading (business)
Retired/runn 
ing Hindu 
temples
16 Kumuthini 17/04/09
6.30-7.30
p.m
Female 17 South
Croydon
Respondent's
house
Volunteer of the
Catholic
chaplaincy
Coloma Convent Girls' 
School/Croydon
Patrol
station/sales
assistant
17 Rajan 07/05/09  
7.00 -8.00 
p.m
Male 18 Sutton
Common
Respondent's
house
BTF coordinator‘s Redgate Special 
School, Croydon
Chattered
Accountant
18 Ragulan 17/05/09
6.30-7.30
p.m
Male 25 Mitcham Respondent's
house
BTF coordinator BSc/fuil-time work: IT 
consultant
Psychiatric
nurse
19 Anita 30/05/09
1.30-2.35
p.m
Female 18 South
Croydon
Siva Kumaran 
Tamii school in 
Selhurst
Tamii school 
Head teacher^
Waiiington High 
School for Girls
Electrical
engineer
20 Amalathas 31/05/09
7.05-8.10
p.m
Male 18 Banstead Respondent's
house
BTF coordinator Tiffin boys' school in 
Kingston
Car sale 
Business
21 Soosaipiliai 05/06/09
8.10-9.00
p.m
Male 17 Belmont Respondent's
house
BTF coordinator Sutton High School Taxi driver
22 Krishnarasa 09/06/09
12.00-1.00
p.m
Male 20 Norbury Respondent's
house
Head teacher 
/Tamil Saturday 
school
Undergraduate/ City 
University
Sales
assistance in 
cafe
23 Jeevasuthan 10/06/09  
11.30- 
12.30 p.m
Male 20 Tooting Respondent's
house
BTF coordinator Undergraduate/LSE Owner of the 
Tamil
grocery shop
24 Priyadarshini 26/06/09  
11.30- 
12.45 p.m
Female 21 Mitcham Respondent's
house
UKTSU/
president^
Medical student/ 
Southampton
Shop
assistant
25 Pushparany 29/06/09
5.10-6.30
p.m
Female 20 Waiiington Respondent's
house
Tamil chaplaincy Pharmacology/Kings
college
Labourer & 
deliveries
26 Ravirajh 02/07/09  
5.15 -6.50 
p.m
Male 25 New Maiden Sutton Manor 
Park
Tamii architect ^ BSc graduate/LSE Engineer
Muthumari Amman Hindu Tempie is a worshipping place in Tooting.
 ^ British Tamii Form (BTF) is a political organization based in London. One BTF coordinator introduced me families and young Tamils. He is 
one of researcher's gatekeepers.
 ^ Siva Kumaran Saturday Tamil school at Selhurst in Croydon. This school is administrated by the Tamil Educational and Cultural 
Association (TECA). The Head Teacher became one of my gatekeepers.
® President of the United Kingdom Tamii students Union (UKTSU) introduced Priyadarshini (see number 24).
 ^ Sri Lankan Tamil architect has qualified (university of Hull) to design and supervise the construction of buildings. He is one of my 
gatekeepers.
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27 Manokaran 7/7 /09  
5.15 -6.45 
p.m
Male 22 Surbiton Respondent's
house
Family friend^ Medical student/ 
Cardiff
Manager/
Tesco
express
28 Nirojini 15/07/09
5.10-6.30
p.m
Female 21 Tolworth Respondent's
house
9
Respondent
/Manokaran
Biomedical
student/St.
George's/Tooting
Business
/Petrol
station
29 Jacintha 18/07/09  
11.25 a.m 
-12.30 p.m
Female 24 East Croydon Tamii school Head teacher/ 
Tamil school
Fuiitime/Home office Priest/Churc 
h of England
30 Sugeepa 20/07/09
4.35-5.50
p.m.
Female 18 Norbury Respondent's
house
Head teacher/ 
Tamil school
Waiiington County 
grammar school
Shop
assistant
31 Angela 22/07/09
2.45-3.50
p.m.
Female 21 South
Croydon
Respondent's
house
Head teacher/ 
Tamil school
UCL/Economics Head 
Teacher/ 
Tamil school
32 Mythili 27/07/09
5.20-6.30
p.m.
Female 17 West
Croydon
Respondent's
house
Head teacher 
/Tamil school
St. Marys Catholic 
High School
Shop
assistant-
Jewellery
shop
33 Gayathri 27/07/09
6.45-8.00
p.m.
Female 17 Thornton
Heath
Respondent's
house
Head teacher/ 
Tamil school
Waiiington High 
School for Girls
Working in 
Post office
34
Sownthary
31/07/09  
11.45- 
12.50 p.m.
Female 25 Thornton
Heath
Respondent's
house
The
respondent^°/
Gayathri
Teacher/the priory 
church of England 
primary school .
News agents
&catering
business/
35 Thayalaseelan 04/08/09
3.10-4.30
p.m.
Male 24 Coulsdon Respondent's
house
Player manager/ 
Surrey United
Undergraduate in 
Roehampton /off- 
licence shop part-time
Retired
36 Arunakirinathan 18/08/09  
1.45 -3.20 
p.m.
Male 20 Thornton
Heath
Duppas- Hill
Recreation
Ground
Player manager/ 
Surrey United
Full time
undergraduate in 
UCL/Home base Part 
time
Engineer
37 Sinnathurai 18/08/09
3.40-4.50
p.m.
Male 21 South
Croydon
Duppas Hiii 
Recreation 
Ground
Player manager/ 
Surrey United
Undergraduate in 
Southbank/Accountan 
cy and finance
Botanical
researcher
38 Justin 21/08/09
8.50-10.15
p.m.
Male 21 Surbiton Respondent's
house
The Respondent/ 
Arunakirinathan
Full time
undergraduate in LSE/ 
off-licence shop part- 
time
Minicab 
driver/Runni 
ng off- 
licence shop
39 Dunstan 25/08/09
12.20-1.20
p.m.
Male 23 Sutton-
common
Respondent's
house
BTF Member in 
Sutton
Medical student/ 
University of 
Debrecen(Hungary)
Accountant/
Retired
nurse
40 Sukunan 27/08/09  
3.45- 5.00 
p.m.
Male 21 South
Croydon
Community
centre
Player manager/ 
11
Surrey United
Medical student/UCL General
practitioner
41 Suresh 28/08/09  
11.20- 
12.45 p.m.
Male 19 South
Croydon
Respondent's
house
the respondent/ 
Sukunan
Riddiesdown high 
school in Croydon
College
lecture/
Physics
One of our family friends introduced me a male respondents, (see number 27)
Manokaran (number 27), introduced another two young people and I found they were suitable for this study (snowball).
11
Gayathri (number 34) suggested another respondent Sownthary (snowball).
The Player manager of the Croydon 'Surrey United Football club' introduced some members of team.
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42 Jamuna 09/09/09
1.15-2.20
p.m.
Female 21 Croydon Carshalton
Park
12
The Respondent 
/  Arunakirinathan
Queen Mary 
University/Genetics 
Part-time/Flarrods
Deliveries/
Petrol
station
43 Chrishanthy 11/09/09  
5.40 -6.55 
p.m.
Female 20 Sutton-
Common
Respondent's
house
TYO
member/Sutton
Student/university-UK 
Political Science 
Pat tim e/ NatWest
Civil servant/ 
Home Office
44 Sajanthini 16/09/09
8.00-
9.10p.m.
Female 25 Sutton Respondent's
house
BTF Member/ 
Sutton
Teacher/Wallington 
Fligh School for Girls
Business
45 Krishanth 16/09/09
9.15-10.40
p.m.
Male 27 Sutton Respondent's
house
TYO M em ber/ 
Sutton
BT company/IT 
consultant
Civil servant
46 Aruian 17/09/09
2.15-3.30
p.m.
Male 20 Belmont Carshalton
Park
Respondent/
Arunakirinathan^^
UCL/student/Maths Chest
physician
47 Janaki 23/12/09  
4.10 p.m- 
5.30 p.m.
Female 22 Kingston Cafe-Kingston
university
Secretary/Tamil
society-Kingston
university
Sport
science/Kingston
University
Mini-Taxi 
driver/off- 
licence shop
48 Thanushan 23/12/09
8.45-9.50
p.m.
Male 24 West
Croydon
Respondent's
house
the Respondent/ 
Murugathas
ASDA/sales assistant Sales 
assistant/ 
post office
49 Mayuran 19/01/10  
3.00- 4.20 
p.m.
Male 25 Mitcham Respondent's
house
TYO Member/ 
14
Mitcham
Shop assistant/BP 
petrol station
Shop
assistant/cle
aning
50 Anjana 21/01/10
3.00-4.10
p.m.
Female 23 West
Croydon
Respondent's
house
TYO Member/ 
Mitcham
Supermarket/sales
assistant
Labourer/ 
cleaning job
Source: Field study 2008-2010
Arunakirinathan (see number 36) suggested Jamuna (snowball). 
Arunakirinathan (see number 36) suggested Arulan (snowball).
14
One of the members of Tamii Youth Organization (TYO) in Mitcham introduced Mayuran (see 49) for the interview.
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Appendix V  - Re-interviews & recent updates: British-born young Tamils
Nam e D a te /
T im e
/D u ra tio n
G ender Age Location o f 
Respondent
Place o f 
fie ld  study
R ein terview
/m o d e
Status Parental 
social status
Jacintha
15 08/09/09 Female 24 East Croydon Email Fulitime/Home office Priest/Church of 
England
Jeevasuthan
16
20/01/10
10- 11.20
a.m.
Male 20 Tooting Cafe/Tooting Face to face Undergraduate/LSE Tamil grocery 
shop in
Kingston(owner)
Ragu 25/01/10 Male 18 Kingston Park Face to face Sutton Grammar 
School
Accountant
Pushparany
17
30/01/10 Female 20 Waiiington Email Pharmacoiogy/Kings
college
Labourer & 
deliveries
Gayathiri 02/02/10 
12.00-1.30 
p.m.______
Female 17 Thornton
Heath
Tamil
Saturday
school
Face to face Waiiington High 
School for Girls
Working in Post 
office
Anita
19 23/02/10
2.000-3.10
p.m
Female 18 South
Croydon
Tamil
Saturday
school
Face to face Waiiington High 
School for Girls
Electrical
engineer
Mythili 10/03/10 Female 17 West
Croydon
Email St. Marys Catholic 
High School
Shop assistant- 
Jewellery shop
Thayalaseelan
20
20/05/10
7.10-8.30
p.m.
Male 24 Coulsdon Restaurant/
West
Croydon
Face to face Undergraduate in 
Roehampton /o ff- 
licence shop part- 
time
Retired
Murugathas 16/06/2011 Male 24 West. Sutton Facebook Sales
ssistant/supermarket
Sales assistance 
/off-licence
10 Jamuna 16/06/2011 Female 21 Croydon Facebook Queen Mary 
University /Genetics 
Part-time/Harrods
Deliveries/ 
Petrol station
The interview has not been completed due to Head Teacher's in Tamil School interventions. Then, this was completed via email.
18
There has been a parental observation & intervention while carrying out the interview. Subsequently, the respondent was re­
interviewed in a cafe.
Due to the fact of observing the interview process by the parents (especially mom), this was completed via email.
The interview process was disturbed by siblings & parents. So, this again was rearranged in the Tamil School at an appropriate place.
Due to the sever noise by the student at the Tamil School, the recording has not been so clear. Therefore, this was rearranged in the 
Tamil Saturday School at an appropriate place.
Due to the fact of observing the interview process by the parents (especially mum), this was rearranged in a Sri Lankan restaurant.
I have recently updated with some of my previous respondents (7 & 8) through Facebook in respect of their reactions to the recent 
Channel 4 documentary which has been presented by Jon Snow.
Questions: 'please tell me your view on the recent channel 4 documentary? And how do you feel when you watched such document?'
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Appendix VI
Interview guide
This guide is an indication of the questions to be asked in the process of an interview and will be 
using principally to jog the interviewer’s memory. This guide is for young Tamil Londoners (British- 
born Tamils) aged over 16 to 29.
A) Introduction and background 
® Name
® Sex (Male/female)
« Age (over 16 to 29)
© Family (members of family, parents’ job(s), and brothers’/sisters’ details)
® Birthplace: (place of birth in UK, present living area in London)
B) Educational background
® Primary education and secondary education(school: private/government)
® Educational achievements(results)
® University education (part-time/full-time, degree/diploma, name of the course, 
Bachelor/Master) 
o Funding (Family/university grant/scholarship)
C) How does Tamii background affect in your day to day life and identity?
• Difference between parents’ cultural life and your own
® Being a young Tamil Londoner and everyday relationships (friends, colleagues and
family)
® What activities define your identity? Do you have Tamil identity? Do you feel British 
or Tamil or Asian? Has your identity ever changed? Tell me something about that...
D) What part does religion play in your life and how important is religion in your life?
® Religion (Hindu/CathoIic)-what religion are your parents and family
® Do you have any religious belief and have a sense of spiritualism? Any difference
from the parents
o Temple/church going with parents (days in a week or month), how often and the 
importance of religious gatherings religious festivals and Tamil pilgrimage...
® Differentiations between Tamil Hindu youth /Tamil Christian youth
(Characteristics)
E) How important are the traditional practices within the Tamii community in London?
o Tamil caste system within diaspoic community in London (specify)
o Arranged marriage/love marriage
® Inter-caste marriage (parental stance)
o Dating with white or non-Tamil youth(parents’ view)
o Dowry in arranged marriage (type of gift, grant expected from the male side)
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F) In what ways do Tamil politics or poiiticai events affect your day-to-day life?
o Engaging in any active Tamil political organization or parties or forums 
o Taking part in any political demonstrations or events
o Political awareness/consciousness of the Tamil community in Sri Lanka
« LTTE's stance in the Tamil liberation (opinion)
o Supporting the Tamil community (homeland) (in what ways...)
® Back home: Have you been to SL (how many times)? Or Have you ever thought
about going back homeland (with parents or on own)? 
o How do you keep in touch with your country of origin?
G) Do you think aspects of popular culture influence or change your lifestyle?
« Languages prefer speaking (home, school, college )
o New fashion (dress )
o Food (traditional Tamil food/Western food....)
® Media: National television/ Tamil television (perceive Tamil youth aspirations)
® Electronic social networking (Facebook, Email, YouTube)
® Musical interests or taste (mainstream /ethnic minority/Asain)
• Prefer any pieces of music (Tamil/English/other....)
® Traditional Tamil performing arts(vocal music/playing traditional instruments, and 
Bharathanatya
o Films or movies (South Indian Tamil films/Hollywood/Bollywood...)
® Do you like any actor (hero) or actress? Why......
H) Do you think it is good to have relationship/friendship with non-Tamil youth?
® Having friends (Tamil/non-Tamil/White) specify?
e Cultural influence of the non-Tamil youth (what aspects )
o Positive/negative impacts
o Boyfriend/girlfriend relationship
o Drinking alcohol? Smoking? Using drugs? How often? Why....
I) In what ways do sports or club membership Influence your lifestyles?
e Sport you play (football/cricket/other...),play for any clubs or school or university
® Club membership (youth club, community centre, any Tamil organizations...)
e Going to clubs (night club/Asian club.. .)
o Parents’ position on night clubs, especially Tamil girls(night outs)
J) How important is education in your life? 
o Importance of education in Tamil society
© Parents’ pressure on education ( selection of medical or engineering fields)
® Career aspirations differ from parents and their guidance
K) Any comments.
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Appendix VII
Photographic exploration (annexed in the CD) 
Note: In total 96 photos are separately annexed in the CD
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Appendix VIII
Ethnographic videos (annexed in the CD)
(1) Primary sources: Ethnographic video explorations
(a) Video clip 1 (p4040024.AVI), taken by Richard on 04/04/2009
(b) Video clip 2 (p4060013.AVI), taken by Richard on 06/04/2009
(c) Video clip 3 (p4060024.AVI), taken by Richard on 06/04/2009
(d) Video clip 4 (p4060029.AVI), taken by Richard on 06/04/2009
(2) Secondary sources(video clips): UK online Newspapers and websites
(a) Jones, S. (2010) ‘London's Tamil protests, one year on’, The Guardian 8 April. 
The Guardian Fuii Text Newspaper [Online] Available at:
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/video/2010/apr/08/london-tamil-protest-sri- 
lanka [Accessed 7 February 2011] (Video clip 5, MP 4 file)
(b) The Guardian (2009) ‘Tamil protesters clash with police: Thousands of 
protesters take to the streets of London to demonstrate against the treatment 
of Tamils in Sri Lanka’, The Guardian 7 April. The Guardian Fuii Text Newspaper 
[Online] Available at: http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/video/2009/apr/07/protest- 
sri-lanka-tamil?intcmp=239 [Accessed 9 December 2010] (Video clip 6, FLV 
file)
(c) The Guardian (2009) ‘I will die here,' says Tamil hunger striker as London 
protest grows’, The Guardian 20 April. The Guardian Fuii Text Newspaper [Online] 
Availableat:http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/video/2009/apr/20/tamil-protest- 
parliament-Sri-Lanka [Accessed 7 February 2011] (Video clip 7, FLV file)
(d) Whiteley, D. (2008) ‘What is happing this week?’ BBC inside Out, 22 August. 
Available at:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/insideout/content/articles/2008/08/22/east_preview_s14 
_feature.shtml [Accessed 30 August 2008] ( Video clip 8, MP4 file)
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Appendix XI Letter from Sutton Borough Liberal Democrat
Sutto
This Is to confirm our thanks to  Richard Anthony of 93 Homefieid Park for his help and support 
Including the very busy period In the Spring of 2010 leading up to the successful comoined 
Parliamentary and Council elections in May 2010. A strength of Sutton Liberal democrats lies in our 
ability to  keep people informed on a regular basis month in month out through Focus and letters to  
individual residents. This can only be done with the help of our volunteers and Richard has been one 
of those, not missing a delivery. The Member o f Parliament, Paul Burs tow, and the three Liberal 
Democrat ward councillors are most grateful for this work, sine qua non.
We wish Richard and his family well in their temporary move to Worthing and of course we will be 
very pleased to welcome them back.
Yours sincerely,
Tony Wallace
Ward Organiser and Sutton Liberal Democrat Executive Committee representative for Sutton West 
ward.
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